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ABSTRACT 

The importance of 'deixis' is that it is anchored to the immediate interactive context and 

resists a pre-given formulation of truth-value without taking into account such factors as 

when, where, to whom and even how it is said. This fact serves as an acute reminder for 

Unguists that language use fundamentally concerns face-to-face communication and is not 

solely based upon the biological construals of the linguistic faculty. In this study, I will 

exclusively focus on spatial deixis and also closely examine spatial expressions such as 

coordinate terms, locative phrases, and (deictic) motion verbs. 

The selection of these elements largely depends on the current interest among cognitive 

linguists/anthropologists in preferred 'lexicalization' patterns and spatial motions/ 

configurations, which promote image-schematic projection of the source concept. These 

phenomenological extensions of space will most palpably be embodied in stretches of 

discourse which particularly incorporate somatic descriptions and mental imageries. The 

novelty of the research is thus characterized by exclusive attention to 'vertical' space 

realized in 'on-going discourse' about spatial experience. 

The data types are mainly audio-(and occasionally video-)taped conversation and 

narration. I look at the utterance by the people who are experientially familiar with the 

concepts of verticality, rock climbers. They routinely and intensively exploit spatial notions 

for various purposes such as body-movement instructions, negotiation of geographic 

locations, and narration of 'danger-of-death' experience. There, multiple frames of 

reference and coordinate systems emerge and compete for the most suitable perspective 

which the speaker prefers to assume in accordance with cognitive, linguistic, and 

experiential constraints. 

I specifically ask the following questions: 1) is the vertical dimension conceptualized as 

the source or target domain for the image-schematic projection of the horizontal plane?, 2) 
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are the orders of spatial descriptions constrained by language-specific 'lexicalization' 

patterns and/or habitualized cognitive styles?, 3) how are experientially salient portions in 

'danger-of-death' narratives (e.g., Climax/Peak) related to particular modes of perspective-

taking (e.g., intrinsic or extrinsic)!, and finally, 4) what is the role of 'experience' in 

achieving spatial coherence in the 'way-finding' negotiation? 

I conclude that verticality may be a more complex concept than has been previously 

conceptualized and has covert but influential consequences on cognitive processes and 

linguistic representations. 
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1. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The current study is heavily motivated by a series of recent findings from cognitive 

anthropology which indicate that human spatial cognition may not be so equally monolithic 

across cultures as has been generally thought. My general objective here is to contribute to 

this line of research by analyzing stretches of natural discourse in and about vertical space. 

This discourse orientation with emphasis on vertical experience characterizes the novelty of 

the research. 

One way of conceptualizing the world we live in is to view it as constitutive of two 

types of space: the world metrically perceived and the world topologically perceived, with 

degrees of integration between the two. In other words, they are the world based on 

objective, allocentric modes of representation, and the one based on subjective, egocentric 

ones. The former is characteristic of spatial relations in terms of disengaged/objective 

modes of representation, such that actual physical volume, distance, and orientations in a 

spatially fixed grid are nimierically computed, and the latter, in terms of engaged/egocentric 

ways of representing spatial properties, often measured by psychological and social 

factors. Of our particular concerns in this study are these two modes of spatial 

construction, roughly conceptualized as the 'coordinate' system and the 'non-coordinate' or 

'deictic' system. We will then turn to how these modes of perceiving the world reflect the 
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viewer's vantagepoint, or perspective-taking, with special attention to stretches of spatial 

descriptions and narratives. 

1.1 LANGUAGE AND SPACE 

1.1.1 DEDas 

1.1.1.1 Types of Deixis 

Deixis conies from a Greek word for 'pointing' and 'indicating,' and is roughly 

defined as the way in which an expression can be interpreted only in terms of the context of 

utterance and speech events (Fillmore 1971; Lyons 1977; Levinson 1983). Prototypical 

examples are demonstratives, first and second person pronouns, tense, temporal and spatial 

adverbs such as now, then, here, there, and other grammatical features related to the 

contextual information of utterance. One of the most widely acknowledged is Levinson's 

(1983) definition, in which he identifies five typ)es of deixis—time, place, person, social, 

and discourse. Examples for each type are: 

Time: I'm now working on a Ph.D. / Tom saw Emily yesterday. 
Place: Tokyo is 3000 miles away from here. / I'm coming. 
Person: Are you Mr. Smith? / Let's play tennis. / Hello, Madam. 
Discourse: That was the saddest movie I've ever seen. 
Social: Kore wa sensei ga kudasatta. (Japanese example) 

this TOP teacher SB gave-HON 
'My teacher gave this (to me).' 

The importance of deixis in contemporary linguistic theories is that it is anchored to 

the immediate interactional context and resists an assumed formulation of truth-value 

without taking into account the factors such as when, where, to whom and even how it is 

said. Thus, for example, the referent of T constantly shifts, and cannot be identified 

without specifying who said it. Further, in a language like Japanese, which has numerous 

words to refer to T depending on the speaker's gender, age, status, ideological 
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underpinning, etc., the truth value of the expression cannot be readily derived without 

detailed information about the whole context. This fact serves as an acute reminder for 

linguists that language is fundamentally designed for face-to-face communication, and not 

solely based upon the biological constructs of the linguistic faculty, but also on social and 

contextual factors. Among these types of deixis, I will exclusively focus on spatial deixis in 

this study. Below I will briefly delineate historical contingencies and background for my 

current interests in a vertical dimension of spatial cognition. 

1.1.1.2 Brief Survey of English vs. Japanese Physical/Discourse Space 

In comparing English and Japanese spatial expressions, one of the most noticeable 

differences is that whereas Japanese has a person-oriented three-term system (the 'middle' 

term refers explicitly to the proximity to an addressee), English has a two-term system with 

no particular focus on the territory of an addressee; specifically, a connotation of the 

addressee-orientation obviously is lacking in English (Anderson & Keenan 1985; Koizumi 

1990). In other words, the distinction between the speaker's (Sp) and the hearer's (Hr) 

domains is deictically underspecified in English 'discourse' space (compare the 'S' 

categories in Figure 1-1). 

However, as Hofmann (1993, Ch. 4) says, English can also express the same three 

spatial territories by combining the values for the speaker/hearer and the directions implied 

by deictic motion verbs (pointing gestures excluded: see (1) below; also see Fillmore 

1971). The major semantic incongruency between English 'come/go' and Japanese 

iku/kuru 'go/come' is the extremely low (or un-) acceptability of Japanese kuru 'come' to 

refer to the motion toward the hearer: in Japanese one needs to use iku 'go' (Ohye 1975). 

In other words, spatial segmentation of the physical world in English and Japanese may be 
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compatible by incorporating the use of the deictic motion verbs, but the choice of a verb to 

represent the motion toward Hearer is different. 

Figure 1-1 is a revised model of Koizumi's (1990: 80-81) Japanese spatial deixis, 

which combines Sakuma's (1966) ternary clasification based on discourse space and 

Mikami's (1970) double-binary classification based on physical distance: 

1) a. come here {koko ni kuru): toward the Speaker (+N, -F) 
b. come there (?? soko ni kuru): toward the addressee (-N, -F) 
c. go there {asoko ni iku): away from both the speaker and addressee (-N, +F) 
d. * go here (* koko ni iku): (+N, +F: unacceptable) 

(that -over there) 

Hr rNiat) 
Sp = Speaker (Origo) 
Hr = Hearer 

Japanese English 

that ~ 
over there asoko 

come come 

'Physical 
space' 

'Discourse 
space' 

<Space based on discourse participants> 
+S = Speaker's territory of information 
-S = Hearer's territory of information 
+P = territory of discourse participant 
-P = not territory of discourse participant 

Figure 1-1. Deictic domains in Japanese and English (Shibata 1980, Koizumi 1990, 
Nishide 1993, Hofmann 1993) 

<Space based on physical distance> 
+N = near S 
-N = not near S 
+F = far from S 
-F = not far from S 
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In Figure 1-1, for example, 'go' is comiected to '-P' and '+F'. This means that, in 

the immediate interactive context, an entity in the '-P' (e.g., he) or '+F' (e.g., 'over there') 

category can be the endpoint of motion represented by 'go' (i.e., 'I/You go there/to him') 

but not by 'come' (i.e., '* lATou come there/to him'). (However, this tenet can be defied 

in, say, literary discourse and related genres.) In Japanese, one cannot use kuru 'come' to 

express the motion to(ward) the hearer in an ordinary context. However, for example, one 

can definitely ask, as in English, moo tegami kita? 'Did the letter come?' if the speaker 

projects her/his perspective onto the hearer and re-conceptualizes the '-S' domain as an 

extended '±S' domain. Given this fact, the '-S' domain in Japanese is rather a fluid notion, 

contextually attaining the English-like '±S' (or '+P') prop)erty, as shown in the lower left 

of the figure.' In other words, the choice of iku and kuru is highly context-dependent in 

Japanese and may depend on different levels of participant values ('S' or 'P') for 

appropriate use. 

On one hand, there is a seeming conceptual parallel between English and Japanese 

with reference to the 'physical' space, where Sp is canonicaily located at the center of 

perception. This distinction becomes more evident when we look at demonstrative adverbs 

in the two languages (here: there: over there :: koko: soko: asoko). where [-N] domain is 

separated into two subdomains ([-N, -F] and [-N, +F]) in both languages, relying on the 

same base morpheme, 'there' and 'soko.' On the other hand, English and Japanese deictic 

domains are likely to be different in the 'discourse' space, where the footing of Sp and Hr 

is contextually negotiable. 

Further, in spite of the seeming correspondence, it is unlikely that emotional 

underpinning of demonstratives is cross-linguistically the same: it may rather be more 

' This is the very point which Kinsui & Takubo (1992) demonstrated. They say 'in 
Japanese ... the proximal and the distal reference exhibit relatively clear functions (in 
discourse), whereas the medial reference comes to be assigned a specific role through 
negotiation of the deictic elements in a language' ^992: 143; my interpretive translation). 
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implicitly and indexically encoded. For example, a function like 'emotional deixis' (R. 

Lakoff 1974) or 'empathetic deixis' (Lyons 1977: 677) has emerged in the use of 'this' and 

'that' in English. In Japanese, on the other hand, a similar emotional connotation can also 

be attached (Kitagawa 1979; Kitagawa & Lehrer 1991), but may be realized in different 

emotive orientations, as most notably represented in deictic exclamations (e.g., kora, sora, 

and ara: see Sakimia 1952: 45-49; S. Ono 1978).' 

Besides these emotionally loaded usages of deixis, there are cases where these strictly 

physical distinctions do not fit the actual use of demonstratives (Shibata 1980, Shooho 

1981). These kinds of indeterminacy seem to come from the viewer's empathy with the 

• R. Lakoff (1974) claims that demonstratives not only represent deictic perception but also 
emotional state: e.g., 

'This Fred Snooks turns out to have 24 cats (p. 348).' (this = emotional deixis) 
Also, 'That Bill Clinton does have hell of clout at Hollywood.' 
See dso Clark (1974) for 'evaluated' connotations observed in deictic motion verbs, 
come (to Proximal region = positive: e.g., 'come to senses') and go (to Distal region = 
negative: e.g., 'go crazy'). 

^ Here are some examples of Japanese deictic exclamations consisting of the ko-/so-/a-
roots. 
Kora is uttered typically when the speaker thinks that his/her (physical and psychological) 
territory or belongings are gong to intruded or exploited. 
(1) Kara!, ore no kuruma ni sawaru no! 

INT I GEN car ACC tOUCh NEG-IMP 
Kora!, don't touch my car! (when alerting someone trying to vandalize his car) 

Sora is used when the speaker tries to attract the hearer's attention, and making clear the 
speaker's address to the hearer at the same time. The emphasis is usually placed on the 
speaker-initiated intention. 
(2) Sora, iku zo. 

INT go FP(male) 
Sora, here it goes! (e.g. throwing a ball to someone) 

Ara is tj^pically usM when a certain entity (both physical and psychological) has just 
entered into the speaker's perceptual domain, that is, it is gener^y a precursor to new 
information. Kitagawa (1979; see also Kitagawa & Lehrer, 1990) mentions that non-
anaphoric a-series refer to an item equally away from both the speaker and hearer, thus, 
in a psychologically relevant sense, imply shared perspective in terms of their 
background laiowledge, acquaintance, familiarity, etc. (1979, 240). 
(3) Ara, Suzuki-san yo. 

INT (female) Suzuki-(polite suffix) FP (attention getter) 
Axci, you see Suzuki-san over there, don't you? 

Also, Kumniro's (1980) and Shibata's (1980) revised view on the double binary 
relations of Japanese deixis—(Sp (+3)) vs. Hr / (Sp+Hr) vs. 3)—seem to explain why 
ara can only represent Sp's emotional/cognitive status, but not that of Hr's—^3 (or a-
domain)' can combine with 'Sp,' but never with 'Hr' in this model. 
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referent and variable perspective-taking in a particular context. Along this line of research, 

Kinsui & Takubo (1992) and Takubo & Kinsui (1997) presented a more flexible and 

holistic account of Japanese demonstratives by applying Fauconnier's 'Mental Spaces' 

Theory. Another study addressing deictic indeterminacy is seen in Rubba (1996), who also 

employed the mental space model to examine variable use of English demonstratives in 

ethnic discourse. Related to this psychological proximity/distality, Strauss (1993) re

formulated the features of English demonstratives, paying more attention to information 

status based on the notion of 'focus': she analyzed 'this' as 'high focus/new information,' 

'that' as 'medium focus' and 'it' as 'low focus/shared information.' Overall, it seems to be 

the case that, in English, salient factors in deictic reference are whether the referent is 

informationally old or new, or important or unimportant—i.e., cognitive status of the 

referent (Strauss 1993), while in Japanese, they are based on a hierarchy concerning what 

factor more likely triggers deictic reference: 'physical space (or proximity) > actual 

experience > others' (Kinsui & Takubo 1992). That is, Japanese deictics are almost always 

controlled by the physical spatial relations and the speaker's direct/indirect experiential 

status in the event described (Kinsui &. Takubo 1992; Takubo & Kinsui 1997). 

1.1.2 THE COORDINATE SYSTEM 

1.1.2.1 The Language of Space: Non-coordinate vs. Coordinate 

Above, we have briefly looked at one type of 'non-coordinate' system, deixis. Next 

we turn to the 'coordinate' system. In order to clarify the spatial relationship between 

objects, one conceptually ascribes to them the roles figure (Fg) and ground (Gr) (Talmy 

1978, 1983), trajector (Tr) and landmark (Lm) (Langacker 1987), or generally, referent 

(Rf) and relatum {^Yreference object, according to the function they serve in the spatial 

array. Since these pairs are conceptual analogs of the same relation, I will use these terms 

interchangeably throughout the study. I will also rely on a fimctional typology of space 
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proposed by Levinson (1996c), which classifies the whole static spatial arrays in the 

following way/ (This is the typological grid for 'linguistic' encoding of space.) 

1. No coordinate systems employed: 
a. prototype deixis: e.g.. Figure (Fg) is 'here' near speaker. 

'The apple is here.' 
b. contiguity, 'topological' relations; e.g., Fg is 'on' Gr. 

'The apple is on the table.' 
c. named locations ^ 

'Tom was at Woodstock.' 
2. Coordinate systems or 'frames of reference' (hereafter FR) employed: 

a. Horizontal 
(i) Intrinsic 
'The cat is behind the truck.' (one meaning) 

The cat (Fg) is at the place contiguous with the intrinsic rear part of the truck 
(Gr): the coordinate system based on the 'truck' 

(ii) Relative (or deictic) 
'The cat is behind the truck.' (another meaning) 

The cat (Fg) is on the occluded side of the truck (Gr) from the standpoint of 
the speaker: the coordinate system based on the 'speaker' 

(iii) Absolute® 
'Canada is to the north of the U.S.'/ 'The apple is to the uphill of the banana.' 

Based on cardinal directions or conventional absolute directions. 
b. Vertical 

Assumption: the same notions for 'horizontal' apply. 

It seems that the non-coordinate system in Levinson's spatial array is roughly equivalent 
to the first and second stages of Piaget's developmental sequence of chil^en's spatial 
conception, and his coordinate system, to the third, Euclidean space (Piaget 1956: 
summarized in Pinxten 1976). 
Three Developmental stages of ^ace are: 
1. from birth until two years (0-2): sensorimotor or perceptual space, with 'topological' 

segmentation; no representation, no svmbolization 
2. from two until seven/eight years (2-7/o): 'topological' space concept; representation and 

symbolization of the 'topological' notions ^dually develop 
3. from seven/eight until twelvevthirteen (7/8-12/13): systematic and parallel elaboration of the 

'projective' and 'Euclidean' system; even here, the "basic notions of 'projective' space are 
genetically slightly primary to those of 'Euclidean' space. 

(See Appendix B for detailed explanations of 'topological,' 'projective,' and 'Euclidean' 
spaces.^ 

^ laeologically, however, this is not so unproblematic as it seems: see Basso (1990) and 
Feld & Basso (1996) on place names, wnich are ethically, and sometimes morally 
evaluated. We don't deal with this issue here. 

® Levinson's (1996c) notion of 'absolute' space is distinct from Newtonian absolute space, 
the concept which is more widely acknowledged. Newton's concept is abstractly based 
on the astronomical location of the universal center of gravity as the reference point. 
Apparently, the absolute directions based on this universal center constitute vertical 
onentations and may or may not coincide with the 'absolute' directions defined by the 
Earth's geomagnetic orientations (compass directions) or indigenously established 
absolute directions on the horizontal plane (see Jammer 1993: Ch 4). 
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Here a 'non-coordinate' system refers to a system where no angular specification is 

provided for the objects related in the array. In contrast, a 'coordinate' system roughly 

represents a configuration where some kind of angular specification is given. Thus, for 

example, 'The apple is here' does NOT specify any angular location from the speakers, nor 

does 'The apple is in the bowl.' But if one says, 'The apple is to the left of the bowl,' the 

apple is located in a particular space such that it creates a certain angular configuration to the 

ground object from which the figure object is talked about by the speaker. To borrow 

Levinson's words, you choose 'a ground or landmark object in close contiguity with the 

object to be located' (Levinson 1996c). 

Now let's take each category in the coordinate system briefly. First, 'The cat is 

behind the truck' is ambiguous. The ambiguity comes from different frames of reference 

applied to the spatial array. The intrinsic relation (2a (i)) is 'binary,' or relating two 

objects/entities in the immediate context (cat and truck), but the relative relation (2a (ii)) is 

'ternary' because the three entities are related (cat, truck, and Speaker). Notice that 

Levinson distinguished between the non-coordinate and coordinate systems, but when the 

Ground or Landmark coincides with the speaker or with another discourse participant, the 

ordinary configuration of the context may be represented in deictic terms. So, the speaker 

could walk up to the truck, climb in, and say, 'The cat is behind the truck' or 'The cat is 

behind us/me.' In this case, the spatial grid of Relative FR and that of Intrinsic PR are 

merged into one, allowing two modes of referring to the same figure object. This indicates 

that these two systems are not necessarily distinct but may overlap and co-occur in 

everyday referential practice. 

In fact, Levelt's definition (1982a) of intrinsic is based on this merging of the 

speaker's perspective with that of the moving entity's in a given envirotmient, preserving 

the use of relative only for the speaker's objective perspective which covers the whole 
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schema of motion events. Other researchers in various disciplines have defined these 

notions using different terms. To avoid confusion, I use Levinson's static spatial grid as 

the point of departure, and employ a different term—the route perspective (Linde & Labov 

1975; Taylor & Tversky 1996): elaborated later in this chapter—for the perspective 

concomitant to the moving entity. Levinson's static spatial grid may also be the source of 

another type of grid: dynamic—probably we can conceptualize this as a series of 

configurations projected from various emergent vantage points. 

1.1.2.2 Contextually / Culturally Variable Use of Coordinate Systems 

Here let's take the following encounter situation (Figure 1-2) for example, in which 

Viewer (V) and the relatum (Rl; here Tom) stand facing each other. This is what is called 

the 'canonical encounter (Clark 1973).' Here, the referent (Rf; ball) may be differently 

described according to the point of reference, which may or may not succumb to cross-

Linguistic relativization. 

Viewer 

Tom (= Rl) 

Ball (= Rf) 

Figure 1-2. The ball is to the left/right of Tom.' 
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It is a weii-recognized fact that English and Japanese rely on the same spatial 

variables such that both languages use a 'facing,' rather than an 'aligned' FH like in Hausa 

(C. Hill 1975, 1982; Levinson 1996c)—super/subscript 'R' refers to the 'right side' of Rf: 

V Rf 
English/Japanese 'facing' —><—^•) 

Hausa 'aligned' ("R —>) 

Thus, in English and Japanese, 'the ball' in Figure 1-2 is described as 'The bail is to the 

left of Tom,' meaning 'on Tom's left' based not on the viewer's 'primary' coordinate but 

on Tom's rotated, 'secondary' coordinate. Whereas in Hausa, 'the ball' will (dominantly) 

be referred to as 'to the right of Tom' based on V's coordinate. 

A more variable use of coordinates ensues when the relatum (Gr) is a 'tree,' which 

has no intrinsic orientations. According to Levinson (1996c: 370-371; 1996b: 143), 

English/ Japanese, Hausa, and Tamil show variable possibilities for 'translation,' 

'rotation,' and 'reflection' as diagrammed below (Table 1-1). The dots represent V and RI, 

respectively, and the capital letters indicate the positions of Rf and how it wUl be referred 

to, given a matrix sentence 'The ball is (in /to the ) of the tree.' 

English/Japanese 
(reflection) 

Hausa 
(translation) 

Tamil 
(translation + rotation) 

(V —> Rl: tree) 
L 

• F • B 
R 

• B • F 
R 

R 
F • B 

L 

Reflection 

R 

Translation Rotation 

Table 1-1. Possibilities of 'translation,' 'rotation,' and 'reflection' onto the secondary 
coordinate (tree) 
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More confusing is the fact that the possibilities for these operations not only show 

inter-linguistic but also intra-linguistic variability according to the type and function of the 

reference object. ̂  Therefore, in English/Japanese, for example, what 'the right' refers to 

varies for 'person,' 'car,' 'desk,' and 'tree.' As we have just seen, the right/left succumbs 

to projection for 'person' based on the secondary coordinate. For a 'car,' which has the 

intrinsic front/back regions, the judgment of 'the right' is ambiguous because it may mean 

'the car's right' or 'in the region to the right from the car, where "the right" is found in the 

viewer's front view in relation to the car.' For a 'desk,' the situation is similar to the car, 

but not necessarily the same. Because 'desk' has the functionally defined 'front' and 

'right', 'to the right of the desk' will be more likely to mean 'the desk's right' rather than 

'to the right from the desk seen from the viewer.' Finally, for a 'tree,' as we have also seen 

above, 'the right' will always refer to the region defined in relation to the viewer because 

'tree' does not usually induce rotation in English/Japanese. However, it may be possible 

that an object like a tree may be metaphorically identified as a human-like object and project 

the secondary coordinate as for 'a person,' as seen in Tamil. This possibility is highly 

language-specific. 

' Tamil also shows complex, dialect-dependent variability (Pederson 1993, 1995). The 
assignment of lefiyright orientations varies according to the regionally dominant mode of 
the FR rotation. Pederson observed that urban Tamil speakers mainly use the relative FR 
for everyday spatial expressions, but rural Tamils, in contrast, tend to rely on the 
absolute FR, perhaps drawing on the habitual use of spatial language. (That is, people in 
the rural area tend to determine the right or the left depending on the absolute directions, 
whereas others may use those terms d^nding on the body-coordinates.) Another 
interesting example is seen in Noda (1987), who reports a diachronic change of tate/yoko 
perception among older and younger generations or the Japanese. Tate snayoko of a 
object is defined along the sagittal line of the speaker and the perpendicularly traversal 
line to the sagittal Une, resp^tively. Japanese oasically allows two types of writing 
directions: traditionally, vertically from top to bottom and from right to left, and more 
contemporarily, horizontally from left to nght and top to bottom ^e English). Thus, 
shown a tilted rectangle (like a letter pad), younger generations, who are more 
accustomed to the Western style of writing, tend to associate the longer sides of the 
rectangular with tate, while older generations, the shorter sides with it. 
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In addition to this functional variability, some cultures may make extensive use of 

deictic properties, and others, only some aspects of them. For example, Perkins (1992) 

suggests that culturally shared common knowledge influences the rate of use of deictics, 

and subsequently, their degrees of grammaticalization. Perkins claims that in less complex 

cultures people tend to have more face-to-face encounters and share more percepmal and 

contextual knowledge, and thus heavily rely on deictic uses of utterances than those in 

more complex societies, who would rely more on lexical expressions. Because of the 

higher frequency of deictic use in the less complex cultures, the deictic forms in general 

will go through the grammaticalization cycle more quickly than in more-complex cultures. 

(However, see Danziger 1993 for critique: see also Svorou 1994 on grammaticalization of 

spatial terms). 

Also intriguing is the variability of grammatical representations of deixis in 

languages. Not only does language encode deictic information with different frequencies, it 

also encodes other information to varying degrees. Anderson & Keenan (1985) delineate 

variables of linguistic information-packaging of deixis. Languages vary in terms of how 

and to what extent they encode person, time, space, and point of view of the utterer in a 

sentence. For example, many languages rely on one-, or two-, or three-term systems for 

spatial deictics (e.g. English has a two-term system: here and there), but some languages 

encode in grammatical forms the information for four or more segmentations of space. 

Malagasy, for example, has seven distinctions for special information packaging (Anderson 

& Keenan 1985). Eskimo is even said to be sub-divided into 88 dimensions (Denny 1978), 

incorporating other features such as point of reference, visibility, distance, and other 

semantic dimensions (e.g. verticality, boundedness, extendedness). 
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1.1.3 (DEICTIC) VERBS OF MOTION: COME AND GO® 

Another instance of deictic variability is verbs of (deictic) motions, typically 

represented by come and go (Fillmore 1966, 1971, 1982c [1971], Gathercole 1977, 1978). 

Motions represented by 'come' and 'go' have rather uncritically been considered to be 

'basic,' but this 'basicness' has now begun to be re-examined. For example, Wilkins & 

Hill (1995) recently reclaimed, through the analysis of Mpamtwe Arrente (Australian) and 

Longgu (Austronesian), that the basic semantics of COME and GO may cross-linguistically 

vary. They questioned whether GO is inherently deictic, suggesting that such a connotation 

as 'motion-away-from-speaker' attributed to GO may have been created through systematic 

opposition to the semantic counterpart, COME, which prototypically indicates 'motion-

to(wards)-speaker.' Their data suggest that, if there is a lexical universal GO, it should not 

be inherently deictic. 

An original analysis of English come and go (Fillmore 1966, 1971, 1982) shows that 

come exhibits more possibilities for deictic projection (e.g., 'come here' and 'come there') 

and thus is more problematic for consistent theorization, while go covertly encodes the 

source-orientation of the speaker ('* go here' and 'go there') and shows no deictic 

projection, hence is much simpler. We now see, however, that go is as complex as come in 

its nature of inherent orientedness, and interpretation of these verbs cannot be attained 

without attending to the contextually encoded meanings. 

In fact, this kind of 'sway,' or indeterminacy of inherent deictic notions have long 

been pointed out by several Mesoamericanists. As shown below, deictic motions may not 

just be concerned with the orientations toward the speaker or hearer, but can encode other 

information such as path, telicity, sense of departure/arrival, etc. For example, Williams' 

* Other 'deictic' verbs include 'take/bring' and 'give/take (in Japanese),' but they are not 
considered here (see Clark & Gamica 1974 and Ohye 1975 for detailed analysis of these 
verbs). 
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(1996) classification of Tezoatlan Mixtec verbs of motion and arrival reveals that its system 

has a set of eight types of coming and going verbs, which are obligatorily marked for 

[point], [base], and [DC] (see also Kuiper & Merrifield 1975; Speck & Pickett 1976; 

Macaulay 1982, 1985 for related discussions).' His classifications are: 

ko'^dn 'go' 
[-point] 
[-base] 
[-DC] 

no 'go home' 
[-point] 
[+base] 
[-DC] 

[+point] 
[-base] 
[-DC] 

ki^ 'come' 
[-point] 
[-base] 
[+DC] 

ndim 'come home' 
[-point] 
[+base] 
[+DC] 

kasaa 'arrive here' 
[+point] 
[-base] 
[+DC] 

nasaa 'arrive home' udusaa 'arrive home here' 
[+point] [+point] 
[+base] [+base] 
[-EX:] [+DC] 

Keys: 
[+point] = arrival at a point 
[-point] = movement between two point 

[+base] = movement toward or arrival 
at a base 

[-base] = movement toward or arrival at 
an unmarked place 

[-t-DC] = movement toward or arrival at 
the deictic center 

[-DC] = movement toward or arrival at 
an unmarked or unspecified 
place 

What Williams' classification indicates about a possible range of grammatical 

markings of motion provide an extensive implication for this discussion. The negative and 

positive values given to the three semantic categories (see 'Keys') are selected in terms of 

how such notions of motion may be variably recruited, and they exhibit eight types of the 

' It seems to be arguable exactly how many verbs of motion exist in related languages and 
how many of them are really deictic. Kuiper & Merrifield (1975) claim there are six in 
Diuxi Mixtec, while Speck & Pickett (1976), who found Kuiper & Merrifield's 
classification useful for the description of motion verbs in Texmelucan Zapotec, claim 
that there are only four. Also, there seems to be disagreement concerning whether or not 
verbs of motion in related languages encode a momentary notion and/or imply a return 
path. Kuiper & Merrifield claim mat Texmelucan Zapotec verbs of motion are not 
momentaiy and include ARRIVE in deictic verbs of motion, whereas Macaulay (1985) 
claims that it is a momentary verb (1985: 63). (See Macaulay (1985) for more detailed 
comparative analysis between Diuxi Mixtec and Texmelucan ^potec.) These in general 
show the difficulty in stricdy specifying the motion information encoded in these verbs. 
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combinatory possibilities (2 x 2 x 2). In contrast, for English come and go, a [+point] (or 

achievement) notion is often implied but not mandatorily mariced for inflection as in 

TezoatlM Mixtec. On the other hand, 'inchoative' and 'departure' notions of go are 

prototypically (though not necessarily) encoded in English, while Tezoatlan GO can 

explicitly encode a 'neutral' motion; in Tezoatlan Mixtec, GO may only specify PATH with 

the [-point] marking. 

Further, Tezoatlan Mixtec verb sad 'arrive' is a motion verb which is marked for 

compound motions '[+point][-base][-DC],' whereas English 'arrive' is an independent 

verb, which does not necessarily encode 'home base' and 'deictic center' notions. Given 

this observation, what is lexicalized as English 'come' may be a prototypical representation 

of all the positive markings for the three categories, as seen in Tezoatlan Mixtec udusad 

'arrive home here.' That is, GO and COME are not necessarily the minimum element of 

motion events but may consist of further decomposable notions. 

In any case, what always underlie these markings, including other related languages, 

are the notions of SOURCE, PATH, and GOAL (see also Fillmore 1982a and Talmy 1985 

for variable lexicalization patterns of motion events in several languages in what way one or 

more of them are selected for marking). Given these facts, which facets of locative notions 

are selected and encoded in grammatical markings seems highly language-specific. These 

selected categories may be strictly or loosely attached to some motion verbs (in some 

languages) owing to frequent encounters in a modal context—i.e., 'the speaker/agent at the 

deictic center' as the prototype. But this does not mean that GO is inherently deictic, as 

implied in 'I went to NY (from here) yesterday.' Complex situations may thus be explained 

as schematic extensions from a habitually constructed prototype (Radden 1995). In this 

sense, Wilkins & Hill's (1995) argument is valid—we may just be being attracted by an 

aura of the deictic notion surrounding GO, like 'go' in the above English sentence. 
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Also arguable are types of data in defining the properties of GO and COME. For 

example, previous studies, including Fillmore, mainly relied for their analysis on artificial 

sentences, or on those in a set-up context at best, trying to reveal the basic semantics and 

pragmatics of those verbs. Wilkins & Hill (1995), for example, used a sp)ecial elicitation 

technique which incorporated contextual information, but did not consider actual discourse 

data. Generally speaking, a study of the functions of COME and GO in a long stretch of 

discourse seems to be a largely unexplored area. Besides, a notion like 'direct experience' 

is usually not considered in such studies. I believe, however, experiential status is crucial 

in acmal discourse and emerges prominently, restricting the spatial perspectives assumed 

by the speaker/agent to particular vantagepoints. 
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1.2 PERSPECTIVE-TAKING 

1.2.1 SPATIAL PERSPECTIVES IN MONOLOGUE AND IN CONVERSATION 

There are several studies carried out using spatial description tasks, and their findings 

are not necessarily unanimous. For example, Linde & Labov (1975) found, concerning the 

description of room arrangement in an apartment, that over 95% of the subjects took a 

'tour' perspective, identifying their perspectives wi± those of visitors. Other studies on 

room/route descriptions also identified similar, but to some extent task-specific, 

organizations of space (e.g., Levelt 1982a, 1982b; Klein 1982, 1983; Ehrich & Koster 

1983, Shanon 1984). Levelt's (1982a, 1982b, 1996) study of the 'linealization' process 

explicated that speakers who are verbally negotiating a path through a spatial network 

which consists of lines and nodes tended to use more of a deictic point of view (or a 'route' 

perspective). Besides, in this rigidly structured space, the subjects used the same 

perspective highly consistently based on non-linguistic principles, which exclusively relate 

to the image of spatial configuration. 

In contrast to Levelt's findings, Bryant, Tversky & Franklin (1992) and Taylor & 

Tversky (1992a, 1992b, 1996) obtained essentially variable results in the spatial 

description tasks. Taylor & Tversky (1992a, 1992b) detected what seemed like an 

architect's 3D model for the subjects' descriptions of the scenes, from either 'route' or 

'survey' perspectives. This suggests that mental representations of space may not resort to 

a uniform perspective. Bryant et al (1992: 97) also argue that 'reader's mental models of 

described scenes can incorporate either an internal or an external point of view, depending 

on the narrative perspective .... (F)or the internal spatial framework, the scaffolding is 

formed from the observer's body axes and for the external framework from a set of axes 

projected from the observer.' 
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Methodologically, these studies made use of monologues and/or descriptions of 

objects from the speaker's perspectives but did not consider negotiation of meaning 

between the speaker and the interlocutor(s). Although speakers' monologues about 

'imaginary addresses' were also collected in some of the studies above, this methodology 

may pose a question regarding its validity in the real world. It has been found that actual 

conversation is quite different from monologues, requiring the discourse participants to 

negotiate the meaning and resort to a different type of 'grounding' of perspective. This 

aspect of conversation/interaction is repeatedly emphasized by Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 

(1986), Clark & Schaefer (1989), Schober (1993, 1995), and G. Brown (1995). For 

example, Schober (1993, 1995) particularly worked on this interactional aspect of 

discourse and found that spatial perspective-taking in conversation is an especially 

complicated affair, taking into account not only the speaker's but also the addressee's 

points of view in such a way as to minimize effort for both participants (or in his case, 'the 

director' and 'the matcher' in object description-matching tasks). Also, G. Brown (1995), 

based on the analysis of the map task among interlocutors, emphasizes the role of the 

listeners in constructing a collaborative interpretation. 

1.2.2 THREE TYPES OF SPATIAL PERSPECTIVE 

As briefly mentioned above, a notion of spatial perspective is itself fluid. Taylor & 

Tversky (1996) pointed out that there are several positions concerning what is assumed to 

be the default ft-ame of reference in spatial perspective-taking. Miller & Johnson-Laird 

(1976) propose that it is intrinsic; Carlson-Radvansky & Logan (1997) found a skewed 

preference of the object-centered (or intrinsic) frame of reference, which is obviously at 
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odds with Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin's (1993, 1994) findings below.'° Gamham (1989) 

strongly claims that it is extrinsic- Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin (1993, 1994) also admit 

that the environmental (extrinsic) frame should be the dominant, though admitting other 

possibilities; Levelt (1984, 1989) and Frederici & Levelt (1990) maintains that the 

egocentric (deictic) is the default." In either case, a common understanding is now that 

coordinate terms represent grades of goodness/badness in judging spatial relations of 

entities in focus (Hayward & Tarr 1995; Logan & Sadler 1996). Given these, the selection 

of the default frame of reference seems to be highly a contextual and/or task-specific issue, 

depending on the most pressing cognitive needs to interpret the environment in the most 

cogent manner.'^ 

This is basically what Taylor Sl Tversky found in a series of experiments (1992a, 

1992b, 1996; see also Tversky 1996). Based on previous studies, they acknowledged two 

context-sensitive perspectives in spatial descriptions: a route tour/perspective and a survey 

tour/perspective. A route tour is characterized by a mental tour of the environment with the 

Carlson-Radvanslw & Logan (1997) attribute this incongruency to the display 
characteristics. In Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin (1993, 1994), they displayed multiple 
objects and a horizon line, whereas in Carlson-Radvansky & Logan (1997), they only 
showed the reference and located objects without a horizon line, which, they assume, 
could have de-emphasized the 'environmental' association and caused less gravity-
orientation (here identified with viewer/environment-centered frame of reference). 
Further, this phenomenon may also be cross-linguisticaUy variable. For example, Carroll 
(1993) fbuna that English speakers tend to take an 'objective (or object-centered)' view 
of entities under description, in contrast to German speakers who are likely to adopt a 
'subjective (or viewer-centered)' perspective. 

'' However, we need to heed the use of^the term 'intrinsic' here. It can exhibit two types of 
frame of reference because we can talk about the moving agent's intrinsic frame or 
reference (Levelt 1996) or that of an object (Levinson 1996c). Here I follow Levinson 
(1996b, 1996c), and call only the one representing binary relationship intrinsic. For 
example, 'the ball is behind me' is intrinsic because it is based on the speaker's 
persp^tive, and only two obj^ts are related by the expression: the ball is the referent and 
me is the relatum/describer. On the other hand, 'the ball is in front of the tree' is relative 
because the sentence requires three objects to be related: the ball is the referent, the tree, 
relatum, and the speaker, the viewer. 
Although the gravitational orientation is a key factor for constructing the coordinate 
system, it does not exclude a possibility that other frames of reference are computed as 
well. In fact, they were shown to compete with ttie enviroimiental reference frame for 
lexical assignment, but failed to be prototypically selected, as attested by the response 
times to spatial cues (Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin 1994). 
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changing perspectives of the investigator/explorer (e.g., as typically seen in Linde &. Labov 

1975, Klein 1982, 1983; Grenoble 1995). Klein (1982, 1983) also noticed the constantly 

shifted origo for 'route communication' activities between the information giver and the 

receiver, who imaginatively travel through the environment together. The perspective-

taking in a route tour is thus intrinsic to the guided agent, or the moving entity. A survey 

type is different from a route tour in that it is more like a bird's eye view of the 

environment, relating landmarks and nodes from a higher-order point of view. The survey 

perspective has a fixed and stable view-point, often evoking a survey on a map. Thus, the 

origo is not with the traveUng agent but with the narrator/viewer of the environment. Its 

perspective may often be dual (especially for descriptions of the vertical dimension), 

merging the narrator's relative frame of reference and the environment's absolute frame of 

reference. 

In addition to the route and survey perspectives, Taylor & Tversky (1996) further 

differentiate one more type, the gaze perspective. The gaze perspective is characteristic of 

the scanning of an environment from a single fixed point of view, like the survey 

perspective. On the horizontal plane, however, this perspective is often associated with the 

viewer's relative frame of reference and can presumably be most utilized for responses to a 

request to describe an environment. Such descriptions are also characterized as highly 

hierarchical and 'higher-to-lower-order' (Shanon 1984) and show particular linearization 

strategies such as 'parallel line' and 'round about' (Ehrich & Koster 1983). 

Supplied with this perspective, these three types of spatial cognition are now roughly 

equivalent to Levinson's (1996b, 1996c) spatial coordinate system (if we regard the 

moving agent's 'tour' perspective as equivalent to the 'intrinsic' one of a relatum/reference 

object). Table 1-2 is an elaboration of the summary in Taylor & Tversky (1996), and 

delineates (roughly) corresponding notions for each type of perspective observed in related 
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studies. (See Levinson 1996b for other types of definitions and classifications in related 

fields.) 

ROUIE 
(OR TOUR/WAUONC) 

GAZE SURVEY 

PERSPECTIVE within, changing outside (on the eye level), 
horizontal, fixed 

outside (from above), 
vertical, fixed 

RELATIONS relate objects with respect 
to the addressee 

relate objects with respect 
to one another 

relate objects in terms of 
absolute directions 

CAN BE SEEN IN 
ONE VIEW? 

No: large-scale space 
(Mark & Frank 1989) 

Yes: small-scale space 
(Mark & Frank 1989) 

Yes: small-scale space 
(Mark & Frank 1989) 

SINGLE ORIGO? No Yes Yes 
DESCRIPTIVE TYPE exploration/navigation gaze/attention shift bird's e;^e view 

INLEVINSON'S 
FRAME OF REF. 

Intrinsic (to 'traveling' 
addressee) 

Relative (to viewer / 
speaker) 

Absolute 

TERMS OF REF. LRFB LRFB NSEW (UP/DOWN) 

MAJOR STUDIES Linde & Labov's 
'(imaginary) tour' 1975 

Levelt's 'Intrinsic' or 
'speaker-oriented' 1982a 

LHlmer-Ehrich's 'walking 
tour ' 1982 

Klein's 'shifted origo' 
1982,1983 

(?Shanon 1984) 
Grenoble 1995 
Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 

1992b, 1996 

Linde & Labov's 'map' 
1975 

Levelt's 'Deictic' 1982a, 
1996 

Ullmer-Ehrich's 'gaze 
tour' 1982 

Klein's 'deictic' 1982, 
1983 

Ehrich & Koster 1983 
Shanon 1984 
Grenoble 1995 
Taylor & Tversky 1996 

Haviland 1993 
Brown & Levinson 1993 
Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 

1992b, 1996 

SP.'S PREVIOUS 
VISUAL INPUT 

Necessary Not necessarily Not necessarily 

REFERENT 
VE^TYPIES 

person object or person olyeci REFERENT 
VE^TYPIES active stative stative 

REPRESENTATION 
TYPE OF 

KNOWLEDGE 
(Taylor & Tversky 

1996, Golledge 
1991, Mark 1987, 
Chown et al 1995) 

procedural (T & T)" 
procedural (route) 

knowledge.- (G '^) 
procedural (M) 

route maps (C) 

declarative (landmark) 
knowledge. - (G) 

often topological? (M) 

route maps 
(and landmarks) (C) 

declarative (T & T) 
configurational (survey) 

knowledge - (G) 
often metrical? (M) 

(survey maps —from a 
single perspective) (C) 

Table 1-2. Three perspectives and related notions 

Taylor & Tverslw (1996) explicitly identify declarative knowledge with their survey 
perspective, but their definition is Umited to a survey perspective confined to a single 
vie\^^int. Its fully developed notion is widely called configurational knowledge, often 
with Piagetian developmental connotation, with which, however, Taylor & Tversky 
obviously do not intend to associate. 
What Golledge (1991) defines as configurational (survey) knowledge does not have to 
assure visibility of reference point from the origin of reference. It is hypothesized that 
reference points are not necessarily incorporated in the overall schema out can be inferred 
from the relations to other objects. 
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Our analysis here only deals with the frames of reference (FR) and descriptive styles, 

basically relying on the definitions given in Levinson (1996b, 1996c) and Taylor & 

Tversky (1996). The following (Figures 1-3 to 1-5) represent prototypical spatial settings 

for each perspective. 

o 
Figure 1-3. Example of the imaginary tour perspective (e.g., Linde & Labov 1975; see 
also Klein 1982, 1983) 

closed door 

easy chai large 
lamp 

globe 

chair 

chairs o 
a m 

t able 
cr 

large 
vase 

easy chaif 

Figure 1-4. Example of the gaze perspective (Ehrich & Koster 1983) 
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Figure 1-5. Example of the survey perspective (Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 1996) 

All these findings indicate that spatial cognition concerns one or more aspects of 

intrinsic, relative, and absolute FRs. Variable perspective-taking is a pan-human 

phenomenon, and is assumed to prototypically derive from the egocentric frame on the 

horizontal dimension as the default. However, a question still remains whether humans, in 

actual environments, would dare to defy the default system. My research interest is, 

therefore, oriented toward this rather under-investigated aspect; voluntary and spontaneous 

shifts of frames of reference on the vertical dimension. 
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1.3 CCXjNmVE SCHEMAS OF SPACE 

Spatial perspectives find parallels in linguistic processing mechanisms of space. 

These fionctions are termed in several ways according to how the speaker conceptualizes 

properties of the referent in terms of directionality, cognitive salience, and types of 

inference. G. Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987) used 'image schemas' to represent the 

concept; Talmy (1983, 1996a, 1996b), 'schematization,' 'Active motion,' and 

'windowing'; Langacker (1987, 1991), 'abstract motion' and 'subjectification'; and Clark 

& Wilkes-Gibbs (1986), 'literal vs. analogical perspectives.' Johnson (1987: 29, Italics 

original) eloquently defines such a notion as follows: 'A schema is a recurrent pattern, 

shape, and regularity in, or of ... ongoing ordering activities. These patterns emerge as 

meaningful structures for us chiefly at the level of our bodily movements through space, 

our manipulation of objects, and our perceptual interactions. ... I conceive of them 

(image schemas) as structures for organizing our experience and comprehension.' 

These spatial conceptualizations make it possible to establish a particular relation 

between the origin and the target via analogy and metaphor. This is the space where 

cognitively and experientially constructed image schemas (e.g., the CONTAINER schema 

and the PART-WHOLE schema: Lakoff 1987) are brought into play. For example, in 'A is in 

front of B' and 'A is across B,' we perceive a certain directionality, or an implicit path, 

conjuring up in our mind an assumed frame of reference in order to interpret the spatial 

relations (Talmy 1983). Many linguistic expressions like these evoke a particular 

perspective-taking, which subsumes factors like 'orientation' and 'vantage point.' With 

these we structure the space in which we enact our value-laden 'viewing arrangement' 

(Langacker 1993). 

This image-evoking nature of Linguistic expressions is exemplified in the source 

domain for, e.g., the Japanese numeral classifier hon. It evokes a specific trajectory image. 
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and this trajectory image makes it possible to classify 'a pen,' 'hits in baseball,' 'shots in 

basketball,' 'rolls of tape,' 'telephone calls,' etc. in the same category (G. Lakoff, 1987). 

Here, the concepts represented in linguistic expressions are symbolic structures that feed 

the meaning of things and categories into the actual world. This metaphorical process is 

typically represented as the mapping of the physical to the abstract domain. Concerning this 

space-based analogy of human cognition, Lakoff (1987: 278) argues for the importance of 

bodily experience projected onto the human cognition and construes the 'SOURCE-PATH-

GOAL' schema as one of the most basic: 

1. The SOURCE-PATH-GOAL schema is one of the most common structures that 
emerges from our constant bodily functioning. This schema has all the qualifications 
a schema should have to serve as the source domain of a metaphor. It is (a) pervasive 
in experience, (b) well-understood because it is pervasive, (c) well-structured, (J) 
simply structured, and (je) emergent and well-demarcated for these reasons. In fact, 
characteristics a-d provide some criteria for what it means for a structure to "emerge" 
naturally as a consequence of our experience. 

In this cognitive grammar tradition, which in some respects follows the tracks of 

Gestalt psychology, semantic categories are associated with mental gestalts. These mental 

gestalts are not conceptualized as all-or-none, categorical concepts, but rather as gradient 

and vague categories. Heavily modeled on Rosch's prototype psychology, cognitive 

linguists have assumed that semantic boundaries are not necessarily discrete, and as a 

corollary, such gestalt images represent different forms of surface representations of the 

same reality. Language use is not only concerned with semantic aspects of the words but 

are also inseparable from pragmatic intentions, which in turn push forward the semantic 

extensions through 'schematization.' 

Along these concepts of mental operations, the study of prepositions has come into 

the central stage (e.g., Talmy 1983; Lindner 1983; Herskovits 1986; Brugman 1988; 

Vandeloise 1991; Zehnsky-Wibbelt 1993; Slobin 1996b, 1997b). A basic assumption there 

is that linguistic interpretation of the world equates with the conceptualization of the mental 
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gestalts. Such gestalts, created through the physical experience of the world, are most 

clearly crystallized in spatial pre/postpositions, which typically serve to encode the figure 

and the ground information. Under this tenet, space constitutes the fundamental concepts of 

the mental and physical worlds, or in other words, every thought is assumed in some sense 

to be constructed by spatial concepts. Given this centrality of pre/postpositions in cognitive 

linguistic research, we will also look into the use of locative adpositions, but with more 

emphasis than in previous studies on actual use loaded with the speaker intentions in 

particular contexts. 

Also notable are studies specifically devoted to this mental vision conjured up in the 

mind, however closely or remotely visualized to/from the reality. These are often called 

mental/cognitive maps and mental imagery. They are also relevant to our study, but are not 

further pursued here because our attention is focused more on how the actual environment 

and utterances interact, not on how and to what extent such maps/imagery are distorted, or 

what they are comprised of. ''• 

Mental Maps: The notion of 'mental (or cognitive) maps' was first proposed by Tolman 
(1948) and later extended by Lynch (1960), who rather emphasized discreteness of 
spatial concepts in terms of fiv^arameters: paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks 
(see also Downs & Stea 1973, Garling & Golledge 1^3; and Kitchin 1994, 1996 for 
historical and recent developments). A current view of a psychological cognitive m^ is 
basically of two kinds; a hierarchy (a tree-like elaboration of spatid concept: Hirtle & 
Jonides 1985, McNamara 1986) or a network (a series of interconnected finks and nodes: 
Thomdyke 1981). However, a costive map does not necessarily represent actual 
geographic information, but is rather distorts in some way according to various features 
such as 'distance,' 'change of reference points,' 'number of turns and nodes,' 'amount 
of information remembered,' and 'amount of clutter' (see TversW 1992, 1993; 
McNamara 1992 for reviews). For example, Tversky (1992, 1993) characterizes the 
types of distortion as rotation and alignment, both or which represent mental 
maniptJation of actual geographic relationships. For example, in her experiments most of 
the subjects incorrectly indicated that Stanford is slightly west of Berkeley, probably 
mentally rotating the Bay Area as running North to South, rather than at an angle. Also, 
North and South America are likely to be alimed upright, although in fact South America 
is more to the east (north-south alignment). Likewise, people tend to align the US with 
Europe on the same level, although in fact Europe is much further north of the US (east-
west alignment). In any case, it seems to be the case that what cognitive maps represent is 
a cognitively distorted, non-Euclidean image of perceived distance and relations oetween 
places. 
Mental Imagery: Notions of cognitive maps above also relate to mental imagery studies 
such that not only how spatial relations are structured but also the ways they are stored in 
the mind are crucial aspects of spatial representation. In a series of studies on mental 
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1.4 WHAT NARRATIVE REVEALS ABOUT EVERYDAY SPACE 

Because of my emphasis on the everyday use of space, I will look into the language 

use in and about space which takes place in natural conversation and narratives. However, 

space is an extremely broad, interrelated concept represented as an amalgam of physical, 

geographical, political, cognitive, and social relations. In order to bypass the 

complications, I will limit this research to the study of spatial representations, particularly 

constructed and maintained by the people who behave/think in vertical space. Therefore, I 

will look at the data from mountain and rock climbers, who routinely and intensively 

manipulate spatial concepts in varying contexts, such as topologically and coordinateiy 

specifying motions and positions in the vertical settings. Further, situated in mentally and 

physically stressful envirormients, they are most likely to have 'danger-of-death' 

experiences (Labov 1972: see also Peterson & McCabe 1983; Fleischman 1990). 

Moreover, climbers also have to take into account physical and interactive conditions 

such as specification of distance, direction, and location, and information needs of the 

moving agent. Many, if not all, of these physical and mental factors must subtly influence 

the ways they encode culturally and linguistically favored modes of representation. 

Considerations of these factors are most important in crisis situations, where only a slight 

neglect or inadequacy to properly deal with these factors may cause a fatal accident. 

ima^ry, this aspect of spatial concept is elaborated by Kosslyn (1990, 1994) and others 
(cf. Block 1981). For more than the last two decades the imagery debate has focused on, 
roughly speaking, whether imagery is depictive ox propositional (B\<xk 1981; Kosslyn 
1990). Many studies have used scanned visual images, assimiing that if imageries 
depictively represented, the retrieval of the scanned image for objects should be delayed 
when they are located far from the stimulated origin owmg to the longer distance to be 
covered for retrieval. If it is propositional and stored as an idea, we expect no reason for 
the retrieval to affect its processmg time (See Kosslyn 1990 for a depictivist discussion, 
and Pylyshyn 1981 for a propositionist view). Based on the depictive model, it is usually 
maintained that there exist in people's minds the rich and detailed properties of an image 
that they create. However, Kirby & Kosslyn (1990) admitted that, altnough they 
basically argue for the depictive nature of maagery rather than the propositional one— 
especially in problem solving in spatial relations, they have yet to formulate precise and 
general rides for how to decide when it is a good occasion to use imagery to solve any 
problems we encounter, mainly because of vast individual differences to approach such 
problems. 
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Successfully or not, when they undergo such experiences, they are often told as 'danger-

of-death stories' (Labov 1972). These narratives are assumed to typically exhibit massive 

emotional 'involvement' (Tannen 1989) at salient 'Peak' (Longacre 1996), hence a good 

way to study fully vernacular speech—a type of speech known for its conspicuous 

systematicity. 

This systematicity in narrative is considered to be a culturaUy constmcted. For 

instance, Hymes (1981, 1996) claims that American English and a variety of Native 

American languages (and Japanese: Minami & McCabe 1991) show patterns of sequence 

which consist of three or five 'units' (with some exceptions like Zuni, which favors 

relations of two and four). These 'units' are usually found for groups of 'lines' which are 

subsumed under such categories as 'verses,' 'stanzas,' or 'scenes.' The difference in these 

unit patterns is claimed to put cognitive constraints on the rhetorical structure and the 

construction of linguistic message and to consequently induce cross-cultural 

miscommunication. Our hypothesis here is that such stanzas and scenes tend to be 

demarcated by distinct perspective-takings—as well as by distinct narrative components— 

in narrating a conspicuously linear activity like rock climbing. Narratives of such 

experiences thus provide prominent research sites for studying psychological/emotional 

involvement and cultural oral patterns. In these narratives, frequent shifts between multiple 

frames of reference and the coordinate/non-coordinate systems will result depending on 

sound, form, and meaning of the narratives. 

So far, there have not been many discourse analytic studies which specificalW focus on 
spatial scenes^r se (except for, e.g., Payne 1984; Hanks 1990; Haviland 1993, 1996; 
Famell 1995; Widlok 199o; Shore 1996: Ch. 9; Kataoka 1997)—although there are 
numerous studies about place names. Linguistic anthropologists are currently working on 
the re-evaluation of space from linguistic, gender, and^litical aspects of space and their 
interfaces. For example, at the 96th Armual Meeting of^American AnthroTOlogical 
Association, there were at least five sessions and at least one roundtable devoted to space 
and presumably many more papers related in some sense to space. 
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Also relevant to such activities is the individual differences of mental maps 

accumulated through previous experiences and immediate situational judgments. As has 

been palpably shown, individual mental maps are skewed in some sense or other according 

to cognitively mediated spatial relations (Tversky 1992, 1993). Then, what are the 

relationships between such mental maps and spatial language use utilized in their 

narratives? Are there any common cognitive parameters observed among their narratives? 

Are there shared structural properties in organizing space-conscious narratives, as were 

confirmed, e.g., in Linde & Labov's (1975) apartment descriptions? I will address these 

questions by analyzing 'danger-of-death' narratives. 
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1.5 DISCLAIMERS OF RELATIVE EGOCENTRIC SPACE 

L 5.1 RETHINKING CONCEPTS OF SPACE IN EUROPEAN INTELLECTUAL TRADITION 

Concepts of space have always been a major issue in the philosophy of human 

knowledge and perception, and despite numerous theories on this issue, one common 

consensus is that they are basic building blocks of epistemological understandings of the 

world (Eliot 1987; Van Cleve &. Frederick 1991; Jammer 1993). However, the tenet that 

linguistic concepts of space are fundamentally invariable across culture groups now seems 

to be largely a legacy of European intellectual tradition (Brown & Levinson 1993; Levinson 

& Brown 1994). This legacy of putting undue emphasis on the egocentricity of referential 

anchor point is traditionally dated back to Kantian philosophy, which maintains, based on 

Newtonian 'absolute' space, that egocentric conceptualization of external phenomena in the 

world is the precursor to other kinds of knowledge.'® This egocentricity of spatial 

perception is seen in Kant's early exposition: 

In physical space, on account of its three dimensions, we can conceive three planes 
wluch intersect one another at right angles. Since through the senses we know what 
is outside us only in so far as it stands in relation to ourselves, it is not surprising that 
we find in the relation of these intersecting planes to our body the first ground from 
which to derive the concept of regions in space. The plane to which the length of our 
body stands perpendicular is called, in reference to us, horizontal; it gives rise to the 
distinction of the regions we indicate by above and below. Two other planes, also 
intersecting at right angles, can stand perpendicular to this horizontal plane, in such 
manner that the length of the human body is conceived as lying in the line of their 
intersection. One of these vertical planes divides the body into two outwardly similar 
parts and supplies the ground for the distinction between right and left; the other, 
which is perpendicular to it, makes it possible for us to have the concept of before 
and behind. (Kant 1991 [1768]: 28-29). 

Kant's theory of space evolved chronologically firom 'space as absolute' through 'space 
as intuitive' to 'space as mind-dependent' (Van Cleve & Frederick 1991: viii). Our 
discussion utilizes Kant's first treatment of the topic. 
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Also assumed by Kant and contemporary cognitive scientists is the primacy of gravity 

in spatial perception. Kant, prior to his influential work on 'incongruent counterparts (e.g., 

right and left hands and shapes like '_l l_'), is said to have sought 'to prove that the very 

existence of space is due to gravitational force, and that its three-dimensional character is a 

consequence of the specific manner in which gravity acts (Kemp Smith 1991 [1918]: 43).' 

This dominance of gravity and egocentricity is assumed to be the criterion for defining the 

vertical and horizontal planes and still seems to exert a persistent influence on the 

conceptualization of spatial relations in cognitive science and linguistics. The following 

quotes are representative examples of this line of thinking: 

The extensive apparatus we have to tell us how we are oriented in the gravitational 
field is precisely an apparatus to tell us which way is up. Of course, the reason this 
matters to us is the pervasive influence of gravity on every aspect of our ordinary 
actions. So here we have an egocentric axis which is not defmed as a natural axis of 
the body. Of course, there is such a thing as the long axis of the body, but that is not 
the same thing as 'up' and 'down', which continue to be defined in terms of the 
gravitational field even if one is leaning at an angle (Campbell 1993; 75). 

The up/down axis is determined by our recognizing the direction of the pull of 
gravity, and is therefore not to be explained in terms of egocentric or anthropocentric 
predispositions of language users (Fillmore 1982a; 36-7). 

In cognitive science in general, researchers assume that these concepts are universal, 

and show wide theoretical applicability across languages (Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976; 

Lyons 1977; Regier 1995; Logan 1995). In most cases, it has been tacitly agreed that the 

relative, egocentric FR defined by gravitational orientation is the default or dominant 

system, and it is only when the subjects are instructed otherwise or they have difficulty in 

(re)constructing the perspective under discussion that they come to rely on other frames of 

reference. 

However, given cultural and contextual variability of deixis and frames of reference 

shown above, dominance of relative FR based on coordinates and gravity seems to be 

highly contestable. Concerning egocentricity, recent findings from cognitive anthropology 
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point out its subsequent bias toward ethnocentric universalism. Levinson & Brown (1994) 

showed that Tenejapans exhibit a remarkable indifference to the right and the left, or 

'incongruous counterparts', which is the source of Kantian claim for the egocentric basis of 

spatial perception and his argument against Leibnizian notion that space is merely a network 

of relations among material objects." Brown & Levinson (1993) also suggest that language 

may constrain the cognitive categories, but not vice versa. In Tzeltal, there seems to be a 

tendency to avoid relative, egocentric frames of reference, and to describe objects 

'according to their disposition in space (Brown & Levinson 1993:66).' This absolute 

disposition is largely specified in terms of the 'shape' and 'orientation' of the referent, 

rather than through the projection of point of view onto other relativized egos. These 

indicate a non-relative mode of spatial perspective-taking and culture-basis of spatial 

perception. 

Similar absolute systems are reported to exist, for example, in Guugu Yimithirr 

(Haviland 1993, 1996; Levinson 1996e, 1997), Saulteaux (Hallowell 1955), Truk 

(Goodenough 1966), Central Australian Aboriginals (Lewis 1976a, 1976b), and Haillom 

(Widlok 1996). Haugen's (1957) seminal work on Icelandic identifies two types of 

orientation, complementarily distributed: 'proximate' (corresponding well with the absolute 

directions) and 'ultimate' (directions along a line of travel, based on the four quarters of 

Icelandic geography), and a similar effect is reported for Belhare (Bickel to appear). Others 

also have formulated culture-specific configurations of space: the semantic model of Navajo 

space based on Universal Frame of Reference (Pinxten, Van Dooren, & Harvey 1983), the 

" Kant claims Aat space is endowed with a reality of its own. He observed that the 
intrinsic relations mat apply to the right hand is similar to those found for the left hand, 
and yet that the right hand cannot substitute for the left hand. If this difference can not be 
explained as being merely the appearance of different relations with respect to each other 
(and it can't, because we cannot put a right-handed glove on the left hand), we must 
postulate different dispositions in terms of absolute space (see Van Cleve & Frederick 
1991 for detailed discussions). 
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socio-centric frames of reference in Yucatec Maya (Hanks 1990, 1992), the action-centered 

representation of space in Plains Sign Talk (Famell 1995), and numerous studies on the 

relations between the gesture and spatial mapping in American Sign Language (e.g., 

Emmorey & Reilly 1995). 

What I would Uke to challenge here is the second type of assumed universalism: the 

dominance of gravity-based verticality. I propose that the perception of verticality based on 

gravity may be linguistically overridden by speaker intention in a language like Japanese.^" 

I will reconsider two closely related hypotheses which state that the vertical dimension is 

essentially subject to the same conceptualization as horizontal frames of reference, and 

conversely that the vertical dimension is the source domain for the lexical assignment of the 

horizontal dimension. In contrast to these views, I argue that, with respect to linguistic 

encoding, the vertical dimension may not be a 90-degree rotation of, nor the source for, the 

horizontal plane, but can rather be a set of negotiated coordinates from both dimensions. 

In neuro-psychology, the biological basis of perception of absolute directions has 

also attracted interest of researchers. Traditionally, images stored in the relative, egocentric 

space are held to 'generate' the absolute, allocentric system, but not vice versa. The counter 

evidence was soon presented. Tolman (1948) and his colleagues conducted a series of 

experiments, in which they familiarized rats with a maze, then blocked one or more of the 

paths. In spite of the contemporary response learning perspective (i.e., the rats would 

choose a short but incorrect path), they chose a longer path which coaectly led them to the 

expected goal. This fact suggests that the rats are place learners, rather than response 

learners, internalizing the whole schema of the maze. This idea has been widely surveyed 

and most clearly articulated by O'Keefe and Nadel: 

There seems to be ^at individual variability for vertical term assignment in both English 
and Japanese, but this point is beyond the scope of this paper. See Carlson-Radvanskv & 
Lxjgan (1997) for a brief treatment of individual difference in English speakers' lexical 
assignment of verticality. 
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Most authors attempt to derive all psychological notions of space from an organism's 
interaction with objects and their relations. The notion of an absolute spatial 
framework, if it exists at all, is held by these authors to derive from prior concepts of 
relative space, built up in the course of an organism's interaction with objects or with 
sensations correlated with objects. 

In contrast to this view, we think that the concept of absolute space is primary and 
that its elaboration does not depend upon prior notions of relative space ... [there] 
are spaces centred on the eye, the head, and the body, all of which can be subsumed 
under the heading of egocentric space. In addition, there exists at least one neural 
system which provides the basis for an integrated model of the environment. This 
system underlies the notion of absolute, unitary space, which is a non-centred 
stationary framework through which the organism and its egocentric spaces move. 
(O'Keefe & Nadel 1978: 1-2, cited in Campbell 1993: 76). 

O'Keefe & Nadel developed the notion that the brain organization may hold a place 

for processing spatial information. They assume that it is the hippocampus, which provides 

us with an a-priori basis for the Euclidean framework for our conception of the outer 

world. In a sense, this notion is closely analogous to (early) Kantian a-priority of space 

concept (see also O'Keefe 1993). It was recently shown by Levinson (1996e) that Guugu 

Yimithier speakers can make extremely accurate judgments about allocentric orientations 

(even after being blindfolded and turned around), in contrast to the poor performance of the 

Dutch speakers in the same task. This implies the existence of biological potentials for the 

perception of cardinal directions—however, Levinson & Brown (1994), as seen above, 

explicitly oppose the early Kantian view of 'right-left' asymmetry that Newtonian 

'absolute' space is fundamental for the recognition of the difference and it exists 

independent of, and prior to, objects and their sensations. (Note that Newtonian 'absolute' 

space is an entity in its own right, like a physical space, hence a different notion than 

Levinson's 'absolute' relation.) In other words, Levinson accepts human potentials for 

perceiving 'absolute' (not Newtonian) spatial orientations, but declines the possibility of 

physical universality of space derived from the anthropocentric dimensions such as 

right/left. 
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Finally, for spatial cognition, one of the most powerful denominators is assumed to 

be the distinction between 'what' and 'where' systems (Landau & Jackendoff 1993, 

Landau 1994). Landau & Jackendoff (1993) claim that vocabulary filters out particular 

information suitable for a particular language but any language typically draws on spatial 

representations of object (what) and place (where). However, other researchers have 

suggested that there exist languages whose 'where' system incorporates more 'shape' 

information than has been proposed by Landau &. Jackendoff (1993). For example, in 

Tzeltal one stricdy draws on 'shape' via a precise geometric algorithm for describing 

locations of objects and mapping body-part terms onto parts of inanimate objects, rather 

than through metaphor or the 'where' system (P. Brown 1991, Levinson 1994). Also, 

Choi & Bowerman (1991) maintain that English and Korean children have specific ways of 

encoding spatial and movement information. Although Korean children are shown to share 

with English children the tendency to 'under-differentiate' referent events—they 

differentiate less among actions of 'separation' than among actions of 'joining'—the 

semantic structure of the input language constrains its semantic distinctions from the earliest 

stages of child language development (see also Bowerman 1996a, 1996b). 

Given these findings, general notions of space, which have been conceptualized as 

stable in both perspective-taking and cognitive categories, need to be given more culturally 

and linguistically flexible accounts. All these suggest other possibilities of local logic for 

putting space into actual use. The important notion here is grammaticalized habitual use of 

spatial expressions most compatible with indigenous practices. 

1.5.2 CURRENT INVESTIGATION OF SPACE IN LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY 

As was pointed out above, concepts of space and researchers' focus of attention 

differ according to disciplines. Traditionally, anthropologists' interest in space has mainly 
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concerned ethnosemantics, kinesics, place names, symbolic use of space such as 

sacred/polluted places, social organization, dwelling/migration patterns, habitus (a system 

of dispositions), etc. (see Lawrence & Low 1990 for a review). In linguistic/cognitive 

anthropology, current interests in space are largely devoted to the studies of language-

thought interface in spatial cognition (e.g.. Brown & Levinson 1994; Levinson & Brown 

1994; Levinson 1996a, 1996d, 1996e; Pederson 1995) and spatial mapping in speech and 

narratives (e.g.. Hanks 1990; Haviland 1993,1996; Famell 1995; Bickel to appear). 

Findings from the second line of research generally suggest that egocentricity of 

perspective-taking based on human body may have been unduly emphasized in 

constructing a framework of spatial cognition, which is heavily skewed toward the Western 

notion of space. There also remains a long-standing question about the extent to which 

language and cognition can be separated or integrated; recurrent discussions by Herder, 

Humboldt, Weisgerber, Sapir, and Whorf. Currently, many linguistic anthropologists hold 

a neo-Whorfian view that linguistic representations reflect culturally and linguistically 

preferred modes of cognition and interactive patterns which select and arrange repertoires 

of particular linguistic forms and structures made available by habitual linguistic use 

(Slobin 1987, 1996a; Gumperz & Levinson 1991, 1996; Levinson 1996d, 1996e; Choi & 

Bowerman 1991; Danziger 1995). A central theme there is that 'linguistic patterns point to 

some systematic difTerences in the cognitive style with which individuals of different 

cultures deal with space, and it is these underlying cognitive specializations that may help 

us to integrate diverse spatial features within a culture .... (Levinson 1996c). 

To recapitulate major topics of the spatial research in current linguistic/cognitive 

anthropology, they are: a) the degree to which the kind of linguistically encoded space 

correlates with non-linguistic features of thinking, b) relative demotion of egocentricity and 

corresponding emphasis of locally and culturally available frames of reference as human 

potentials for spatial cognition, c) neo-Whorfian findings that culture (or language) may 
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influence cognitive capacity for language processing and the modes for encoding 

communicative intentions; and implicitly, d) relative demotion of the primacy of vision for 

spatial perception, and complementarily, recognition of other perceptions which contribute 

to spatial cognition. The final point is not yet loudly articulated, but considering the current 

re-evaluation of Molyneux's Question (Morgan 1977; Eilan 1993; Levinson 1996b), there 

is no reason not to assume its emergence in the central issues of spatial cognition."' 

Although this study concerns the questions (a) and (b), and touches on others rather 

tangentially, it basically employs a discourse-oriented approach by using new contexts and 

new types of informants. This research will contribute to current questions in linguistic 

anthropology and cognitive/fimctional linguistics because the data required in this study 

will be most efficiendy tapped and adequately addressed by 1) attending to the spatial 

language for the everyday use of space, 2) considering the contextual possibility of 

absolute frame of reference based on gravity, incorporated into the other frames of 

reference (i.e.. Speaker's egocentric/relative FR or an entity's intrinsic FR), and 3) 

shedding a new light on the vertical dimension of human experience. 

'' William Molyneux was a Dublin la\\^er, and a fiiend and correspondence of John 
Locke. Locke mentions his question in his Essay, and the question is 'whether a blind 
man, on recovering the use of his sight and being presentea with a cube and a globe 
before his eyes, would be able to name ±em correctly. In other words, would the 
experience he had gained Iw touching these objects enable him to name them correctly 
when they were placed before his eyes? (Morgan 1977: 6).' Molyneux's answer was 
'No,' to which Locke also agreed: they upheld a notion, 'No innate Principles in the 
Mind.' On the other hand, &lan (1993) and Levinson (1996b: 157) answered 'Yes,' 
suggestiim that other (cogmtive) modalities have the capacity to adopt or adapt to other 
frames ofreference, enabling cross-modal (or 'amodal, rather than modality-specific) 
mappings. 
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1.6 FRAMEWORK OF THE CURRENT STUDY 

1.6.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Given the above assumptions, my general objective in this study is to examine how 

Japanese and English climbers encode spatial, and especially vertical, dimensions into 

language use in describing, narrating, and soliciting real life experiences. More specifically, 

I ask the following four questions in this study: 

1) Can the vertical dimension be conceptualized by climbers as the 9C)-degree rotation 

of the horizontal space, or as the source domain of the metaphorical projection for the 

horizontal plane, or as something else? (Chapters 2 & 3) 

2) What is the order of sequential descriptions of spatial motions/p>ositions related to 

language-specific lexicalization patterns and global cognitive constraints? (Chapters 4 «&: 5) 

3) How are experientially salient portions in danger-of-death narratives related to 

specific perspective-takings in vertical space? More specifically, are there any functional 

correlations between the narrative stmcture (e.g.. Complication or Climax/Peak) and the 

use of different frames of reference (e.g., intrinsic or extrinsic)! (Chapter 6) 

4) What is the role of 'experience' in constructing/achieving the coherence of 

perspectives in the way-finding negotiation? (Chapter 7) 

1.6.2 INFORMANTS AND SETTINGS 

The research sites for natural conversation/interaction data are rock climbing areas and 

climbing gyms in the US and Japan. I was a participant observer and belonged to rock 

climbing clubs in both countries to have access to uninhibited display of climbers' 

conversation. My data were also collected at rock climbing gyms where the researcher's 

friends and acquaintances work. 
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Maps 1 and 2 show the general geographic locations for ±e data collection. The main 

research sites in the US center around the Tucson Area in Arizona (also including Phoenix 

and surrounding climbing sites), which is acclaimed for numerous classic and sports-

climbing routes on the beautiful granite. 

Figure 1-6. Research sites in the US 

In Japan there are basically four major research sites: Hoorai, Ogawayama, 

Gozaisho, and Hodaka. The first two areas are famous for their numerous hard free-

climbs, and the others, for the mixture of traditional and contemporary styles of climbing. 

The earliest alpine-style climbing in Japan originated in Hodaka, and it is still the Mecca of 

contemporary alpine-style climbing. 

MEXICO 
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Hokkaido 
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Figure 1-7. Research sites in Japan 

The number of informants who were audio- or video-taped is approximately 40, out 

of which roughly 15 informants are Americans and the remaining 25, Japanese. The criteria 

established for the recruitment is being American English-speaking or Japanese-speaking 

adults, who are mountain/rock climbers (18 to 60 years of age), fully competent in each 

language and having no major linguistic disability. They were selected through the personal 

networks of the researcher, or friend-of-friend relationships. 
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1.6.3 DATA COLLECTION: METHODS AND TYPES 

In this study I focus on linguistic activities of rock climbers, which I believe are 

highly sensitive to orientational and spatial configurations of the vertical dimension. This 

study employs three types of data-collection methods: 1) audio-/video-taping of immediate 

interactions, 2) audio-Zvideo-taping of narratives, and 3) written data such as mental map 

drawings and published and unpublished documents concerning the geographic areas. As 

for the fu^t type of data, the researcher employed the participant observation method to get 

more ethnographically valid data. Basically, the researcher went climbing with the 

informants, conducted audio-Zvideo-recording of the subjects' verbal and nonverbal 

behaviors, and took fieldnotes of the activity under observation. 

Secondly, some informants were also audio-Zvideo-taped when they narrated their 

experiences, particularly about their danger-of-death and wayfinding experiences, or any 

critical moments in the activities. For this type of data, any places, as long as environmental 

noise was negligible, were used. The data collection format was basically equivalent to an 

interview session, but the relationship between the interviewer and the interviewee was 

invariably casual, or at least informal, because the interviewee was almost always an 

acquaintance or a friend of the interviewer. In the case where they were complete strangers, 

they were introduced to each other prior to the session by the intermediary (a friend-of-

friend), who stayed and joined the session as an active participant, rendering the situation 

more casual and information-accessible. The first and second types of audio-visual data 

were later transcribed basically, though not completely, according to the methods detailed 

in Du Bois et al (1993), totaling more than 100 pages of English and Japanese transcripts in 

single space. (See Appendix A for notes on Romanization and transcription conventions.) 

Finally, I consulted mental map drawings to obtain the information about the 

environments described/narrated—however, the treatment of the data is rather cursory and 
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mainly for consultatory use. I also consulted published route maps and descriptions from 

articles in magazines, periodicals, and books addressed to rock climbers. 

Generally speaking, audio-/video-taped data for immediate interaction mainly consists 

of 'climbing instructions' delivered, in many occasions, from experienced climbers to 

inexperienced or novice climbers. This type of data is analyzed in detail in Chapters 2,4, 

and 5. (Chapter 3 investigates native speakers' perception of linguistic expressions to 

describe vertical relations.) Also, as mentioned above, narrative performances (danger-of-

death stories) are the source data for the narrative analysis in Chapter 6. Here relations 

between perspective-taking, intonation units, line/verse/stanza/scene, and narrative 

components are explored. On other occasions, geographic relations are assumed, 

reclaimed, negotiated, and corrected, depending on the domain of knowledge only 

accessible to the informants in situ. Chapter 7 sheds lights on the negotiation of spatial 

configurations of an accident site, concentrating on the use of deictic motion verbs iku 'go' 

and kuru 'come'. 

1.6.4 TYPES OF DATA 

The investigation in this study includes analyses of words and phrases, ranging from 

a decontextualized single clause to a sequence of clauses in spatial descriptions and 

narratives. However, it will be clear that my focus is consistendy on the ways spatial 

languages are utilized and manipulated according to the speaker's intentionality in the 

emergent environment on the vertical dimension. Because of this orientation to multiple 

facets of vertical space, I had to adopt rather diverse approaches, ranging from acceptability 

judgments of artificial sentences to word-to-imagery associations engendered through a 

long stretch of discourse. This diversity of methods might have been distracting in some 
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respects of the current analyses. However, I believe that (vertical) space is multivariate and 

can be better grasped through diverse approaches. 

In this study, we also pay attention to how the difference in speakers' experiential 

status affects the surface representations of spatial expressions in narrative practices. This 

assumption is a psychologically valid one. For example, Evans & Pezdek (1980) showed 

that the spatial knowledge acquired from 'direct experience' is truly different from the 

knowledge obtained by 'map reading.' Their findings suggest that spatial knowledge based 

on direct experience tends to be saved in an orientation-free format, whereas the spatial 

knowledge based on the learning of maps is susceptible to mental rotation. 

With this in mind, 1 look into four types of activities which respectively reflect the 

research questions presented above. They are in other words the constituents of a 2 x 2 

crosstabulation of binary values for two factors: 'direct experience' and 'inrunediate 

narration/utterance' (Table 1-3). These factors can be restated as 'whether or not the 

narrator has had direct experience in the story they tell' and 'whether the described events 

occurred on the very spot of data collection (or from the narrator's long-term memory 

through 'distortion' (Tversky 1992, 1993)).' 

Data Direct Uttered Notes 
type experience? in situ? 

1 Yes Yes Climbing instructions: Chs. 2, 4, & 5 

2 No No Nairatives: Ch. 6 

3 No Yes Route descriptions: Ch. 5 

4 Yes No Narratives/Route negodations: Chs. 6 & 7 

Table 1-3. Types of data in this study 

In all these instmctional and narrative data (except the 'negodation' data in Chapter 

7), the speaker had relatively low degrees of interaction with the hearer(s): the speaker 

roughly occupied 70 to 95 percent of the whole utterances in each text. The data considered 
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here are of four types—however, I must admit that the treatment of Type 3 data is rather 

cursory. In Data Type 1, the speakers describe in a step-by-step manner the details of 

motions and positions yet to be assumed by the hearer in order to help solve continually up

coming challenges on a climb. The speakers, or direction-givers, all have experiential base 

to provide adequate information expediting the direction receivers' performance on the 

route, and the directions were given in situ. In Data 2) and 3) the narrator/speaker does not 

have direct experience on the route described. However, 2) and 3) differ in that the 

speakers in 2) narrate from what they previously learned about the event stored in their 

long-term memory, whereas in 3), they describe a route rising in front of them on the very 

spot. Data 4) is the default condition for ordinary narration, and is different from 2) and 3) 

concerning the speaker's experiential status. Only this narrator narrates the event through 

first-hand experience as actual (though 'distorted') recounts of the past. However, the 

'negotiation' data used in Chapter 7 come from a portion of conversation. 

Data types and cognitive status in narration/conversation, however, are not stricdy 

definable, nor would it be possible. Since narratives, whether with or without direct 

experience, or in or outside the immediate context, have the potential to easily transcend 

certain constraints: the truth value of a story is irrelevant in narrative performance (Bruner 

1990, 1992). Narratives and any creative utterances are not necessarily exact 

recounts/accounts of actual experience, but will readily import creative elucidation of quasi-

experience into verbal performance. However, we could at least propose that (bodily) 

'experience' does play a role in constructing such narratives and verbal recounts, and 

'experience' is always laden with values in terms of the types of perspectives and the 

locations of vantagepoints. These conditions on narration, however, may be controlled or 

even overridden by variable communicative intentions, meant to be shared among the 

discourse participants. 
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2. 

GRAVITY OR LEVITY: VERTICAL SPACE IN JAPANESE ROCK 
CLIMBING INSTRUCTIONS 

2.0 'SUBJECTIFIED'VERTICALITY 

In Chapters 2 and 3 we specifically ask the following question: 

1) Is the vertical dimension conceptualized by climbers as the 90-degree rotation of 
the horizontal space, or as the source domain for the metaphorical projection onto the 
horizontal plane, or as something else? 

I generally propose that verticality is more like an emergent process rather than a pre

determined state. Our analysis suggests that vertical space may be seen as a set of 

negotiated coordinates and exhibits contextual and linguistic variation; more susceptible to 

intentional manipulation in Japanese than in English. In contrast to existing conceptions of 

vertical space as characterized by ego-centricity and gravity (Kant 1991 [1768]; Fillmore 

1982a; Campbell 1993), I specifically propose that 1) the value placed on the vertical 

dimension may have been overemphasized in the Western notional frameworks of space, 2) 

the subjectified vertical dimension can linguistically, if not perceptually, override the actual 

vertical dimension defined by gravity, 3) there seems to be a continuum of verticality 

assignment in terms of gravity-sensitiveness, and finally, 4) we need to incorporate 

experiential perspectives in the analysis of spatial discourse. 
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2.1 INTRODUCnON 

2.1.1 TWO HYPOTHESES, TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN? 

There are basically two modes of representation of vertical space: 'horizontal-to-

vertical' or 'vertical-to-horizontal' importation of spatial lexicon. Levinson (1996c) 

correctly proposes that the same three frames of reference (absolute, relative, and intrinsic) 

can be equally differentiated for the vertical dimension. This is because, when linguists and 

psychologists talk about 'the vertical dimension,' it coincides with gravity-based verticality 

which is assigned to a physical entity in horizontal space. Thus, the vertical relations can 

naturally be described by the same parameters as those for the horizontal. Owing to this 

presupposition, linguistic encoding of vertical space is, compared to horizontal space, a 

relatively less researched area in linguistics, psychology, anthropology, and related fields. 

This (apparent) secondary status of verticality seems to reflect a common view that spatial 

relations on the horizontal plane are the default system for human actions. 

On the other hand, this experiential/pragmatic view of vertical space is offset by the 

inequality of spatial perception in the coordinate system. The basic notion here is that each 

dimension is differentially marked by such notions as 'consistency' and 'asymmetry.' 

Canonically, the vertical dimensions 'up/down' are the most stable because they are defined 

by gravity and do not change orientation even if the deictic center is removed—the vertical 

dimension is 'massively overdetermined and unproblematic (Levinson 1996c: 373).' But 

the horizontally oriented dimensions 'front/back' and 'right/left' are vulnerable to such 

shifts. For 'firont/back' and 'left/right,' the former is more perceptually salient because the 

human body is non-symmetrical for 'front/back,' but symmetrical for 'left/right,' thus 

creating more vulnerability to orientational confusion for the latter (Shepard & Hurwitz 

1984; Franklin & Tversky 1990; Logan 1995). Therefore there is a hierarchy of perceptual 

stability among the basic dimensions: up/down > front/back > left/right. 
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Figure 2-1. Shepard & Hurwitz's 'Vertical Origin of Horizontal Projection' 

Note: 'A schematic illustration that a point B that is further ahead of another point A 
on the horizontal ground is also 'higher' than that point A from the perspective of the 
canonicaUy above-the-ground viewer. Also illustrated is the related fact that a right 
turn (toward a point C) projects to the right from the 'top' of the line leading into that 
turn within the viewer's egocentric frame of reference (Shepard & Hurwitz 1984: 
167).' 

Also, Shepard & Hurwitz (1984) argue for the vertical origin of such horizontally 

applied expressions as 'Look who's coming down the street (Figure 2-1),' meaning 

'coming closer to the speaker along the street'—an exception is a metaphorical case like 

'She walked right up to me,' where 'up' implies the direction toward a salient and/or 

important object or place. They basically maintain that what 'up' can mean in spatial 

cognition may be concepmally regulated, constituting roughly a four-stage continuum, 

ranging from the 'most gravitationally conferred upright' direction (canonical 'up') to the 

'most horizontal' extension of the meaning ('come down the street').^* 

" It should be noted that their distinction between 'metaphorical' and other rather 
cognitively motivated extensions from the vertical and the horizontal is not always so 
clear. They consider 'the direction toward a significant reference object or location' as the 
only case of a 'met^horical' one; e.g. 'She walked right up to me.' However, what is 
generally conceptualized as metaphoncal extensions may not necessarily be metaphorical 
m every culture (LeVinson 1994). 
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In either case, Levinson's and Shepard & Hurwitz's claims are different from mine in 

that they don't take into consideration the possibility of contextual variability in immediate 

interaction. Specifically, I claim that Japanese spatial expressions for vertical space are 

more context-dependent and less subject to gravitational orientation than those in English, 

enabling multiple vertical perspectives. In other words, English vertical term assignment is 

generally gravity-oriented and tightly anchored to the origo (Friederici & Levelt 1990. 

Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin 1993, Logan & Sadler 1996), while Japanese vertical 

expressions, although canonically showing similar properties, may be defined by context-

created/creating verticality. More importantly, such context-dependency is perceived only 

by the agents who actively experience and share the envirormient in situ, but not by the 

commentators or in later narrations. 

This chapter addresses these questions using new contexts and new types of 

informants. I draw on data from rock climbers, who routinely and intensively manipulate 

spatial concepts in immediate contexts. I collected data at rock climbing areas in Japan and 

the US, and focused on Japanese data for this analysis. I discuss here what I call 'climbing 

instructions.' These are usually given by expert climbers to novice climbers to teach 

climbing skills and give route descriptions, and they provide a rich research opportunity for 

studying body-movement descriptions, topological/coordinate features, and the human-

tool-environment interface on the vertical plane. 

First, I will delineate how an actual climbing setting differs from what is called the 

'canonical encounter (Clark 1973)' or 'canonical setting for speech (Levelt 1989).' 

According to Levelt (1989:49), the canonical setting is where 'the interlocutors are 

relatively close together and mutually visible. They share the pull of gravity as well as 

important aspects of the visual frame. As a consequence, they all have about the same sense 

of verticality.' Shown in Figure 2-2 are simplified schemata for (a) the 'canonical 

encounter' and (b) a 'climbing situation.' 
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(experienced 
male climber-
speaker) 

(inexperienced i 
male belayer- 1 
hearer) r 

(a) Canonical encounter (b) Climbing situation 

Figure 2-2. Canonical encounter vs. climbing situation (our case) 

In our case, the speaker is an experienced male climber, and the hearer, an 

inexperienced male belayer—a person who secures a climber by using a rope. The climbing 

situation is different from the canonical encoimter in the following ways: 

1) Orientation: The canonical encounter is based on the face-to-face, or typ>ologically 

'facing' (Hill 1982) orientation, but the climbing situation is fundamentally based on the 

face-to-back, or 'aligned' (ibid.) orientation. 

2) Stability. The belayer, being on the gravitationally canonical plane, has the same 

sensitivity to gravity as in the canonical encounter. The climber on the other hand has to 

function in a more precarious, gravity-laden environment, where just being on the plane 

requires of him/her some effort. 

3) Body Axis: In this study the body axis of a climber is roughly parallel to the 

vertical plane of the rock surface. The belayer's body axis is perpendicular to the horizontal 

plane (as in the canonical encounter). Both axes are parallel but on staggered levels. 

4) Relativized (or merged) Perspective: In the climbing situation, due to the 

communicative purpose of giving instructions and directions, the speaker is expected to 

take a more hearer-oriented, empathedc perspective where possible. The speaker's 

H 
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perspective is often superimposed on the hearer's perspective, represented as psychological 

and physical projection with degrees of deictic shift. This perspective is variably formulated 

as Linde & Labov's (1975) 'route' perspective, Levelt's (1996) 'intrinsic' and FGein's 

(1982, 1983) 'shifted origo.' 

5) Visual Field-. The climber is on a higher plane, the belayer on the ground level. The 

climber's visual fields are limited to the vertical plane, but (s)he can have bird's eye views 

of the horizontal plane occupied by the belayer. In contrast, the belayer's perspective is 

somewhat the opposite. 

6) Viewing Angle: The angle of visual trajectory is not necessarily horizontal as seen 

in the canonical encounter, but often tilted. This tilting of visual trajectory may contribute to 

enabling both horizontal and vertical dimensions to merge to some extent, as will be 

discussed later. 

One major reason for selecting this activity on the vertical plane comes from the 

following assumption; superficially, linguistic encoding of vertical space in English and 

Japanese does not seem to differ at all in the canonical encounter—both languages 

dominantly utilize 'facing' (C. Hill 1982; Levinson 1996c) orientation. However, they 

manifest quite discordant features on the gravity-sensitized locus of spatial experience, like 

rock climbing. It is in this critical area, I believe, that spatial cognition comes to exhibit its 

maximal adaptability and resistance to linguistic encoding of space. 

Before the data analyses, I will comment on the use of carabiners as some knowledge 

of carabiners and their function is key to understanding the discussion that follows. (Other 

climbing terms related to this analysis are glossed in Appendix C) Although carabiners can 

be thought to have canonical and intrinsic directions as physical objects, the lower carabiner 

on a quick-draw is usually turned upside down in actual use for ease in clipping a rope in 

(Figure 2-3 (b)). This manipulation makes it harder to define which part is oriented to 

which direction. Climbers, however, would generally agree that spatial term assignment for 
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the lower carabiner is based not on the intrinsic orientation of a carabiner but on the 

egocentric frame of reference of the user. So, ordinarily, the 'front' of a carabiner is the 

side facing the viewer (as in Figure 2-3 (b)), not the part intrinsically defined when it is 

upright (as in Figure 2-3 (a)). It is the case both in English and Japanese. 

Front 

Gate 
Back 

Down 

(a) Intrinsic position 
(orientation to clip into a bolt hanger) 

(Front?) 

(VieWer) 

Quickdraw 

Back 

(Back?) 

Down 

(b) In-use position of lower carabiner 
on quickdraw 

(orientation to clip a rope in) 

Figure 2-3. Intrinsic and in-use positions of carabiner 
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2.2 ANALYSIS OF CLIMBING INSTRUCTIONS 

2.2.1 VARIABILITY OF'FRONT' 

In this section I will introduce a case in which a vertical frame of reference is 

overridden by an interactional intention of an information-giver, here the climber. The case 

involves the use of vertical spatial terms such as ue and shita in Japanese, the counterparts 

of above/up and below/down in English. Although some expressions may seem 

nonsensical at first glance, the usages in question were, I claim, the quite natural result of 

contextual interplay between the vertical context, speaker's and hearer's empathetic 

perspective, and the language-specific property of the vertical lexicon. 

Firstly, we consider a phrase addressed to the climber by a spectator, who happened 

to be standing close to the belayer (Text (1) & Figure 2-4). Spectator O cautioned the 

climber, 'Don't fall off in front of the first bolt because he can't catch/stop you.' This 

expression, describing the climber below a bolt hanger, would sound awkward to English 

speakers because a more appropriate English expression would be 'Don't fall off 

below/under the first bolt.' (Although before is acceptable because of its association with 

the temporal use.) 

(1) (Y = climber; O = spectator) 

Y: war a. 
O: ipponme yori ma.9 de ochinai de 

ne. 
Y: Aah. 
O: tomere nai kara. 

Hard! 
Don't fall off in £ront of the 
first bolt. 
Aghh! 
'cause (he) can't catch/stop you. 
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Bolt 

"Don't fall ojf 
in front of 
the first bolt!"y 

Spectator 

Belayer 

Figure 2-4. Setting for ipponme yori mae de 'in front of the first bolt' 

The use of mae 'front' was obviously a replacement for shita 'below,' because 

comparative yori 'than' is not very often used with mae (and ushiro 'back'), but with ue 

'above' and shita 'below.' (The phrase yori mae, if used, means '(to) the front, past 

something' as in kono hakusen yori mae ni denaide kudasai 'Eton't cross this white line 

(and go forward).') In this context, the ordinary space 'in front of the bolt is defined by 

the spectator's relation to the vertical face of rock. This should be the empty space on the 

hither side of the bolt from his point of view ('ordinary front' in Figure 2-5 (a)). 
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Ordinary 
'front' 

Bolt 
hanger 

Climber 

Spectator 

'in front of the bolt' 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2-5. Interpretation of Ipponme yori mae de 'in front of the first bolt' 

However, this 'below' interpretation for the phrase mae de 'in front' is still tenable if 

we see this scene as a 90-degree rotation of the horizontal plane to match the vertical face, 

as seen in Figure 2-5 (b). It is most plausible when the commentator is close to, or at the 

bottom of the rock, and typically conceptualizes her/himself as being on the same (vertical) 

plane. In any case, the shaded space indicated by 'in front of the bolt (?) (Figure 2-5 (a))' is 

not assigned by the intrinsic orientation of the bolt hanger, nor by the ordinary front region 

in space, but in terms of the relationship between the climber and the bolt hanger on the 

(rotated) vertical plane. 

In fact, however, English speakers may use 'front' in a similar context //the climber 

is actually walking down the face of rock when a belayer lowers a climber with a rope, as 
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seen in Figure 2-6. Except in this kind of actual rotation of the body axis, the usage in 

question was observed only in the Japanese data. However, it may still be premature to 

claim this is always the case in Japanese because mae also has a temporal sense like English 

'before,' as in ippon-me ni todoku mae 'before you get to the first bolt.' Thus, we need 

to focus on purely spatial use. It turned out that a spatial mapping as seen between 'front' 

and 'below' still takes on a fiirther coordinate transformation in the climber's next 

utterances. 

Anchor 

Climber 

Stick your feet 
in front of you. 
It's like walking 
backi^ards. 

Belayer 

Figure 2-6. Acceptable use of 'in front of on the vertical plane in English 
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2.2.2 USE OF UE AND SHITA ON THE VERTICAL PLANE 

Here, more crucial is the use of vertical expressions ue 'up/above' and shita 

'downA)eiow.' They were used in order to demonstrate what gyaku kurippu 'back 

clipping' is about. There are at least three types of back clipping, but the type of back 

clipping talked about here is a wrong way of clipping a rope into a carabiner such that the 

rope may easily slip out of it if a climber falls. Figure 2-7 illustrates the physical context in 

which the series of utterances were heard. Text (2) shows the sequence in question, which 

may be subdivided into the pre- (2.1) and main (2.2) sequences. We look at the main 

sequence first, and then come back to the pre-sequence, which I believe contributes to 

foreshadowing a gradual progress into the climber's subjectified G-^gacker 1991, 1993) 

vertical space (or similar to what Biihler calls 'head coordinates'). Here the climber went up 

to the first bolt and started to demonstrate to the belayer what 'back clipping' means. The 

main concern here is how the rope and the lower carabiner were related by the spatial 

expressions. Specifically, in the main sequence the 'jibun + ue/shita' pattem was 

persistently observed five times in fifteen sentences. For example. Text (2.2 (a)) includes a 

jibun-ue pair, and in Text (2.2 (b)) we find a jibun-shita pair (bolded). 
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Climber 

Lower 
i Carabiner 

To Belayer 

Figure 2-7. Setting for the jibun + ue/shita expressions 

(2.1) Pre-sequence: 
a) dakara ma-ahita de yatteru no ga ii desu ne, furarenai kara. ...De 

san-pin-me gurai ikuto, moo, ochitemo grurando shinainde, mizurai 
deshoo, ua o, kubi ga itaku natte kite. 
'so, it's better to do that (belay) right down there, "cause you 
are not pulled around. ...and when you get to the third bolt, you 
don't have a ground fall, and it's hard to look up (at me) now, 
'cause your neck starts to hurt, right?' 

b) ni-sanpo sagattsnio iin desu yo. uahiro no hoo de (birei shite). 
'So you can stap backward. (Belay me) at the back of there.' 

(1 turn omitted) 

(2.2) Main sequence: 
a) jibun ga nohoru hoo ga, koo, iwa yori ua, kotchi -aawa ni muku yooni 

surun desu. 
"Make sure that the end tied to 'self' must come above the rock, or 
to this side (= to me/you).' 
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b) jibvin no noboru hoo ga Bhita. desu yone. 
'The direction in which is climbing is below (the 
carabiner), you see?' 

c) de ochita haaini, ko, koo hazureru koto ga arun desu yone, jibxin no 
zairu ga ahita. dattara. 
'In case of fall, the rope may slip out of the biner if self's rope 
is below (the carabiner).' 

d) Jibun no zairu ga, kanarazu um-muki ne. 
'Make sure that self's rope goes upward (or toward above the 
carabiner).' 

e) koo, jibun ga noboru hoo ga abita-xauki dattara, ochita toki ni 
hazureru to. 
'Like this, if self's direction of climb is downward (or toward 
\inder the carabiner) , the rope may possibly clip out. ' 

A simplified pattern for the series of his explanations is: 

a) jibun ga noboru hoo ue 
'self s direction of climbing' 'above' 

b) jibun no noboru hoo shita 
'self s direction of climbing' 'below' 

c) jibun no zairu shita 
'self s rope' 'below' 

d) jibun no zairu ue-muki 
'self s rope' 'upward' 

e) jibun ga noboru hoo shita-muki 
'self s direction of climbing' 'downward 

:OK, correct way 

:NO, gyaku kurippu 'back clipping' 

;NO, gyaku kurippu 'back clipping' 

:OK, correct way 

:NO, gyaku kurippu 'back clipping' 

Obviously, only the cases where ue was used are regarded as the correct way of 

clipping. Let's take a closer look at how the speaker (climber) tried to distinguish between 

ue and shita of the related objects. 
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To climber To climber 

Profiled 
region 

Contact 
points gate 

Lower 
carabiner 

To belayer To belayer 

a) Ue 'above' (Correct) b) Shita 'below' (Wrong: back clipping) 

Figure 2-8. The ue vs. shita relationships for lower carabiner 

First, we see from Figure 2-8 that his use of ue 'above' and shita 'below' does not 

refer to the ordinary up/down relation of the rope: in both cases the rope tied to the climber 

goes upward, and the other end downward to the belayer. So, if based on the gravitational 

up/down orientations, the 'selfs rope/direction of climbing' in both a) and b) should have 

been described by the term ue 'up/above,' but it wasn't. Therefore the series of ue vs. shita 

expressions must refer to some other relation(s) between the objects depicted here. 

Besides, the focus of attention is neither on the empty space 'above' the carabiner, nor on 

the contact points 'on' the carabiner—there are two contact points and two types of 

profiling, thus it's doubly ambiguous. 

Here we could also postulate that the Japanese word ue, with a particle attached, is an 

equivalent to English on, which represents a topological relation, in contrast to other terms 
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up, above, and over, which represent more of an absolute coordinate notion." Even if we 

conjecture that ue (also) represents a topological notion like on, it still doesn't explain why 

Figure 2-8 (a) must be consistently described with ue, but not with shita. Thus, this fact 

endorses a coordinate, rather than topological, notion of ue. 

The only consistent interpretation of this ue/shita relationship is as follows; I) the flat 

extension of a carabiner (Figure 2-9) is seen as parallel to the vertical ground; and, 2) 

although the carabiner is dangling vertically from a bolt hanger, the relation of the rope and 

the carabiner is schematically recaptured in the climber's subjectified horizontal plane, as 

seen in Figures 2-9 and 2-10. Only in this virtual space can we make sense of why the rope 

should go above the carabiner to be clipped in correctly. Now the question is, 'Was it really 

the (imaginary) body axis of the climber, or (the schema of) the rope and the carabiner, that 

was rotated and generated this use of ueT Both could be possible, but I assume it's rather 

the body axis factor that is at work here.^"* One may regard this interpretation as post hoc, 

but I argue that there are enough contexmal cues and linguistic motivations to support this 

explanation. 

However, there seems to be a continuum for vertical spatial terms on this point. The 
relative acceptability of such expressions as 'under (here meaning 'behind') the screen' 
and 'climb over the roof (which sticks out horizontally)' indicate that 'under/over' may be 
contextually compatible with rotated vertical planes, in contrast to more strictly gravity-
defined prepositions like 'up/down' and 'above/below,' both pairs of which dety the 
applicabili^ to rotated verticality: '* above/ * up the screen' in describing the situation 

^represented by 'under (= behind) the screen.' 
The mental imagery literature seems to attest both possibilities. See Kosslyn 1990, 1994 

for the detail. 
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Figure^ . 

To climber 

belayer 

BM 
hanger QUIC^^DRAW 

DOWN ̂  
VERTICAL 

Ground 

Flat extension 
"of acarabiner 

(Sut^ectified Horizontal Plane) 

Figure 2-9. Flat extension of carabiner 

^—Subjectified body axis 

Subjectified 
Vertical Axis 

\

Rat extension 
of carabiner 

I 
. To 

UE'aboi^; climber 

-below' belayer 

Actual Vertical Plane 
(Subjectified Horizontal Plane) 

Figure 2-10. Ue and shita along the subjectified vertical plane 
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2.2.3 SuBjEcmcATioN PROCESSES 

There are at least several factors contributing to this anomalous virtual space. I 

distinguish these according to three types of motivation: perceptual, cognitiveAinguistic, 

and pragmatic, although the distinctions among them are not necessarily clear-cut. 

2.2.3.1 Perceptual Motivation 

The subjectified body axes of the climber and the belayer may have contributed to the 

projection of the new frame of reference shown in Figure 2-10. As shown in Figure 2-11, 

the climber leaned backward, turned his body around, and looked down at the belayer 

when he explained what 'back clipping' is, whereas the belayer looked up at the climber, 

watching how it should be avoided. In this situation, the canonical direction of view, which 

is ordinarily perpendicular to the body axis and parallel to the horizontal ground, is 

vertically rotated, supposedly together with the imaginary body axis. Besides, the lower 

carabiner on a quickdraw is relatively flexible, allowing its flat extension to tilt toward the 

actual horizontal plane, although the climber did not try to hold it horizontally. Through 

these processes both the climber's and belayer's bodily axes approach die completely 

subjectified body axis in the subjectified coordinate system. 
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Subjectified body 
axis based on 
viewing trajectory 

Subjectified body axis 
(complete) 

Figure 2-11. Subjectification based on visual trajectory 

Notice also that the speaker initiated his explanations with iwa yori ue 'above the rock 

(2.2 (a)),' which makes no sense if we take it literally. But, from the context, it was 

obvious that he was talking about the relation between the rope and the carabiner. Thus, I 

assume that iwa 'rock' was a metaphorical analog for the carabiner, which, dangling 

parallel to the face of rock, got merged with the vertical face to constitute the subjectified 

horizontal ground. It is remarkable that the climber used iwa 'rock,' not the carabiner, as 

Ground, and never mentioned karabina 'carabiner' throughout the series of his utterances. 

This fact rules out the possibility that he might have positioned the carabiner horizontally so 

its flat extension matched the actual horizontal ground—the (face of) rock is never flexible 

like a carabiner! Therefore, I believe it reasonable to assume that what was (mentally) 

rotated was the body axis of the climber, not the (schema of) the rope and carabiner. 
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2.2.3.2 Cognitive/Linguistic Motivation 

2.2.3.2.1 Language-specific profiling tendency 

To begin with, we look at language-typological differences in profiling patterns. 

Sridhar's (1988) psycholingiiistic experiments have confirmed that, in sentence 

productions describing spatial configurations, Japanese and other SOV languages tend to 

align a ground object first, followed by a figure object, whereas English and other SVG 

languages tend to align a figure object first, followed by a ground object. For example, 

given an English 'static' expression like 'X is above Y ((3): Figure 2-12),' there are 

canonically two optional representations in Japanese, of which the latter (4b) is preferred. 

(Here, let's assume X is Fg, and Y, Gr (Talmy 1978, 1983); 

(3) English; X is above Y 
(4) Japanese; (a) X ga Y no ue (no hoo) ni am. 

(Fg) NOM (Gr)GEN above (toward) LOG be 
'X is above Y.' 

(b) Y no ue (no hoo) ni X ga am. 
(Gr) GEN above (toward) LOG (Fg) NOM be 

t 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2-12. Encoding tendency in English (a) and Japanese (b) 

Sridhar's (1988) experiments show that with SOV languages like Japanese and 

Kannada speakers produced prominently higher proportion of the (4b) type sentences 
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(roughly 65% and 70%, respectively^^), compared to the speakers of SVO languages like 

English, Hebrew, Cantonese, etc., who produced (4b) type utterances on average of 21% 

of the time. He points out the universal tendency in languages to place the 'given' (or 

'known,' 'thematic,' 'old') information before the 'new' (or 'focal,' 'rhematic') as a cause 

for this marked difference. Given the fact that in these SOV languages Figure tends to be 

assigned an indefinite status (i.e., 'new' information), he assumes that this might have 

caused the old-new (or Ground-Figure) order of syntactic elements. That is, in SOV 

languages the word order required by the functional saliency might have won out over the 

perceptual principle that Figure is preferred as the starting point of a sentence (cf. 

Gemsbacher 1992). 

With this in mind, let's consider the case of ''The rope (F) is above the carabiner (G)\ 

or 'Roopu ga karabina no ue (no hoo) ni aruIn our case, notice that the first exposition 

(2.2 (a)) shows the F-G pattern (contrary to Sridhar's finding), presumably because of the 

'focal' status of F. However, for the remainder of the data, G (/wa/carabiner) was never 

mentioned again (or totally suppressed), exhibiting the informationally 'thematic' (or 

'given/old') status. This implies that, for the expositions from 2.2 (b) to 2.2 (e). Ground 

information is pre-given like in (4b). Thus, we could perhaps assume the same mechanism 

as Sridhar found may be at work here. Also notice that the speaker paraphrased the first ue 

(2.2 (a)) as kotchi-gawa 'this side,' but not the others. Provided this assumption is correct, 

one could anticipate that if, in Japanese, there is something that may be conceptualized as 

Ground, here the flat extension of carabiner, and Figure, the rope, one may project vertical 

space in two ways (Figure 2-13). Projection 1 will canonically lead to the same 

interpretation for English 'above'—an unattested exposition by the given context. 

These values are my calculations based on Sridhar's (1988) data (see pages 54 and 59). 
The numbers of the matrix subjects were 37 and 30 for Japanese and Kannada, 
respectively, for which the obtained values were 24 and 21. 
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Projection 2, if seen as legitimate by the speaker, will lead to an interpretation of X as being 

ue 'above,' or English 'in firont of.' In such a case, we could assume that the carabiner's 

flat extension was merged with the actual vertical ground (or subjectified horizontal plane), 

as we see in iwa no ue 'above the rock (2.2 (a)).' 

Projection 2 

Projection 1 

Figure 

biner 

Ground 

Figure 2-13. Possibilities of projection for Y no ue 'above Y' 

On the other hand, if English speakers tend to start from X, or the rope, one will 

expect the ground object, or the carabiner, to be below X, whichever direction Y may be 

oriented. This projection apparently rules out the context specified by Projection 2 in 

Japanese. These assumptions may still be speculative, but could partially explain why the 

utterance in this context is generally unacceptable in English, but more acceptable in 

Japanese. 
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2.2.3.2.2 Lexical selection and manipulation of frames 

Further, what made possible such a mapping was a 'becoming accustomed' toward 

the subjectified space. I claim that this anomalous projection was not achieved solely by the 

use of ue/shita oppositions, but by the climber's lexical selection and manipulation of 

frames, back and forth into his own subjectified verticaiity (Table 2-1). Such a 'becoming 

accustomed' to a new frame would have facilitated the mapping of the body-ground 

relation, from the horizontal plane (schematically, i ) onto the vertical plane (•—I, where 

'i' and '•—' represent the actual and subjectified body axis, respectively). The latter body 

axis is anomalous because, on the vertical plane, the body axis normally parallels the 

surface (i.e., il). (The equation sign '=' means 'occurred together or close to each other' as 

a pair; 'dim.' for 'dimension') 

Pre-sequence (see also Text 2.1.): 
a) ma-shita=ue (right below=above) 
b) sagaru=ushiro (step back=back) 

Main sequence (see also Text 2.2.): 
a) jibun=ue (self=above: correct) 

[kotchi-gawa] (this side) 
b) jibim=shita (self=below) 
c) jibun=shita (self=below) 
d) jibun=ue-muki (self=upward) 
e) jibun=shita-muki (self^^ownward) 

Subjectification Processes 
ordinary vertical dim. 
ordinary horizontal dim. => schematization of 

the horizontal onto the vertical dim. 

subjectified vertical dim. introduced 
[shift back to the ordinary dim.] 
subjectified vertical dim. re-introduced 
subjectified vertical dim. presumed 
subjectified vertical dim. maintained 
subjectified vertical dim. maintained 

Table 2-1. Subjectification by gradual reinforcement 

One element which facilitated the process seems to be the Japanese spatial motion 

verb sagaru 'go down' (Pre-sequence (b); see also Text 2.1). This verb can be used for 

both vertical and horizontal spaces, without reference to gravitational force. Originally the 

term refers to the gravitationally defined downward motion. However, along the 

vicissitudes of metaphorization for social hierarchy and values, this motion came to be 

associated with the high-low aligiunent of social actions, further extended to refer to 

interpersonal relations in the canonical encounter. Thus, we get at least three types of 
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sagaru: sagaru, 'go down,' as in (shita ni) sagaru 'go down vertically'; sagaru., 'go 

backward,' as in (ushiro ni) sagaru 'step back,' and; sagaru 3 'bring oneself out of the 

scene,' as in omeome hiki-sagaru 'retreat in shame'—a similar phenomenon in English 

down. (Shepard & Hurwitz 1984).^® 

sagaru , go/come down physical space, vertical motion 
sagaru, step back physical space, horizontal motion 
sagaru j bring oneself out of the scene social space, horizontal/vertical motion 

(or from sacred space) mitigat^ 

Two cases of sagaru^ were observed in our data. The verb sagaru^ 'step back' 

appeared in the Pre-sequence right before the series of ue/shita expressions (see 2.1 (b)), 

serving as the bridge to the main sequence. The spatial schema activated by the phrase 

sagaru = ushiro 'step back(ward)' is the belayer's, which is After the activation, the 

climber utilized the same schema at Main-sequence 2.2 (a), as attested by the use of ue, 

except that it is rotated 90-degrees (i.e., '•—I'). He obviously disregarded the actual 

environment in which his body axis was aligned with the vertical plane ('il')—the climber 

could have used, instead of ue, other expressions with the same sense and more 

naturalness, such as kotchi-gawa 'this side,' temae 'in front,' karabina no mae 'in front of 

the carabiner,' jibun no hoo 'to the direction of self,' all of which represent the actual 

schematic relation ('il'), but he didn't. Thus, the schematic equivalence between and 

'•—I' might have been the result of neutralizing the gravitational constraint imposed upon 

the vertical frame of reference on Earth, or we could say that a vertical spatial schema 

Japanese also has a transitive version of this pair (sa^ru), but it occurred in my data 
only in the vertical sense, sageru, 'lower something.'This sort of vertical relationship 
between interlocutors on the horizontal ground is most ^ically observed for Japanese 
humble honorific verbs such as sashiageru/kudasaru 'give/receive,' both of which include 
locative senses as seen in literal translations; sashiageru 'hold something up and out' and 
kudasaru 'be handed down.' Other verbs of spatial motion include (ni) agaru '(go up to) 
visit' and sanjoo suru 'go up and visit/make oneself appear,' in which joo represents 'up.' 
These include a metaphoricm sense like 'come up to something of value, worth, and 
salience,' as seen in a reversed manner for sagaru^ 
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sagaru, ( i ) 'primed' the same schema for the next subjectified ue expression (.—I), 

preserving the same figure-ground relation. This process may be seen as a case of transfer 

schematized by lexical priming effects, and qualifies, in Fauconnier's terms (1994), for 

'cross-world identification': here the worlds are ±e horizontal vs. vertical planes and the 

flat extension of a carabiner vs. the face of rock. 

Other lexical items seem to have covertly contributed to the reinforcement of the 

schematization. At the first jibun-ue pair (Main-sequence 2.2 (a)), the climber seemed to 

have noticed that he need to attend to the hearer's reference frame, which is inevitably 

restricted by gravity for coordination of objects. Apparently the speaker tried to remedy his 

excessive subjectivity by referring back to the belayer's horizontal frame of reference. His 

word kotchi gawa 'this side' (2.2 (b)), a paraphrase of ue at 2.2 (a), supports this idea, 

because both the climber and the belayer are on the same side of the reference object, the 

carabiner. 'This side' was not the climber's egocentric domain because, when he uttered 

the phrase, he directly looked down at, and talked to the belayer, trying to help him share 

his perspective. The radical shift induced by the jibun-ue pair was perhaps temporarily 

mitigated by kotchi-gawa 'this side,' which shows a less radical transformation than ue and 

the same non-subjectified status as sagaru in 2.1 (b). After this second attempt, the climber 

seems to have determined that the belayer was adequately oriented to the new frame of 

reference, and kept using the same subjectified frame until the end of the series. (He 

repeatedly received positive responses from the belayer during his explanation.) As shown 

in Table 2-1, they gradually moved into the subjectified fiame of reference based on mental 

rotation, and this process was further facilitated by the climber's lexical selection and 

manipulation of frames. 
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2.2.3.3 Pragmatic Motivation 

In Text (2) the uses of ue/shita were always accompanied by the word jibun 'self.' 

The word jibun 'self is underspecified in terms of the referent, as is evident from the 

English gloss: it can variably mean 'I,' 'you,' 'generic YOU,' or almost any person 

contextually referable. The climber could have used other self-referring terms like watashi, 

ore, boku, etc. 'I/me', but all come with indexical social values: formal and poUte, if not 

distancing, for watashi; rough and male for ore; and young or childish for boku. 

Inconveniently, it is hard to find a perfect self-referential term for a young male adult like 

this climber to use for himself in this setting. The climber and the belayer are 

acquaintances, but not yet close firiends, thus the use of ore will sound harsh or too close. 

Watashi is too foraial to use in a leisure activity like this. And boku is not appropriate for a 

direction-giver—a status assumed to exhibit some kind of authority—because boku may 

connote junior, hence inferior status. Therefore, the word jibun may have been the safest, 

most neutral option. This vague referentiahty may facilitate an empathic perspective, since 

jibun can refer to both the climber and the belayer. This underspecified neutrality may thus 

be embodied as the imaginary third person who has the completely subjectified body axis 

shown in Figure 2-11. At least, the use of jibun could not have disrupted such potential co-

referentiality and projection of a new reference frame. 

As just mentioned, the use of jibun 'self may have come from the climber's empathy 

with the hearer. The climber felt, I believe, that the belayer, as a prospective (route) leader, 

would benefit from instructions given from a shared perspective. In fact, the climber later 

encouraged the belayer by elaborating on how to learn to lead. 
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(5) Y: climber; I: belayer; O: spectator 

Y: kore nobottara tsugi wa riido 
desu ne. 

I: riido (de)su ka? 
Y; de nain o, a, sebun o riido 

shite itadakuto tsugi wa nain o 
toppu roopu de. 

O: iya, riido ga muzukashiissu ne. 
Y: A, mazu nain desu ne, toppu 

roopu de mazu. 

After you climb this route, the 
next is 'leading,' you know. 
Leading (a route)? 
Then, after you lead a 5.9, I mean, 
5.7, the next thing you do is top-
roping 5.9. 
Well, leading is hard, you know. 
Yeah, first 5.9, by top-roping, 
top-roping, first. 

I emphasize that the anomalous ue/shita expressions above are only acceptable in the 

immediate environment where the experiencing subject is located close to the reference 

object, here the lower carabiner. It would be totally unacceptable for a belayer standing at 

the bottom of a route to refer to the rope and the carabiner in terms of vertical coordinate 

terms like ue and shita. Such context-dependency as just seen was perceived only by the 

subjects who actively experienced and shared the environment. 
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2.3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

These observations suggest a continuum of verticality assignment in terms of gravity-

sensitiveness. English is located toward one end, which is rigidly defined by the actual 

gravitational force, and Japanese, toward the other end, which is less sensitive to 

gravitational constraint. Seen this way, the value placed on the vertical dimension and its 

dominance in spatial perception may have been overestimated in the notional frameworks of 

space. It's shown here that the subjectified vertical dimension can linguistically, if not 

perceptually, override the actual vertical dimension defined by gravity. 

On this point I concur with Vygotsky who claimed, concerning the relation between 

thought and word, that: 

'The relation of thought to word is not a thing but a process, a continual movement 
back and forth from thought to word and from word to thought. ... Every thought 
tends to connect something with something else, to establish a relation between 
things. Every thought moves, grows and develops, fulfills a function, solves a 
problem. This flow of thought occurs as an inner movement through a series of 
planes. An analysis of the interaction of thought and word must begin with an 
investigation of the different phases and planes a thought traverses before it is 
embodied in words (Vygotsl^ 1986 [1934]; 218).' 

This claim is more or less compatible with the contentions made by cognitive linguists 

and cognitive anthropologists.^^ Cognitive linguists such as Lakoff (1987), Talmy (1983), 

Langacker (1987, 1991, 1993), and Dirven & Taylor (1988) treat verticality as 

As is evident from Brugman's (1988) and Lindner's (1983) studies, prepositions and 
adverbs such as 'over' and 'up' are extremely polysemous, and their uses, highly 
contextual. However, they are tacitly assumecf to relate entities which behave in the space 
where gravity is the defining force of those expressions. Levelt (1984) and Logan (1995) 
maintain that fi^es of reference are quite fieely selected if certain frames of reference are 
made salient. Logan (1995), for example, used explicit instructions to take such-and-such 
part of an object as the 'top' and to compute spatim relations (Experiments 9-11), 
demonstrating that the origin of the reference frame could be moved around space. 
However it is still unlikely that subjects can randomly change perspective among frames 
of reference. There must be some constraints on the manipulability of the reference firames 
(Levinson 1996b). 
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synonymous with gravitational direction, but their emphasis on the image-creating capacity 

based on experience is crucial here. Lakoff's (1987) image schema, Tahny's (1983, 

1996b) schematization and windowing, and similarly Langacker's (1987, 1991) abstract 

motion and subjectification are most relevant for future study. Zeroing in on the local scope 

of subjectified verticality, whether it is gravity-sensitive or not, should be more emphasized 

in spatial manipulation. 

Treatment of spatial cognition tends to be more strict in psychology. Carlson-

Radvansky & Irwin (1993: 242) mention, 'on earth, the powerful influence of an 

environment-centered frame based on gravity most likely dominates, unless the reference 

object is made salient in some way.'^® Augmentation of sahence may require special 

features of reference objects, as seen in Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin's studies (1993, 

1994) in which they used an object that clearly has fi-ont/back, left/right, and up/down 

relations (chair) and human coordinates. However, ways of augmenting salience in actual 

discourse may not be so restricted, because most Japanese-speaking climbers agree on the 

acceptabihty of ue 'above/up' in describing the objects (bolt, rope, and carabiner) in a 

gravitationally incongruent frame of reference. 

In our analysis, 2D horizontal, projective/coordinate relations (in a Piagetian sense) 

such as mae 'front' succumb to rotation relatively easily in Japanese and quite marginally in 

English. But the mapping of vertical 3D relations onto another frame of reference (e.g. ue 

'up/above' and shita 'down/below' in our case) was only contextually allowed in Japanese 

but not in English. Given this, F4nxten's (1976) study may claim correctly that topological 

relations such as 'on' are epistemic universals in the sense that they are consistently and 

Our hypothesis is partially compatible with Friederici & Levelt's (1990) findings that 
their subjects (astronauts) were heavily skewed toward (confounded) egocentric and 
envirormient-centered fr^e of reference on Earth for spatial term assignment, but they 
tended to rely on an egocentric (or viewer-centered) representation when gravity was 
absent. 
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cross-linguistically observed, while more coordinate/Euclidean notions tend to show 

cultural variability when they are incorporated into the lexicon of languages. In our case, 

for example, Japanese ue could represent both a topological notion (though in a slightly 

different sense from 'on') and a more coordinate notion like 'above' or 'up,' depending on 

how it is combined with a particle and/or a verb. It was this coordinate/Euclidean notion of 

the term that exhibited variability across English and Japanese. 

Recently we have seen very important findings and claims in linguistic anthropology. 

Levinson and his colleagues (e.g. Brown & Levinson 1993, Levinson & Brown 1994; 

Haviland 1993, 1996; Levinson 1996c, 1996d; Pederson 1995) pointed out that some 

languages, contrary to the dominant Western notion of space, rely on indigenous (and often 

absolute) frames of reference for spatial term assignment. Our hypothesis may thus be 

comparable to their findings about horizontal space that, e.g., Hausa (Hill 1982), Tamil 

(Pederson 1995), and English/Japanese (Levinson 1996b, 1996c) can manifest different 

degrees of coordinate rotation and transformation in the canonical encounter. Likewise, 

vertical perspective-taking may not be so inflexible as claimed by Gamham (1989), but will 

be more or less freely constructed within the speaker's cognitive elbowroom defined by 

each language. Perhaps gravity is the dominant factor in establishing the absolute (vertical) 

frame of reference, but the potential ease/difficulty in staying in or moving out of the frame 

may vary across languages, as will the sensitivity and 'boundness' to gravity in spatial 

lexical assigrunent. 

The totality of bodily experience is the key to understanding of the spatial phenomena 

we observed here. Along the line of phenomenological tradition, Merleau-Ponty (1962) 

claims that the body is the locus of a myriad of sense experiences (including rational 

'reflection' itself as an experience) come into play, weaving the fabric of our perception of 

the world. The organism like humans internally and externally interacts with the 

environment, binding body and mind together through reciprocal transactions. Among 
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human perceptions, he suggests, space is primordial, and is an experientially expandable 

notion. A certain spatial anchoring is based on a 'setting.' 'This setting is spatially 

particularized only for a previously given level. Thus, each of the whole succession of our 

experiences, including the first, passes on an already acquired spatiality (Merleau-Ponty 

1962: 253).' 

His ideas have recently been dramatically extended by Varela, Thompson & Rosch 

(1991) to include cognitive science. They seek a middle way by which mind and body can 

be mediated through what they call 'structural coupling' and 'mindful, open-ended 

reflection (Varela et al 1991: 27).' Their 'enactive' approach argues for the change of 

modes of reflection, from abstract, disembodied activity to an embodied (i.e., mindful, or 

mind-body-mediated), perceiver-dependent activity. They thus emphasize that 'sensory and 

motor processes, perception and action, are fundamentally inseparable in lived cognition 

(Varela et al 1991: 173)': it is this mind-body-environment-reconciled activity that we have 

considered through this analysis. 

In any case, with few exceptions vertical space has very rarely been investigated from 

this experiential perspective, let alone through actual interaction and conversation. We now 

see that vertical space, unlike what has always been assumed, may be embodied through 

expressions which infringe on ultimate vertical perception such as gravity, and will only be 

fully understood not by imagining ourselves on the plane, but by actually being on it. 
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3. 

(UN)TRANSLATABILITY ACROSS FRAMES OF REFERENCE 
(FRs): A CASE OF VERTICAL SPACE 

3.0 VERTICALITY RECONSIDERED 

In order to further exaniine the question addressed in Chapter 2, we use different 

types of data and context in Chapter 3. We especially rely on Levinson's (1996b) 

'untranslatability grid' as the point of departure. Even with contextually rather weak cues 

(i.e., constructed sentences in fixed spatial configurations) and the overwhelming 

convergence of 'perceptual cues' based on gravity, spatial cognition of the vertical 

dimension(s) of various objects was found to be highly complex. We maintain that 1) 

spatial cognition is sensitive to shape, function, and the spatial formation constructed by the 

referent and the relatum, and 2) given the speaker's 'world-to-word' intentions represented 

in what I call 'Frame-Hopping' and 'Subjectification' processes, a hierarchy of conceptual 

stability of FRs may vary depending on the lexical properties encoded in languages. In 

such 'hopped' and 'subjectified' vertical space, some types of natural objects may 

potentially present divergent hierarchies from the default one for 3D oriented objects like 

CAR and CHAIR ('up/down > front/back > left/right' [Shepard & Hurwitz 1984; Franklin & 

Tversky 1990; Logan 1995]). In sum, I submit that verticality is a more flexible concept 

than has been conceptualized in the theoretical firamework of space and can even be 

expandable to refer to gravitationally incongruent planes. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 2, we have observed that even an object with vague inherent orientations 

can be assigned a particular frame of reference (FR) through human-environment 

mediation. Here we look into similar possibilities for other objects with varying degrees of 

intrinsic orientations. Specifically, we consider (un)translatability across the three frames of 

reference—Absolute, Intrinsic, and Relative—on the vertical plane. 

The over-determined nature of verticality in spatial description is a common sense 

understanding. For example, Levinson (1996b: 135) says, ". .. (T)he perceptual cues for 

the vertical may not always coincide, but they overwhelmingly converge, giving us a good 

universal solution to one axis." The same line of conceptualizing of verticality dominates in 

linguistics. Lyons (1977: 690) maintains that verticality is assumed to be 'physically and 

psychologically the most salient of the spatial dimensions: linguistically,... it is the 

primary dimension' (see also Langacker 1987: 263-7, 1991: 77 and Dirven & Taylor 1988 

for 'verticality' per se). 

I generally agree with these claims, but 'lived' cognition on the vertical plane may be 

more flexibly adapted to on-going processes than is currently conceived of. When linguists 

talk about 'the vertical dimension,' it almost always concerns gravity-based verticality of an 

entity located 'on the horizontal plane.' In this context, it is quite natural that verticality is 

identified with the gravitational direction and conceptualized as the default coordinate 

system. Given this backdrop, this study explores a rather new area of linguistic space. We 

investigate how those human(-like) and physical objects will be perceived and linguistically 

assigned verticality 'on the vertical plane,' where the entity's 'intrinsic' verticality may 

come to compete with the gravitational verticality. However, the degree of competition also 

seems to depend on the inherent and habitualized orientations of the entity in question. 
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Here we are not playing with the idea of verticality in an anomalous context. Human 

perception and physio-motor capacity are being gradually recognized as reciprocally 

enhanced mechanisms, and may never be clearly separated in the real environment 

(Merleau-Ponty 1962; Varela et al 1991). Vertical space needs to be re-considered in this 

light as an experientially mediated 'process,' not as the pre-given, permanent 'state.' It is in 

this spatiaUy contested area of cognition that our modes of perspective-taking cmcially 

exhibit maximal stability and variability (e.g., Friederici & Levelt 1990; Carlson-

Radvansky & Irwin 1993, 1994; Levelt 1996; Carlson-Radvansky & Logan 1997). As will 

be shown later, even Euclidean notions such as up/down, front/back, and right/left may 

succumb to linguistic variation. 

Building on the analysis of on-going discourse in Chapter 2, here we examine the 

same sort of complexity in spatial expressions. I constructed artificial sentences and 

situations based on my own knowledge of Japanese, checking with several Japanese-

speaking friends in uncertain cases. For English, I translated from Japanese and checked 

the judgments with several native speakers of English. Here I argue, in contrast to the 

assumption of overwhelming convergence of 'perceptual cues' on the vertical dimension, 

that; 1) spatial cognition on the vertical is highly complex; 2) it is sensitive to shape, 

function, and the spatial configuration constructed by the referent and the relatum; 3) 

frames of reference (FRs) in vertical space may be susceptible to variable (un)translatability 

across languages through the mechanisms which I call 'Frame-Hopping (F-H)' and 

'Subjectification'; and 4) a hierarchy of conceptual stability of FRs for human vertical 

experiences may vary depending on the processes available in a language, unlike that for 

the horizontal plane where the stability hierarchy is always 'up/down > front/back > 

left/right.' 
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3.1.1 Levinson'S Untranslatability Grid 

In constructing the 'untranslatability' grid, Levinson (1996b), exploring the static 

horizontal dimension, aimed to answer Molyneux's question (see also Morgan 1977; Eilan 

1993), there paraphrased as two specific questions: 1) do the different representational 

systems natively and necessarily employ certain FRs?; 2) if so, can representations in one 

FR be translated (converted) into another FR? Confirming that FRs cannot freely be 

converted into one another, Levinson claims that all mental 'modalities' must utilize 

different FRs available according to languages; but those particular FRs can be adapted to 

other modalities within the limited sets of translatable FRs, suggesting a 'yes' answer to 

Molyneux's question. 

To determine (im)translatability, Levinson (1996b) examined linguistic spatial 

relations between two physical objects, bottle and chair, in the three types of f^; 

Absolute, Relative, and Intrinsic. For example, in Figure 3-1, if the spatial relation which 

holds between the bottle and the chair in the Relative FR is true, it will also entail, or 

'translate' into, the Intrinsic FR. However, even if the relation which holds between the 

objects in the Intrinsic FR is true, it will not translate into (or 'entail') the relation in the 

Relative FR. 

Here I follow Levinson (1996c) in the use of the terms 'intrinsic' and 'relative.' For 

example, 'The bottle is in front of the chair (meaning 'in the chair's front')' represents an 

'intrinsic' or 'binary' relation because it is the relationship between the referent/Figure (the 

bottle) and the reference object/Ground/relatum (the chair). However, 'The bottle is to the 

right of the chair (seen from where I am)' represents a 'relative' and 'ternary' relation 

because 'the bottle' is spatially related to 'the chair' through the speaker's point of view. 

Here, we postulate three related entities: the viewer, the chair, and the bottle. 
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ABSOLUTE RELATIVE 

A 
bottle to North of chair 

bottle to nght of chair 

bottle in front of chair 

INTRINSIC 

Figure 3-1. Untranslatability across FRs (on the horizontal dimension) 

I assume that the same three coordinate systems may also be applied to the objects on 

the vertical plane, but with some reservations. To compare (un)translatabilities for the 

vertical and horizontal, we need to use Levinson's format. His basic strategy is to calculate 

the possibilities of FRs in the prescribed spatial configuration, where a bottle is placed in 

the chair's front region. For our purpose, we adhere to the same spatial relation throughout 

this analysis, but with different types of Figure (the referent) and Ground (the reference 

object/relatum). 
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Given this framework, we may be able to identify similar constraints placed on the 

everyday use of space on the vertical dimension. However, our objective here is not so 

ambitious as Levinson's, nor would we claim universality of the result because, as 

Levinson elsewhere has shown (Levinson & Brown 1994; Levinson 1996d, 1997), the 

basic concepts of 'right' and 'left' may be a cultural constmct. That is, an idea that the three 

spatial axes converge on the ego-centric perspective may be a Western intellectual legacy of 

spatial concepts. My proposals here are similar: the concepts of 'up/dowTi' or 

'above/below' may also be a cultural construct and manifest extended uses which are 

motivated in terms of varying degrees of conformity to the gravitational orientation. 

However, such variability seems to be largely constrained by translatabilities of FRs, 

perceptual ease, and the habitualized concepts of space. 

3.1.2 comments on verticality 

If one asks, 'what is the most stable dimension on the vertical plane?,' the answer 

seems self-evident. Almost everyone, on a brief reflection, would say it is the gravitational 

vertical, or the Absolute (here read as 'up/down') FR for our current interest. In fact 

verticality is distinguished from laterality (left/right) and anteriority/posteriority (front/back) 

by its stability of perception—verticality is 'impermeable' to the agent's movements, and 

always points to the same direction, like the geographic N-S orientations (Figure 3-2). 
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Figure 3-2. Asymmetry of coordinates on the horizontal 

However, we need to reconsider this tenet because it is based on the premise that 

verticality and gravity always converge. They often do, but not necessarily. This is the 

starting point for the following analyses. Here I claim that if we seek to fully explicate 

everyday spatial cognition, gravity and verticality should be separated. Thus, they should 

not be taken synonymously in this analysis. In sum, it is assumed here that, 1) the 

'stability' hierarchy for vertical space is a surrogate concept for Levinson's 

'untranslatability' relations across horizontal FRs (because Levinson's Absolute orientation 

[NS] is now re-conceptualized to converge on the gravitational direction), and 2) gravity 

may be separated from verticality in terms of the given spatial contexts and the speaker 

intentions. I believe that if we examine both of these points, especially (2), it will better 

serve to clarify the mysteries observed in the following analyses and to investigate 

fundamental differences between horizontal and vertical spaces. 
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3.1.3 eieference objects in prescribed formation 

As introduced in Figure 3-3, the referent/Figure in this study is always a 'fly' (cf. 

Levelt 1984; Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin 1993, 1994), and the reference object/Ground is 

of four types: a 'disk,' an 'arrow sign,' a 'toy car,' and a 'rock climber.' The rationale for 

selecting these objects is that they exhibit different degrees of 'intrinsic' orientations and 

dimensional properties. (Properties for the other two perspectives—'relative' and 

'absolute'—concern the viewer and the environment, and thus have no influence over 

inherent orientations of the objects.) 

0 
O 

UP 

LEFT 

RIGHT 

DOWN 

Figure 3-3. Referent (fly) and four types of reference objects in formation 

First, a disk has almost no volume and does not exhibit any intrinsic orientations (see 

also Table 3-1). It can thus be coordinated only in terms of absolute and relative FRs. 

Second, an arrow sign has no volume and thus is two-dimensional like a disk, but does 

have intrinsic orientations defined by the pointed direction and the consequent left and right 

sides like a car. In this respect, the status of an arrow sign is ambiguous, and thus is not 

included in Table 3-1. Third, a toy car is three dimensional and has its intrinsic 

'front/back,' 'left/right,' and 'up/down' relations. (Here I use CAR as the prototypical 
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physical object instead of Levinson's CHAIR.) Thus, it may project these relations even on 

the vertical plane. Finally, a climber has also three axes, differently distributed from those 

of a car. In our context, the climber's 'front/back' region constitutes very limited space, 

constantly changing as s/he moves up/down. The 'up/down' and 'left/right' dimensions for 

a climber are 'fixed' to the extent that we assume that the default direction of the moving 

body on the vertical plane is along the direction of gravity. The moving direction of the 

body may change, but the body axis usually remains parallel to the environmental vertical 

(or gravity). I added another case, a 'ball' for comparison in order to complete the four-

way distinction of the relatum. However, a 'ball' was excluded from the analysis based on 

the assumption that it will exhibit the same untranslatability possibilities as a disk. Table 3-

1 sununarizes the features of these relata. 

Reference object/Relatum climber car disk e.g. ball 
(not included) 

Intrinsically orientated for Yes Yes No No 
the three axes? (A, I, R) (A, I, R) (A, R) (A, R) 
Axes 'fixed' on the Yes No No Yes 
Vertical plane?^' (3D) (3D) (2D) (3D) 

Table 3-1. Features of reference objects 

In short, the conditions for our first vertical analysis are; these four types of the 

Ground/reference object must always be observed in Levinson's particular formation, in 

which a fly (the referent, or the figure) is located in a not-so-far position from, and in the 

straight-ahead path of, the reference objects/Ground (Figure 3-3), regardless of which 

^ What I mean by 'fixed' here is that even if a relatum is placed on the vertical plane, it will 
maintain the same axial orientations as those for the horizontal. A climber falls in this 
category because the ordinary body orientations are kept intact on the vertical. A ball is 
another case because it has no inherent orientations, thus described based on the same 
frames of reference as on the horizontal. However, inherently oriented objects like a car 
(and a disk) will take the vertical plane as the new ground and may project Intrinsic 
orientations. 
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direction these formations (Figure 3-3 a-c) are oriented?^ Therefore, following Levinson, 

we consider 'right(/left)' expressions for the vertical relative persp>ective (e.g., 'The fly is 

to the right of the car (from my standpoint)'), and 'front(/back)' expressions for the vertical 

intrinsic perspective (e.g., 'The fly is in front of the car (or, the car's front)') in the 

dimensional (2D/3D) analysis below. The absolute perspective is here determined by the 

'up(/down)' orientations or canonically by the gravitational direction (unlike Levinson's 

compass directions). 

Note that when we think about a sentence, 'The fly is to the right of the toy car,' the 

formations in Figure 3-3 necessarily exclude a case in which a fly is to the car's intrinsic 

right (driver's side in Japan and passenger's side in the US): the only acceptable setting is 

Figure 3-4 (a), but not Figure 3-4 (b), which is acceptable based on the car's intrinsic 

orientation but defies the formation prescribed above. Thus, the combinatorily incongruent 

perspectives (e.g.. Intrinsic perspective for 'left/right': 'The fly is to the right of the car [or 

car's right] [Figure 3-4 (b)],' or Relative perspective for 'front(/back)': 'The fly is in front 

of the car [to me] [Figure 3-4 (c)]) will not be discussed in this section. I turn to them in 

later sections. 

Also, this criterion must suspend one condition about the positioning of a climber. 

Since one of our objectives is to examine human spatial cognition in vertical space, the 

climber's body axis is construed to be vertically oriented along the vertical axis. This 

orientation is maintained even when s/he traverses to the right: s/he will never turn the body 

axis around as shown in Figure 3-4 (d). I exclude this formation because human agents 

usually lack an experiential base for such movements on the vertical plane.^' 

The climber's bodily orientation is here assumed to be stable for the reason I elaborate 
below. 
Rock climbcrs in fact need to do these kinds of moves on some occasions. However, it 
is a highly marked posture for humans which can not permanently be maintained except 
in attaching physical objects (e.g., a toy car) on the vertical plane. 
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T) 

D 

UP 

DOWN 

Figure 3-4. Acceptable (a) and unacceptable (b, c) cases in the fixed formation 

3.1.4 COORDINATE TRIPODS 

Before we analyze the four types of formation of the objects, I introduce a basic 

coordinate tripod. In Figure 3-5, visual space is assumed to be topologically equivalent to 

physical space. The X, Y, and Z axes represent 'horizontal in the frontal plane,' 'horizontal 

in the median plane,' and 'the vertical plane,' respectively. From the origin of coordinate 

O, the secondary reference tripod [P, QRS] may be projected onto the vertical plane 

constituted by the Y and Z dimensions (here only the quadrant YOZ is elaborated). We 

need to distinguish between the matrix coordinate system [O, XYZ] and the projected 

coordinate system [P, QRS] because the former is that of the speaker/viewer and the latter, 

that of an agent/object observed. A tricky part of this distinction is that the secondary 

coordinate [P, QRS] can have either a moving agent or a static object at the origin P. These 

two coordinate systems ([O, XYZ] and [P, QRS]) often converge through 'relativization,' 

especially for human agents, but not necessarily so for physical objects. 
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Figure 3-5. Types of projection/mapping 

*(Shaded squares represent corresponding planes across each set of coordinates.) 

In the former convergent case where a moving agent is described by a speaker/ 

viewer, the description often manifests features of overlapped coordinates. On the vertical 

plane, the convergence of the coordinate systems is almost complete because the viewer 

and viewee are oriented to the same direction. (This is one of the major differences from the 

canonical encounter (Clark 1973; see also Chapter 2).) Thus, in the actual environment, 

when the viewer says, 'Move to the right,' her/his 'right' is coordinated die same way as 

the information-receiver's—although there often is a noticeable 'deictic' shift from, say, the 

information-receiver's proximal to the speaker's medial/distal domain (e.g., a receiver's 

'this/here' is a speaker's 'that/there.'). These observations motivate the distinction between 

32 Basic notions for this visual-physical space are seen in Heelan (1983). 
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the two coordinates systems; the niatrix [O, XYZ] and the 'translated' [P, QRS], In the 

current analysis, however, such 'deixis' shift is not conspicuous i3ecause the viewer's 

relative perspective only concerns the 'coordinate' (not 'deictic') expressions. The 

UPPERCASE coordinate labels [P, QRS] are used to identify and distinguish the axes of 

'human agents' in this visual/physical space, and lowercase labels [p, qrs], for (oriented) 

'physical objects,' because, as will be explicated below, the human body shows distinct 

coordinate properties ftt)m physical objects. 

The coordinates described here illustrate some potential cases of perspective-shifts on 

the vertical dimension. I assume that the projected tripod Figure 3-5 (1) is well motivated as 

an ordinary 'relativized' perspective—we describe someone else's 'right' and 'up' based 

on this tripod. The tripod (2) is relatively an attested perspective-shift (in some languages), 

but the tripod (3) may be a highly marked one to realize in the lived environment—it is not 

pragmatic to conform to this perspective. Even when perspective-taking is shown to be 

flexible in descriptive tasks (e.g., Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 1992b, 1996), the types of 

rotation seen in (2) and (3) do not usually occur in such settings for English unless subjects 

are instructed to do so for experimental purposes (e.g., Logan 1995; Carlson-Radvansky & 

Logan 1997). 

3.1.5 TYPES OF MAPPING 

To refine these vertical coordinate systems, we need to distinguish between two types 

of transferor 'mapping' (Levinson 1996b: 142-3): 'translation' and 'rotation.' 

'Translation' is defined here as the transfer of the coordinate relation from the origin O to 

any point P on the vertical dimension defined by the Y and Z axes (i.e., the projected tripod 

Figure 3-6 (a)). For 'rotation,' I further distinguish between two types: 1 use 'flip' to refer 

to the vertical rotation along the sagittal line (or the QS/qs plane) of the viewer so that the 

object's default 'grounding' position on the horizontal plane is secured as well on the 
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vertical, as seen in Figure 3-6 (b) and (c); and 'spin' to refer to the rotation on that 

emergent vertical plane (cf. Murray 1997). Thus, 'flip' is a 3D process, and 'spin,' a 2D 

process on the translated plane. Therefore, we could decompose (a) as 'translation,' (b) 

and (c) as 'translation + flip,' and (d) as 'translation + flip + spin.' (The order of the 

applications does not change the resultant state insofar as they are completed.) 

Keys: 
OXYZ: 
PQRS/pqrs: 
IVimed labels: 

Single prime: 
Double prime; 

'matrix' coordinate 
'translated' coordinate 
'rotated' coordinate 

'translated & flipped 
'translated & flipped & spun 

Uppercase: human agent 
Lowercase: physical object 

Figure 3-6. 'Translation,' 'flip,' and 'spin' 

These distinctions are necessary because the spatial mapping of CAR is qualitatively 

different from that of humans in one crucial point. The default 'grounding' position of a car 
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(and any quadruped) on the vertical plane (Figure 3-6 (b)) is schematically the same as their 

default position on the horizontal plane except for the orientation of the planes. For human 

beings (Figure 3-6 (a)), their default position on the vertical plane is compositionally 

different from that of a car, or of a quadruped owing to the physical structure of the body. 

That is, humans' bodily (or intrinsic) vertical axis is kept intact whether on the horizontal or 

vertical plane. Most problems in assigning spatial relations to human beings originate from 

this human-specific property of axial maintenance across the planes. In other words, the 

rotation of the axes of a car on the vertical is assumed to be a natural process of 

projection—positionally the Figure-Ground relation is the same—but the whole schema has 

been rotated 90 degrees (i.e., [p', s'r'q']). Human(-like) objects, because of their axial 

maintenance, will require of us an additional cognitive process to shift from the non-primed 

into the primed coordinate system (c) [P', S'R'Q']. I distinguish this kind of additional 

mental process for the human(-like) agent/object from that for a physical object by 

assigning the term 'subjectified' (in a similar, but more restricted sense than Langacker 

1991, 1993: see Chapter 2). 

Now, going back to Figure 3-5 and considering only human figures, I call both the 

projections seen in the coordinates (2) and (3) 'subjectified' coordinate systems. The 

former case (2), a coordinate grid represented by [P', S'R'Q'] (also in Figure 3-6 (O) 

shows one type of projection. This shift is accomplished mainly for functional and 

communicative purposes, as delineated in the previous chapter, and was quite a natural 

property of the Japanese speakers. The latter case (3), applied an additional projection of 

the coordinate system, may be viable but highly contestable. As we will see, a projection of 

the matrix coordinates into these subjectified coordinates [P", S"Q"R"] requires heavy 

cognitive load because it is time-consuming and effortful (cf. Logan 1995; Murray 1997). 

Such human-body coordinates will be harder to embody because humans have almost no 

experiential bases for assuming that posture in lived cognition. 
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However, I must hasten to add that ease of projection is also a matter of the reference 

object. If a reference object is CAR, the sentence 'The fly is (intrinsically) in front of the 

car' (Figure 3-6 (d)) will be relatively effortlessly conceived of even in this doubly primed 

coordinates [p", s"q"r"] owing to its high manipulability. Thus, this type of projections IS 

mentally accomplishable, and in fact rather widely attested to. In fact, if we were expUcitly 

required to imagine a certain vantagepoint, we would easily achieve the task. " However, 

the question is whether one would voluntarily or intentionally resort to such projections 

without giving/receiving explicit instmctions to do so. The acceptability of such multiple 

projections seems to depend to a large extent on habitual linguistic management of space 

defined in each language. 

3.1.6 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

I divide the following analysis into three categories according to the rigidity of 

formations of a referent and a relatum/reference object. These categories are analytical tools 

to avoid undue complication arising from multiple interpretations of a spatial sentence. 

First, the 'dimensional' analysis consists of the 2D/3D analyses, in which the formation of 

the referent and the reference object strictly follows Levinson's (1996b) framework for the 

analysis of 'untranslatability' (Figure 3-1 & Figure 3-3 (a-d)). Here, we consider the 

translation possibilities for the fixed grids ONLY.^"* Secondly, what I call the 'Frame-

" Human capacity for spatial perception is highly versatile as demonstrated by Logan 
(1995). ffis subjects were explicitly and implicitly required to imagine multiple 
^r^jectives and they successfiiUy changed their coordinates. See also Bryant et al 

In determining a hierarchy of conceptual stability of FRs for vertical space, I rely on 
Levinson's format, but in a modified manner because his analysis was not intended to 
solve the current question: i.e., the absolute coordinates considered there were the 
geophysical absolute directions, NSEW. On the vertical plane, however, we have an 
alternate absolute orientation usually defined by gravity, Up/Down. We thus assume, as 
when holding a map, the following correspondence to exist; N : S :: Up ; Down. 
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Hopping' analysis explores the flexibility of frame-shift among the three FRs, and deals 

with the new interpretations made available by moving out of Levinson's original 

formations into other FRs. 

For example, ordinarily, 'the fly is above the car' offers two interpretations: 

canonically 'the fly is (absolutely) above the car,' and plausibly, 'the fly is (intrinsically) 

above the car,' as shown in Figure 3-7. The first interpretation is examined in the 

'Dimensional' analysis (it conforms to the prescribed spatial formation), and the second, in 

the 'Frame-Hopping (F-H)' analysis (we have to defy the fixed vertical formation to get 

this intrinsic reading—we 'hopped' into the new FR). 

Figure 3-7. 'The fly is above the car.': Dimensional (a) vs. Frame-Hopped (b) 

The third and final analysis focuses on anomalous (but often culturally-shared) spatial 

expressions which enable highly language-specific mapping. Our focus is on the 

'subjectification' (Langacker 1987, 1991) processes that can occur for CLIMBER and DISK. 

An extreme case of this mechanism was introduced in the previous chapter (the Japanese 

climber's use of ue 'above') and will be closely examined here again. 

A general outline is provided in Table 3-2.1 include in the table some good and bad 

examples defined by the current criteria. 

UP 

(a) Absolute (b) Intrinsic DOWN 
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Types of analysis Features to be noted | 
Dimensional 
(2D/3D) analysis 

(un)translatability defined within the fixed formation of objects | 
(Figure 2): e.g. 'the fly is above the car' can only exhibit the 
'absolute' reading. No sub-coordinate systems (e.g. head/chest 
coordinates) are assumed. In this sense, the scope of interpretation 
is prescribed and restricted. 

<Unacceptable cases in 2D/3D> (see Table 3-3 below) 
2D: '* in front of the disk'—the only possible interpretation is 

'Relative' (no intrinsic 'front' for a disk, which is round) 
3D: '* in front of the climber'—intrinsic (and relative??) 'front' 

exist(s) but defies the fixed formation. 
'* to the right of the climber'—no experiential base in the fixed 
formation (Figure 3 (c)), thus excluded. 

Frame-Hopping 
analysis 

(un)translatability defined outside the fixed formation of the objects: 
e.g. 'the fly is above the car' alternatively allows an 'intrinsic' 
reading' if we defy ±e fixed formation (Figure 3-7(b), Table 3-5). 
This process is optional, but natural part of p>erspective-taking. 

Subjectification 
analysis 

(un)translatability defined by language-specific mechanisms for 
subjectified mapping. Here, two types are identified: e.g. 'pseudo-
verticality assignment', and 'front-to-up mapping' 
These processes are optional, and a language-specific endowment. 

Table 3-2. Types of analysis and their features 

I broadly take 'primary-level' stability as relevant to 2D/3D interpretations, which 

come from prescribed settings in vertical space. Here descriptions account for the settings 

in a 'word-to-world' manner (e.g., as seen in such speech acts as 'assertions,' 

'statements,' 'descriptions,' 'explanations': Searle 1975). On the other hand, 'secondary-

level' stability should specifically concern possible interpretations by intentional selection 

of which are not attested in the dimensional analysis. Here what matters is not the fit 

of 'word-to-world' expositions but the 'world-to-word' intentions (e.g., 'promises,' 

'vows,' and 'commands,' and here specifically, (tacit) requests for purposeful 

transformation of FRs) directed to the (imaginary) addressee. This process is thus most 

pertinent to 'frame-hopping' and 'subjectified' interpretations. 

As for notations, an arrow with a solid line is meant to represent the 'entailment' 

relation between two sentences. When entailment does not go through, 'x' is inserted on 

the line. The number of question marks (??/?) before each sentence represents degrees of 
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acceptability (although they may vary according to regional dialects and speakers). An 

asterisk (•) indicates that the sentence is not applicable or interpretable because of the 

constraints of the criteria established above (Table 3-2). The following judgments are based 

on my own intuition except for some problematic cases, for which I consulted native 

speakers of the languages. 
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3.2 DIMENSIONAL (2D/3D) ANALYSIS 

Here we consider 'translatability' (or 'entailment') of one frame to another for the 

three types of pairs among Absolute, Intrinsic and Relative FRs: 'Absolute x Intrinsic,' 

'Relative x Intrinsic,' and 'Absolute x Relative,' where Absolute is 'up(/down).' Here, 

let's imagine that the reference objects are attached onto the vertical wall formed by the Y 

and Z axes, as was shown in Figure 3-3. For all the Japanese sentences below, the phrase 

in (1) o tonde iru '(be) flying (at)' is used because the use of ni iru 'be (at)' in (2), 

especially with ue, can trigger an 'on' reading. It will cause confusion for the reader 

although the 'above' reading is still polysemously possible. Therefore, I stick to o tonde iru 

(1) to avoid this confusion: 

( 1 )  h a e  g a  d i s u k u  n o  u e  o  t o n d e  i r u .  
fly NOM disk GEN up/above fly-ing 
'The fly is (flying) above the disk.' 

(2) hae ga disuku no ue ni iru 
fly NOM disk GEN on/above be/exist 
'The fly is on/above the disk.' 

Finally, I present below the graphic representations of the spatial grids constituted by 

the referent and the relatum (Table 3-3: a fly is replaced by a black dot here). I use the 

alphabet to refer to the case under description. 
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(a) (b) 
Absolute ('above') 

(c) 

O 

(d) 

f 
Intrinsic ( 

(e) (0 
in front or) 
(g) (h) 

A 
N/A 

Direction of grid 
irrelevant 

Direction of grid 
irrelevant N/A 

(i) (j) 
Relative ('to the right of) 

(k) 

O 
(1) 

N/A 

Table 3-3. Possible/impossible interpretations in Dimensional (2D/3D) analysis 
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3.2. 1 ABSOLUTE VS. INTRINSIC 

<2D DISK> 
(a) —> (e) (see Table 3-3) 
hae ga disuku no ue o tonde iru. 
the fly is above the disk. 
(e)—>(a) 
* hae ga disuku no mae o tonde iru. 
* the fly is in front of the disk. 

<2D ARROW SIGN > 
(b) —> (f) 
hae ga yajirushi no ue a tonde iru. 
the fly is above the arrow sign. 
(0—>(b) 
hae ga yajirushi no mae a tonde iru. 
the fly is in front of the arrow sign. 

<3D CAR> 
(c) —> (g) 
hae ga kuruma no ue o tonde iru. 
the fly is above the car. 
(g) —> (c) 
hae ga kuruma no mae a tonde iru. 
the fly is in front of the car. 

<3D CLIMBER> 
(d)—>(h) 
hae ga kuraimaa noueo tonde iru. 
the fly is above the climber. 
(h)—>(d) 
* hae ga kuraimaa no mae o tonde iru. 
* the fly is in front of the climber. 

-X—> * hae ga disuku no mae o tonde iru.^^ 
-X—> • the fly is in front of the disk. 

-X—> hae ga disuku no ue o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is above the disk. 

-> hae ga yajirushi no mae a tonde iru 
— ? —> the fly is in front of the arrow sign. 

—X—> hae ga yajirushi no ue o tonde iru. 
—X—> the fly is above the arrow sign. 

-> hae ga kuruma no mae o tonde iru. 
-> the fly is in the front of the car. 

-X—> hae ga kuruma no ue a tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is above the car. 

- X — *  h a e  g a  k u r a i m a a  n o  m a e  a  t o n d e  i r u .  
-X—> * the fly is in front of the climber. 

-X—> hae ga kuraimaa no ue o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is above the climber. 

" In the fixed formation (Figure 3-3), mae 'front' cannot be assigned since a disk is not 
intrinsically oriented. 
Most of my Japanese informants replied that if the climber is looking upward, the use of 
mae 'front' is acceptable. Here what Buhler (1990) calls 'head coordmates' (or visibility) 
seems enough to envision a subjectified space. However, let's assume here that the 
climber's head coordinates are aligned with body coordinates and are inflexible. We will 
deal with more flexible cases in the Subjectifiecl analysis. As mentioned above, the use of 
mae 'front' to describe the scene is impossible in both languages owing to the fixed 
formation of objects. However, there are three types of persp^tive-taking in which the 
use of mae 'front' can be made possible: 1) use of climber's intrinsic FTi m defiance of 
the fixed formation, 2) use of speaker's relative FR in defiance of the fixed formation, or 
3) tr^sformation into subjectified FR. Only the final case can retain the fly in the same 
location as the fixed formation. See the Frame-hopping section for the anmysis of 1) and 
2), and the Subjectified section for 3). 
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3.2.2 RELATIVE VS. INTRINSIC 

<2D DISK> 
(i) —> (e) 
hae ga disuku no migi o tonde iru. 
the fly is to the right of the disk. 
(e)—>(i) 
* hae ga disuku no mae a tonde iru. 
* the fly is in front of the disk. 

<2D ARROW SIGN> 
(j)—>(f) 
hae ga yajirushi no migi o tonde iru. 
the fly is to the right of the arrow sign. 
(f)—>0) 
hae ga yajirushi no mae o tonde iru. 
the fly is in front of the arrow sign. 

<3D CAR> 
(k) —> (g) 
hae ga kuruma no migi o tonde iru. 
the fly is to the right of the car. 
(g) —> (k) 
hae ga kuruma no mae o tonde iru. 
the fly is in front of the car. 

<3D CLIMBER> 
(I)—>(h) 
* hae ga kuraimaa no migi o tonde iru.^^ 
* the fly is to the right of the climber, 
(h)—>(1) 
* hae ga kuraimaa no mae o tonde iru. -
* the fly is in front of the climber. 

-X—> * hae ga disuku no mae a toruie iru. 
-X—> * the fly is in front of the disk. 

-X—> hae ga disuku no migi o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is to the right of the disk. 

-> hae ga yajirushi no mae o toruie iru. 
-> the fly is in front of the arrow sign. 

-X—> hae ga yajirushi no migi o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is to the right of the arrow sign. 

-> hae ga kuruma no mae o tonde iru. 
-> the fly is in front of the car. 

—X—> hae ga kuruma no migi o tonde iru. 
—X—> the fly is to the right of the car. 

—X—> * hae ga kuraimaa no mae o toruie iru. 
—X—> * the fly is in front of the climber. 

-X—> * hae ga kuraimaa no migi a tonde iru. 
'X—> * the fly is to the right of the climber. 

3.2.3 ABSOLUTE VS. RELATIVE 

<2D DISK> 
(a)—>(i) 
hae ga disuku no ue a tonde iru. 
the fly is above the disk, 
(i)—>(a) 
hae ga disuku no migi o tonde iru. 
the fly is to the right of the disk. 

-X—> hae ga disuku no migi o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is to the right of the disk. 

-X—> hae ga disuku no ue o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is above the disk. 

" In the fixed formation, this position is excluded for the lack of experiential base (Figure 
3-3 (c)). 
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<2D ARROW SIGN> 
(b) —> (j) 
hoe ga yajirushi no ue o tonde int. 
the fly is above the arrow sign, 
(j)—>(b) 
hoe ga yajirushi no migi o tonde iru. 
the fly is to the right of the arrow sign. 

<3D CAR> 
(c)—>(k) 
hae ga kununa no ue a tonde iru. 
the fly is above the car. 
(k) —> (c) 
hae ga kuruma no migi o tonde iru. 
the fly is to the right of the car. 

<3D CLIMBER> 
(d)—XI) 
hae ga kuraimaa no ue o tonde iru. 
the fly is above the climber. 
(D—Xd) 
* hae ga kuraimaa no migi o tonde iru. 
* the fly is in fi-ont of the climber. 

-X—> hae ga yajirushi no migi o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is to the right of the arrow sign. 

-X—> hae ga yajirushi no ue o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is above the arrow sign. 

-X—> hae ga kuruma no migi o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is to the right of the car. 

-X—> hae ga kuruma no ue o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly is above the car. 

-X—> * hae ga kuraimaa no migi o tonde iru. 
-X—> * the fly is in front of the climber. 

-X—> hae ga kuraimaa no ue o tonde iru. 
-X—> the fly above the climber. 
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3.2.4 INTERIM SUMMARY 

Table 3-4 schematically shows untranslatability relationships between the pairs of 

FRs for English and Japanese. The only (slight) difference appears concerning the 

judgments about the translatability from we/above to maelfconi in the 2D ARROW row 

(shaded). 

JAPANESE ENGLISH 

2D Disk (above) (to the right oO 
ABSOLUTE V • RELATIVE \ y 

INTRINSIC 
(in front of) 

(above) (to the right oO 
ABSOLUTE • RELATIVE \ y 

INTRINSIC 
(in front of) 

(above) (to the right oO 
ABSOLUTE ^ y —• RELATIVE 

I 
INTRINSIC 
(in fiDnt of) 

(above) (to the right oO 
ABSOLUTE X ^ RELATIVE 

INTRINSIC 
(in fix)nt of) 

3D Toy Car (above) (to the right of) 
ABSOLUTE V • RELATIVE 

INTRINSIC 
(in front of) 

(above) (to the right of) 
ABSOLUTE ^ ^ RELATIVE 

INTRINSIC 
(in front oO 

3D Climber (above) (to the right oO 
ABSOLUTE ^ X • RELATIVE \ y 

INTRINSIC 
(in front oO 

(above) (to the right of) 
ABSOLUTE ^ X RELATIVE \ y 

INTRINSIC 
(in front oO 

Table 3-4. Untranslatability across FRs for the 2D/3D analysis 
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As is evident from Table 3-4, a general picture of (un)translatability relations is that 

English and Japanese showed identical results—except for ARROW, for which English 

represents less acceptability for the 'A—^>1' translation. However, this difference may be 

taken to be marginal. Thus, we generally get two patterns of (un)translatabiUty for the 

reference objects considered (Figure 3-8 (a) and (b)). 

(above) 
ABSOLUTE 

(to the right oO 
RELATIVE 

INTRINSIC 
(in front of) 

(a) For CAR (and ARROW: 'A—>1' is 
dubious for ARROW in English) (cf. 
Figure 3-1) 

(above) 
ABSOLUTE 

(to the right oO 
RELATIVE 

X ̂  
INTRINSIC 
(in front oO 

(above) 
ABSOLUTE 

(to the right oO 
RELATIVE 

\ 
INTRINSIC 
(in front of) 

(b) For DISK and CLIMBER 

(c) Untranslatability grid for CAR on the 
horizontal plane (here the Absolute 
dimension is the gravitational vertical, not 
the geographical NS) (cf. Logan 1995) 

Figure 3-8. General (un)translatability distributions for 2D and 3D objects 

In Levinson's frame-(un)translatability circle (Figure 3-1), t^/above, maelfxoni, and 

mi^i/right are originally associated with absolute, intrinsic, and relative FRs, respectively. 

Given this, and if we re-interpret the 'absolute' orientation as 'verticality,' the translatability 

for CAR (and ARROW) exhibits completely the same distribution for that of the horizontal 

plane—compare Figure 3-1 with Figure 3-8 (a). This fact validates our strategy of re
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reading the horizontal absolute (compass directions) as the vertical absolute (up/down 

orientations). This fact also suggests that intrinsically oriented 3D objects (CAR, and CHAIR 

in the Levinson's grid) seem to serve as a prototypical physical object in comprehending 

complex shifts across FRs on the vertical plane. Figure 3-8 (a) also shows that the FRs A 

and R translate into /, but not vice versa. That is, / is more stable than A and R. A seems to 

be as much or less translatable (or 'more stable' in our sense) than R considering the results 

from ARROW, for which English speakers tend to perceive less acceptability for 'A—^>1' 

than for 'R—>1.' However, this assumption is not yet confirmed. 

For DISK and CLIMBER—'un-oriented' and 'uni-directional,' respectively—we could 

not retain the same translatability as found for CAR and ARROW (Figure 8 (b)). These 

results indicate that we can retain Levinson's generalizations for the vertical dimension as 

well insofar as we deal with intrinsically and multiply oriented physical objects like CAR 

(and ARROW). 

3D objects (e.g., CAR) generally received more translatability (or less stability) than a 

2D object (e.g., an arrow sign and possibly, a picture of a car) across the languages. The 

disk and the climber showed no translatability in these fixed formations because of their 

inherently unspecified or strictly fixed orientations. However, the answer to which factor 

should be influential between 'dimensional difference' and 'orientedness' in assigning 

translatability is yet to be known. 

We notice an interesting fact if we produce an untranslatability grid for CAR placed on 

the horizontal plane (Figure 3-8 (c) and Figure 3-9 (a)): sample sentences are excluded for 

the sake of brevity). Figure 3-8 (c) shows that on the horizontal plane the use of the 

absolute relation {ue 'above') does not translate into the intrinsic {jnae 'front') as it does 

on the vertical. This is not surprising because the Absolute relations in Levinson's grid 

were of geographical/compass directions, which are re-interpreted here as the absolute 

vertical. Furthermore, Figures 3-8 (c) shows that 1) the absolute FR (here 'up/down' on 
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the horizontal) exhibits no translatability thus is most stable, and 2) the only translatability 

is from the Relative into the Intrinsic FR, which implies that the Relative PR is more 

unstable than the Intrinsic. These phenomena imply that when 'Absolute' is the 

gravitational vertical, a stability hierarchy of FRs for CAR is 'Absolute (Up/Down) > 

Intrinsic (Front/Back) > Relative (Right/Left)' on the horizontal level. This hierarchy 

completely coincides with the experimentally obtained perceptual hierarchy for the three 

dimensions (Franklin & Tversky 1990; Logan 1995). Given these observations, we could 

assume that the 'untranslatability' relations obtained for the objects on the horizontal plane 

may be equivalent to the 'stability hierarchy' for the objects on the vertical plane as well. 

The stability hierarchy for the prototypical object, CAR, is summarized in Figure 3-9. 

We have seen in the 2D/3D analysis that its stability hierarchy on the vertical plane 

corresponds to the untranslatability relations for Levinson's CHAIR on the horizontal plane. 

In the following F-H and subjectification sections we consider the lower right slot of the 

summary in Figure 3-9. 

With these observations and findings in mind, we could tentatively propose the 

following hierarchies of referential 'stability' for CAR/ARROW placed on the vertical plane 

in 'word-to-world' expressions (no clear results for CLIMBER/DISK so far): 

(1) Intrinsic > Absolute / Relative 
(or Front (/Back) > Up (/down) / Right (/Left)) 

Singly or non-oriented > Multiply oriented 
2D objects > 3D objects 
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Front 

{Down) 

Right 

Down 
Down 

(a) (b) 

Horizontal Plane Vertical Plane 
When Absolute = NS => When Absolute = Up/Down 

I > A/R (Levinson 1996b) I > A/R (2D/3D analysis above) 
When Absolute = Up/Down => When Absolute = 'competitive' 

A > I > R (e.g., Logan 1995) ??? (F-H/Subjectification) 

Figure 3-9. Stability hierarchies for CAR on the horizontal (a) and the vertical (b) planes 
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3.3 FRAME-HOPPING CF-H) ANALYSIS 

Here we consider the mechanisms of 'Frame-Hopping (F-H),' by which I mean the 

process of perspective-shifts among the FRs which enables new interpretations. As a 

reminder, note that this analysis relies on spatial formations outside the Levinson's 

'(un)translatability' grid: i.e., we are exclusively concerned with such interpretations as 

made available in a 'world-to-word' manner in defiance of the fixed formations in Figure 3-

3. (Remember that the Levinson's format generates a single interpretation/judgment 

between the referent and the reference object on the horizontal plane.) Acmal spatial 

relationships on the vertical, however, may be described in multiple ways. What we are 

trying to figure out in the F-H and subjectification analyses are how variable/stable the 

hierarchy could be when the gravitational and the 'subjectified' verticality compete. 

These newly applicable translatabilities are 'additions' to the default ones in the 

2D/3D analysis. That is, they were made available through intentional frame shifts. If such 

an option is chosen, the translation between FRs is intentional and becomes manipulable. 

In that case, mutual entailment is assumed, hence no cross-examinations of the paired 

sentences below. If a new interpretation becomes available through F-H, it is indicated by 

the superscript 'H' ('hopped').^® Sentences without a superscript 'H' can only receive the 

same interpretation as they obtained in the Dimensional analysis (see Table 3-3). 

The notations used here are: 
— = compatible; 

= incompatible; 
[ ] = no firame-of-reference shift by 'fi-ame-hopping' is available (same result for 

2D/3D) 
c" = 'hopped' (now 'intrinsic') interpretation for a CAR (Table 3-3) 
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UP 
i (a) 

NOF-H 

'above' (originally Absolute) 

(Intrinsic) 
Direction of grid 

irrelevant 

(Intrinsic) 
Direction of grid 

irrelevant 

(d) 

NOF-H 

(e«) 

O 
(Relative) 

'in front of (originally Intrinsic) 

(Relative) 
Direction of arrow 

irrelevant 

(Relative) 
Direction of car 

irrelevant 

(Relative) 
'awkward' 

(h^) 

(Intrinsic) 
(dot on the 
other side) 

(i) 

NOF-H 

DOWN 

'to the right of (originally Relative) 

Ck"') 

(Relative) 
Direction of 'arrow' 

irrelevant 

(Intrinsic) 
Direction of grid 

irrelevant 

(1"') 

(Relative) 
Direction of 'car' 

irrelevant 
(Relative) 

i 
(Intrinsic) 

Direction of grid 
irrelevant 

(Intrinsic) 
Only this 
orientation 

Table 3-5. Possible/impossible interpretations in Frame-Hopping analysis 
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3.3.1 ABSOLUTE VS. INTRINSIC (ORIGINAL) TO HOPPED FRS 

<F-H DISK> 
hae ga disuku no ue o tonde iru. (a)^' ~ hae ga disuku no mae o tonde iru. (e") 
the fly is above the disk, (a) - the fly is in front of the disk, (e") 

<F-H ARROW SIGN> 
hae ga yajirushi no ue o tonde iru. (^"Y'° — hae ga yajirushi no mae o tonde /rw. (f") 
the fly is above the arrow sign. (a)/(^ ) ~ the fly is in front of the arrow sign, (f'^) 

<F-H CAR> 
hae ga kuruma no ue o tonde iru. (c") — hae ga kuruma no mae o tonde iru. (g") 
the fly is above the car. (x") — the fly is in front of the car. (g") 

<F-H CLIMBER>'" 
hae ga kuraimaa no ue a tonde iru. (d) ~ hae ga kuraimaa no mae a tonde /rM.("h"'/h"^) 
the fly is above the climber, (d) ~ the fly is in front of the climber, ("h /h"^) 

3.3.2 RELATIVE VS. INTRINSIC (ORIGINAL) TO HOPPED FRS 

<F-H DISK> 
hae ga disuku no migi o tonde iru. (i)'*^ ~ hae ga disuku no mae a tonde iru. (e") 
the fly is to the right of the disk, (i) ~ the fly is in front of the disk, (e") 

<F-H ARROW SIGN>^^ 
hae ga yajirushi no migi o tonde iru. (j"'/j*^) ~ hae ga yajirushi no mae o tonde iru. (f") 
the fly is to the right of the arrow sign, (j 'j"^) ~ the fly is in front of the arrow sign, (f^) 

<F-H CAR> 
hae ga kuruma no migi o tonde iru. (k"'/k"^) ~ hae ga kuruma no mae o tonde iru. (g") 
the fly is to the right of the car. (k"'/k"^) ~ the fly is in front of the car. (g") 

Some Japanese speakers may find it contextuaily acceptable to assign intrinsic ue to a 
^ disk on the vertical plane. We consider this possibility in the Subjectification analysis. 

TWs interpretation is probably possible in Japanese to the extent that an arrow sign (2D 
object) can be assumed to project the intrinsic upward dimension. This is a questionable 
case of the reference tripod (p', (s')r'q'). This case will also be pursued in tne 
Subi^tification analysis. 
In this pair, no interpretations other than the absolute (or fixed) sense is available for the 
first sentences. For the second sentence, because the climber faces the wall, it is quite 
awkward to 'relatively' assign 'front (to the viewer)' to the intrinsic back of the climber, 
thus marked by '??'. 
Because the disk has no intrinsic orientation, the assigiunent of migi 'right' is totally 
dependent on the Relative FR, which turns out to be me same formation as the fixed one 
in 2D and 3D analyses. 
For Relative interpretations (j"'), there are other possible positions of a fly and an arrow 
sign (e.g. '<— x', or x', where 'x' = 'fly') in addition to that in the fixed formation 
(i e.,'—> x'). Intrinsic interpretations (j"^) include formations such as 'T x', 'x i', 
and ' X ' 

<— . 
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<F-H CLIMBER> 
hae ga kuraimaa no migi o tonde iru. ~ hae ea kuraimaa no mae a tonde iru. 

the fly is to the right of the climber.((l"'/l"^) ~ the fly is in front of the climter. 
(-h"'/h"^) 

3.3.3 ABSOLUTE VS. RELATIVE (ORIGINAL) TO HOPPED FTLS 

<F-H DISK> 
hae ga disuku no ue o tonde iru. (a) 
the fly is above the disk, (a) 

~ hae ga disuku no migi o tonde iru. (i) 
- the fly is to the right of the disk, (i) 

<F-H ARROW SIGN> 
hae ga yajirushi noue o tonde iru. (^") ~ hae ga yajintshi no migi o tonde iru. 
the fly is above the arrow sign. (b)/(^ ) ~ the fly is to the right of the arrow sign.(j /j ) 

<F-H CAR> 
hae ga kuruma no ue o tonde iru. (c") 
the fly is above the car. ('c") 

<F-H CLIMBER> 
hae ga kuraimaa no ue o tonde iru. (d) 
the fly is above the climber, (d) 

hae ga kuruma no migi o tonde iru. (k"'/k"^) 
the fly is to the right of the car. (k"'/k"^) 

hae ga kuraimaa no migi o tonde iru. n"'/l"^) 
the fly is to the right of the climber, (r'/l"^) 

3.3.4 REVIEW OF FRAME-HOPPING; TWO-WAY DISTINCTION 

To review basic mechanisms of F-H, let's look at the cases which were given 

additional interpretations through F-H (Figure 3-10: reproduction of Figure 3-7). For 

example, provided Figure 3-10 (a), this situation (or 'world') was equally described by the 

following sentences ('word') p and q in the dimensional analysis. 

p = the fly is (absolutely) above the car. 
^ = the fly is (intrinsically) in front of the car. 

There, the following entailment relation ensued: p—>q 

In this case, the climber's intrinsic 'right' and the viewer's relative 'right' overlap. But it 
is still possible to separate them. For example, if we assume the climber's body axis is 
flexible as in the next analysis, we can legitimately assign intrinsic 'right' based on his 
body axis. 
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In actual communicative tasks, however, these sentences may be used to describe a totally 

different situation because many of such sentences have one or more 'frame-hopped' 

interpretation(s) on a single-sentence level. Therefore we get the following (Figure 3-10 

(b)) (superscript 'H' = 'hopped'): 

= the fly is (intrinsically) above the car. 
^ = the fly is (relatively) in front of the car. 

UP 

• 

DOWN 

Figure 3-10. Dimensional (a) and Hopped (b) interpretations for p and q 

Here, another entailment relation ensues: p"— 

For this pair of sentences, the entailment relation applies to both the cases; p —>q and p"— 

>c^. If p"—>(^ is applicable, it should also be ^—^>^"(1.6., 'mutually entailed' h 

q^') because this relation was made possible by the viewer's 'world-to-word' management. 

In other words, these sentences exhibit a cross-frame entailment between the 2D/3D and F-

H interpretations although the spatial relations attested by these sets totally differ. Given a 

particular context like this, these p and q are 'hoppable' on both the single-sentence and the 

pair-wise levels: 

ip—p") & (^—^) and (p—>q) — (p"—>q") 
('—' = 'hoppable'; '—>' = 'entailment.') 
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As we see later, the induced shift of the referent by the pair-wise hopping (Figure 3-

10 (a) to (b)) seems to represent an essential feature of possible spatial management by 

human cognition. In fact, this pair we just considered is the only case applicable to the pair-

wise frame-hopping. 

In contrast, for example, we have seen in the 2D/3D analysis that if: 

p = the fly is (absolutely) above the car 
^ = the fly is (relatively) to the right of the car. 

Then, p—x—>q. 

And even if: 

p"= the fly is (intrinsically) above the car 
the fly is (intrinsically) to the right of the car. 

Again, p"—x— 

For these p and q, only the single-sentence hoppings are applicable (i.e., "(p—p") & 

(q—^)'), but not the pair-wise hopping; i.e., '(p—x—>q) ~ (p"—x—>q"),' where 

means incompatible (analogous to a negative operator), or 'not mutually entailed'). Frame-

hopping for single sentences is ubiquitous, and many of the single sentences considered 

here showed this potential. 

Given these results, we need to keep two types of translatability separate in the 

Frame-hopping analysis. It is one thing, e.g., that '(absolutely) above the car' comes to 

have an intrinsic interpretation on a single-sentence level (Frame-Hopping: single-

sentence), and it is another thing that the 'frame-hopped' sentence '(intrinsically) above the 

car' may be compatible with, or show the entailment relation to, the other 'frame-hopped' 

sentence in the pair (Frame-Hopping: pair). We look into these possibilities to find a 

fiindamental mechanism that governs translatability in general. Overall relationships 

between the three types of analysis are shown in Figure 3-11. 
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Word-to-World i World-to-Word 

• dipping, pairwise 
w—highly limited) 

Shifts of frames 

2D/3D 

'Frame-Hopping: single-sentence 
(solid lines—^prevalent) 

(Fixed formation) P—>Q 
-.̂ J,--r-Subjectification: single-sentence 

(broken lines—highly limited) 
Shifts of frames + 
Mental operation(s) 

P q 

Subjectification: pair 
(N/A) 

Figure 3-11. How sentences can be interpreted 

'H' = newly obtained interpretations through F-H. 
A single-primed sentence = 'subjectified' (examined later) 

Figure 3-11 indicates that F-H is distinguished from subjectification in that F-H only 

concerns the interpretations obtained through shifts of frames, while subjectification 

incorporates this mechanism plus some sorts of mental operation such as 'flip' and 'spin' 

enacted upon the reference objects (Figures 3-5 & 3-6). 

3.3.5 Sentence-Level and Pairwise Hopping 

Table 3-6 below demonstrates the observed combinations/sequences between the 

2D/3D interpretations and the corresponding 'frame-hopped' ones for single sentences. 

Frame-hopped interpretations, if at all applicable, always come from the fixed sources. For 

example, a 'frame-hopped' interpretation for 'in front of the arrow (originally intrinsic)' is 

always a Relative one, hence 'I—>R.' (If the original 2D/3D interpretation does not attain a 

new interpretation, it is not included here.) There were three types of hopping relations. 
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RR of original interpretations 
(2D/3D) 

FR of newly obtained interpretations 
(F-H) 

a) Absolute —> Intrinsic 
b) Intrinsic —> Relative 
c) Relative —> Intrinsic 

Table 3-6. Single-sentence hopping: p—p" 

Given this, the 'pairwise' F-H is available only when the conditions (a) and (b) in 

Table 3-6 are met at the same time along the 'A—^>I—^>R' sequence. Since this sequence is 

not circular (R—x—^>A), this should be the only possibility for the pairwise hopping. 

Therefore, a general mechanism that applies to the pair-wise hopping indicates that the 

relation between the 2D/3D and hopped pairs is in fact not a separate, but related process in 

a special manner. See Table 3-7 for 2D/3D vs. hopped interpretations of entailments—they 

come in concatenated pairs. 

FRs in pairs 
2D/3D 
F-H 

Table 3-7. Pair-wise hopping (A/I)—(I/R): (p—>q)—{p"—>(f) 

Now we see that, in pairwise hopping, p and q do not randomly hop to p" and q" on 

the single-sentences level (i.e., 'p—x—>q" ' and "p"—x—>q '), but a pair of FRs 

corresponds to another pair: (A/I)—(I/R), or {p—>q)—{p"—><f). This observation is 

corroborated by the fact that no other original pairs (R/I nor A/R) go through this 

simultaneous translation into another pair. That is, the pair-wise hopping itself has 

orientation. Here 'A—>1' and 'I—^>R' occurs such that the first pair slides down along the 

'A—>I—^>R' chain, sequentially mapping itself onto the second, but 'R—>1' occurs only 

on the single-sentence level. In other words, 'A—^>I—>R' is motivated as a concatenated 

chain, but 'R—>1' is not. As far as this motivated sequence is concerned, it coincides with 
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the axial stability of 'oriented' objects observed on the horizontal plane: Absolute 

(up/down) > Intrinsic (front/back) > Relative (right/left). In this respect, both the vertical 

and horizontal dimensions are based on the same principle. 

Then how is the pairwise hopping mechanism related to our objective? I believe that it 

is important because it motivates (and delimits) a cognitive mapping potential for spatial 

perception. Under this condition, the acceptable pair-wise hopping can be speUed out as the 

physical movement of a referent (a fly) from A to B (Figure 3-12). As will be shown later, 

the mechanism for this cross-frame mapping seems to reflect the fundamental projection 

principle equally valid for human agents on the vertical dimension, and provides for 

English and Japanese speakers a cognitive base for manipulating the spatial axes of entities. 

Z 

(A: 2D/3D) 
p = the fly is (Absolutely) above the car. 
^ = the fly is (Intrinsically) in front of the car. 

(B: F-H) 
p" = the fly is (Intrinsically) above the car. 
<7" = the fly is (Relatively) in front of the car. 

Figure 3-12. The only legitimate case to which pair-wise hopping applies 
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3.3.6 FRAME-HOPPING POTENTIAL IN TERMS OF REFERENCE OBJECTS 

In this section we consider in more detail the (un)translatability phenomena for single 

sentences with close attention to the types of the reference objects. Table 3-8 (revised 

reproduction of Table 3-1) summarizes the properties of each object in question according 

to the inherent 'orientedness' and the 'default coordinate' on the vertical plane, which I 

assume are sufficient criteria for the current analysis. With these two categories, we can 

classify the reference objects into four types, the last of which (e.g., BALL) was not 

considered here for the assumption that it will represent the same distributions for DISK. 

Reference object climber car, 
(arrow sign) 

disk e.g., ball 
(not included) 

Inherently orientated 
for the three axes? 

Yes 
3D 

(A, I, R) 

Yes 
3D 

(A, I, R) 

No 
2D, & no T 

(A, R) 

No 
3D, but no T 

(A, R) 
Original axes fixed 
even on the Vertical 
plane? 

Yes 
[P, QRS] 

(Figure 3-6 (a)) 

No 
[p\ s'r'q'] 

(Figure 3-6 (b)) 

"No 
[p\ r'q'] 
(cf. 'car') 

Yes 
[p. qrs] 

(cf. 'climhter') 

Table 3-8. Physical features of objects on the vertical dimension (Keys: (A)bsolute; 
(intrinsic; (R)elative) 

Although sentence-level F-H is widely applicable, there in fact were some cases for 

each FR that adamantly resisted this type of F-H. Here we look at what types of ITls were 

employed for the F-H of each object (compare the 'original (i.e., dimensional)' and 'frame-

hopped' FRs in Tables 3-3 and 3-5). For example, 'the fly is to the right of the disk' can 

only be interpreted in the Relative FR, but not in the others because DISK is not inherently 

oriented. For our purpose here, we have assumed that if a certain FR contains more of such 

cases, we could also say that the FR tends to be 'less translatable' (or more 'stable') than 

other FRs. Now, having taken DISK, CAR, and CLIMBER as the representative of each 

category (because the (un)translatability judgments for these objects do not show cross-

linguistic variability in F-H), we get the following observations. 
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(1) disk possible for * I into R only (see Tables 3-3, 3-5) 
the fly i^above the disk.: (a)—> (a), or fA—^>A] 
the fly is in firont of the disk.: (e) —(e ), or (* I—^>R") 
the fly is to the right of the disk.: (i) —(i), or [R—>R] 

(2) climber F-H possible for * I/R into I & R (see Tables 3-3, 3-5) (2) 
e.g.. tiiie fly is above the climber.: (d) —(d), orTA—^>Ai 

the fly is in front of the climber.: (h) —(h ), or (* I—^>"R"/I") 
the fly is to the right of the climber.: (1) —> (l" ), or (* R—>R"/I ) 

(3) car F-H possible for A/I/R into I & R (see Tables 3-3, 3-5) (3) 
e.g.. iihe fly is above the cair.: (c) —> (c^j, of (A—^>P) 

the fly is in firont of the car.: (g) —> (g"), or (I—^>R") 
the fly is to the right of the car.: (k) —> (k""^), or (R—>R"/I") 

Table 3-9. Summary of translatabilities for single-sentence F-H on the vertical 

Keys: A(bsolute); I(ntrinsic); R(elative); * = nullified in the fixed formation (2/3D 
an^ysis) (see Table 3-3); [ ] = un-hoppable (see Table 3-5) 

Type (1) in Table 3-9 also applies to a reference objects like BALL, which is different 

in axial fixation from DISK but shows the same F-H possibility. From this summary, it 

becomes evident that, first, if a reference object is NOT intrinsically oriented (DISK), it will 

only hop into the Relative FR (Table 3-9 (1)). In other words, the Relative FR is unaffected 

by the form and orientedness of an object, and is always available in F-H. This sounds like 

a banal truism because objects with no orientation will only be related by the viewer's 

Relative FR, but not in the Intrinsic FR. (The environment's Absolute FR is also available, 

but only in the same manner as in the 2D/3D analysis, thus there is no place for F-H.) 

Secondly, if an object is intrinsically oriented and axially fixed (CLIMBER) (Table 3-9 (2)), 

it can be described in the Intrinsic (and dubiously, into the Relative) FR(s) because of its 

fixed orientedness. But its axial fixation will inhibit the Absolute FR from 'hopping' into 

other FRs. 

Finally, if an object is intrinsically oriented and axially flexible or 'projective' of 

(new) vertical axes (CAR) (Table 3-9 (3)), it will translate into the Relative and Intrinsic 

FRs, including its Absolute FR—now it can be interpreted in an 'Intrinsically' absolute 

sense if such a FR is available in the language in question. Given this, the Intrinsic FR is a 
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subsequent property of an 'oriented' object. Common to the unoriented (DISK) and uni

directional (CLIMBER) objects is that the Absolute FR is impervious to F-H and always 

Absolute, not allowing the other FRs to translate into itself. On the other hand, only when 

A was hoppable (for an oriented object like CAR), pairwise F-H was made possible: 

(A—>1")—(I—>R"). 

/ 
(l)Disk 

Figure 3-13. Schematic summary of Table 3-7 

(2) Climber 

R«-^R 

/ 
(3) Car 

Figure 3-13 schematically represents the translatability relations for these objects in F-

H. One thing obvious is that Absolute FR is the least active, or the most stable in F-H for 

all the types of objects we considered. As far as Figure 3-13 is concerned, the 

translatability relation between Relative and Intrinsic still remains vague in some cases. 

However, based on actual perceptions obtained here, I tentatively propose the following 

stability hierarchies concerning the difficulty of FR shifts: 

(2) 2D objects > 3D objects 
English > Japanese 
Intrinsically un-oriented > Intrinsically oriented 

Iff intrinsically oriented: axes fixed > axes projectable 
CAR: Absolute > Intrinsic > Relative 
CLIMBER; Absolute > Intrinsic > Relative 
DISK: Absolute > Relative > Intrinsic 

I propose that 'Absolute' is more stable than 'Intrinsic' because I believe 'the fly is 
(intrinsically) above the car (c")' is harder to enact than 'the fly is (relatively) in front of 
the car (g").' 
Although Figure 3-13 seem to indicate that the h^pability between 'Intrinsic' and 

'Relative' FRs for CLIMBER is the same, * I—^>R"(h"') is much harder (or more stable) 
to embody than * R —> I" (1"^) in actual cases, hence tWs hierarchy. 
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3.4 SUBJECriFICATION ANALYSIS 

Here we consider another type of (un)translatability across FRs that was not 

examined in the 2D/3D and F-H analyses. The potential cases seem to be to some extent 

language-dependent phenomena which to my knowledge have not previously been noted 

for in both English and Japanese. What I call 'subjectified' use of space here is 

characterized by firame-shifts and a (series of) mental 'mapping' operations between 

horizontal and vertical spaces. However, my use of the term is more restricted with respect 

to the scope of phenomena to which it applies than that proposed by Langacker (1991, 

1993). In this subjectified space, the viewer's intention, shape/orientation of the reference 

object, and the subjectified axes compete and interact for a new FR—in the sense that the 

verticality defined by gravity is re-interpreted by gravity-ftee mental perspective-taking."*^ 

Here, a viable range of mental mapping seems to be largely constrained by the pan-human 

capacity for spatial cognition. In spite of its common traits, it is the domain where 

language-specific cognition comes to exert its maximal potential. 

Here we look at cases where linguistic descriptions of vertical space can be 

overridden by the 'subjectification' processes. These processes are basically the extensions 

of midtiple perspective-taking based on human body experience. As we have aheady seen 

in the previous chapter, this subjectified world is partially characterized by changing 

perspectives which are similar to what Biihler (1990: 147) called 'head coordinates,' 'chest 

coordinates,' and 'positional coordinates.' Also, it seems possible, at least in some 

languages, to assign multiple horizontal and vertical coordinates with weak spatial cues. 

The possibility of such 'world-to-word' projection of axes might be seen as an example of 

culturally mediated schematization processes. 

See the results for 'a disk' for why we can say, 'Gravity was overridden.' They show 
that even a disk, which has no intrinsic orientations, can be assigned (pseudo-)verticality 
on the vertical plane by (some) Japanese speakers. 
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The mechanism I call Subjectification is mainly seen in two related processes in 

Japanese (and in English to a much lesser extent) although I wouldn't claim that they are 

exhaustive (Figure 3-14): 1) 'flip ([P, QRS] => [P', S'R'Q]),' or assignment ofmae 

'front' to the vertically ue 'above' dimension (of a climber), and 2) what I call 'axialization 

([p', r'q'] => [p', s'r'q']),' or assignment of pseudo-verticality to intrinsically un-oriented 

objects (like assigning 'up' to a disk). In English, judging from naturally-occurring speech 

data and judgments from my informants, the first process seems only marginally applicable 

for the human agent, but the second process was never accepted by them. (Both processes 

are found in the Japanese climbing instmctions already discussed in Chapter 2 and were 

largely accepted by my Japanese informants although there was some individual 

difference.) 

'in front of the climber" 'above the disk' 

(Flip: (h')) (Axialization: (a')) 

Figure 3-14. Subjectified processes: Axialization and flip 

A further subjectified process, e.g., 'flip + spin' [P", S"Q"R"], may theoretically be 

a viable one, but does not seem to be well-motivated in communicative activities (at least in 

English and Japanese), thus are excluded from the analysis. 
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3.4.1 AXIALIZATION: ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDO-VERTICALITY 

To begin with, let's consider 'axialization' (assignment of pseudo-verticality) first in 

order to look at what spatial formations can be made acceptable by ^plying this 

mechanism. In fact, we could have dealt with this mechanism in the Frame-Hopping 

analysis because this mechanism partially concems the interpretations made available 

through shifting FRs. However, this process does not stop there. A crucial difference from 

F-H is that an additional (language-specific) mental operation—assignment of a pseudo-

verticality in defiance of canonical verticality—is required to obtain the intended 

interpretations, and thus it is included in Subjectification. This mechanism is most clearly 

observed for DISK (and ARROW). 

'Axialization (a')' represents the setting for the Japanese sentence in (a) below. The 

first sentences in (a) and (b) are given varying acceptability, ((b) has already been analyzed 

in F-H but shown here for comparison.) Among them, Japanese sentences were generally 

given higher acceptability than English ones. To the extent that they are acceptable, they are 

more or less translatable to the second sentences (frame-hopped Relative: Table 3-5); thus 

solid lines (translatable) are tentatively given to Japanese sentences, and wavy lines 

(untranslatable), to English ones. Below, a single prime (') stands for 'subjectified' (i.e., 

the speaker's mental rotation or axis assignment applied). (Asterisk, again, represents 

'nullified in the dimensional analysis' in the language considered.) 

<Absolute vs. Intrinsic to Subjectification (incl. F-H)> 

a) hoe ga disuku no ue o tonde inu (''^a') — hoe ga disuku no mae o tonde iru. (e") 
the fly is above the disk. (* a') ~ the fly is in front of the disk, (e") 

Also: 

The jud^ents here are highly sensitive to the shape of objects. Many informants 
hesitated: to give definite answers to some of the cases. A general assumption among 
linguists is that topological notions are largely 'insensitive' to sh^, size, and length of 
objects in the assigrmient of spatial relations. This assumption does not seem to apply to 
coordinate relations like these. 
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b) hae ga yajirushi no ue o tonde int. — hoe ga yajirushi no mae o tonde iru. ({") 
the fly is above the arrow sign. ~ the fly is in front of the arrow sign. (^) 

A similar process was applicable both in English and Japanese for CAR, which 

obviously has intrinsic orientations for aU the dimensions. The fact that this verticality-

assigning mechanism is partially available even for DISK in Japanese leads to an assumption 

that, if a reference object exists that can be remotely discernible as Ground, it may trigger 

the subjectified verticality of the object. And this mechanism seems to apply whether or not 

the reference object has a clear intrinsic vertical dimension, or whether it is on the 

horizontal plane. That is, this is an mental extension of the 2D coordinates (p', r'q') into 

the full reference tripod [p', s'r'q'] such that an originally non-existent dimension s' is 

fimctionally inserted and becomes the new 'up.' In fact, this is exactly what happened in 

the climbing instructions in the previous chapter—although the speaker was the climber 

himself in that case. 

The second set (b) above is included here for the comparison with the 'disk' case just 

discussed above. The status of yajirushi' arrow sign' in (b) is rather vague because, even 

though it is a 2D object, some people accept intrinsic verticality for an arrow sign, probably 

through the inference of its frontA>ack and right/left orientations. If we assume that the 

'disk' and 'arrow sign' cases are motivated by the same mechanism, it should be easier to 

understand why an object without orientation or volume can have intrinsic verticality on the 

actual vertical plane. Most plausibly, the Japanese language tends to assign verticality as 

long as some features exist that can trigger the vertical axis for the reference object in 

relation to the referent, even in defiance of the gravitational orientation. 

3.4.2 MENTAL ROTATION 

The next instances concern the assignment of mae 'front' to objects located in the ue 

'above/up' region. To make this interpretation viable, we need to make available one 
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condition that was nullified in the previous analyses—the climber's head coordinates were 

assumed to be fixed and oriented to her/his intrinsic front region. Now the body parts of 

the climber are flexible and may project various coordinates depending on where we set our 

point of view. Under this condition, the following sentences become acceptable—if we can 

ignore gravity. In other words, in subjectified space, the 'flip' case in Figure 3-14 (a fly 

and a climber in the fixed formation) can be expressed by either hae ga kuraimaa no ueo 

tonde iru 'the fly is above the climber (default reading)' or hae ga kuraimaa no mae o tonde 

iru 'the fly is in fi-ont of the climber (h': subjectified intrinsic reading).' This FR 

represented by h' schematically corresponds to the subjectified reference tripod [P', 

S'R'Q'] in Figure 3-5 (2) because this 'front' is assigned in terms of the horizontal 

relations among the climber('s head), the fly, and the vertical (here, 'subjectified' 

horizontal) plane. This process renders the next set of sentences relatively translatable in 

Japanese, but not in English. Below, 'i' represents the climber's body axis in the tripod [P, 

QRS], and '•—the subjectified one for [?', S'R'Q']. 

<Original [A/I] to subjectified [A/I'] FRs in Japanese and English> 

(a) hae ga kuraimaa no ue o tonde iru. (d) — hae ga kuraimaa no mae a tonde /rM.(^h') 
the fly is above the climber, (d) ~ the fly is in front of the climber. (*'^h') 

That is, schematically: 

:I => -I 

(d) (h-) 
(2D/3D) ('subjectified') 

In the subjectified space the climber is conceptually (and linguistically) made to 'stand 

up' perpendicularly to the vertical plane with her/his face looking upward. Provided this is 

the case, it is not difficult to acknowledge the identical mechanism operating here and in the 

pairwise F-H (Figure 3-12). The mental operation employed in both cases induces a 
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(linguistically encoded) movement along the sagittal line (or the [QS/qs] plane) of the 

reference object, with the only difference being whether what is linguistically 

conceptualized as the 'mover' is the referent or the reference object, and that each language 

showed differing lenience toward such operations. 

3.4.3 INTERIM SUMMARY 

For the two subjectification processes above, which would be more stable (or 

harder)? I assume that the axialization process is harder than the frontal projection. The 

cognitive load to carry out axialization seems to be greater because in order to assign 

pseudo-verticality to an object on the vertical plane, a 90-degree rotation of the spatial 

configuration is required, in which the referent and the reference object need to be re-related 

in a new FR. Frontal projection can be achieved by manipulating the head coordinates or 

the visual fields. In both cases, gravity is temporarily 'bracketed' even if we are expected to 

strictly conform to it for the spatial term assigiunent. More importantly, the median 

('right/left,' or Relative) projection was never used in English and Japanese. This type of 

projection, if applicable to the subjectified axis, is analogous to a mapping mechanism 

which we called 'spin.' It seems that such a process is not part of ordinary spatial 

management, at least for English and Japanese speakers. This offers a negative possibility 

for the everyday use of the subjectified tripod [P", S"Q"R"] (Figure 3-5 (3)). 

Although this is rather speculative, linguistic spatial expressions seem to be based on 

distinct mechanisms in English and Japanese. Intuitively, Japanese Linguistic space is 

conceptualized more like physical 'location' attached/associated/invoked by the orientational 

properties of the reference object in relation to the referent, while in English, the same 

objects are literally 'related' by spatial expressions like prepositions, which encode 

semantic 'relations' in space, not the physical space itself. Seen this way, it is not 
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surprising that a Japanese phrase disuku no ue 'above the disk' may refer to the space 

labeled as 'in front of the disk' in English because the Japanese 'above' space may be 

associated with, or projected from the surface of the disk, rather than defined by the 

objective spatial relation connecting the disk and the referent. In any case, this process 

would be the most likely one among those we have seen so far. Refmed follow-up study 

and experiments would be necessary to confirm the proposals presented here. 

In sum, tentative hierarchies for referential 'stability' of FR-shift discussed in this 

section are: 

(3) English > Japanese 
(Median projection >) Vertical projection (axialization) > Frontal projection (flip). 

OR, 
(Relative >) Absolute > Intrinsic 
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3.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

3.5.1 FRAME TRANSLATABILITY 

We can now summarize the overall picture of (un)translatability phenomenon across 

the three major processes in terms of the types of the reference objects (Table 3-10). Our 

focus here is on the limited/marked operations in F-H and subjectification, but the 

untranslatability grids for the 2D/3D analysis are also presented for comparison. ARROW 

SIGN was excluded from the summary because its (un)translatability is rather unstable 

across languages and informants and falls in the same category as CAR, which was selected 

as the representative for the category. 

Table 3-10 shows how the speaker's 'world-to-word' intentions are regulated by the 

translatability of pairwise F-H and subjectification. (Single-sentence F-H is less 

constrained and applies to all the three relata to varying degrees. See Figure 3-13.) No 

pairwise Subjectification was applicable for our objects, but two types of marginal (and 

language-dependent) operations were seen for single-sentence Subjectification. In this 

sense, Subjectification is a more marked mechanism than F-H. Also interesting is the fact 

that these highly restricted processes in F-H and subjectification are complementarily 

distributed. Further, translatability for these is limited to the cases between /—R and A—I, 

whether dimensional (2D/3D), frame-hopped, or subjectified. No translatability is observed 

between A and R for all the possibilities considered. 
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Applicable objects CAR DISK CLIMBER 

2D/3D 
• 'wotld-to-
world' 

• fixed formation 

A ^ X— A ^ X »R 

\/ 
I • 

Frame-hopping 
• 'world-to 
word' 

• shared by Eng 
and Jpn speakers 

• Referent (Fg) 
moves 

A rh 

V 
(pairwise: 

Conditions must be 
met at the same time) 

0 0 

SUBJECnnCATION 

• 'world-to 
word' 

• mostly by Jpn 
speakers 

• Relatum (Gr) 
projects or rotates 
a vertical axis 

0 \ / 
1* 

'Axialization' 
(single-sentence) 

A R 

\! 
r 

'Hip' 
(single-sentence) 

Table 3-10. Untxanslatabilities for limited/marked operations 

Keys; (broken line) = mental operation 
<—> (double-headed arrow) = mutually entailed (intended in 'world-to-word' 
mapping) 

Let's turn to the induced imaginary 'motions' by these processes. First, pairwise F-H 

is conceptually construed as the referent's shift of position into the car's intrinsic 'above' 

(Figure 3-12). 'Axialization' also anticipates the same kind of shift of the referent—shift to 

the disk's subjectified 'above.' Through the mental mapping A—>1' (broken line), I' (or 

a') now comes to be compatible with R" (or e") in the subjectified space. But the difference 

between them is that the pseudo-verticality needs to be assigned to disk during the process. 

Finally, for 'flip,' climber needs to be conceptually re-oriented first to enable the 'front-

to-up' rotation (or h'), being identified with A (or d). In other words, pairwise F-H 
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concerns the shift of the referent, and both 'axialization' and 'flip' require a process which 

rotates or projects the imaginary axes of the reiatum. 

These phenomena exhibit the features quite compatible with linguistic definitions of 

Figure and Ground (Talmy 1978). Figure, or the referent in our case, tends to be small, 

movable, and focus of attention, and Ground, on the other hand, tends to be larger, more 

stable, and conceptually presupposed. Evidently, achieving F-H is a relatively easy task—it 

is widely observed in both English and Japanese and motivated by the available frames 

themselves, whereas Subjectification seems to be a cross-linguistically less motivated and 

language-dependent mechanism, showing variable degrees of embodiment. That is, a 

conceptual shift of Figure (pairwise F-H) would be a relatively urmiarked process to 

achieve, but the manipulation of Ground (subjectification) is relatively a marked one. 

There will theoretically be infinite degrees of coordinate transformation on the vertical 

plane. However, the transformation is not totally free. At the outset we defined one more 

type of rotation, 'spin: [P", S"Q"R"],' but decided not to deal with it here because of its 

highly marked nature of axial shifts. We have seen so far that CAR would easily succumb 

to such mental rotation owing to the ease of manipulation of the object in space. However, 

it is yet to be seen whether an object like CLIMBER and DISK/BALL would succumb to such 

manipulation. If such processes are viable, CLIMBER might more easily take on the 

mechanism than DISK/BALL because it is inherently oriented. It seems still dubious to me if 

the same manipulation would be applicable to unoriented objects like DISK and BALL. If any 

language should allow one to assign 'up/above' to all the referents (flies) in Figure 3-15, 

that would prove that such mechanism is still part of human spatial cognition—because the 

aggregate of the axes made available by the combination of 'translation,' 'flip,' and 'spin' 

processes would eventually represent a sphere-like framework of orientations, which is 

equally oriented for any direction. However, at this point it does not seem plausible for 

such an anomalous coordinate system is widely used in spatial descriptions. 
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X 

z 
Figure 3-15. 'The fly is above the ball'?? 

Pinxten (1976) suggests that among Piagetian spatial concepts, topological relations 

are epistemological universals, more basic and found in most cultures, but that more 

coordinately developed relations such as Projective and Euclidean notions are variably 

realized across cultures. Even among languages where Euclidean notions are well 

developed (like English and Japanese), there seems to be a wide range of variability in the 

standardization/realization of such concepts. 

Generally speaking, it seems to be the case that the perceptual cues for the vertical 

dimension play the dominant roles in human spatial cognition as long as we consider a 

prototypical physical object in a cognitively less challenging way. I suggest that such a 

prototypical object and mode of perspective-taking is represented by an inherently oriented 

3D object (e.g., car and chair) observed in F-H, because people consciously or 

unconsciously seek for the easiest and most effective FR for describing objects depending 

on, e.g., shape and orientation. This search of a most appropriate FR will not be effectively 
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conducted in such prescribed spatial formations as used in the dimensionaJ analysis, nor in 

a 'subjectified' space unless the speaker is charged with particular intentions. 

In any case, such a prototypical vertical setting (e.g., CAR in F-H), as shown in the 

summary of Section 3.3, provides the same stability hierarchy for the object on the 

horizontal dimension, 'Absolute (Up/Down) > Intrinsic (Front/Back) > Relative 

(Right/Left)' (cf. Shepard & Hurwitz 1984, Franklin & Tversky 1990; Logan 1995).'*''^° 

This result fills out the slot left blank in Figure 3-9, showing that the common mechanism 

is at work on both the horizontal and vertical planes. However, non-prototypical objects 

like DISK and CLIMBER could pose a serious cross-linguistic question to this generalization. 

Summarizing the hierarchies (1) to (3) obtained for the objects in question, (4) clearly 

shows that the process of loosening Levinson's object formation to allow subjectified 

mapping is characterized by three features: 1) demotion of Intrinsic FR, 2) promotion of 

Relative FR, and 3) general dominance of Absolute FR. In other words, when the spatial 

formation of objects is rigidly defined. Intrinsic FR of is the key factor for their spatial 

descriptions on the vertical plane. Absolute FR is the determinant factor for establishing 

verticality in what I called a canonical setting (3D oriented objects in F-H). And, evidently, 

the speaker intentions work to augment the Relative perspective-taking based on her/his 

own vantagepoint. 

Also consider a case where there is a fly (intrinsically) right behind the head of the 
climber. Given this setting, it seems more acceptable to say 'the fly is above the climber' 
than when the fly is intrinsically behind the body of the chmber (cf. Levelt 1984, 1996). 
This is probably because of the fact that the head is rotatable and its axis can be made 
compatible with the subjectified vertical. Thus, in a specific context, the climber can also 
be assimed pseudo-verticality like a disk. Outside this setting, assignment of pseudo-
verticauty is harder to enact than 'front-up' conversion. 
For example, Logan (1995) used pictures of human heads to examine the hierarchy of 
the intrinsic three dimensions (Experiments 10, 11). These pictures were displayed from 
various perspectives, and were measured for the response times and accuracy. Here 
spatial F«rspwtives were implicitly encouraged to shift by using these materials, unlike 
our CUMBER on the vertical plane, which I assume more strictly reflects the human 
experience in actual space. In this sense, our study here aims to investigate different 
perspectives of the spatial hierarchy of the basic dimensions. 
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2D/3D can Intrinsic > Absolute / Relative 
F-H can Absolute > Intrinsic > Relative 
F-H climber Absolute > Intrinsic > Relative 
F-H disk: Absolute > Relative > Intrinsic 
Subjectiflcation climber/ 

disk: 
Relative > Absolute > Intrinsic 

3.5.2 UNMARKED OPERATION IN MARKED PROCESS 

Now, one of our objectives in this analysis is to find out the most versatile dimension 

for human spatial cognition. For humans the Absolute FR is by far the more stable than the 

others in F-H. However, in subjectified space where human intentions are at work— 

'world-to-word' embodiment of lived cognition—verticality become susceptible to 

projection onto Relative FR, rendering the Intrinsic FTl most stable through 'flip' or the 

'fi:ont-to-up' mapping (Figure 3-16 (A)) and assignment of pseudo-verticality (Figure 3-16 

(B)). Verticality, so conceived of, manifests a potential to become highly manipulable in 

everyday space in spite of the default attention to the gravitational vertical. 

S 
(Up) 

.(A) 

(B) (Front) 

(Left) 
(Right) 

Q (Back) 

(Down) 

Figure 3-16. Cognitive mapping mechanisms motivating subjectiflcation 
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Also, the rotation processes in Figure 3-16 appear to coincide with the ease for 

physio-motor management: obtaining an upper view is physically as easy as gaining a 

frontal view (A: the front-up conversion); mapping the real vertical axis into the pseudo-

vertical axis is harder to achieve (B: assigrunent of subjectified verticality). However, the 

rotation is always unidirectional—typically along the sagittal line or the QS plane of the 

human body. 

In fact, mental rotation of objects has been a widely investigated topic in cognitive 

psychology for more than the last three decades (e.g., Shepard & Cooper 1982; Kossiyn 

1994). Recent investigations have also attested that the rotation about the horizontal axis (or 

along the QS plane) is cognitively a more effortless mode of mental rotation compared to 

such an operation as 'spin' (cf. Tarr & Pinker 1989; Logan 1995; Murray 1997). 

Logan (1995) added a new, third category to previous theories by distinguishing 

three types of 'attention': attention paid to focal object or Figure, attention paid to 

background objects or Ground, and attention paid to unrelated objects. In our case, there 

are no uiu^elated objects, but his finding that the subjects could switch attention between 

these objects depending on the intentions of the observer is the key point in this study. 

Logan (1995; 160) claims that reference frames 'have the kind of flexibility associated with 

attentional mechanisms like spotlights and spatial indices: they can be moved around space 

and oriented at will.' However, concerning the flexibility of perspective shifts, he also 

confirmed a hierarchy in the ease of utilization of FRs reflected upon the response time to 

spatial cues: A > I > R. We also confirmed for CAR the physio-spatial motivations which 

conform to his hierarchy. It is still arguable, however, whether the linguistically 

represented processing difficulty (mainly by acceptability judgments) and psychological 

processes represented by, e.g., response times and accuracy judgments may or may not 

converge for other objects. Since linguistic expressions have cognitively loaded histories of 

use associated with particular context and ftmction, it may not be surprising if they 
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drastically diverge. As was shown, linguistic vertical space does show (cross-

linguistically) variable stability of FRs for DISK and CLIMBER. 

More specifically relevant to our interest here is Murray's (1997) study on the 

identification of rotated natural objects such as a cup, a kettle, and a harp. Building on 

previous studies, Murray's objective was to examine how the rotation process of 

identifying inverted objects may be achieved. The subjects were asked to name the 

individually presented objects as quickly as possible at 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300 

degrees of clockwise rotation. Previous studies (e.g., Shepard & Cooper 1982) tended to 

show that response times (RT) to those cues gradually increased until they reached 180 

degrees of rotation, exhibiting an inverted 'V shape ) • However, Murray 

also confirmed another pattern: naming times increased linearly between 0 and 120 degrees. 

At 180 degrees they sometimes only slightly increased, and often were much faster (!) than 

at 120 and 240 degrees, thus producing an overall M-shaped pattern, peaking at 120 and 

240 degrees with a dent at 180 degrees (o/^"^^\36o)-

In sum, Murray identified two different routes to the upright: depth rotation in 3D 

('flip') and picture-plane rotation in 2D ('spin') dimensions (Figure 3-17), which produced 

functionally different response time patterns. (Here I used a letter 'A' instead of natural 

objects for ease of presentation.) These results lead to the following general tendencies 

observed for the two types of rotation mechanism (i.e., shown by two types of subjects). 

Spin Flip 

inverted V-shaped RT M-shaped RT 

<Spin> 
picture plane 

2D 
slower 
harder 

<Hip> 
depth plane 

3D 
faster 
easier 

Figure 3-17. Spin and Flip 
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These results and assumptions are highly compatible with our proposals for the 

untransiatability possibilities obtained from the linguistic analyses. As we have suggested, 

spin-type mental operation seems to be a highly marked mechanism in everyday use of 

space, and thus a harder process to carry out. Also, this mechanism works on the 2D 

plane, which we identified as a more stable dimension than 3D. On the other hand, the flip-

type operation is a 3D operation in the subjectified coordinates, and cross-linguistically an 

easier one to enact, thus more translatable or hierarchically lower in stability by our 

definition. 

Another supportive finding comes from an empirical linguistic data on 

grammaticalized spatial orientation terms. It is widely observed for a quite large number of 

languages that concrete meanings such as 'head' and 'buttocks' serve as structural 

templates for more abstract spatial notions such as 'up' and 'down.' That is, most closely 

affiliated body-parts could project certain spatial orientations. Based on cross-linguistic 

typological data from African and Oceanic languages, Heine (1997: Ch. 3) proposes that 

five reference points of deictic orientation generally come from a limited number of source 

domains: 'up', 'down', 'front', 'back', and 'in'. According to Heine, there are three major 

domains as the source models for spatial orientation: body-part terms (e.g., 'head' for 'up' 

and 'buttocks' for 'down'), landmarks (e.g., 'sky' for 'up' and 'earth' for 'down'), and 

dynamic concepts (e.g., 'go' for 'front'). Among these, body-part terms are the major 

source domain for spatial orientation, which can also be subdivided into anthropocentric 

and zoomorphic models (Figure 3-18). Although there is some regional variation 

concerning the preference between the two models, the dominant patterns he found of the 

spatial projection of the body-part terms are as follows: 
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up 

FRONT 
front 

down 
(a)The zoomorphic model (b) The anthropocentric model 

Figure 3-18. Two major models for projection of body-part terms (Heine 1997: 41, 46) 

The point most relevant to our case is that these spatial projections are not haphazard 

but that they are made available in such a way as to merge the 'up' and the 'front' 

orientations. Heine (1997: 46) says that the 'human body in its upright positions is not 

perceived as being absolutely vertical but rather as leaning forward—that is, the way it is 

situated when one is running or walking, rather than when one is standing. This would 

explain why 'up' and 'front', or 'back' and 'down', are conceived as being spatially more 

closely interrelated than any other pairs of reference points are.' This type of merging of the 

up and the front regions is what we have observed through the analyses in this chapter, and 

as is evident from the primary body axes of a quadruped and a human, the 90-degree 

rotation of the axes seems to motivate the incorporation of the both dimensions. In fact, a 

climber would have completely the same posture as a quadruped on the vertical plane, with 

the only difference being the orientation of the 'grounding' plane. Even if Japanese (and 

EngUsh) does/do not heavily depend on these mechanisms, it does not seem totally 

groundless to assume that the change of bodily orientation could have induced re

assignment of spatial relations associated with the body-parts. And the key factor is 

obviously visual perception which optimally covers these paired regions. 
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Given these facts which exhibit linguistic prevalence of the 'front-up' convergence 

and the ease in sagittal mapping, it could be assumed that these phenomena may all come 

from the same mechanism as pairwise F-H (Figure 3-12). The availability of this 

mechanism is solely derived from the inherent properties of vertical frames of reference 

which motivate the mapping most effectively achieved along the vertical sagittal axis. 
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4. 

ANALYSIS OF BODY IN SPACE: BODY-PART TERMS AND 
MOTION VERBS IN ENGLISH AND JAPANESE 

4.0 PREFERRED SPATIAL SEQUENCES IN CROSS-LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE 

We consider the next question in Chapters 4 and 5. 

2) Are the orders of sequential descriptions of spatial motions/positions related to 
language-specific lexicalization patterns and global cognitive constraints? 

Our answer to this question is a definite 'yes.' We will confirm that spatial motions 

are differentially lexicalized in Enghsh and Japanese, and correlate, constitute, and solidify 

language-dependent linking patterns in deictic collocations. 

In Chapter 4, we intend to confirm that the difference in lexicalization patterns (i.e., 

'satellite-' or 'verb-' framed types (Talmy 1985, 1991; Slobin 1996b, 1997b)) has 

significant effects on the nimiber of related satellites/adverbials and on language-specific 

descriptive styles for static and dynamic scenes. I also suggest that in spatial descriptions 

most saliently perceived body parts—BODY, HANDS and FEET—are associated with 

particular verbs, and thus exhibit varying degrees of sensitivity to conflation of motions. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Topics covered in Chapters 4 and 5 are closely related. Building on the studies by 

Talmy (1983, 1985, 1991), Matsumoto (1996a, 1996b), Wienold (1995), Slobin (1996a, 

1996b, 1997a, 1997b), and others, I try to confirm in Chapter 4 that difference in 

lexicalization patterns, i.e., 'satellite-' or 'verb-' framed types (Talmy 1991), have 

significant effects on the number of related sateUites/adverbials, and on language-specific 

descriptive preferences for static and dynamic scenes. Also prominent is that most saliently 

perceived body parts—BODY, HANDS and FEET—are associated with particular verbs, and 

thus exhibit varying degrees of sensitivity to conflation of motion. In Chapter 5,1 propose 

that emergent patterns of everyday language use (Du Bois 1985, 1987; Hopper 1991, 

1997a, 1997b) and iconicity between deixis and language-specific profilingAvindowing 

processes (Haiman 1985; Langacker 1987; Talmy 1996b) might have motivated rather rigid 

orders seen for deictic collocations in English and Japanese.^' In this respect I concur with 

Langacker, who illuminatively remarked that 'an ordered conception necessarily 

incorporates the sequenced occurrence of cognitive events as one facet of its neurological 

implementation, and this sequencing is taken as being constitutive of the conceptual 

ordering (Langacker 1991: 149).' 

Definitions of the basic terms used here were largely set forth by Talmy (1985, 

1991). Fundamental elements for a motion event comprise Figure (or a moving agent) and 

Ground, where the figure entity travels canonically from the source to the goal. We will 

assume below that the basic ground elements are Location, Source, Path, Goal, and 

additionally. Distance and Direction. Here I construe these categories as constitutive of (a 

For a review of word order, see Siewierska 1988. See also Payne 1992, Downing & 
Noonan 1995, and Firbas 1996 for cross-linguistic word order variation of 'major 
constituents. 
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portion of) the ground, thus call them the ground elements (cf. Slobin 1996b, 1997b)/^ In 

order to specify the ground elements, I basically employ Talmy's (1985: 102) notion of 

'satellites,' which he defines as follows: 'satellites are certain immediate constituents of a 

verb root other than inflections, auxiliaries, or nominal arguments. They relate to the verb 

root as periphery (or modifiers) to a head.' In other words, it is a cover term for those 

elements that hold 'a sister relation to the verb root (Talmy 1991: 486).' Thus satellites can 

occur as/with prepositional phrases in English and multiply accumulate in a sentence as in 

'Come/right back/down /out/from/in there! (Talmy 1985: 102)' (when uttered by a 

parent to a child in a treehouse). They are further elaborated in the next exposition (Talmy 

1991: 486). 

Languages that characteristically map the core schema into the verb will be said to 
have a fining verb and to be verb-framed languages. Included among such 
languages are Romance, Semitic, Japanese, Tamil, Polynesian, most Bantu ..., 
most Mayan, Nez Perce, and Caddo. On the other hand, languages that 
characteristically map the core schema onto the satellite will be said to have a 
framing satellite and to be satellite-framed languages, and included among 
them are most Indo-European minus Romance, Finno-Ugric, Chinese, Ojibwa, and 
Warlpiri. Generally, a filming satellite expresses the core schema alone, whereas a 
framing verb conflates expression of the core schema together with that of the 
activating process. 

In this chapter I use the capitals V and S for 'Verb-framed' and 'Satellite-fiamed.' 

Also, some of the claims in this chapter were originally put forth by Slobin (1987, 1996b, 

1997b), and most relevant to our analysis among them are the following (Slobin 1997b): 

Proposal: Texts in V-languages will generally be characterized by the occurrence of 
fewer ground elements per verb, in comparison with texts in S-languages. (442) 

Proposal: Comparable motion events will be described with fewer path segments in 
V-languages than in S-languages. (447) 

Proposal: Spe^ers of V-languages are more likely to devote attention to describing 
aspects of the static scene which provides the physical context for a motion event. 
(450) 

Slobin (1997b: 439) distin^shed four types of ground: source, medium, milestone, and 
goal, as seen in: 'He went nrom the station (goal), along the avenue (medium) and 
through the crowds (medium), past the monument (milestone), to his office (goal).' 
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Proposal: In texts in V-languages, in comparison with S-languages, a greater 
proportion of clauses expressing manner of movement will consist of manner 
verbs alone, without phrases expressing the ground(s) of movement. (455) 

Given these findings and proposals. Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to confirming the 

validity of the following assumptions/hypotheses by using a different type of data from a 

different genre. The two assumptions here are: 

1) Motion verbs in English tend to specify the MANNER and those in Japanese, the 
PATH: compensatorily English leaves the PATH to be specified by satellites such as 
prepositional phrases, and Japanese, leaving in turn the MANNER to be specified by 
postpositional phrases and adverbials. These tendencies bear far-reaching 
consequences for the assignment of the ground elements and setting of the scenes 
(Talmy 1983, 1985, 1991; Wienold 1995, Honda 1994; Matsumoto 1996a, 1996b; 
Slobin 1996a, 1996b, 1997b). 

2) With respect to a descriptive principle which is typically reflected upon the 
sequence of deictics collocations, English is a centrifugal language (i.e., from 'near' 
to 'far': here and there) and Japanese, a centripetal language (firom 'fiar' to 'near': 
achi-kochi '(over) there and here') (Mikami 1970; Cooper & Ross 1975; Shibata 
1980; Nakajima 1987; Allan 1987). Thus English describes objects, starting from the 
ego to the distal domain whereas Japanese, from the distal domain inward to the ego. 
These patterns are generated and constrained by typological lexicalization patterns and 
everyday use of spatial language. 

The first hypothesis is widely attested and elaborated in detail by Slobin's proposals above. 

The second hypothesis is still arguable. So far, few have intensively tried to confirm the 

hypothesis by using natural discourse data. 

In fact, for the first hypothesis Slobin and his colleagues (1987, 1994, 1996a, 

1996b, 1997a, 1997b) have already conducted extensive cross-linguistic research on the 

frequency and tendency of specific syntactic structures selected by S- and V-framed 

languages, looking at such genres as recalled narratives, literary works, and translations. 

This study is, however, different from theirs in that the data is derived from naturally 

occurring interactions with more attention to specific body motions and directions 

exclusively on the vertical plane for more teleological purposes, i.e., climbing instructions. 
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which naturally include extensive directive speech acts." There is not much study so far 

devoted to the second hypothesis. It is rather intuitively theorized, and the Japanese 

centripetal pattern still remains a puzzle or an exception to Allan's (1987) proposals of 

'hierarchies of hierarchy.'^'* 

4.1.1 SATELLITES/ADPOSMONS AND ADVERBIALS IN ENGLISH AND JAPANESE 

Classification of English locative phrases are generally based on the types of satellites 

and prepositions. What I mean by Locative phrases here may need some explanation. The 

use of these notions is based on the analysis of Talmy (1983, 1985) and Jackendoff (1983, 

1990)." For example, Talmy (1983) proposes five primitive station/motion formulas—here 

I use the Locative categories on the right column. 

This is Aerefore a type of a hortatory text. Longacre (1992: 110) defines it as comprising 
four typical moves: '(1) establishment of the authority/credibility of the text producer; (2) 
pre^ntation of a problem/situation; (3) issuing of one or more conunands, which can be 
mitigated to suggestions of varying urgency; and (4) resort to motivation (essentially 
threats with predictions of undesirable results, and promises along with predictions of 
desirable results). 

" I^lan (1987) classified preferred pattemings into the following seven 'hierarchies of 
hierarchy'. Iliese ranked hierarchies establish criteria for choosing left conjuncts and 
other NP sequences, especially in English. 

1) the familiarity hierarchy 
2) the topic < comment, given < new hierarchies 
3) the universal sequencing conventions 
4) the definiticity and referentiality hierarchies 
5) the personal, social status, and role (actor) hierarchies 
6) the dominant descriptor hierarchies 
7) the formal hierarchies 

Obviously, cross-lingmstic analyses may disrupt such generalizations—these are just 

Generalizations, not principles. 
Relevant to these studies is Grimshaw's (1990) Thematic Hierarchy— (Agent 

(Experiencer (Goal/ Source/ Location (Theme)))), which is different fi-om Jackendoff s in 
that she put 'Goal/Source/ Location' higher on the ranking than Theme, which is instead 
glaced higher than 'Source/Goal/Reference Object' in Jackendoff s hierarchy. In 

trimshaw's ft"^ework, spatial expressions in my data will be seen as mostly 'transitive 
agentive' or 'Ditransitive' with a movement verb (Grimshaw 1990; 41), as shown in the 
following argument structure, for which the element X is the external argument (the 
subject position). 
Transitive Agentive: (x ( y )): e.g. "I've climbed the route before." 

e.g. "Put your left foot on the ledge." Ditransitive: 
Agent Theme 
(X ( y ( z ))): 
Agent Goal Theme 
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a. a point located at a point 
b. a point moves to a point, at a point of time 
c. a point moves from a point, at a point of time 
d. a point moves via a point, at a point of time 
e. a point moves along an unbounded extent, for a 

bounded extent of time 

=> Location/Position 
=> Goal 
=> Source 
==> Path 

=> Path 

Also, Jackendoff (1983, 1990) exquisitely decomposes motion verbs into several 

primitive features represented as follows. Again, the locative categories on the right column 

are the ordinarily associated ground elements. 

• [PLACE] -> [p. PLACE-FUNCTION ([THING])] 

[PATH] -> 

'Path 

TO 
FROM 
TOWARD 
AWAY-FROM 
VIA 

(TiTHING Y\] 
> iLiPLACE ;jj 

=> Location/Position 

=> (Path-)Goal 
=> Source(-Path) 
=> (Path-)Goal 
==> Source(-Path) 
=> Path 

I assume from these conceptualizations of space that the following spatial concepts 

are analytical primitives: LOCATION, SOURCE, PATH, GOAL, and additionally, 

DISTANCE, which is not necessarily manifested but possibly an option—^Jackendoff 

(1983: 167 ff.) treats DISTANCE as a subcategory of PATH as well as the others above. 

However, we need a little more detailed classification than those categorized by 

Talmy and Jackendoff, who distinguish the 'ground' into four/five elements as shown 

above. An addendum to our analysis, I suggest, is DIRECTION.^® I believe this notion is 

However, the actual sentences are not this simple, often followed or preceded by 
adjunct(s), such as prepositional phrases (e.g. around the comer, with your right hand) 
or adverbials (e.g. here, there). Because these are conceptualized as adjuncts— thus non-
obligatoiy elements— and assumed to play no major roles in these theories, the spatial 
analysis m this study is not fiiUy compatible with their theories of the ar^ment structure. 
Instead, our study here is more concemed with combinatory sequences for satellites and 
adverbials, and how these elements are preferably coordinated. 
Talmy (1975) previously proposed a notion of 'motion situation,' which consists of four 
elements: figxire, motion, path, and CTOund. Obviously he omits the notion of 'direction' 
from his framework because he thinfc it complicates the formation of spatial concepts. 
Talmy (1983: 233) later mentioned that 'fourFiUmorean cases—^"Locative," "Source," 
"Path," and "Goal"—because they incorporate particulars of direction, fail to capture the 
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indispensable for our analysis because in climbing instructions direction-givers used a great 

number of coordinate expressions including UP/DOWN and LEFT/RIGHT. For the latter 

pair, the majority of locative phrases appeared in the form of 'to the right/left,' which will 

be classified as PATH/GOAL according to Talmy's and JackendofFs classifications 

because of the preposition to. However, such coordinate expressions are referentially fluid 

in the actual environment such that what is located 'to the right' can not always be 'to the 

right' for everyone because the coordinate relationships can shift depending on where you 

are. Therefore they are definitely not equivalent to phrases like 'to the next hold' or 'into 

the crack,' which explicitly designate a goal/destination. In this sense, our intention is 

rather different from theirs in that we are specifically going to look into particularity, rather 

than universality, of the figure/ground information picked out by the speaker in a given 

spatial context. Thus, for example, 'to' can be interpreted either as GOAL or DIRECTION, 

or possibly something else, so can other locative notions. 

4.1.2 NOTIONS OF MANNER AND GROUND ELEMENTS 

Our distinctions between Manner and Ground elements are specifically tailored for the 

purposes selected here, and may include the specification of all the related elements which 

modify a verb (except temporal adverbs). Here manner adverbials and the ground elements 

are considered to be gradiendy 'experience-near' or 'experience-far' (see Figure 4-1), 

depending on which portion(s) of the figure and/or the ground is/are profiled/windowed. 

crucial spatial factor they have in common, their function as reference object for a figural 
element, a function specifically delegated to our Ground notion.' 
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MANNER/ 
MEANS Experience-near 

LOCATION (f) 
I 
t 

SOURCE # • 
I 

DIRECTION 4 • 
I 
I 

PATH 4 

(•) 
I 
I 

* 

* 
I 

DISTANCE 
I 

GOAL Experience-far 
I 

ORIGIN DESTINATION 

Figure 4-1. Schematic representations of manner and the ground elements 

I do not claim that these representations will always fit nicely with ail the ambiguous 

cases, but believe that they capture typical cases encoded by satellites and manner 

adverbials. First, Manner pertains to essential properties of the motion events of a figure, 

thus is proposed to be more 'exp)erience-near.' However, it is quaUtatively different from 

the others—these refer in some sense to the Ground features of travel. The next two 

categories, Location and Source, concern in some sense the origin of motion for the agent 

(in our case, the direction-receiver). Location often occurs in certain stationary events (e.g., 

hold on the ledge, balance over your feet, and grab it right there), and is assumed to 

cause no geographic shift of the total body. In this sense. Location exhibits an ambiguous 

status between Source and Goal with respect to the motion event. (Location did not turn out 

to be a particularly salient category in our case.) Source and Direction seem similar but are 

differentiated in that, by our definitions here. Source (e.g., from where you are) specifies 

the starting point, but Direction (e.g., up or to the right) does not. For Direction, the 

starting point is only assumed to be the current origo of the moving entity, expressed by 

coordinate terms such as up/down and rightAeft. Also, Direction and Goal are similar in 
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that both may often be expressed by the same adpositional phrases. However, by our 

definition. Direction (e.g., to the right) does not specify the destination or the end point of 

the travel, as Goal does (e.g., to the top of the route). Distance, like Direction, weakly 

concerns the current position, but physical distance is measured by the length of path 

traveled from the origin to the target, which is not necessarily the goal/end-point. (In fact. 

Distance and Direction are rarely expressed in the same clause in these data.) In any case, 

the focus of Distance is on the target entity measured from the assumed origin. Path refers 

to the medium and quality of the groimd elements where the figure entity travels but does 

not specify either the Source or the Goal. 

In natural discourse what is retained or what is deleted is largely a matter of speaker 

intention and preceding/subsequent flow of information rather than verbs' inherent 

argument structures, which prototypically define what should be syntacticzilly included in 

the constructions. Also, an interpretation of location or position is not only calculated by 

satellites and adpositional phrases but also affected by verbs. For example: 

(1) Hold on that ledge right there. 
(2) Put your right haind on the ledge right there. 

Judging from the propositional meaning and the use in context, I classified the first 

o«-phrase (1) as LOCATION and the second (2) as GOAL. 'Hold on X' represents the 

state of spatial configuration and implies no change of position after the motion event, but 

'put X on Y' does, especially about the end-position after the event. In this sense, my take 

of the 'motion event' here is closer to Talmy (1985) rather than to Slobin (1996b).'^ The 

phrase 'right there' in (1) is ambiguous about whether it adjoins to the verb or to the NP if 

Talmy (1985: 60) regards a 'motion event' as 'a situation containing movement or the 
maintenance of a stationary location,' whereas Slobin (1996br 206-7) leans toward more 
dynamic aspects of motion, defining it as 'the description of the movement of a 
protagonist from one place to another,' thus the protagonist needs to 'end up in a 
different place within an uninterrupted stretch of narrative.' 
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not given contextual support: in the latter case (2) where it is adjoined to an NP, we do not 

code it either as Lxx:ation or Goal. 

Also, it should be remembered that we only deal with 'uttered' verbs and never try to 

reconstruct 'deleted' verbs. For instance, look at the next instructions: 

(3) A: ... (25.5) higher up, 
... move your left hand up into the thin crack./ 

B: .. up higher! 

As for B's repeated phrase 'Up higher!' after A's remarks, we don't presumptuously 

supply 'move' for coding as an elliptic verb because there are numerous possibilities to 

match the construction, such as 'reach,' 'put,' 'grab.' Besides, because of our focus on 

motion verbs and their related satellites and adverbiais (Sat/Adv), an existential verb BE and 

a copula are outside the consideration in Chapter 5. Given these considerations, the next 

expressions were coded as follows: 

(4) Bring your foot [all the way] [up] [there]. 
DS DR G 

(5) Get [into that crack] [right there]. 
G L 

(6) I fell [right out of the big crack]. 
S 

(7) Reach [out] [way] [around] [left]. 
DR DS P DR 

Table 4-1 summarizes an ordinary, though flexible, distribution of 

satellite/prepositional phrases representing the six locative categories employed here (see 

also Jackson 1990): 

LOCATION: on, at, above, below, over, under(neath), inside, outside, near, behind, 
against, etc. 

SOURCE: from, out of, off 
DIRECTION: (often in co-occurrence with coordinate terms); to, toward, on(to), 

over, up, down, out, in, front, left, north 
PATH: along, past, through, via, round, across, between 
DISTANCE: for, as f^ar as, (specific distance), (ail the) way 
GOAL: in(to), on(toX toward, over, under 

Table 4-1. Locative prepositions in English 
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The above conditions for English generally apply to the analysis of Japanese (Table 

4-2). However, the Japanese candidates are fewer. The locative expressions considered 

here are thus the postpositional phrases followed by the next six postpositions (only 

prototypes shown here; cf. Yamada 1981; Miyajima 1986; Yamanashi 1996): 

LOCATION: de at, in/on 
SOURCE: kara from 
DIRECnON/GOAL: e to(ward), in/on 
DIRECTION/ GOAL: ni at, to(ward), in/on 
PATH: o, (kara) via/along/through 
DISTANCE: made as far as, for 

Table 4-2. Locative postpositions in Japanese 

As wiU be elaborated later. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on one type of data, 'climbing 

instructions,' in which I exclusively examine expressions of spatial motions and locations 

uttered to facilitate climbers' upward progression/® 'Climbing instructions' in this chapter 

are meant to comprise two types of information: a) instructions for bodily motions and 

spatial configurations, and b) whereabouts of holds, including those expressed in state-

verb constructions. These two types of instructions are considered in the first set of 

analyses (Section 4.2). However, in the second set (Sections 4. 3) and Chapter 5, only the 

Type a) expressions are used in order to examine in detail requisite spatial information for 

the upward motions. 

The type of information exchanged among the climbers is here assumed to be of 

roughly the same quality and quantity across the languages. The physical settings for 

issuing instructions were restricted to the (more or less) vertical face of rock, and the data 

were collected on multiple occasions, at various cUmbing areas, and from several climbers 

for each language. This way, possible biases toward physical features and idiosyncratic 

expressions are assumed to be leveled out. 

However, a few 'downward' expressions are included in the data because climbers 
sometimes need to come back down to be able to climb a route more effectively. 
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4.1.3 DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES: CLIMBING INSTRUCTION PROTOCOL 

It would be helpful before the analyses to review an overall structure of 'cUmbing 

instructions' and when and how they are completed (or left incomplete). First, I present an 

ideal and fiiUy developed protocol in giving climbing directions (Figure 4-2). It comprises 

of a direction-giver (Gv) and a direction-receiver (Rc), who, in case of trouble, get 

involved in highly psychological tug-of-wars. If both of them were fully cooperative and 

conscious of each other's intentions, it was confirmed that this structure was rather rigidly 

utilized (in actual climbing scenes) in both languages. 
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Direction-giver Direction-receiver 

Start climbing Preferably, offer 
encouraging remarks 

Have trouble 

In case of apparent trouble: 
Wait for cues for help 

(don't be pushy) 
(No call for help) Call for help 

Wait for verbal-
request 

Uttered 
Presume to give 

instructions Implied 

^ Comply and follow (or neglect) Give instructions 

fCall 
Keep giving instructions •<— 

j Positive feedback 

for help) 
can't do it caiido it 

Continue 
trying 

Continue 
climbing 

•mally 
do it 

Never To this point 

Quit Try different 
moves/routes 

if possible ~ 

Cheat 

Continue 
climbing 

Or to this point 

Quit (Another trouble: 
Repeat the 

above processes) 

Positive feedback "Finish 
the route — R e q u e s t  l o w e r i n g  

Figure 4-2. Simplified schema for climbing instruction protocol 

However, even the explicitly articulated information about bodily movements does 

not necessarily represent the whole process, nor even provide the same content. Unlike 

route directions and room descriptions, where the speaker is assumed to wholly describe 

the environment or give sufficient information (e.g., Linde & Labov 1975; Klein 1982, 

1983; Shanon 1984; G. Brown 1995; Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 1992b, 1996), what is 

contextually required for on-going climbing instructions differs from time to time. For 
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example, what causes trouble for a particular Rc varies according to his/her climbing 

experience, physical tendencies (such as muscularity, degrees of fitness, weight, height, 

level of fatigue, etc.). mood, environmental and weather conditions, and so on. 

Besides, climbing instructions are, as a rule, given only when the Rc is apparently in 

trouble or explicidy seeks information about the route, bodily motions, and surface rock 

features. Therefore my criteria for segmenting climbing instructions are based on major 

pauses between turns and switch of attention to different parts of body/objects. As seen 

below, instructions may often be very brief and firagmentary, or not necessarily be 

completed for each case of trouble (one-shot and interrupted instructions), or they can go 

on and on with the Gv's delineating every move for an extensive sequence of motions (run-

on instruction). For the sake of convenience, here I present example segments from the 

English data. 

One-shot instruction; 

(8) Gv: ... yeah you can jus- --
.. cou-
.. could totally go up and sit on that ledge. 

(9) Rc : ... Ahhhgh! 
Gv; ... (14.5) you undercling that --

... if you move your right hand, 

.. just to the right, 

. . like right on the corner of that thing, 

... that's a better hold. 

Interrupted instruction: 
<interrupted by Rc> 

(10) Rc: ... what's that?/ 
Gv: ... (1.5) put your right foot way out. 
Rc: ... oh 

. . hold on. 

<interrupted by apparent achievement of 'move'> 
(11) Gv: ... there's that little--

.. there's the finger hold on your le--

.. right there. 
Rc: .. huh hun. 
Gv: ... yeah. 
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Run-on instruction: 
(12) Rc: ... I can't pass this. 

it's hard. 
Gvl: ... OK you just--. 

. if you can just stand up on your-
on your feet, 
. you know how you kind of a — 
. you are down pretty low, 
. you can stand up a lot higher where you are. 
. then you will be able to reach, 
. another hand hold. 
. (2.5) actually, 
. can you see that big knob even farther left? 
. yeah. 
. if that's too far, 
. go back to the middle one. 
. up-
up higher. 
. no. 
. up higher. 

Rc: ... (1.7) oh ray god. 
I can't do it. 

Gvl: (0) all you have to stand up and you're, 
. you are there. 

Rc: ... there's no way I can --
Gv2 : . . . use your feet. 

he' s got you. 
(Instructions go on.) 

Some may claim that this type of chunky representation may lack consistency and 

systematic quality of speech. I argue, however, that the immediate context in spontaneous 

verbalization is at the same moment an advantage for investigating lexical preference for 

encoding particular body-motion information. Because such (seemingly random) 

verbalizations are urgent and are performed in situ, we can postulate that Gv's attentiveness 

to on-line planning of body movements is maximized, and is more likely to expose 

language-specific tendencies for the encoding of space. Besides, since description of bodily 

motions and physical objects is a pervasive practice and is socially neutral—in the sense 

that one needs to pay little attention to sociolinguistic requirements and formulas such as 

age, status, and gender—there would be little room for ideological concerns to intervene 

the cognitive representation of spatial relations. 
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Another advantage is our in-depth attention to body parts. In ordinary route directions 

and room descriptions, the moving entity is assumed to be the Gv or the guided Rc 

him/herself, who recall or imagine the scene which they are exploring. In these studies, 

attention thus has been exclusively paid to the types of perspectives and perspective-shifts 

enacted by the moving agents themselves—rarely problematized was how each body-part 

may be attended to in the descriptive task and variably influence the assignment of verbs 

and satellites in providing instructions. In other words, the moving entity in previous 

studies was the body itself which navigates through space with the free (and good) will of 

the narrator. Therefore all that matters there is totally within the speaker's control. That is, 

the speaker intentions determined the mode of descriptions of the motion event. In real 

situation, however, a communicative task may not be that simple but can be more mutually 

constructive, fractional, and unexpected. 

Besides, on the ordinary horizontal plane, it is highly unlikely to be in a situation 

where we pay equal attention to major body parts because of our default posture and more 

freely manipulable hands (than feet). Thus the descriptions available on the horizontal plane 

will dominantly concentrate on the body and hands. In this respect, rock climbing activity 

provides with us a natural setting where we put our hands and feet to maximum use and on 

the equal footing as obligatory requirements. Therefore, by selecting climbing situations, 

the potential of linguistic stability/versatility in a particular language may be more clearly 

examined. 

4.1.4 DATA SELECTION PRCX:EDURES 

The database for our analysis is relatively controlled. First, based on the climbing 

instruction protocol above (Figure 4-2), I partitioned the climbing-instmction transcripts 

into segments of instruction, totaling 109 segments for Japanese and 92 for English. Out of 
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these only the segments relevant to climbers' 'upward' motions and locations of entities are 

ferreted out, retaining 59 and 78 segments, respectively. Excluded segments include 

descriptions of downward movements (after the climb), how to use climbing gear, 

emotional statuses, and verbal exchange between Gv's (i.e., relevant expressions must be 

addressed to a [at least, imaginary] climber). The instruction exchanges were transcribed 

(roughly) according to the intonation unit, obtaining approximately 1040 lines in 20 pages 

for each language.^' This equivalence in the size of database was intended for cross-

linguistic comparison. Based on an assimiption that intonation units represent the minimum 

cognitive unit (Chafe 1994), the frequencies of focus items are assumed to have validity for 

cross-linguistic scrutiny. These 137 segments are the source for the analyses to Sections 

4.2 (Body-part terms). 

On the other hand, the analyses in Sections 4. 3 and Chapter 5 more closely focus on 

the relationships between body motions and elaborated elements of the ground space. There 

we look into the sequence of satellites/adpositions and adverbials that modify motion verbs 

on the clausal level. I will use 'Sat/Adv' to refer to these elements. All the linguistic 

expressions considered here are concomitant in some sense to clauses with an animate 

agent in the subject position (such as I, you, someone) as in '(You) put your left foot on 

the ledge over there.' Thus, excluded here are those clauses with inanimate entities such as 

'holds' and 'climbing gear' in the subject slot—e.g., 'there is a foot hold on your left' or 

'the foothold is on your left.' Each set of these 1040 lines translated into 327 and 289 

clauses in total for Japanese and English, respectively. In Section 4.3 these clauses are 

further classified according to the types of the verbs' most saliently associated body parts: 

59 
As a rule, only substantive and fragmentary intonation units (lUs) (Chafe 1994) were 
considered—regulatory lUs were not, because they do not include specific spatial 
information. 
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BODY, HANDS, or FEET. This tripartite distinction is supported by the frequency of use 

of body-part terms utilized in climbing instructions. 

4.1.5 Focus CATEGORIES 

Focus categories here are I) coordinate terms (equivalents of UP/DOWN, 

LEFT/RIGHT, and FRONT/B ACK; Figure 4-3), 2) body-part terms (HAND/FOOT, and 

HEAD, ARM, ELBOW, FINGER, KNEE, TOE, and EYE), 3) (mostly) verbs of spatial 

motions and configurations (GO/ COME/ CLIMB/HANG, etc.), and finally 4) satellite or 

adverbial types (LOCATION, SOURCE, DIRECTION, DISTANCE, PATH, GOAL 

satellites, and MANNER/ MEANS adverbials). For example, such an expression as "reach 

your hand up to the next hold" can be classified in multiple ways: "reach" for MOTION 

VERB, "(your) hand" for BODY PART-HAND, "up" for COORDINATE-UP, and "to the 

next hold" for SATELLITE-GOAL. These categories are selected on the basis of the 

assumption that, in both languages, these categories are lexically distinguished and 

extensively used in everyday verbal activities. As mentioned above, categories I) and 2) are 

examined for the body motions and physical entities in space, hence the focus of Section 

4.2, while categories 3) and 4) exclusively focus on body motions alone and will be 

examined in Section 4.3. and Chapter 5. 

Generally, there are some fundamental differences between the horizontal and vertical 

spaces in describing human motions. On the horizontal plane, UP/DOWN, LEFT/RIGHT, 

and FRONT/B ACK dimensions do not essentially converge, constituting distinct 

orientations projected from the reference point O (Figure 4-3). On the other hand, human 

body coordinates on the vertical space are canonically not so flexible as on the horizontal 

plane. The up/down dimensions are rather rigidly distributed for higher and lower regions 
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from the reference center (often the human body), and the left/right, on each side of the 

body axis. 

Figure 4-3. Three-Dimensional Coordinate System 

However, vertical space may be more manipulable than we have assumed. A 

phenomenon seen in Chapter 2 shows that spatial expressions such as Japanese ue/shita 

may inherently comprise different spatial notions from English up/down, which seem to be 

strictly Euclidean coordinate terms. This suggests that, like we did for the ground elements 

(Figure 4-1), we need to start with space itself, rather than matching linguistic spatial 

notions across languages (see Bowerman 1996a, 1996b for how languages differently 

segment and combine topological relations with adpositions). Thus we must set aside a 

tenet of one-to-one correspondence between English and Japanese spatial terms for any 

type of spatial relations; topological, projective, Euclidean, or combinations of these. Two 

Front 

Down 
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or more spatial relations may be fused into one in one language, or conversely one spatial 

notion may be divided into two or more in another. 

As can be easily imagined, linguistic expressions are not readily 'translitelatable,' if 

not translatable. Each language may have the repertoire to precisely decode a notion in other 

languages, but does not necessarily have corresponding lexicon. Likewise, some cultures 

may not categorize natural entities to the same degree of detail or in the same classificatory 

genres. For example, Japanese does not separate thumb and fingers by different terms, but 

English does. Thus what the category FINGER indicates here is the part whose referent is 

a taxonomically overarching category for the two languages. Thus the wider range (here the 

same as the Japanese range) is used for the category FINGER, representing both fingers 

and a thumb. 

As shown later, most saliently perceived categories as targets of syntactic arguments 

are HANDS and FEET in actual use across the languages. The assumption that most 

favored categories are HANDS and FEET, not ETNGER/TOE or ELBOW/ARM// 

KNEE/LEG, also receives theoretical support from an experiment in verb learning by 

children and adults. Gropen, Epstein & Schumacher (1997) have convincingly 

demonstrated that objects in basic level categories (e.g., a spoon vs. a straw), rather than 

the subordinate level (e.g., teaspoon vs. soup spoon) or the superordinate level (e.g., 

eating utensils vs. drawing utensils), are more easily paired up with verbs in assigning 

syntactic arguments or conceptual properties of objects. Although the body terms selected 

here are not exhaustive with respect to human spatial usages, I believe HANDS and FEET 

can stand as the representative categories in order to reveal cross-linguistic differences in 

selecting targets of arguments and concomitant Sat/Adv.®° 

See also Tversky & Hemenway (1984) euid Bock & Warren (1985) for goodness of 
categorial members and the conce^al role differences, which may be ordered in terms of 
accessibility to grammatical roles. Basically, the more concrete and more animate, the 
more likely to be selected as the agent, rather than the patient. 
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By relying on the natural discourse data, the status and identification of arguments 

and adjuncts become indecisive because these elements are based on the notion of 

obligatory or optional status of the related phrases by a verb. The presuppositions 

engendered during the sequence of discourse render highly ambiguous the conditions 

derived from the obligatoriness/optionality distinction, as seen in the following Japanese 

example (Miyagawa 1989: 11).®' 

(13) Kodomo ga kaukoto wa kinjir-are-te iru. 
children NOM to buy TOP is forbidden 
'For children to buy PRO is forbidden.' 

The above sentence is ordinarily unacceptable on an isolated clause level if the 

missing object is PRO—one feels the need to ask 'To buy what?' However, if the missing 

Miyagawa (1989) proposes that one test to determine whether a certain particle represents 
an argument or an adjunct is the modifying possibility by the Japanese numeral 
quantifier. According to this test, if a numei^ quantifier can mc^fy the NP to which it is 
attached in order to count in a separate syntactic phrase, the NP is an argument. Thus, 
kooen o in (a) is an argument, but the /i/-marked agent in the direct passive construction 
in (b) is an adjunct. 
(a) hanako ga kooen o 2-tu sanposhita. 

hanako NOM park TRAV 2-CL tooK a walk 
'hanako walked around 2 parks.' 

(b) * taroo ga sensei ni 2-ri shikar-are-ta. 
taroo NOM teachers by 2-CL scold-PASS-past 
'Taroo was scolded by two teachers.' 

Based on this test, he argues that the Goal NP marked with ni for iku ^o' and kuru 
'come' is an adjunct because, like (b), it fs^s to pass the numeral quantifier test. On the 
other hand, the o-marked traversal phrase in hashi o wataru 'cross the bridge' is an 
argument because it fits nicely in the consttuction. 

Given these, it seems that this distinction is based on configurationality of Japanese 
(Whitman 1986: but see Yamashita 1997) and the distinction oetween intransitive and 
transitive verbs—intransitives, defying this construction, have only an adjunct, and 
transitives have ^ and ^/-marked phra^s as arguments. Altiiough Miyagawa does not 
discuss a case with the o-marked transversal case for iku and kuru, the identification of 
arguments does not appear to be as simple as he claims. In fact both sound acceptable 
contrary to the prediction that iku 'go' and kuru 'come' are intransitives, thus should fail 
the test (but they don't). 
(c) {Shingoo o 2-tu/2-tu shingoo o} ikuto, kooban ga aru. 

'If you go past two traffic fights, there is a police 1K>X.' 
(d) {Yokomichi o 2-tu/2-tu yokomichi o} kita tokoro de mayotta koto ni ki ga tsuita. 

'when I came along two alleys, I noticed I got lost.' 
We are thus not concerned with this distinction, and code this theta-marked phrase as 

PATH, following the categories in Table 4-2. 
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object anaphorically refers to a definite object or person which had already been introduced, 

it is grammatically acceptable and pragmatically impropriate. Thus, given sufficient 

contextual information, one may easily make do without what are supposed to be essential 

arguments for a particular verb. In such cases, syntactic arguments do not manifest as high 

syntactic saliency as assumed for an isolated sentence. This fact leads us to adopt a more 

context-based approach in analyzing the utterances extracted to profile situationally required 

information (see Dcegami 1981; Okamoto n.d.; Ono & Thompson 1997). I thus assume that 

syntactic analysis based on ellipsis which culminates in empty categories can (at least for 

Japanese) ambiguate the mechanism at work in on-going discourse. 

Here we try to figure out what elements of spatial description are most stable or 

versatile, and whether there is cross-linguistic variability for those factors. In particular, we 

focus on what MacWhinney (1977) called perceptual, relational, and linguistic factors in 

determining starting points. Look at the following diagrams (MacWhinney 1977: 154): 

(x) (y) 

* 

We have a large lexical repertoire to describe these scenes, but typically we have the 

next four candidates. Among them, (a) and (c) are preferred to (b) and (d) as the 

descriptions for (x) and (y). 

(14) (a) The star is above the line. (89% for (x)) 
(b) The line is below the star. (11 % for (x)) 
(c) The star is below the line. (69% for (y)) 
(d) The line is above the star. (31 % for (y)) 

MacWhirmey says, based on Clark & Chase's (1972) study, that the preference for 

the star as the starting point is perceptual. 'In general figures (e.g. stars) are better starting 

points than grounds (lines),' and 'humans perceive themselves as figures with the external 
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world as ground (154).' Secondly we have a relational type of determination. When we 

compare the percentages for (a) and (c), we notice a drop from 89% to 69%. MacWhinney 

attributes this drop to the conflict between 'identification with the star as the figure' vs. 

'preference for the element in the relation above as a starting point.' In other words, 

'above' is an urunarked choice for spatial description. Finally, a linguistic form of 

determination would come into play if the subjects were asked 'where is the star?' In this 

case, the answer (a), but not (b), will definitely be selected. 

Our focus here is on these cognitive profiling (Langacker 1987) or windowing 

(Talmy 1996b) pattems preferred by English and Japanese speakers in selecting the figure 

and ground information in appropriate slots in an appropriate sequence. For example, in 

order to express our intention to advise the climber to move his/her right hand to the next 

hold above his/her head, we could pick out the body part 'hand' and put it in the Object 

slot, saying 'Move your right hand up to the next hold right above your head!' Also, we 

could achieve the same purpose by subsuming the hand motion under the verb and say, 

'Grab the hold right above your head!' Given this, our assumption in language-specific 

selective pattems for spatial description is generally compatible with MacWhinney's (1977) 

notion of 'starting points.' That is, the Gv's are inevitably required to select one item over 

the others as the salient locative category to start encoding the motion information in situ. 

When 'given a choice between two starting points, speakers and listeners prefer the starting 

point closest to the one they assume or wish to assume in their own interactions with the 

world (1977; 152).' Given the same contextual pressure in the world, what might motivate 

the selection of one category over the other? Below, we are going to examine whether there 

is a language-dependent preference for such a choice. 

In our study, the linguistic factor could be neglected because the speakers do not 

usually receive the above kind of guiding questions when they describe spatial 

relationships—i.e., a {linguistic) context is visually given. Our study is, however, tightly 
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connected to perceptual and relational factors manipulated in the real environment. Roughly 

speaking, we consider relational factor in Section 4.2, and perceptual factor in Sections 

4.3. and Chapter 5. 
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4.2 ANALYSIS OF COORDINATE AND BODY-PART TERMS 

4.2.1 COORDINATE TERMS 

I selected English and Japanese spatial tenns/phrases based on the coordinate system 

(Figure 4-3), but they are obviously not contextually exhaustive. The following English 

locative expressions were excluded from the list because they can only contingently 

represent coordinate relations, but do not inherently represent such relations by themselves. 

Excluded were deictics and prepositions from, to, until, till, for, in(to), out). For example, 

the phrases '(go) there' and 'to the next hold' may contextually refer to the up-/downward 

(and left-Zrightward, or diagonal directions), but we can never be sure only from the lexical 

meanings what 'there' and 'to the next hold' refer to. Instead these expressions are 

considered in the Sat/Adv categories below, where we look more closely at the use in 

context. 

4.2.1.1 Up vs. Down 

The key terms here are up, over, above, (also DOWN counterparts), and arguably 

on(to), high(er), and top. " On might be problematic because it rather represents a 

topological relation and not necessarily the UP—we can say "There is a fly on the ceiling." 

Such use, if ever, may be included under the category when an appropriate context is 

given—however, we had no such topologically 'reversed' cases. 'High(er)' is also a 

marginal term, but since it fits the spatial description in Figure 4-3, and often co-occurs 

with, and is usually substitutable for, up—e.g., 'move your right hand up/higher,' it is 

included here. Likewise, Japanese UP/DOWN candidates considered here are limited to the 

phrase 'UP/DOWN H- locative postpositions or UP/EX)WN adverbials. It must be 

Although English 'top' and 'bottom' are nominals, they were included here anyhow 
mainly because they can describe the designated region in Figure 4-3, and partly because 
Japanese ue and shita are basically nominals. 
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remembered that ue/shita are basically nominals, not satellites or adpositional phrases 

(unless they are elliptic). 

Some of these terms attain the use of metaphorical extensions and/or lexical affixes as 

satellites. For example, Japanese and English coordinate terms (Japanese ue 'up/above' 

along with migi 'right' and hidari 'left' and English equivalents) can occasionally be used 

as a metonym for 'a hold' zsmue o torn 'take the (hold) above.' Also, English down, top, 

and under, for example, may work as satellites (or verb particle/affix) as in 'downclimb 

{down + climb),' 'toprope (Jap + rope),' and 'undercling {under + cling).' They are all 

considered valid candidates (although there were only a few). 

It is evident from Table 4-3 that English speakers, disproportionately, used about 3.2 

times more of the UP categories than Japanese speakers (184 vs. 58), and show a higher 

ratio of the total use (91% vs. 75%)—^Japanese ageru 'raise' will be discussed below. Also 

revealed was that for the English UP category there are two dominant terms in use: up and 

on(to). As is shown later, up most frequendy co-occurs with the verb GO, which is in turn 

most congenially associated with the BODY. The preference for up and nonuse of above 

and over seem to come from the nature of the activity—climbing is canonically a spatial 

activity directed upward (particularly direcdy upward) toward the goal by the climbing 

agent, rather than toward the space/object physically higher than a point of reference, which 

is usually the climbing body. Put another way, above and over are inaccurate in terms of 

the upward directionality of the body, or up is more canonically representative of the 

expected motion. The use of on is expected of the bodily movements vis-a-vis physical 

objects because, to keep the body on the rock surface, the climber always needs contact 

with the rock by supporting him/herself with some body parts. Other UP terms in this 

category do not strongly represent such notions. 

The Japanese + postpositional phrases' are underspecified in contrast to the UP 

terms in English: ue may be used as long as it is located even slightly higher than, or 
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canonically directly above/over, a reference object. However, all the cases of ue in our data 

are assumed to be typically 'directly upward' unless otherwise specified. There are cases 

where some other modifiers are added; prenominal ma- for emphasizing a 'direct' sense 

(ma-ue 'direcdy up/above'), and no hoo for 'general direction' {ue no hoo e 'toward the 

up'). The interpretation of ue often requires (con)textual clarification regarding its degree of 

'upness.' 

Language 
Category " — 

JAPANESE ENGLISH TOTAL 

[UP] (no) ue (+ 55 up 96 
postpositions) over 10 

above 6 
on(to)" 46 

taka-i/ku 3 high(er) 19 
top 7 

58 (75%) 184 (91%) 242 
POWN] (no) shita (+ 17 down 10 

postpositions) underneath) 4 
below 1 

hiku-i/ku 2 iow(er) 2 
bottom 2 

19 (25%) 15 (9%) 28 
==> 77 (100%) 203 (100%) 280 

Table 4-3. UP vs. DOWN 

Preference of ue for static descriptions is seen in the fact that, contrary to a general 

expectation, ue is rarely followed by locative postpositions in climbing instructions. Out of 

55 occurrences of ue, only 9 cases were followed by locative particles, 6 others had 

obviously missing/elliptical postpositions, and the remaining 40 (73%) were exclusively 

used in such constructions as: 

(15) ue no NP 'up + GEN + NP: NP located in the region,'OR 
(16) NPnoue(galo)  'NP + GEN + up (+NOM/ACC): the up region/location of NP' 

® The status of on(to) in this category is vague. It may be equivalent to ue in Japanese, but 
in describing entities on the vertical plane, just the case particle ni—NOT the combinatory 
form (no) ue ni 'on top of—is usually used. Thus, on(to) and ue are not necessarily 
compatible. However, even after the exclusion of on(to) from the total, the dominance of 
UP notions still obtains (88% = (184-46)/(203-46)) in climbing instructions. 
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Ue in the first case (15) is an adjunct to NP, and the second (16), the NP head of an 

modifier NP no. Put another way, the notion of ue (and shitd) is fundamentally lexicalized 

as a nominal in Japanese and is only occasionally realized in a locative phrase. Unlike 

English UP terms, Japanese ue rarely contributes to the directionality of motions, but rather 

to the positionality of entities, in spite of ue's potential to attain directionality when 

combined with postpositions. This lexical meaning of ue tends to be realized in a state verb 

constmction, which amounts to 'static' descriptions of entities as seen in the following 

examples: 

(17 ) Gvl: . . un. 
... ano migite o toru made ne. 

Gv2: (0) soo . . ano saigo no ue no [mlgi] o toru made. 
Gvl: [un] 

<Eiiglish translation of (17)> 
Gvl 
Gv2 
Gvl 

Yeah, until you get the right hand (hold). 
Right, until you get tlia [right] (hold) «Q>ove the last, 
[Uhun.] 

(18) Gvl: . . un sono ue mo gaba da yo. 
... (2.0) migite no moochoi ue no hoo. 
... (1.5) a hidarite no moochoi ue ka. 

<English translation of {18)> 
Gvl: the one above that (hold) is also a bucket hold. 

A little above your right hand, 
I mean, a little above your left hand. 

On the other hand, English up almost always participates in dynamic descriptions such as: 

(19) Gvl: ... just you can bring your foot all the way up there, 
... and hook it in there. 
... gotta get that right leg up. 
... and hook it into something. 

In sum, these observations echo Slobin's (1996b, 1997b) proposals on the static 

mode of V-framed motion events as seen in Spanish. Also, in Japanese the UP/DOWN 

spatial relationships between objects and a climber are prominently elaborated by static 

constmctions as shown in (15) and (16). Such static descriptions account for the majority 
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of the UP/DOWN terms in the Japanese data. On the other hand, English UP/DOWN terms 

almost always appear in dynamic clauses as satellites and prepositional phrases. 

Finally (and related to the above observations), the DOWN terms in both languages 

obviously gained much less attention than the UP terms from the Gv's and Re's. This is a 

natural consequence of our methodology for the analysis—we only considered the 

instructions for 'upward' motions. However, it is amazing that the Japanese DOWN 

category in fact occupies one fourth (25%: 19/77) of the total use of ue/shita expressions in 

climbing instmctions. This relatively higher ratio of the DOWN category in Japanese may 

be attributed to the fact that shita was in most cases (82%: 14/17) used to describe spatial 

relations NOT coordinated upon the human body but on other entities such as holds, rock 

face, rope and carabiners. 

On the other hand English Gv's used the EXDWN terms exactiy the same number of 

times (N=19), but only 32% (6/19) of the total usages were coordinated upon other 

physical objects, with 68% on the climbing agent. The distribution of these usages may 

imply that English Gv's tend to describe entities more sensitively than Japanese to the 

environmental upwardness in describing vertical space, whereas Japanese Gv's are more 

susceptible to perspective shifts between upward and downward directions, allocating the 

UP category for the directed motions and the EXDWN category, for other physical objects. 

4.2.1.2 Left vs. Right 

The coordinate terms in this category seem rather confusing and defy a ready 

explanation. Here I only present the sub-total of each entry. I totaled all the occurrences of 

left and right in such phrases as 'right hand' and 'to the right' or 'way right.' If a phrase 
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consists of more than one category considered in this chapter, it was multiply classified into 

each category." 

Category 
JAPANESE ENGLISH TOTAL 1 

J;RIGHTI 
[LEITT 

-HISI 
hidari | 61 (40%) left 1 42(52%) 

131 1 
]B3 1 

1 153 (100%) 1 81 (100%) 

Table 4-4. RIGHT vs. LEFT 

Obviously Japanese speakers make use of roughly twice the number of RIGHT and 

LEFT terms (153 vs. 81) and are slightly biased toward RIGHT (60%: 92/153), compared 

to the more balanced English data—RIGHT : LEFT :: 48% : 52%—although the difference 

is minor. Another thing to be noted is that R/L terms are very often associated with body 

parts, and they mutually reinforce a sense of versatility of limbs. The effect evoked by 

these combinations is the imagery of manipulated body, or manner of motions. 

Impressionistic as it may seem at the moment, this manner sensitivity in Japanese and the 

above i/irccrfon-sensitivity in English also seem to be reflected in the use of body terms, 

verbs, and adpositions/adverbs. 

To briefly summarize the observations so far, English is roughly 3 times more 

sensitive than Japanese with respect to the lexical realization of upward mobility of the 

body. Figure 4-4 illustrates the distribution of frequencies of UP/DOWN and RIGHT/ 

LEFT terms in the total occurrences. An overall picture is that Japanese Gv's tend to 

mitigate the upward directedness and maximize the laterality, whereas English Gv's tend to 

pay closer attention to upward directionality with balanced preference for the right and the 

left. These observations largely concur with Hinds' (1986) claims that 'situation focus' 

" For example, 'right hand' can be divided into two parts, 'right' and 'hand,' and qualifies 
for two categories; COORDINATE-RIGHT and BODY-PART-HAND. 'To the nght' 
and 'right (adverb)' are other cases. 'Right' falls into the COORDINATE-RIGHT 
category here, and the whole phrases qualify for the LOCATIVE category (Direction) in 
Section 4. 3. 3. 
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languages like Japanese attend more to the current environment, which leads to the 

preference of static descriptions. On the other hand, 'person focus' languages like English 

show more dispositions to action-centered expressions. 

200 

B English 
•Japanese 

up down left rcht 

Figure 4-4. Frequencies of UP/DOWN, Right/LEFT terms in English and Japanese 

One speculation here is that English-speaking Gv's tend to explicitly encode 

directionality by satellites/prepositions like up and on (not implicitly by verbs), which spur 

dynamic descriptions; hence more upward sensitivity realized through Sat/Adv by default. 

In Japanese Gv's tend to encode manner information explicitly through adverbials for body 

motions (and path information implicitly by verbs), which may relatively emphasize limb 

movements and induce attention to 'sides' (i.e., right/left) than in English, neutralizing 

upward sensitivity. I will elaborate on these statements when we analyze the relationships 

between verbs and body-parts. 

4.2.1.3 Front vs. Back 

Due to the paucity of data, we cannot make any conclusive remarks here (Table 4-5). 

As far as the data are concerned, the two cases in Japanese were used for the 'vertically 

rotated/ projected' front region, which might be specified as above by English speakers, as 

analyzed in detail in Chapters 2 and 3. In the English data two cases were real 'back' for 
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the Rc—lay back and lean back. One refers to a location: round the back of there. The other 

cases concern a 'sequentially after' sense as in come back down and move your left foot 

back down—the motion alternatively encoded in Japanese by path verbs sagaru 'go/come 

down' or a rim 'go/come down.' No projected usages were observed in English. 

^ 
Category 

JAPANESE 1 ENGLISH 1 SUB- 1 
i TOTAL 

[FRONT] mae/omote i 2 i fix)nt/foreword 1 1 3 
rBACKl ushiro/ura 1 0 j back(ward) 9 9 1 
==> \ 2 1 0  1 2  1 

Table 4-5. FRONT vs. BACK 

4.2.2 BODY PART TERMS 

HAND and FOOT are two major categories used for bodily movements in both 

languages and ft^uently accompany direction terras. That is, most salient moving parts are 

most frequently mentioned, and are taxonomically the central categories (i.e., neither 

superordinate terms like arm and leg, nor subordinate terms like fingers and toes). Further, 

different types of bias are observed in Table 4-6. Here we assume that the amounts of 

spatial information packaged by English and Japanese would be generally comparable 

because the basic analytical unit is the intonation unit. However, Japanese shows an overall 

higher frequency of HAND and FOOT usages than English (145 vs. 98), and English 

shows significant preference for FOOT over HAND (55 vs. 25). Also apparent is relatively 

lower frequency for other body-part terms in both languages. 

However, there were a few seemingly 'projected' cases in the English data such that 
'front' was used as 'above' ONLY when climbers hungon the rope and were allowed to 
'walk' down the rock like rappelling (see Chapter 2). These usages are not included here 
because they occurred in lowering the climber after a climb. Such examples include: 

'stick vour feet in front of you. / 'keep your feet up in front of you.' 
'it's like walking backwards.' / 'OK, now just start waUdng backwards.' 

In an ordinary posture, this type of 'projected' use was observed only in Japanese. 
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~—--~>_^anguage 
Cate.oorv ~ 

JAPANESE ENGLISH SUB
TOTAL 

[BODY PART] 
HAND 

ARM 
ELBOW 
FINGER 

te 
ude 
hiji 
yubi 

60 
4 
0 
0 
M (44%) 

hand 
(fore)arm 
elbow 
thumb/nnger 

25 
5 
1 
3 
M (35%) 2S 

FOOT^ 
KNEE 
TOE 

ashi 
hiza 
tsumasaki 

71 
3 
1 
25(51%) 

foot/feet 
knee 
toe 

55 
8 
0 
62 (64%) 138 

HEAD 
EYE 

atama 
me 

4 
2 
6(4%) 

head 
eye 

1 
0 
1(1%) 2 

Total => 14S (100%) 98 (100%) 243 

Table 4-6. BODY PART TERMS 

Table 4-7 shows interesting tendencies: when English-speaking Gv's mentioned hand 

(N=25) or foot (N=55), the term usually co-occurred with the ground elements such as 

location/direction/path, as in 'put your right hand [to the right: (Direction)] [around the 

comer: (Path)]and much less frequently occurred unspecified by satellites (19% 

[15/80]). On the other hand, Japanese-speaking climbers much more often used te 'hand' 

(N=60) and ashi "foot' (N=71) without specifying the ground elements by satellites (44% 

[57/131]), which is more than twice the ratio of the English case. Especially for HAND, 

exactly 50% of the total occurrences are attributed to this unspecified status of the ground 

elements, as shown in (20) to (22)" 

^ Generally speaking, a Japanese FOOT term, ashi '(canonicallv) foot/feet' may refer to 
what can be categorized as toe,foot^eet, and/or leg in Englisn. In this sense, Japanese 
ashi is underspecified compared to English foot^eet. However, as is evident from the 
result, the uses of ashi mdjoou^et are not very different in fr^uency, and they are 
consistently the dominant FOOT term used as the representative of the category. 

" As will be shown later, the lower ratio of unspecified ashi compared with te seems to 
come from the fact that ashi has less lexical repertoire to describe its motions and manner, 
and thus needs to be elaborated by satellites and adverbials to be more effectively 
communicative. 
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^ HAND FOOT HAND/FOOT 
spec. : unspec. (%) spec.: unspec. (%) unspec. % 

English 84: 16 80:20 19 
(21/25): (4/25) (44/55): (11/55) (15/80) 

Japanese 50:50 62:38 44 
(30/60): (30/60) (44/71): (27/71) (57/131) 

Table 4-7. Specification of the ground by satellites/ adpositions/ adverbials 

(20) Ashi o mata. migi mo agexru. 'lift your foot again, right one, too. ' 
(21) Te nobasu, ue. 'Reach up. ' 
(22) ..-de, hidarite mo utsushite iku. 'and move your left hand, too.' 

One hypothesis here is that these differences seem to have derived from the 

languages' inherent lexicalization patterns in encoding motion events (Talmy 1991; Slobin 

1996b, 1997b); English is a S-framed language, i.e., it tends to be described with more 

path segments than in V-framed languages and to encode manner notions in verbs, 

expressing path notions by satellites and prepositional phrases (hence higher 'specified' 

ratios than Japanese). Whereas Japanese, a V-fi:-amed language, tends to be described with 

fewer path segments, and to encode path notions in verbs, expressing more manner 

information as adverbials (hence lower ratios of 'specified' ground elements). Slobin's 

proposals are based on the findings from narratives in which the protagonist moves 

through space. Our analysis suggests that the same principle applies to major body parts 

although they are expressed basically as the target of caused motions. A more detailed 

analysis, however, must be conducted to confirm these observations. Therefore, we 

analyze the relationships between verb types and related arguments/adjuncts and adverbials 

in the following sections. 
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF MOTION VERBS AND SATELLITES/ADVERBIALS 

4.3.1 (SPATIAL) MOTION VERBS: TYPES AND CATEGORIES 

Here I rely basically on Levin (1993) for the selection of verbs to be considered in 

this analysis, and on Talmy (1985), Matsumoto (1996a, 1996b), and Wienold (1995) for 

the identification of path/manner verbs in English and Japanese. Table 4-8 is an inventory 

of representative verbs for these types. 

^ ^  
English 

(S-framed language) 
Japanese 

(V-framed language) 
Motion 
+ 

manner 

walk, run, gallop. Jog, totter, 
stride, stroll, tread, creep, 
crawl, rush speed, hurry, 
swim, fly, drive, skate, row, 
climb (= clamber), roll, 
bounce, jump, stumble, soar, 
limp, amble, clump, clamp, 
lope, sprint, stagger, stalk, 
stomp, stray, strut, trot, hop, 
dash, dart, saunter, etc. 

hasiru 'nm', aruku/ayumu 'walk', 
kakeru 'run', hau 'crawl', suberu 
'slide', tobu 'fly', oyogu 'swim', 
kappo-suru 'strut', chooyaku-suru 
'jump', sanpo-suru 'go tor a walk', 
naikai-suru 'roam', tosshin-suru 'dart', 
yoromeku 'reel', haneru 'jump', tatsu 
'step', odoru 'dance', samayou 'roam', 
etc. 

Motion 
+ 

path 

go, come, descend, ascend, 
curve, turn, swing, circle, 
cross, enter, pass, traverse, 
reach, zigzag, meander, climb 
(= ascend), lean, deliver, 
transport, insert, eject, elevate, 
elope, recede, advance, 
proceed, inject, separate, 
escape, etc. 

iicu 'goi', kuru 'come', agaru 'go lip', 
noboru 'ascend/ climb', oriru 'get 
down', kudaru 'descend', deru 'go out', 
hairu 'enter', tooru 'pass', nukeru 'go 
through', koeru 'go over', wataru 'go 
across', yokogiru 'cross', magaru 
'curve', kaabu suru 'curve', mawaru 'go 
around', saru 'leave', tsuku 'arrive', 
itaru 'reach' todoku 'reach', susumu 'go 
ahead', hanareru 'go ^art,' itaru 
'reach', todoku 'reach , kaeru 'go back', 
sugiru 'pass', yokeru 'avert,' mukau 
'head', sou 'go along', utsuru 'transfer', 
kayou 'come and go , narabu ' line up', 
etc. 

Table 4-8. Path and manner verbs in English and Japanese 

Possible expressions in issuing climbing instructions are of course numerous, but 

some of them are more relevant to our analysis; they are those which are essential in 

describing the moving body and body-parts of a climber. I employed from Levin's verbal 

categories the following seven types of verbs for the purpose of comparison because they 
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are highly relevant to spatial motion events. Included in Table 4-9 are the representative 

verbs in Levin's (1993) categories, and those frequently utilized in the discourse data. 

Verbs which did not occur but are regarded as representatives for the categories are also 

listed in ±e table for reference. If the frequency goes over 10, it is bolded. MFAP in the 

fourth and seventh columns is short for 'most frequently associated phrases,' which 

basically comprise manner adverbials and the ground elements specified by satellites—they 

are only elaborated for high-frequency verbs. The seven categories are ordered so that 

heavily 'path-encoding' verb types come first, gradually attaining 'manner-encoding' 

features as we move down. Underlined words are meant to be path verbs. Note that some 

verbs in one category may be more or less path-like or manner-like depending on what 

satellite(s) is attached. Thus this order is not necessarily invariable nor definite. 
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ENGLISH JAPANESE 
Verb N MFAP Verb N MFAP 

Verbs of inherently 
directed motion 

&SL 
fall 
climb 
come 
pass 
ascend 
descend 
rise 

54 
7 
5 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 

DR,G iku 'go' 
tob-u/asu 'lunee' 
noboru 'climb' 
agaru 'ascend/rise' 
orim 'bo down' 
sofom 'descend/fair 
ochiru 'fair 
kuru 'come' 
kosu/koeru 'oass' 

19M 
13 
12 
11 
4 
2 
1 
0 
0 

M, DR 
L(S) 
M, S 
DR, M 

Verbs of putting 
with a specified 
direction 

lift 
drop 
lower 
raise 

3 
0 
0 
0 

aqeru 'lifVraise' 
saqeru 'lower/drop* 
orosu 'lower' 

46 
1 
1 

M, G 

Verbs of spatial 
configuration 

(get) 
stand 
hang 
lean 
swing 
sit 
rise 
rest 
stretch 

16 
8 
6 
3 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 

G, DR nob-asuHru stretch' 
yasumu 'rest' 
furu 'swing' 
tatsu 'stand' 
burasagaru 'hang' 
katamuku 'lean' 
suwaru 'sit' 

11 
9 
7 
4 
2 
I 
0 

DR 

Verbs of 
contiguous location 

follow 
hit 
bridge 
cross 

2 
1 
1 
0 

utsusu/utsuru 'shift' 
wautm 'cross' 
sou/ou 'follow' 
ataru 'hit' 

7 
0 
0 
0 

Put verbs put 
set 
place 

16 
8 
0 

G oQ/noseru 'put/place' 
ireru/hameru/hamaru 
'set/place' 

9 
3 

Get/Obtain/Hold 
verbs 

get 
grab 

hold 
have" 
pinch 

30 
13 
12 
7 
5 
4 

G, DR 
(G) 
DR, DS 

torn 'get/grab' 
motsu 'hold/have' 
todoku 'reach' 
tsukamu 'grab' 

24 
23 
9 
3 

M 
M 

Verbs of marmer of 
motion (Run/ Roll/ 
Send/ Slide verbs) 

move 
step 
(climb) 
(swing) 

13 
10 
(5) 
(3) 

DR 
DR, DS 

yam 'send' 
ugok-u/asu 'move' 
{noboru 'climb') 
ifiiru 'swing') 

5 
2 
(12) 
(7) 

TOTAL 234 229 

Table 4-9. (SPATIAL) MOTION and MANNER VERBS 

Notes: verbs in bold = more than 10 occurrences; verbs underlined = 'path' verbs 
MFAP = most frequently associated phrases; M = manner/means; L = location; S = 
source; P = path; DR = direction; DS = distance; G = goal 

This value only includes the occurrences of 'bare' iku forms. Compound forms, V-te iku 
and V-ni iku were excluded from here owing to the secondary status in spatial motion. 
See also Note 20 and 21 below and Chapter 7. 
I follow Jackendoff s interpretation here: "the inchoative of have is not have but 
(probably) get; that of know seems to be find out (Jackendoff 1990: 75)." 
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Some verbs are cross-listed for two categories and participate in different types of 

syntactic alternations. For example, pass may be a 'verb of inherently directed motion,' a 

'verb of change of possession,' a 'verb of throwing,' etc., but only the space-related use 

for pass, i.e. 'inherently directed motion,' was taken into consideration. There are some 

other verbs which are multiply relevant to spatial motions. For example, climb and swing 

both have usages for path and manner verbs (see Jackendoff 1985 for discussion of climb). 

Notice they are categorized twice; climb for 'verbs of inherently directed motion (as 

climb,y and 'verbs of manner of motion (as clamber or climb,),^ and swing for 'verbs of 

spatial configuration' and 'verbs of manner of motion.'^" Here, the frequency for these 

verbs are entered twice but counted only once as 'path' verbs. Likewise, rise is doubly 

classified in 'verbs of inherently directed motion' and 'verbs of spatial configuration,' but it 

never occurred as either of them, 'Get' is ambiguous. The use of get for 'verbs of spatial 

configuration' is widely distributed throughout the data, but not discussed in Levin (1993). 

I tentatively put it in this category. Examples are get right from there, get into the comer, 

get all the way up, all of which indicate some kind of PATH and ENDPOINT/GOAL of the 

moving agent. However, our interest here is not in particular constructions or their possible 

syntactic reahzations, but in actual uses of verbs and their combinations with satellites 

according to the categories selected. 

Now, we turn to the clauses of 'bodily motions,' rather than the 'physical features' of 

routes and rocks. Thus such spatially configurational verbs as 'Meander verbs (Levin 

For the Japanese counterpart noboru 'climb,' the classification is not easy. The use will 
canonically be differentiated by which Chinese character is used to describe the spatial 
scene: 9ne similar to 'rise' as a path verb, and another similar to 'clamber' as a manner 
verb. Since the Japanese data here is 'spoken,' we carmot be sure of which character the 
speaker had in mind. However, it seems that all cases of noboru here are basically the 
manner type as far as the expected Chinese characters are concerned. Even so, the path 
connotation can never be separated from the manner type: J^anese carmot express a 
descending motion by using the verb noboru 'climb,' as in English climb down. This 
indicates that, unlike EngliA, upward directionality is an inseparable notion even for the 
'clamber' type in Japanese. Thus, I classified the tokens in the path verb category. 
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1993: e.g. climb, drop, run, stretch, turn, and wind)' for physical or fictive motions, and 

some of 'verbs of contiguous location' (e.g. cover, overhang, underlie, surround, line, 

skirt, etc., again for describing physical features) are excluded from this analysis. Go, for 

example, may be a 'verb of inherently directed motion' or a 'Meander verb,' but for the 

reason above, it is only considered for the former category.'' 

Japanese counterparts are tentative, and, as is evident from Levin's methods of 

classification, the verb classes based on types of alternations are not likely to dovetail into 

those of Japanese. AJso, it is highly unlikely that fine semantic distinctions cross-

linguistically coincide (cf. Choi & Bowerman 1991; Bowerman 1996a). Thus, for the 

classificatory purpose, Japanese counterparts are tentative and are not meant to precisely 

correspond to English ones. I will just limit the use of these English verbs to help assemble 

the Japanese inventory. (Thus the classes of Japanese verbs are weakly demarcated to 

evade the implication of the strict correspondence.) With this in mind, let's move on to the 

analysis of verbs of body motions in space. 

4.3.2 SPATIAL MOTION VERBS: INDIVIDUAL OBSERVATIONS 

The first category is roughly concerned with coordinate directions. As expected, 

Japanese turned out to represent more path verbs in terms of both types and frequencies of 

path verbs. On the other hand, English, a S-framed language, ended up using the verb go 

exclusively in climbing instructions. The notable difference appears in the frequencies of 

path verbs. English speakers use path verbs (underlined in Table 9) 41% (96/234) of the 

24 cases of verb compound forms -ni iku 'go (in order) to do-' and -te iku 'go ~ing' 
occurred, but are not mcluded here, and neither were 5 cases of -ni kuru 'come (in order) 
to do ~' and -te kuru 'come ~ing.' I did not include them because the basic unit of 
analysis here is the clause and even a compound form needs to be counted only once and 
classified under one category. These compounds are perspective markers rather than main 
motion verbs. We consider this type of perspective-marking by come and go verbs in 
Chapter 7. 
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whole verbs considered, while Japanese speakers show higher frequencies for this 

combined category (63%: 146/229): roughly two-thirds of the motion verbs were path-

related in Japanese. 

As was briefly mentioned in the body-part section, English and Japanese demonstrate 

distinct frequencies of satellites and adverbials, and skewed distributions of manner and 

path verbs according to their lexicalization patterns. Among these verbs, some are more 

closely affiliated with certain body parts and manifested what are similar to collocational 

relations. Here let's look at HAND and FOOT because they are the primary moving parts 

and are therefore most likely to be put in the argument and adjunct positions. Also relevant 

is the body itself: even if it is not explicitly mentioned, a natural assumption is that the 

climbing body is the central figure that moves through the vertical ground with the help of 

hands and feet. 

Earlier, I mentioned that English has an 'up' bias. Here, we have an extremely salient 

frequency of agent 'lift/raise' in the Japanese data. This may sounds like a contradiction, 

but is exactly what I meant by an 'up' bias in English—bias toward explicitly encoding 

upward mobility through Sat/Adv, not through verbs. On the other hand, Japanese is 

characterized by an 'up' bias encoded by verbs themselves. That is, a general 'up' bias is 

taken for granted in both languages because of the nature of rock climbing. 

Perhaps it needs to be explained why the distinction among the body parts is 

necessary. A general assumption in previous studies was that path and manner verbs are 

unproblematically assumed to be only concerned with the agent, thus undifferentiated for 

distinct meanings and arguments related by them. We have already seen that in climbing 

instructions, descriptively conspicuous entities are not only the whole body but also hands 

and feet. I thus argue that, if we do not consider body-part-specific realization of verbs, we 

will not be able to filter out variable features of manner and path verbs in actual use. This 

approach includes not only clauses with body-part terms in argument and adjunct positions. 
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but also those in which body motions are taken for granted. For example, grab and step 

respectively encode hand and foot motions, but these body parts do not usually occur in 

either the argument or adjunct positions. These covert body motions were given relatively 

meager attention in previous studies (except brief mentions in Matsumoto 1996a and Siobin 

1996b). As we see below, there are combinatory preferences for major body parts in terms 

of both inherently available meanings and (perhaps) habitually established associations. 

English Japanese 
Body go (54/54)*''', 

[get (26/46)]" , 
M  (7/7), 
climb f5/5) 

<^a//i-encoding Vs dominant> 

iku 'go' a8/19). 
noboru 'climb' n i /12). 
agaru 'go up'd 1/11). 
tobu 'lunge' CI 1/1H 
yasumu 'rest' (9/9) 
<path-caco6mg Vs dominant> 

Hand grab (13/13), 
reach ri2/12). 
get (8/46), 
hold (7/7), 
put (6/16) 
<ma«ner-encoding Vs dominant> 

toru 'get/take' (24/24) 
motsu 'hold/grab' {22123), 
todoku 'reach' f9/9). 
nobasu 'stretch/reach' (8/8). 

cmanner-cncodmg Vs dominant> 
Foot step (10/10) 

stand (8/8) 
put (9/16), 
move (6/13), 
get (7/46) 
•ommwer-encoding Vs dominant> 

ageru 'raise/lift' ("40/46). 
Oku 'put' (8/8) 

<path-cncodxng Vs doniinant> 

Table 4-10. Congeniality of Body-parts and Verbs 

Notes: * The first number in parentheses is the number of cases used for the body-
part categories; the second number is the total occurrences in the data. Here the 
occurrences of 5 or greater in the categories are selected, and those of 10 or greater 
are bolded. Underlined are path verbs. 

Here 54/54 means that all the 54 occurrences of 'go' were used for describing the 
motions of the whole body (but never for hands or feet). 
A 'path-verb' usage of get is not inherently encoded in the verb, but is rather contextual, 
emerging in the combination of certain prepositional phrases. For example: 

(I) got to the top. 
when you get into the first crack, .... 
Get your center of mass over the edge. 

A relatively high frequency of this verb seems to come from the activity in which mv 
informants were engaged-^e problem they were trying to solve particularly had a lunge 
move at the crux. 
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It is evident from Table 4-10 that these major body parts are associated with particular 

types of verbs. Some of these verbs—e.g., Japanese todoku 'reach,' nobasu 'stretch,' 

ageru 'raise/lift' and oku 'put,' appear at first glance relatively neutral in terms of 

preference for body parts, but they do show highly prominent tendency to be associated 

with either hand or foot—unlike English verbs move and put (no particular preference in 

meaning and body-parts). A general picture is that, with the supportive movements of 

hands and feet, the body most effectively moves upward, as expressed (particularly in 

English) by the intransitive verbs like go, get or iku/agaru. However, probably because of 

the higher frequency of the HAND and FCXDT categories in Japanese, the bodily movement 

is instead captured as an intentional limb activity, as reflected on the high frequencies of the 

transitive verbs noboru 'climb,' toru 'get/take,' motsu 'hold/grab,' and ageru 'raise/lift.' 

A cross-linguistic similarity in Table 4-10 is that English and (particularly) Japanese 

speakers seem to acknowledge HAND as the target of primary attention, generally affiliated 

with more frequency and types of verbs than those of FOOT. This is slightly surprising 

given the higher ratio of the FOOT category in the body-term usage (Table 4-6). However, 

this seems to be quite a natural consequence because hands are more visible and 

manipulable, especially during climbs, thus expressed with closer attention to the encoding 

of manner. That is, hands enable more precise bodily movements than feet in terms of 

pinching, grabbing, and underclinging, rendering more verb types applicable. The 

difference is most saliently observed in foot-associated verbs. In English motion tends to 

be also expressed in manner-encoding verbs like step and stand, but in Japanese, foot 

motions are disproportionately expressed by path verbs (particularly ageru) plus manner 

adverbials. Overall, Japanese speakers tend to rely on more path verbs. That is, path verbs 

are the default choice for body and foot motions, but manner verbs are preferred for hand 

motions, perhaps owing to higher degree of manipulability of hands. On the other hand, in 
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English, path verbs are dominantly the default choice for the body, and more manner-

encoding verbs are reserved for hands and feet. 

4.3.3 LOCATIVE AND MANNER PHRASES: SATELLITE/ADPOsrnoN/ADVERBIAL 

An assumption in the ordering of arguments is that there exists a grading preference 

for the linking of arguments. For example, in Jackendoffs linking theory Source is 

generally assumed to precede Goal (Jackendoff 1990: Ch. 11), and in Grimshaw (1990), 

Goal, Source, and Location are put on the same hierarchical level after Experiencer. 

However, beyond the level of a single clause, there seems to be a lot of order variation 

among major constituents of a clause, mainly because of syntactic and cognitive-pragmatic 

factors (Payne 1992). However, still vague is whether there is the same kind of variable 

preference of Unking for adjuncts, or for our purpose here, satellites and adverbials, which 

are not major constituents. As we have confirmed at the outset by briefly referring to 

Miyagawa's (1989) comments on case-marking and the argument structure, we need to set 

aside the notion of syntactic dependency in our case, especially the notion of obligatory or 

optional elements assigned by a verb. 

The following analysis starts with filtering out the instructive clauses which were 

uttered to facilitate the movements of the body, hands, or feet. We exclude from here the 

clauses which describe other body parts (e.g., waist, eye, and head) or stubbornly defy the 

classification into any of them (e.g., Chotto agete. 'Lift it a bit,' referring to what? A hand, 

fool, or the body?). This way, we got 258 (English) and 296 (Japanese) clauses in total, 

sifted out of the original 289 and 327 clauses, respectively. Sentences (23) to (29) are 

examples for each category from the English and Japanese data. Table 4-11 summarizes the 

total number and percentage of Sat/Adv associated with a verb in these clauses. 
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<BcKiy> 
(23) Traverse left [DR] right there 

[G] . 
(24) massugufM] chotto [DS] agatte! 

[DS].' 

[L] down [DR] close to the bottom 

'Move up straight [M] a little bit 

<Hancl> 
(25) Move your left hand up [DR] into that thin crack [G]. 
(26) are o migi-te de [M] torxm'da. 'Grab that with your right hand 

[M] . ' 

<Foot> 
(27) Put your left foot where your left knee is [G]. 
(28) Step up [DR] a little bit [DS]. 
(29) migi-ashi o dokka ni [G] kichinto [M] oku! 'Put your right foot 

somewhere [G] properly [M].' 
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~ ENGUSH (258 CI.) JAPANESE (296 CL.) | 
Body Part LOG N % N % 

0 16 8.2 44 35.8 
M 10 5.2 25 20.3 
L 12 6.2 6 4.9 
S 24 12.4 8 6.5 

BODY DR 59 30.4 19 15.4 
DS 8 4.1 11 8.9 
PA 21 10.8 5 4.1 
G 44 22.7 5 4.1 
Sub-total I94 100.0 123 idb.o 
Ave. per CI. N.46/CU n.io/ci.) 
0 3 3.6 22 26.5 
M 1 1.2 19 22.9 
L 14 16.7 3 3.6 
S 0 0 1 1.2 

FEET DR 34 40.5 4 4.8 
DS 12 14.3 16 19.3 
PA 5 5.9 0 0 
G 15 17.8 18 21.7 
Sub-total 84 100.0 83 100.0 
Ave. per CI. n.50/Cl.) fl.l7/Cl.) 
0 29 31.2 60 52.2 
M 7 7.5 30 26.1 
L 10 10.7 3 2.6 
S 1 1.1 1 0.9 

HANDS DR 16 17.2 10 8.7 
DS 6 6.5 3 2.6 
PA 4 4.3 0 0 
G 20 21.5 8 6.9 
suhHtotai 93 ioo.o ii5 ioo.o 
Ave. f)er CI. n.35/Cl.^ n.02/ci.i 

Total 371 321 
(Overall Ave.) (1.44/CL.) (1.08/CL.) 

Table 4-11. Body-part-specific preference of manner and ground elements 

Keys'. 0 = unspecified; M = manner/means; L = location; S = source; DR = direction; 
DS = distance' PA = path; G = goal 

Interestingly each language seems to exhibit a distinct pattern as far as the preference 

of adjuncts is concerned. Two general observations are: i) English constantly encodes DR 

and G as the essential ground information, but Japanese, always M and either DR, G, or 

DS as major constituents of the ground information, and ii) the patterns of verb-satellite 
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distribution to body parts (see the number of Sat/Adv per clause in parentheses) turned out 

to be the same across the languages. Let's analyze the second observation first. 

A common feature becomes clear when we compare the average number of Sat/Adv 

in the sub-totals (underlined in parentheses) and verbs with no adjuncts (the underlined 

percentages in Table 4-11). Japanese (a V-framed language) tends to encode directed 

motions (and objects) by verbs alone, encompassing a fewer number of Sat/Adv (Japanese: 

321 vs. English: 371)—in spite of the larger number of clauses than English—and larger 

percentages of zero-adjunct predicates (0). 

Figure 4-5 shows the number of adjuncts per clause related by a verb. Because of the 

different lexicalization patterns, English consistently incorporates a larger number of 

satellites than Japanese. Figure 4-6 represents the percentages of the clauses which do NOT 

include any Sat/Adv—the '0* rows. This is a reversed piece of evidence that a S-framed 

language tends to incorporate more adpositions than a V-framed language for describing 

motion events, and that even with this difference in lexicalization patterns, both languages 

are cognitively based on the same mechanism concerning the pattern of attention paid to 

describing body parts. In other words, FOOT always seems to be perceived as least 

'manipulable' and 'depictable' by the verbal repertoire available, thus needs to be 

compensated by more modification through Sat/Adv (however, at different ratios). Thus, in 

both English and Japanese, FOOT is given the highest ratio of adjuncts (Figure 4-5) and, 

alternately, the lowest ratio of verbs with no adjuncts (Figure 4-6). On the other hand, 

HAND shows the lowest ratio of Sat/Ad per clause and the highest ratio of 'bare' verbs, 

indicating that it is the most 'verbally' available category for the body parts irrespective of 

the lexicalization pattems. BODY falls in the middle concerning this phenomenon. 
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1.5 -|-
1.4 --
1.3 --

1.2 - -

1 . 1  - -

1  - -

0.9 I 1 

B Eng Sat/Ad 
• Jpn Sat/Ad 

Body Foot Hand 

Figure 4-5. Number of Sat/Adv per clause 

60 

Body Foot Hand 

Figure 4-6. % of 'bare' verbs 

Turning now to the first observation, the overall picture (Table 4-12) shows a rather 

striking difference: in English, the most frequent target of locative selection for the types of 

Sat/Adv is Direction, followed by Goal. In Japanese, on the other hand, it is 

Manner/Means, and then Direction, very closely followed by Goal and Distance. 
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ENGLISH JAPANESE 
Body Part Loc N % N % 

0 48 12.9 126 39.2 
M 18 4.8 74 23.1  
L 36 9.7 12 3.7 
S 25 6.7 10 3.1 

OVERALL DR 109 29.4  33 10.3  
DS 26 7.0 30 9.3  
P 30 8.2 5 1.6 
G 79 21.3  31 9.7  
Total 371 100.0 321 100.0 

Table 4-12. Overall ratios of Sat/Adv 

Overall, English turned out to display rather consistent dispositions of 

satellite/adpositions to select Direction and Goal as most preferred modifiers, whereas 

Japanese, to select Maimer and Direction (and almost equally Goal and Distance) (see also 

Figure 4-7). However, as far as only the ground elements are concerned, DR and G 

occupy the major portion of the satellite assigimient (especially in English). This result 

seems quite reasonable when we consider the nature of the activity—instructions for the 

bodily progression. That is, we need to know where and in which direction we have to go 

from the current position. We could thus propose the hierarchy of Sat/Adv selection 

through windowing/profiling of Figure and Ground. 

Overall; English: Direction > Goal >... 
Japanese: Manner > (Direction > Goal > Distance) > ... 

Ground elements: Direction > Goal > ... 

This overall tendency seems to agree to MacWhinney's (1977) contentions about 

perceptual and relational preferences. The 'Proximal—^>Distal' pattern in English conforms 

to a general perceptual mechanism, thus is realized as the dominant pattern 'DR—^>G.' In 

Japanese the sequence is retained, but only weakly. This decreased saliency of 'DR—^>G' 

may be attributed to the conflict between the unmarked sequence (Prox —Dist) and the 

language-specificaliy unmarked sequence (Dist —Prox). 
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30 
25 

20 H 

• Japanese 
B English 

ML S DR DS P G 

Figure 4-7. Overall ratios of English and Japanese satellites and manner adverbials 

Another observation is in order which concerns collocational nature of spatial 

satellites and adverbials. Some of these elements seem to be inserted as part of chunks in 

spatial description: e.g., go up into the crack, put your foot out to the left, go straight up 

to the bolt. Also in Japanese, we find chotto te o agete mini 'move your hand high a little 

bit,' moo sukoshi migi e 'go to the right a little more.' Some are ambiguous between 

manner and distance: ashi ageru, gaba=tto 'lift your foot, as high and determinably as 

possible." Typically, these collocational relations for English satellites and Japanese 

manner/means adverbials (to a lesser degree) generally qualify for what Hopper calls 

'dispersed' verbs (1997a) or MAVE (Multiply Articulated Verbal Expressions: 1991), 

which are claimed to be an indicator of close-up, detailed reporting and/or 

immediacy/reciprocity (although English MAVE represent more of 'token' frequency 

typical of MAVE, while Japanese counterparts rely more on 'type' frequency). In either 

way, these are assumed to be an essential part of the basic mechanism that pushes forward 

grammaticalization and habitual cognitive practice. We return to this analysis later. 

Wienold (1995: 320) rightly points out that in Japanese Maimer is often expressed by 

combinations of 'ideophone + (path) verb,' which would usually be expressed by an 

English maimer verb (see also Tamori 1990). The compounds consisting of ideophones 
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and motion verbs are rough equivalents of various English manner verbs. For example 

(Wienold 1995: 320): 

Ideophone + verb 
yochiyochi + aruku 'to toddle, to totter' 
yoboyobo + aruku 'to totter, to stagger' 
sutasuta + aruku 'to walk briskly' 

These ideophonic expressions also include onomatopoeic expressions, although they do 

not always display (quasi-)collocational relations as seen in ideophones. In our data we get: 

(30) ashi o bo=n to ageru 
'lift (your) leg resiliently and determinedly with thrust' (trajectory schema) 

(31) sunao ni pyu=tto agatte iku 
'go climbing straight, smoothly, and swiftly' (trajectory schema) 

(32) port pon to kotchi no feesu ni dete kuni 
'come over onto this face rhythmically and bouncingly' ('bouncing' schema) 

In our data, those ideophonic/onomatopoetic phrases are categorized under 'manner 

adverbials.' Methodologically, however, one may question the validity of treating locative 

notions and manner on the same adjunct level. In fact, however, they are often inseparable 

notions and may come out blended. For example, ideophonic expressions do not 

exclusively encode manner alone but also connotatively encode path —see the encoded path 

schemas in parentheses in (30) to (32). Native Japanese speakers, I believe, would 

perceive the image-schematic manner-path amalgam in them. Therefore, the above 

ideophonic/ onomatopoetic expressions, when added to verbs with contradictory image 

schemas, are highly awkward. 

(33) ?? bo=n to mageru 'curve (it) resiliently and determinedly with thrust' 
(trajectory schema + 'curving' schema) 

(34) ?? pyu=ito uneru 'meander straight, smoothly, and swiftly' 
(trajectory schema + 'meandering' schema) 

(35) ? pon pon to chokushin suru 'go straight rhythmically and bouncingly' 
('bouncing' schema + trajectory schema) 
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Given this, it does not seem to be particularly a groundless conjecture to examine the 

compatibility of path, ground and manner on the same theoretical basis of alignment. 

Although often defined in different terms, they are undeniably indispensable parts of 

motion events (see e.g., Talmy 1985, 1991; Jackendoff 1990; Slobin 1996b, 1997b). 
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4.4 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

Here let's think about a sentence like 'An inchworm is crawling on the wall,' 

expressed by the manner verb crawl. Here the movement of the inchworm is 

conceptualized as manner-salient, but its image-schematic trajectory is more like linear and 

path-oriented. In contrast, in 'A spider is climbing the wall,' although the path notion is 

highlighted by the verb, the (imaginary) 'limb' movements of the spider would make us 

appreciate the special maimer of climbing/ascending. That is, linguistic encoding of maimer 

does not necessarily restrict the evocation of path, and vice versa. 

In spite of this fact, our analyses suggest that languages tend to be attracted to 

particular facets of motion events. For instance, English speakers, manner-oriented in 

verbal encoding, inevitably attend to path as the major property to be elaborated in Sat/Adv. 

Japanese speakers may also talk more about manner of climbing in compensation for 

inherently less available manner verbs, by focusing on limb movements of a climber. These 

observations suggest that we need to pay attention to language-internalized cognitive styles 

for the perception of movement. English speakers' greater concentration on the upward 

direction and Japanese speakers' sensitivity to the 'side' and 'down' environments may be 

consequences of manner-path distinction of inherent encoding styles. Conversely, it is as 

likely that such encoding styles might be motivated by the dominant perceptual styles, 

which have exerted persistent influence on the selection of manner and ground elements. 

Possibly, with these mutually reinforcing dispositions, English speakers tend to appreciate 

a climber's movements as those of an inchworm, while Japanese speakers, as those of a 

spider. These perceptions were generally confirmed in the above analyses and are 

summarized in Table 4-13. 
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^ 
Japanese (V-framed/ 

path language) 
English (S-firamed/ 
manner language) 

# of clause in describing the 
same motion events 

more less 

# of Sat/Adv in describing 
the same motion events 

less more 

Ratio of path/manner verbs 
in lexicon 

path > maimer 
(Ground > Figure) 

manner > path 
(Figure > Ground) 

Focus in satellites and 
adverbs 

Manner (Figure) by Sat/Adv Path (Ground) by Sat/Adv 

Descriptive style of objects 
in the coordinate system 

static dynamic 

Target of attention more 'limbs,' less 'body' 
more SIDES, less UP 

more 'body,' less 'limbs' 
more UP, less SIDES 

Preferred body-parts by verb 
types 

body/foot by path V 
hand by manner V 

body by path V 
hand/foot by manner V 

Table 4-13. Summary of Chapter 4 

In Chapter 5, we look into how these features relate to the order of elements in deictic 

collocations such as 'here and there' and atchi kotchi 'there and here.' Generally speaking, 

the English pattern (proximal to distal) seems to be the default and is more cognitively 

motivated because it is based on the ego-centric perception from the speaker. In this sense, 

the Japanese case (distal to proximal) might be an exception. However, there seem to be 

many languages which converge on the Japanese pattern, at least partially. In fact, English 

and Japanese seem rather rare in that they are highly consistent in manifesting these patterns 

throughout the deictic collocations—many languages tend to show both patterns with 

skewed preference. I suggest below that these patterns are the result of interactive, 

linguistic/ cognitive motivations, having emanated from body motions in situ. 
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5. 

SKEWED ENCODING OF SPACE: 
PREFERRED SEQUENCES OF SATELLITES/ADVERBIALS 

5.0 EMERGENT DEICTIC SPACE 

As to the question we address in Chapter 5, our answers are not entirely determinate. In 

terms of a descriptive principle for deictic collocations, English is a centrifugal language 

(i.e., from 'near' to 'far': here and there) and Japanese, a centripetal language (from 'far' to 

'near'; achi-kochi '(over) there and here') (Mikami 1970; Cooper & Ross 1975; Shibata 

1980; Nakajima 1987; Allan 1987). We offer tentative explanations for the mechanisms 

realizing such language-dependent patterns. Specifically, these patterns seem to be 

motivated by multiple factors such as frequency orders, lexicalization pattems, and 

'dominant descriptor hierarchy.' These factors suggest the existence of a language-specific 

deictic template for the ordering of spatial elements. This template, if existent, could be 

recruited to enable cross-modal mappings, as seen in the conceptual iconicity between 

deixis and syntactic linking of SatYAdv. We also suggest that such pattems are being 

gradually habitualized through emergent practice based on type and token frequencies. In 

this sense, perception, use, and grammar reinforce each other, serving to establish fixed 

pattems in encoding linguistic space. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

5.1.1 PATTERNS OF JAPANESE AND ENGLISH DEICTIC ALIGNMENT 

In this chapter we consider a puzzling phenomenon seen in the alignment of Japanese 

deictic collocations in comparison with the English ones (Mikami 1970; Shibata 1980; 

Cooper & Ross 1975; Allan 1987). Why puzzling? Because, despite an assumed universal 

tendency to ego-centrically perceive an entity from something near to something far, the 

Unguistic order of deictic elements in Japanese collocations consistently shows a 'Distal— 

Proximal' sequence (e.g., achi-kochi 'there and here': also at least partially seen in Malay, 

Hindi, Korean, Basque, Irish, Finnish, Russian, etc.: Allan 1987; Cooper &. Ross 

1975).^® This fact contradicts the prototypical alignment sequence predicted by Allan's 

'Dominant descriptor Hierarchies,' which consists of sub-hierarchies such as 'proximal > 

distal,' 'positive > negative,' 'more highly valued > less highly valued,' etc. Here we 

consider several factors which might have helped consolidate such contradictory aligrmient 

patterns. Before we go on to the main analysis, let's briefly review the basic orders of 

Japanese and English deictic collocations. 

Japanese deictic collocations are numerous, and comprise categories such as thing, 

time, place, person, and manner. These collocational elements consist of the deictic roots, 

ko-, so-, a/ka-, and do- (bolded below), which represent proximal, medial, distal, and 

unknown domains, respectively. Here, 'unknown' is assumed to be more 'distal' because 

of its unascertained identity. As is evident below, the sequences are always from 'distal' to 

'proximal,' or occasionally repetitive.^® Only a portion of them are presented here. 

Cooper & Ross (1975: 101) mention that Fiimish (like Japanese) systematically orders 
all the distal elements first, followed by proximal elements. It is suggestive that Huumo 
(1996) points out concerning Finnish locatives that they tend to have extended uses such 
that a locative higher in the scoping hierarchy 'temporal > possessive > spatial' tends to 
precede locatives lower in the hierarchy, exhibiting a wide-to-narrow (or semantically 
abstract-to-basic') scoping sequence. 
As far as the derived meanings from these expressions are concerned, few retain the 
original deictic sense. In this respect. Hopper (1997b: 244) and others correctly point out 
that 'deictic reference to objective space may be among the least important uses of 
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(1) cThing/objecO 
(a) are kore 'that and this (literal)' [D—^>P] = 'various things (intended)' 
(b) nani mo ka mo'^ 'what and those thing' [U—^>D] = 'everything' 
(c) dore mo kore mo 'both which and this' [U—^>P] = 'everything' 

(2) <Time> 
(a) ima kono toki 'now this time' [P—>P] = 'just now' 
(b) sono hi sono toki 'that day that time' [M—>M] = 'just then' 
(c) itsu ka doko ka de 'some time somewhere' [U—^>U] = 'somewhere some time' 

(3) <place> 
(a) achi kochi 'over there and here' [D—>P] = 'everywhere' 
(b) soko koko 'there and here' [M—>P] = 'anywhere around here' 
(c) doko mo kashiko mo 'where and over there' [U—>D] = 'everywhere' 

(4) <Person> 
(a) doitsu mo koitsu mo 'not only who and this guy' [U—^>P] = 'everybody' 
(b) dare mo ka mo^^ 'not only who but also s/he' [U—>D] = 'everybody' 
(c) dare sore 'who that' [U—>M1 = 'Mr./Mrs. so-and-so' 

(5) <Manner> 
(a) aa da koo da 'that way this way' [D—>P] = 'this and that' 
(b) doo(no) koo(no) 'how and this way' [U—>P] = 'somehow, in any way' 
(c) soo koo 'that way this way' [M—>P] = 'in a while' 

In Table 5-1, the left-most column indicates the first deictic stem X in [X—][Y—], 

and the upper-most row, the second stem Y. 

demonstrative elements.' However, I assume that, given these highly systematic ordering 

Eattems seen here, there should be some motivation for aligning deictic elements that way 
efore such 'semantic bleaching,' and it should be adec^uately elucidated by focusing on 

'objective space.' See Kinsui & Takubo (1992) for the importance of physical space in 
the Japanese deictic system. 
It must be noted that the nan- base form indicates the entities in an unknown region like 
the do- base form. Thus, I regarded nan-i and nan-da above as representing the same 
domain as dore 'which/what'. I must also add that the base form is an older form for 
representing the entity in the distal region, most closely conceptualized as the a- region in 
the current usage. But, they notably remain in the forms of 3rd person singulars and 
plurals (e.g. "ka" + "the 'thing' suffix re" became ka-re 'he' and "ka" + "no (GEN)" + 
•jo (woman)", kanojo 'she', and "ka" + "re" + "ra (plural)", karera 'they'). Other than 
these examples, ka- forms have an archaic and formal flavor, thus basically used in 
written conununication. For these reasons, I put nanda-kanda 'what and tms/those 
thing(s)' in do-a frame in the table below. 
Dare 'who' is a human counterpart of inhuman dore 'which'. 
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2nd 

KOT 

Proximal 

SO-: 

Medial 

A-/KA-: 

Distal 

DO-/DA-; 

Unknown 

KG-; Proximal 

ima koko de, ima 
kono toki 

soo-koo, soko-koko, 
sonna konna 

are-kore. aada-kooda, 
achi-kochi, abe-kobe, 
aitsumo-koitsumo, 
anna-konna de, kare-
kore 
doo(no)-koo(no), 
doomo-koomo, 
dorcmo-korenio, 
doitsumo-koitsumo 
doo V ara-kooy ara 

SO-: Medial • A-/KA-: Distal * DO-/DA-: Unknown 

sono hi sono toki, 
soke soko. sore wa 
sore wa 

ano hi ano toki, are yo 
are yo 

OKO-SOKO e-sore nanda-kanda, nan ya-
ka ya, nanimo-kamo, 
dare(nio)-kare(mo), 
doko mo kashiko mo 

Itsu (ka) doko (ka) de, 
nani kara nani made, 
nani ga nan da ka, 
(doko no dare dare/ 
sore) 

Table 5-1. Deictic collocations in Japanese 

Notes: * KA- is an old form of A-, and DA- specifies an unknown person. 
** This form is not yet officially accepted, and appears to have originally been soko-
koko, which is the only 'dictionary' form. However, due to the difficulty of 
pronunciation (three consecutive moras starting with /k/), the order of deictic stems 
seems to have been reversed (at least in vernacular speech). 
*** This seems to be the only exception which is officially carried in dictionaries. 
Presumably, this is another case of the reversal owing to the pronunciation difficulty 
of kashiko-koko, like soko-koko above. (But koko-kashiko is further lexicalized 
than koko-soko, which has not yet officially made it into Japanese dictionaries.) 
Notice that we get kare kore, which attests to the existence of the KA-KO sequence. 

Basically, these expressions are organized such that the terms representing different 

regions (e.g. ko and so) from the same category (e.g. place, direction, manner) are 

combined within the same phrase . There are also such expressions that combine two 

deictic forms from different categories like ima koko de 'now and here' (here and now). 

Although they are not so rigidly idiomatized as those for English counterparts, they still 

retain the collocational status. Interestingly, those 'heterogeneous' phrases all occur in the 

combinations that consist of identical-region pairs: e.g. ima. koko de 'now and here 

(proximal + proximal),' itsu (ka) doko (ka) de 'when and where (unknown unknown),' 

doko no dare (dare/sore) 'where and who (and who/that) (unknown + unknown),' the 

observation of which also seems to be the case in English. 
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Next, let's look at the English inventory (Table 5-2). Again, the list is not 

exhaustive, but has enough examples to grasp a general picture. 

that/there/then what/where/when(/how) Uus/here/now 

now and then, this and that, 
this way and that, here and 
abroad, here and there, hither 
and thither, hither and yon, 
near and far 

here and now, now and 
again this/here/now 

that/there/then then and there 

when and where, who s 
who, what's what, (no way 
no how), (what and where) 

what/where/when 

(/how) 

Table 5-2. Deictic collocations in English 

Note: Dubious cases include 'anything and everything,' 'anybody and everybody,' 
'each and every,' etc. 

We clearly see that the sequential order of deictics (or the distribution of 'N/As') is 

opposite to that of the Japanese inventory: the proximal deictics always come first before 

the distal ones.^' Also, heterogeneous phrases always consist of regionally identical pairs. 

This phenomenon may be a derivation from the switch of direct-indirect speech style. For 

example, "He said, 'I will prove it here and now.'" => 'He said that he would prove it 

then and there.' It is surprising that Japanese has the same pattern for these heterogeneous 

phrases despite that Japanese is not very sensitive to such temporal/spatial slides. In any 

case, the point here is that these systematic alignment patterns were (almost) always 

preserved and (almost) never reversed. There must be some motivation to make these 

patterns persist. My objective in this chapter is to seek for cogent explanations, if any, for 

such systematic patterns of alignment. 

Also, 'come and go' (proximal-distal) vs. ittari kitari 'go and come' (distal-proximal). 
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5.2 ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL PREFERENCE OF SAT7ADV. 

Here we pay closer attention to sequential patterns emerging on the linking of 

Sat/Adv.®° As we have seen in Chapter 4, English has more adjuncts attached to a verb for 

its status of a S-framed language. Japanese, on the contrary, is a V-framed language, and 

the ground elements, if any, are less frequently realized as satellites and postpositional 

phrases. Thus, as shown above, Japanese has characteristically fewer number of Sat/Adv 

in one clause. Sequential patterns were examined concerning the order these Sat/Adv were 

concatenated in a clause. Consequently, we only look at the clauses with more than one 

Sat/Adv. The Sat/Adv elements in brackets represent such sequences. 

(6) <Body> 
(a) Hold [on] [with that (hold)]. 

L Mns 
[L—>M] 

(b) Go [straight] [up] [there (referring to a crack)]. 
M DR P 

[M—>DR] 
pR—>P] 

(c) [guutto] [migi e] katamuku. 'Lean to the right [DR] with endurance [M].' 
M DR 
[M—>DR] 

(7) <Foot> 
(a) Move your right foot [up] [about two inches]. 

DR DS 
[DR—>DS] 

(b) Step [into] [behind it] [at the very very end of that pitch]. 
G L L 

[G—>L] 
[L—>L] 

(c) hidari-ashi o [moochotto] [hidari ni ]ugokashite. 'Move your left foot a bit [DS] to 
DS DR the left [DR].' 
[DS—>DR] 

There is a quantitative study by Miyajima (1986) on the frequency of locative (and other) 
cases and on their preferred combinations with particular verbs, but he did not look at the 
'sequential' preferences of those phrases. 
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(8) <Hand> 
(a) Reach [way] [out] [right] [with your right arm] [round the comer] 

DS DR DR Mns P 
[DS—>DR] 

[DR—>DR] 
[DR—>M] 

[M—>P] 
(b) hidari-te {zuutto\ [hidan\ yoseru. 'Move your left hand all the way [DS] to the left 

DS DR [DR].' 
[DS—>DR] 

5.2.1 PREFERRED SEQUENCE IN ENGLISH 

The frequencies of the bracketed sequences for EngUsh ground elements and 

Manner/Means adverbials are summarized in Figure 5-1. (Here the lines between 

permutations are gradually thickened by every 4 occurrences.) It clearly demonstrates that, 

firstly, body, hands and feet tend to accompany different adpositions and satellites for the 

explication of motion events. Specifically, Figure 5-1 shows that when the moving BODY 

is elaborated, the expression will be most likely to incorporate Direction and Goal, from the 

former to the latter of which the Sat/Adv connection links. Likewise, FEET exhibits most 

preference to encode Direction, which leads to Distance or Goal. (There is a little too 

diversified distribution for HANDS to draw a decisive conclusion.) 
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BODY FEET 0 
DR 2^ 

HANDS 

Z 

0 
^1 DS 

Figure 5-1. Sequential preferences Sat/Adv for English speakers in terms of body parts 
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5.2.2 PREFERRED SEQUENCE IN JAPANESE 

On the other hand, the Japanese data, though not enough to make conclusive 

remarics, seem most likely to include Manner, on which other locative adpositions converge 

as the destination or the final category to mention (Figure 5-2). Again there are not enough 

occurrences for HANDS to comment on. 

BODY FEET 
PA DR 

DS 

HANDS 
DR PA 

I 

M 

L' DS 

S 

Figure 5-2. Sequential preferences of Sat./Adv for Japanese speakers in terms of body 
parts 
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5.2.3 DISCUSSION 

Figure 5-3 shows the combined occurrences represented in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-

2. In a sense, this might ambiguate the body-part-specific alignment patterns, but given the 

fact that HANDS and FEET account for 96% and 99% of the Japanese and English body-

part terms, respectively (Table 4-6), we could postulate that these combined configurations 

represent the prototypical descriptive patterns of body motions. (The term body is rarely 

used.) For the Japanese summary below, I added 57 more cases of sequence because there 

originally were only 25 occurrences, which is obviously not enough data to make any 

meaningful analysis.^' 

The data sources are basically from the activities of the same kind: explanations of 
cUmbing routes and bodily motions, although the discourse settings are slighdy 
different—they are mostly of narratives of high emotional involvement, often called 
'danger of death' stories. I assume here that explanations of bodily motions in these 
narratives would manifest the same kind of detail and immediacy as climbing instructions 
because both activities are based on vividness and on-goingness of successive motion 
events. 
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English 

Q 

^1 DS 

Japanese 

Direction —> Goal 
Direction —> Distance 
Manner —> Direction 

Experience-near —> Experience-far 
PROXiMED. —> MED7DIST. 

Goal —> Manner/Means 
Path —> Manner/Means 
(Manner/Means —> Manner/Means) 

Experience-far —> Experience-near 
DIST7MED. —> PROX. 

Figure 5-3. Combined frequencies of sequential preference for adpositions/adverbials 

In Figure 5-3, it is evident that English and J^anese have distinct patterns with 

respect to the sequential alignment of Sat/Adv, if at all expressed. Also both languages 

palpably have a single salient locative phrase which seems to serve as the pivot for 

sequential descriptions. Such pivots exhibit skewed convergence and emission of linked 

categories. In English the pivot is Direction, FROM which the most frequent sequences are 

derived. Japanese seems to use Manner/Means as the pivot, TO which all the locatives tend 

to converge if uttered sequentially. However, both the pivots have one more feature in 

common: EngHsh DR is equally prominent in allowing IN-COMING arrows. G and DS, the 

two major recipients of linked sequences from DR, are not active in further passing on the 
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sequences. The same is true of Japanese M, which emits more OUT-GOING arrows 

(including those to itself). P and G are only active in emission (or as the starting point), and 

sequentially less-motivated than M. Other connections are rather weak. That is, there are 

certain conspicuous elements appearing before and after the pivots. These observations lead 

us to a hypothesis that a sequence of three slots filled by Sat/Adv seems to be a matrix, if 

not a prototype (because Japanese tends to have a fewer number of Sat/Adv than English). 

Given a typological fact that S VO languages like English tend to have adverbials after 

the verb, and SOV languages like Japanese, before the verb, then the placement of locative 

satellites and manner adverbs (here represented by x, y, z, ...) are canonically aligned in a 

rather simplified format like (9). These reversed alignments of syntactic elements are well 

attested by comparative analyses of Japanese and English.®^ My assumption here is that the 

same reversed relationships would also apply to the order of (sub-categories of) Sat/Adv. 

(9) English: 
S V (O) X, y, z... 

Japanese: 

(S )  r  (O)  1V 
L...Z, y, xj 

For example, Kunihiro (1980) briefly summarizes the canonical syntactic order of major 
constituents in English and Japanese. He points out the 'mirror-image' between them, as 
seen below: 

Japanese: R-O-p-V-v 
E n g l i s h :  v - V - p - O - R  

R: relative clause; O: object; p: particle; V: verb; v: auxiliaiy 
S(ubject) is omitted because of^its rather fluid position in Japanese. The order of 
adjuncts, however, is not investigated in detail here, but as far as Time, Place, and 
Frequency adverbials are concerned, the frequent word order is: 

Japanese: Tm - PI - O - Fr - V 
(e.g. kinoo daitooryoo ni E-meeru o 3-kai okutta) 

English: V - O - PI - Fr - Tm 
('sent an E-mail message to the President three times yesterday') 

This is not exactly a mirror image, but Tm and PI at least appear canonic^y reversed. 
Our focus here, however, is on Place (Locative) and Maimer/Means, the latter of which is 
not included in this formula. If included (e.g., tomodachi no konpyuutaa de 'with my 
friend's computer), it would be between Tm and PI in both languages, preserving a 
mirror image between Mns and PI. 
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In English Manner adverbs may often occur before the verb, but in our spoken data 

all such adverbs were an intensifier just and time adverbs now, then, or always, all of 

which are irrelevant to our analysis, thus ignored. Japanese has a relatively flexible word 

order, and the object and modifiers may often faU somewhere between the subject and the 

verb. If we compare the obtained referential sequences for English and Japanese with the 

locative notions previously illustrated in Figure 4-1, we notice reversed patterns in terms of 

directionality of reference. Direction, which is the modal starting point of spatial sequence 

in English, depends on the spatial grid based on the ego's body axes. Thus it strongly 

pertains to a perception which resides within an 'experience-near' domain. The second item 

on the English sequence is modally Goal or Distance, which usually refers to objects 

located in a relatively 'experience-far' domain. On the other hand, frequent Japanese 

sequences tend to start from Goal or Path and converge on Manner/Means, or just 

Maimer/Means reduplicating itself. That is, they exhibit dispositions to end in where spatial 

motions most closely pertain to the agent itself. In other words, perceptual attention to 

spatial motions comes from the 'experience-far' into the 'experience-near' domain. 

These sequences indicate that the English dominant alignment pattem DR—>G is 

organized such that phrases perceived as PROXIMAL are placed fu^t, followed by those 

perceived as DISTAL, which conforms to the patterns observed in the alignment of English 

deictics. The opposite is the case for Japanese. The frequent patterns, G—>Af and P—>M, 

are schematically paraphrased as the movement from the entity perceived as DISTAL to the 

one perceived as PROXIMAL. More prominendy, the constituents of these patterns of 

alignment (i.e., English DR and G, and Japanese G, P, and M) generally coincide with the 

overall frequencies of these Sat/Adv. In Table 4-12, we have seen that the highest 

frequency for English is DR > G, and that for Japanese, M > (DR > G > DS): Japanese DR 

and DS are moderately salient categories in sequence—although not so salient as M—as 

sources and targets of linking. On the other hand, Japanese P and G are more salient as the 
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starting points of the matrix. Thus, if the hierarchies of overall frequencies are reflected on 

the ordering sequences, English and Japanese will show the following patterns due to the 

canonical word order of these languages (Figure 5-4). Figure 5-4 is a schematic 

presentation of Figure 5-3 and later. 

(S) 

JAPANESE 

(O) 

ENGLISH 

.. 3, 2, 1 

V S V (O) 

... G <^R < M 

Sat./Cl. = 1.08 

Order-of 
Frequency 

• 

<Single> 

1 . 2 .  3, ... 

D R > G  >... 

? 
Sat./CI. = 1.44 

=> If Sat./Adv. occurs, it tends to be 
a single phrase, which is M. If in 
sequence, G—^>1VI or P—^>M. 

DISTAL —> PROXIMAL 

<SequEntial> 
=> If Sat./Adv. occurs, it tends to be 

either a single or double phrases, 
and if double, it is DR—^>G, or 

DR—>DS. 
r(M) > 
) (S) 
] (DS) 
L(PA)j 

PROXIMAL —> DISTAL 

D i s t .  — — >  D i s t ^  

Japanese English 

Figure 5-4. F*referred sequences in deictic space 

Note: The numbers in the syntactic constructions represent the order of alignment of 
adjuncts. Sat/Adv elements in the braces {} are relatively frequently observed ones— 
frequency of 4 or more. If it is more than 10, it is bolded and circled. 

As was seen in Fig 10, the prototypical sequences for both languages seem to be 

captured by the pivot (DR for English and M for Japanese) and their preceding and 

following elements. (Here only the cases for intransitive and transitive verbs are 
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considered: ditransitive cases almost never occurred in our data.) Given the canonical 

Japanese syntactic structure. Sat and Adv come before the verb. However, owing to the 

inherent lexicalization pattern as a V-framed language, the fewer number of adjuncts (about 

1.1 per (Cl)ause) and dominance of manner adverbials ensue (see Table 4-12). Therefore, 

Japanese tends to occur with just one modifier, which is Manner. But if a clause comprises 

more than one, they arc often reduplicative (Af—>Af) or 'Distal to Proximal' (G—>M or 

P—>M), seemingly aligned in the order of overall frequency, preverbally to the 'upstream' 

from the verb. The English pattem is the opposite. Sat/Adv come after the verb and tend to 

occur in more than one phrase (about 1.5/Cl.), dominantly in the sequences of DR—>G or 

less likely, DR—>DS. These sequences conform to the order of overall frequency of 

Sat/Adv seen in Table 4-12, and are aligned post-verbally. 

Slobin (1996b; 207-8) says that English novels exhibit an average of 2.24 ground 
elements per motion event, whereas Spanish novels mention an average of 1.52. Put 
another way, in written discourse English includes about 1.5 times more ground elements 
for a motion event. In our spoken data also, this proportion of 1.5 roughly corresponds 
to that between English and Japanese ground elements per motion event. 
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5.3 ANALYSIS OF INCOMPATIBLE CASES 

We have just seen that the order of overall fircquencies tends to coincide with the 

order of Sat./Adv aligned from the verb. However, there still is some incongruency left 

unexplored. Although the hierarchies in Table 5-3 (1) do implicate the Japanese 'M > P (or 

P—>MY and English 'DR > DS (or DR—>DS)' alignments, the singly salient elements in 

(1) do not necessarily constitute the major sequential elements in (2). Here we look into 

single and sequential categories that are not compatible between (1) and (2). Specifically, 

they are DR, DS (single), and P—>M (sequential) in Japanese, and DR—>DS (sequential) 

in English. Table 5-3 summarizes these frequencies found in the previous analyses. 

JAPANESE ENGLISH 

(1) Overall single 
frequency of Sat/Adv. 

M > (DR > G > DS) > ... 
= ... z < y < X (V) 

DR > G > ... 
= (V) X > y > z ... 

(2) Salient sequential 
frequency 

(M—>M,) G—>M, 
P—>M 

DR—>G, 
DR—>DS 

(3) Incompatible 
between (1) and (2) 

DR, DS 
P—>M (from MAVE) DR—^>DS (from MAVE) 

Table 5-3. Hierarchies of Sat./Adv. in single and sequential frequencies 

First, we look at the Japanese P—>M and English DR—>DS sequences, which seem 

not to be well-motivated by the single frequencies in (1). Close examination of these 

sequences reveals that the phenomenon similar to MAVE (Multiply Articulated Verbal 

Expressions) or 'dispersed' verbs ('DV hereafter) (Hopper 1991, 1997a) is prevalent in 

the both types of sequences. Let's consider the English DR—>DS pattem first. 

Surprisingly, 14 out of the 15 such occurrences (see Figure 5-3) fall into one of the 

following constructions, which represent a prominent degree of token frequency®"*: 

Also, other types of word order strategies may be at work here: shorter before longer; 1 
syllable before 2 or more syllables; single words before phrases, etc. (Cooper & Ross 
1975; AUan 1987). 
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PR —> PS 
up + high(er) 
up + a (little) bit 
up/out + (specific) distance (e.g., 6 inches, 2 feet, 'way') 

For instance: 

V + up higher V + up a lot higher, 
V + up high V + up very high 
V + up a little bit V + up as high as you can 
V + up about 6 inches V + up 10-15 feet 
V + out the last 25 feet V + out way around xxxx 

Likewise, the high frequency of the Japanese P—>M pattern seems to come from a 

similar mechanism (although Japanese examples reflect more of a type frequency). That 

sequence particularly consists of the following construction: 

P —> M 
'place' o (path marker) ideophone/onomatopoeia 

8 cases out of 11 (Figure 10) are of this type. Those structures are: 

'place' o zu=tto + V 'place' o za=tto + V 
'place' o da=tto + V (N = 2) 'place' o pa=tto + V 
'place' o su-tto + V 'place' o shu=tto + V 
'place' o goshigoshi + V 

Given this, English 'DR—>DS' and Japanese 'P—>M' sequences, although not 

exactly reflected in the single-category frequencies in Table 5-3 (1), now seem like habitual 

constructions, solidified through high collocational frequency. Also note that the dominant 

sequences in both languages (EngUsh PR—>G and Japanese G—>M) do not show such 

high ratios of MAVE-like constructions—the patterns are more varied and flexible. The 

reason may be that the constituents of these sequences—PR and G in English, and G and 

M in Japanese—are also 'singly' frequent categories (Table 5-3 (I)), which will 

consequently represent diverse phrasal repertoire, thus structurally less stable. 
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Secondly, other less motivated categories are Japanese DR and DS. They are not 

particularly prominent in the sequential occurrence in spite of their high frequency in the 

overall occurrence. This comes from the fact that both of these locative phrases, although 

sequentially connected to G to some extent, tend to occur more frequently as a single 

modifier (compare high frequencies seen in Table 4-12 with sequentially weak ties with 

other categories in Figure 5-3). This phenomenon is a reversed pattern for English, in 

which DR and DS are the major locative phrases which participate in the sequential 

elaboration of the ground. 

If we look into the occurrences and patterns of Japanese 'P—>M' and single 

categories DR and DS, a striking fact emerges which echoes Mikami's (1970) theory of 

Japanese deixis. Mikami (1970) argued that, in contrast to the previous formulation of 

Japanese deixis as a triplet, the ko-/so-/a- system is a double binary such that the ko-

domain, possibly including part of the a-domain, stands in opposition to the jo-domain; or 

the ko- and so- domains together, in opposition to the a-domain.®^ To represent these 

relationships schematically (see also Kuroda 1979; Shibata 1980; Shooho 1981): 

[Sp (+ 3)]: [Hr] :: ko : so 
[Sp + Hr]: [3] :: ko : a 

'3' indicates a third person outside the dyadic relation constituted by Sp(eaker) and 

H(eare)r, hence equivalent to the a-domain. Obviously, H and 3 are never paired up in this 

schema. These deictic pairings, as we see later, seem to exhibit a parallel distribution to the 

alignment pattern of Sat/Adv. For the sake of convenience, I partially reproduce the 

collocation table (only the ko-/so-/a- roots) considered above (Table 5-4). 

Mikami's (1970) use of the term is tairitsu 'opposition,' but I would like to see it as 
sequence b^ause if it is 'opposition,' deictic collocations do not necessarily manifest the 
same directionality. 
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2nd 
1st 
KO-: 

Proximal 

so-

Medial 

A-/KA-

Distal 

KO-: Proximal SO-; Medial A-/KA-: Distal 

ima koko de, ima kono 
toki 

soo-koo, soko-koko, sonna 
konna 

aie-kore, aada-kooda, achi-
kochi, abe-kobe, aitsumo-
koitsumo, anna-konna de, 
kare-kore 

ano hi ano toki, are yo are 
yo 

Table 5-4. Japanese deictic collocations (partial reproduction of Table 5-1) 

Mikami's theory is based on the observation that there exist cases of contrast between 

A-KO and SO-KO (and reduplicative elements, KO-KO, SO-SO, and A/KA-A/KA), but 

A-SO pairs are never found in the deictic collocations (see Table 5-4). In other words, as 

far as deictic alignment is concerned, Japanese speakers pay no attention to the contrast 

between the Distal (a-) and Medial (so-) domains, or never pick up the relation as a 

meaningful contrast. Mikami thus concludes that in this case the jo-domain is absorbed into 

the fos-domain to exhibit opposition to the a-domain. 

This observation shows a striking similarity to the phenomena that appeared in the 

Japanese locative phrase alignment (Figure 5-3). If we posit, based on Figure 4-1, that M, 

S (and L) are roughly equivalent to the proximal feo-domain, and likewise, DR. DS, and P 

to the medial 5o-domain, and G to the distal a-domain, a general picture is highly consistent 

among Figure 4-1, Figure 5-3, Table 5-4, and Figure 5-5. 
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Dist. 

Japanese ««< ' »»> English 

Figure 5-5. Linking patterns and deictic relations 

Specifically, the most widely utilized sequence is the A-KO pattern (Table 5-4), 

which conceptually correlates with the distal (i.e., G) to the proximal {M) shift of attention 

(Figure 4-1). This sequence is most strongly motivated in the aligmnent of Japanese 

Sat/Adv (Figure 5-5). Also, a less frequent sequence in Table 5-4 (except reduplicative 

cases) is the SO-KO sequence, which is estimated to reflect the Medial (f, DR, DS)) to the 

Proximal (A/) aligimient in Figure 5-3—there, P is the most salient category, employed for 

the DV-like construction, but DS and DR are also weakly connected to M. More 

importantly, there were NO sequential occurrences observed which start from the Distal a-

domain (G) to any elements in the Medial 5o-domain (DR, DS, or P) (Table 5-4, Figure 5-

3). Overall, these phenomena perfectly mirror the relationship between deictic collocations 

and selected ground elements. 

The English distribution in Figure 5-5 also shows the same mechanism is in operation 

concerning the aligimient of deictic collocations except that it is post-verbally sequential. It 

should be noted here that the patterning in Figure 5-5 reflects the deictic projection from the 

verb, which is (perhaps) metaphorically perceived as the center of cognition of the agent. 

Also, both in Enghsh and Japanese, the most distal domain or the endpoint of the travel. 

Goal, is exclusively picked out as the salient landmark to be encoded throughout the 

occurrences, but the proximal category. Maimer, has a variable status, perhaps owing to 
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inherent lexicalization patterns.^® This is most clearly seen in the suppression of Manner 

from explicitly being realized on the surface level of English Sat/Adv. However, in spite of 

being a S-firamed language, English relatively frequently lexicalized Maimer before DR in 

sequence (N = 8; the third highest frequency: see Figure 5-3). It could be possible, 

therefore, that even English is sensitive to Manner like Japanese but may just be that 

Manner cannot be readily realized owing to the S-framed status of English. The difference 

lies in the prominent sequence, DR—^>G. 

Given the distribution of English deictic collocations again (Table 5-5), it is clear that 

the Proximal/Medial to the Distal sequence is the one and only 'heterogeneous' 

combination, which provides most deictic collocations. This relation is again realized in the 

selection and sequence of preferred ground elements (DR—G) in English. An obvious 

discrepancy is the segmentation of deictic space seen for deictic collocations and ground 

elements. These observations imply that perhaps, the English Proximal space may 

correspond to what is the combined space of the Japanese Proximal and the Medial 

domains. 

The higher saliency (or urmiarkedness) of Goal has long been considered to be a m^or 
feature in case-marking in the localist framework (e.g., Anderson 1971; Dcegami 19/5, 
1987). For instance, Dcegami (1987) points out severS types of dissymetric organization 
between Source and GoS. For example: 
(a) The boy I gave the toy (to) is .... 
(b) " The boy I received the letter from is ...J * The boy I received the letter is .... 
In the first sentence, where the Source is assumed to be the speaker and the Goal is the 
boy, the Goal-marking is optional, whereas in (b) where the Source is the boy and Goal 
is the speaker, Source-mar^g is obligator. This fact indicates the dissymetric and 
t^kea status of Source in case-markmg. Our data fundamentally consists of expressions 
like (a), which exoresses an out-going motion from the origo—as the nature of tne 
activity, thus cliniTCrs have more ne^ to know where tliey are going next than where 
they are now. This seems to be the reason why Soiu'ce is often assumed and rarely 
explicitly mentioned in either language. 
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2nd 
1st 

this/here/now 
(Proxf/Medl) 

that/there/then 
(Dist) 

this/here/now 

(Prox[/Medl) 

that/there/then 

——-

here and now, now and 
again 

now and then, this and that, 
this way and that, here and 
abroad, here and there, hither 
and thither, hither and yon, 
near and far 

then and there 

Table 5-5. English deictic collocations (partial reproduction of Table 5-2) 

In other words, we may predict that what can be represented by S's Proximal ko- and 

H's Medial jo-domains in Japanese may closely fall on the single dyadic space in 

English—rather than previously conceptualized as an intuitive parallelism between 

ko=thisAiere vs. so=that/there vs. a=that (over there). That is, in English the deictic 

contrast is binary, or '(Prox + Med) vs. Dist' if contrast is intended in the 'triadic' 

discourse.^^ There Sp and Hr tend to be conceptualized in the same domain, creating the 

opposition between (Sp + Hr) and 3 in English discourse space. 

This assumption seems in fact to be supported by the spatial segmentation for the use 

of deictic motion verbs come and go. As we have seen in Chapter 1 (here reproduced as 

Figure 5-6), the use of 'come' in English covers the region occupied by both Speaker and 

Hearer, in contrast to Japanese in which kuru 'come' is only acceptable for the motion 

toward Speaker. Rather, the inclusion of Hearer in the deictic space in Japanese is a 

rhetorical device specific to genres (e.g., iku for Hr (or '-S') may easily succumb to kuru 

in, e.g., literary discourse), but in English, it is lexically and grammatically encoded as 

seen for the Sat/Adv alignment, deictic collocations, and (deictic) motion verbs.*® 

Note that this type of wide-range perception of entities in the natural environment 
obviously shows a different distribution of Goal from that in the 'dyadic' setting like the 
'canonical encounter.' See Clark & Gamica (1974X 
Spatial segmentation seen in Figure 5-6 needs to be taken as only the default, and may 
easUy be overridden by the speaker's mental perspective-taking and the information 
status. It is claimed that in Japanese the physical distance is the determining factor in 
calculating deictic relations, whereas in English the choice of this, that, and it depends on 
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Japanese 

+N -N 

-F +F -F +F -F 
kore/ • sore/ are/ this/ 
koko 

1 
soko 

1 
asoko 

1 
here 

1 .. 1 ».... 
kuru 

1 
iku 

1 
iku 

— 1 
come 

+S -S ±S 

-P 

(that ~over there) 

Hr rSiat) 
Sp = Speaker (Origo) 
Hr = Hearer 

English 

that ~ 
over there 

'Physical 
space' 

'Discourse 
space' 

<Space based on physical distance> 
+N = near S 
-N = not near S 
+F = far from S 
-F = not far from S 

<Space based on discourse participants> 
+S = Speaker's territory of information 
-S = Hearer's territory of information 
+P = territory of discourse participant 
-P = not territory of discourse participant 

Figure 5-6. Deictic space in English and Japanese (reproduction of Figure l-I) 

The same type of deictic asymmetry is also seen in the distributions of use of 

Japanese third person pronouns (kare/kanojo 'he/she'), bare proper noun (PN), and 

'PN+quote marker' (Table 5-6: Takubo 1990; Takubo & Kinsui 1997: 744). 

what is in^rtant and in focus in terms of the cognitive status of the referent (Kinsui & 
Takubo 1992; Strauss 1993). 
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Japanese English 
State A 
Speaker's domain [a] kare/kanojo 
Hearer's domain [a] bare-PN 

he/she 
bare-PN 

State B 
Speaker's domain [a] 
Hearer's domain [0] 

* bare-PN 
PN+quote marker 

* kare/kanojo he/she 
bare-PN 

State C 
Speaker's domain [0] 
Hearer's domain [a] 

* bare-PN 
PN+quote marker 

* kare/kanojo he/she 
bare-PN 

Table 5-6. Distribution of use: kare/kanojo 'he/she,' bare PN, and PN+quote marker 

For example, in State B where only Sp (but not Hr) knows, say, who Yamada is in 

the next interaction (11), Y (Hr) can not use personal pronouns or bare proper noun (PN) 

in clarifying the identification of Yamada —only PN with a quote marker (QM) is 

acceptable (Takubo & Kinsui 1997; 742-4). In English, however, both third person 

pronouns and bare PN are acceptable (an equivalent for the Japanese 'PN+quote marker,' 

Yamada-to-iu-no is 'someone called Yamada,' which is not an obligatory expression in 

English). 

(11) X: Kinoo Yamada ni atta. 
yesterday Yamada DAT met 
'I met Yamada yesterday.' 

Y: * Kare wa dare? / * Yamada wa dare? / Yamada-to-iu-no wa dare? 
he TOP who / Yamada TOP who / Yamada-QM TOP who 

'(Yamada?) Who is s/he?' / 'Who is Yamada?' / 'Who is Yamada?' 

The same applies to State C (Japanese), in which only Hr has the knowledge of a 

person talked about. The use of third person pronouns and bare PN are only attested in 

State A, where both the speaker and the hearer share the knowledge of the person in 

question. In English, both 3rd person pronouns and bare PN are acceptable in all States. 

Based on these phenomena, Takubo & Kinsui (1997: 744) claim that, for the use of these 

nouns, the states of both (the speaker's Proximal and the hearer's Medial) domains are 
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relevant in Japanese, while in English, the state of the ki\owledge domains is irrelevant. As 

is the case with the distribution of deictic motion verbs, the Japanese deictic space is clearly 

demarcated by the speaker's and the hearer's information status in interaction, but the 

English deictic space is not, merging both the domains into one category, as observed in 

the use of 'come.' Of course, however, this statement does not mean that English speakers 

do not distinguish the speaker and the hearer domains. They obviously use other means not 

so heavily utilized by Japanese speakers to mark the difference, such as extensive use of 

pronouns and kinesic/prosodic cues. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The alignment patterns observed here may be motivated by multiple factors, some 

(highly) universal and some local. One such universal is a preferred linking sequence 

predicted by Allan's (1987) 'dominant descriptor hierarchies.' In spite of seeming 

incongruency between the observed phenomenon and his principle, one of his hierarchies, 

'Proximal —Distal,' may still be tenable in the sense that the linking pattern is 

consistently Proximal to Distal i/we posit that Sat/Adv are aligned centrifugally in both 

directions from the verb (i.e., to the left in Japanese and to the right in English). Or, a more 

agreeable metaphor may be 'a passenger watching a passing train on the platform: a verb as 

the stationary point (or the speaker's origo) on a track (i.e., a clause) along which the 

speaker's spatial attention slides.' Given this metaphor, a clause starts from the left, 

drawing closer to the verb, where the speaker's vantagepoint rests, passing by and going 

away toward the right. The difference between English and Japanese is that Japanese only 

profiles the left side, English, the right side. This metaphor is still arguable but not at all 

groundless. The same typ>e of perspective reversal is prevalent in the forms of 'ego-

moving' (e.g., 'a step into the future') and 'world-moving' (e.g., 'Spring has come!') 

perspectives in tense/aspect systems (Fillmore 1971; Hymes 1975; Traugott 1978; 

Fleischman 1982; Emanacian 1992; AJverson 1994). 

Time and Space are both deictic categories and are easily susceptible to cross-modal 

mapping. In a canonical context the order of spatial movements is synchronically perceived 

with the temporal sequence of events. There may exist conceptual iconicity between deixis 

and syntactic linking of satellites and adverbials, which fiirther flows into the same 

perceptual modality underlying these phenomena. We could then propose that the dominant 

sequences are fundamentally derived from the iconicity between deixis and perceptual 

linking, and the highly rigid sequential patterns in English and Japanese may be emanating 
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from the habitually associated patterns of these emergent collocational elements. In other 

words, these patterns consistendy center around the principle that Sat/Adv elements are 

aligned iconicaUy around the verb based on the habitualized order of topological perception 

of body motions. 

These iconic relations seem to have motivated various syntactic phenomena such as 

case-marking, constituent order, verb-agreement, and voice-maridng based on 

perspective/viewpoint-taking (e.g., Anderson 1971; Fillmore 1971; Kuno & Kaburaki 

1977; MacWhinney 1977; DeLancy 1981, 1982). For instance, DeLancy assumes that the 

natural attention flow, other things being equal, is the basis of the temporal ordering of 

phrases, which would thus reflect the ordering of MPs in a clau.se. Therefore, he claims 

that the unmarked linguistic attention flow would follow the sequence from Source to Goal, 

the pattern of which is equivalent to the unmarked dative-setting of 'giver to receiver,' or 

the transitive 'Agent to Patient.' However, this pattern is not necessarily obligatory. In 

some other cases. Viewpoint may play a role to change this unmarked pattern, as typically 

seen in the passive sentence. This is where the speaker intention and empathy come to 

affect syntactic realization (see also Kuno 1987; Langacker 1991; Ch. 12). Prototype 

scenes have three participant roles at most, and the perspective-shift is basically constrained 

to these 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person's points of view. However, it is open to variation to what 

extent this shift is allowed and/or must be realized on the surface forms. Languages thus 

seem to have specific ways to manifest a pattem of attention flow and sensitivity to 

viewpoint. 

Related to the notion of habitualization, Du Bois' (1985, 1987) in-depth studies of 

recurrent ergative patterns in discourse show that functional/structural patterning of the 

aggregate of tokens largely create the shape of grammars. Building on his proposal that 

'grammars code best what speakers do most' (Du Bois 1987: 851), we may be able to 

claim that a fixed order of deictic alignment is to some extent a reflection of the preferred 
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sequence of adpositions in describing entities in everyday space. Although the preferred 

alignment patterns here have not been so extensively grammaticalized as to form syntactic 

markings (like Du Bois' case), they do constrain acceptable sequences of ground elements. 

English locative phrases in this sense are further grammaticalized and relatively more 

stabilized than Japanese in linking possibilities. My English informants generally admitted 

that locative sequences aligned in the order of the proximal to distal (and in conformity with 

MAVE) are more acceptable than those in a random or reversed order, as seen in: 

• Get yourself / up [DR] over the edge [G]. 
=> * Get yourself over the edge up. [G—>DR] 

• ®ring your foot / all the way [P] up [DR] there [G] 
=> Bring your foot/ up il the way there. [DR—^>P—>G] 
=> * Bring your foot/ there up all the way. [G—>DR—>P] 

• Reach your right hand / up [DR] a litde higher [DS] on the arete [G] 
=>^ Reach your right hand/ a little higher up on the arete. [DS—^>DR—^>G] 
=> • Reach your right hand/ on the arete up a little higher. [G—>DR—>DS] 

Although Japanese speakers do not perceive as much oddity as we do for English in 

the scrambling of locative expressions, there ARE such constraints in different guises. As 

was shown above, the linking pattems of compatible deictic terms do display strong 

preference from the distal to the proximal and avoidance of linkage between the distal and 

the medial, in the same way as the sequential ordering of Sat/Adv. Also, the use of 

pronouns, proper nouns, and PN+quote marker are constrained by the same principle. 

These are other pieces of evidence that this type of spatial perception is covertly and 

cognitively granmiaticalized (cf. Svorou 1994; Heine 1997), and that there exists the 

common cognitive mechanism for cross-modal mappings in spite of the diversity in surface 

segmentation/selection/representation of space. 

There still remains a question about the relation between lexicalization pattems and 

word orders. If the cause of fixed referential pattems is derived from the distinct 

lexicalization pattems and distinct word order, one conjecture is that if a language 
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dominantly has V-framing verbs and the (S)OV word order, it may tend to manifest the 

same ordering sequence as Japanese for deictic collocations and, possibly, in other related 

grammatical phenomena. However, this hypothesis does not seem to be valid—word 

orders and V-framing may be independent mechanisms. For example, Romance languages 

are generally V-framed, but do not have verb-final word order like Japanese (Talmy 1991; 

Lehrer p.c.). Obviously, other factors seem to win out over the factors we have considered 

here, realizing different ordering sequences. 

In any case, ±e phenomenon just observed seems to be motivated by multiple factors: 

for example, frequency orders, lexicalization patterns, dominant descriptor hierarchy, and 

possibly, a language-specific, pre-established, deictic template. These highly fixed orders 

of deictic collocations also seem to be influenced by emergent practices, which may be 

generated by the habitual patterns based on type and token frequencies. Given ail these, 

there seem to be at least several factors at work, mutually reinforcing each other in the 

ordering of satellites and adverbs. We could also assume that perception, use, and grammar 

reinforce each other for solidifying these types of linearlization. We need to look deep into 

the language-specific motivations underlying surface pattems and implicitly acquired 

patterns of habitual usages of language. 

I summarize the proposals and findings confirmed in Chapters 4 and 5 (Table 5-7). 

The first four categories and hierarchies were already proposed in Slobin (1996a, 1996b, 

1997b). The next three are tentative generalizations obtained from the current analyses. 

Further explorations will be needed to confirm the validity of these proposals. Finally, the 

last three are the recapitulations/extensions of the intuitively hypothesized tenets. 

Obviously, however, the investigation of the lexicalization pattems and their properties 

have just begun, and important findings will definitely come along as more context- and 

genre-oriented analyses are in order. 
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1 
Japanese (V-framed/ 

path language) 
English (S-framed/ 

manner language) 1 
# of clause in describing the 
same motion events 

more less 

# of Sat/Adv in describing 
the same motion events 

less more 

Ratio of path/manner verbs 
in lexicon 

path > manner 
(Ground > Figure) 

manner > path 
(Figure > Ground) 

Focus in satellites and 
adverbs 

Manner (Figure) by Sat/Adv Path (Ground) by Sat/Adv 

Descriptive style of objects 
in the coordinate system 

static dynamic 

Target of attention more 'limbs,' less 'body' 
more SIDES, less UP 

more 'body,' less 'limbs' 
more UP, less SIDES 

Preferred body-parts by verb 
types 

body/foot by path V 
hand by manner V 

body by path V 
hanMoot by manner V 

Referential direction Centripetal (toward V) Centrifugal (firom V) 

Order of Sat/Adv based on 
frequency 

to the left from V to the right from V 

Deictic linking pattern in the 
triadic discourse 

double binary: 
Sp vs. Hr / (Sp + Hr) vs. 3 

single binary: 
(Sp + Hr) vs. 3 

Table 5-7. Summary of Chapters 4 and 5 
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5.5 ADDENDUM 

5.5.1 CONSEQUENCE OF NON-EXPERIENTIAL BASE IN NARRATION IN SITU 

Here we briefly consider another type of spatial narrative, a narrative told in situ 

without experiential base. It was narrated in response to a request to describe a route which 

stands in front of the narrator. Thus the nature of text is expository, rather than evaluative 

and emotive, as seen in the texts above. These features are the outcome of the fact that the 

narrators do not have direct experience on the routes they describe, and that they narrate in 

situ, rather than from memory. I explicitly asked them to do two things: 1) describe the 

physical formation of the route, and 2) predict how they would climb it (if they could). 

Our focus of analysis here is on fictive or abstract motion expressions defined by 

Talmy (1991, 1996a) and Matsumoto (1996a, 1996b) as a nonveridical motion with no 

physical movement, as seen in 'this road goes through the tunnel at the border for about 3 

minutes.' As we see later, the English data contain abundant examples of fictive motion 

expressions in a rather small chunk of discourse. Expecting the same frequency and 

prominence, I asked five Japanese climbers the same questions. Interestingly enough, they 

tended to look directly to climbing motions (or the second question), minimizing the 

description of the routes. Therefore the occurrence of fictive motion expressions was 

extremely rare. The type of climbing route was a 'crack' route in all cases, which I 

assumed would most naturally evoke trajectory images, or the path notion—a key feature in 

realizing fictive motion expressions (Matsumoto 1996a). 

Given the assumptions and findings in the previous chapters, however, this 

difference seems to be an inevitable consequence. I will briefly point out variable 

motivations for the abundance/paucity of fictive motion expressions in English and 

Japanese. First, let's look at the descriptions of a crack route by an English speaker. 
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<Ken's description of a new route (A = speaker; B = interviewer)> 

B: 

. so, what kind of crack? 

. it's just this crack, 

. it it it's kind of seam down here, 
uhun. 
. and you go, 

it follows ebasa flakes up, 
. (1.2) it's gonna be interesting getting gear in 
. (1.5) this section but, 
. (1.2) then you get into this crack 
. right here. 
. this thing looks so, 
. parallel and so bomber. 
. hun. 
2 turns deleted: em aside) ) 
. it's just ah, 
. it's not gonna take much gear, 
it's just a little saam, / 

. huhn. 
that diagonals up. 

. (1.2) and then, 
it leads into this beautiful crack for about 

et. 
. oh yeah. 
. (2.5) ah=, 

it gets a little bulgy, 
when the crack runs out, 

then it's kind of blank. 
it'll need a couple of, 
a couple o£ bolts in through there. 

. and it looks like a nice crack to finish out on. 

. so this is a, 

. this is a very b- --
very beautiful line because --
. ah=, 
. especially that one crack. 

it looks like getting into that crack, 
(1.2) in the middle section. 

. just, 

. there're just so many features in there. 

. yeah. 

twenty 

In sum, we get tlie following seven 'fictive' clauses (in six sentences) in this chunk 

of less-than-forty lUs. Although this portion is rather exceptional in that this many fictive 

motion expressions occur successively, it is still remarkable that English speakers quite 

readily employed the 'fictive' mode to achieve the required task. 
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1) It (the route) follows these flakes up. 
2) A little seam diagonals up. 
3) It leads into this beautiful crack for about twenty feet. 
4) It gets a little bulgy 

when the crack runs out. 
5) It'll need a couple of bolts in through there. 
6) It looks like getting into that crack in the middle section. 

On the other hand, the Japanese data, which consist of the expositions of five 

climbers (approximately 300 or more lUs), included only three (or four by a loose 

standard) such expressions: 

7) tsuffi kara kurakku ga dandeun ookiku nattette. . . (Hi) 
'cuid from then on, the crack is getting wider, and....' 

8) hidarino hoo ni agatteru kurakku ni sotte.... (Ni) 
'along the crack, which diagonals up left,...' 

9) mannaka no ano= ko=, kurebasu ga kirechatteru toko no temae....(X) 
'right before the middle, un, you know, section where the crevice 
(sic: meaning 'crack') fades out....' 

10) de kurakku ga detekitara .... (X) 
'and when the crack comes out,' 

Except these, they generally attended to body movement descriptions rather than to the 

route. To take a typical example from the Japanese text: 

11) 
... e=to, 
.. sorede 
.. tsugi kara 
... kurakku ga, 
... dandan 
... ookiku nattette, 
... eeto, 
... (1.5) tochuu de hana no aru 

tokoro, 
... ano hen ga tabun sukoshi 

muzukashiin'ja nai ka to 
. . . H, 
... omotte, 
... demo ashi 
. .. (.6) oku to- basho mo arushi, 
. . . te o -
... hoorudo no, 
... suru basho mo arunde, 
... kantan ni, 
... asoko tabun 
... sutoreeto ni nobottette. 

well, 
then, 
from the next, 
the crack is 
getting 
wider, and 
weeell, 
on your way up, (you see) where 
there is a flower, 
I wonder, it would be a little 
hard aroimd there, 
H, 
I cfuess. 
but there's a place you can put 
your foot on, 
and hands -
on the hold, 
you can do that there, so, 
quite easily, 
around there, perhaps, 
you can go climbing straight. 
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. de 

. sore kara wa moo zutto 

. kurakku de, 

. te to ashi o 

. tsukkonde @ 

. de eeto, 

. mogakinagara nobottette, 

. ato wa sono mama 

. ue made zutto 

. sono kurakku o tadottette, 

. (2.5 ) de choojoo ni tsukeru 

and, 
after that, it's a crack 
all the way up, and 
you put your hands and feet, 
{into the crack) 
and, uh=, 
you wiggle up (the crack), 
and then, you Ccin go 
all the way up 
along the crack, 
and you get to the top. 

to. 

As we see in the following examples, even when Japanese speakers directly 

described linear features of routes, they did it staticly, where an English speaker would 

probably have used Active motion expressions. The static mode is also possible in English, 

but as we saw above, it tends to be replaced by the fictive. 

12) saishon' toko chotto nanka kurakku ga aru kara... (Ko) 
'there is a crack at the beginning section, so ... (literal)' 
'the crack comes there at the beginning section, so ... (fictive)' 

13) Sore kara wa moo zu=tto kurakku de.... (Hi) 
'after that, it's a crack all the way up, and ... (literal)' 
'after that, the crack just goes all the way up and .... (fictive)' 

14) Migi ni magarikonde ikuto, ... kurakku ni natte iru kara... (ko) 
'when you turn around right, it is a crack (literal).' 
'when you turn around right, there comes a crack (fictive).' 

It seems that low frequency/utility of fictive motion expressions in Japanese derives 

partly from its tendency to avoid placing an inanimate noun in the subject position. That is, 

the animate subject being dominant, there are few spatial descriptions which can turn into 

the fictive mode. This is a feature of a nam 'become' language (in contrast to sum 'do' 

language like English: Dcegami 1981, 1991, 1992). Evidently fictive motion is most 

effectively expressed by path-encoding adpositional phrases, which tend to be suppressed 

in Japanese because the path notion is likely to be encoded in verbs in Japanese. We have 

already seen in the previous chapter that the Japanese speakers prefer static descriptions to 

dynamic ones for spatial configurations and motions, and pay skewed attention to body 
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motions, phenomena of which are the consequence of Japanese being a path (or V-framed) 

language. This tendency will naturally suppress Active motion expressions, which typically 

consists of an inanimate subject and (a) path satellite(s). 
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6. 

ANALYSIS OF DANGER-OF-DEATH STORIES: 
RECONCILIATION OF BASIC UNITS AND NARRATIVE 
COMPONENTS IN SPATIAL DISCOURSE 

6.0 SPATIAL NARRATIVE AND PERSPECTIVE-TAKING 

3) How are experientially salient portions in danger-of-death narratives (e.g.. 
Complication or Climax/Peak) related to particular modes of perspective-taking (e.g., 
intrinsic or extrinsic) in vertical space? 

Our focus in this chapter is on the topological organization, which is assumed to 

constitute an image-schematic analog of the narrative structure (T. Payne 1984; Grimes 

1975; 218). Basically we confirm two major perspectives; experience-near (intrinsic) vs. 

experience-far (extrinsic). Mental imageries provoked by the elaboration of spatial scenes 

are a notable feature of narrative involvement. Further, imagery triggers oral-visual 

exchange of narrative strategies. Such imagery-building is a cmcial component of spatial 

narratives. These imageries constmcted through different experiential statuses may be 

characterized by different modes of perspective-taking, but there seems to be only a weak 

correlation between types of perspective and narrative components. 

Specifically, narratives not based on the narrator's direct experience tend to manifest a 

detached, wide-range, extrinsic (gaze/survey) perspective, consequently leading to 

viewpoint flotation (based on cinematic imagination?). On the other hand, narrative told 
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through direct experience was more likely to show the moving entity's intrinsic (route) 

perspective, characteristic of a more experience-near exposition of the spatial environment. 

The analysis of narrative structure also reveals that Hymes' Verse analysis (1981, 

1996) and Chafe's intonation units (1987, 1988, 1993, 1994) are fairly compatible with 

Labovian narrative components (Labov & Waletzky 1967; Labov 1972). Also, English and 

Japanese both exhibit ethnopoetic oral patterns of threes and fives at the levels of verses 

and stanzas (Hymes 1981, 1996; Minami & McCabe 1991; Masuda n.d.). However, we 

observe that each language tends to rely on distinct grammatical items to achieve cohesion 

and coherence. 
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6.1  INTRODUCnON 

In this chapter, we consider one type of 'basic units' in discourse; spatial concepts. 

Spatial concepts have rarely been rigorously investigated until recently as building blocks 

of spontaneous discourse.*' Not many linguistic and anthropological studies directly 

address the relations between language and space, much less those between narrative 

structures and spatial imageries evoked in discourse.'" Recently, a growing number of 

researchers have come to recognize that spatial imagery is inseparable from the verbal 

performance. Representative studies include, for example, T. Payne 1984, Hanks 1990, 

Haviland 1993, 1996, Famell 1995, Hutchins 1994, and Emmorey & Reilly 1995. Here I 

focus on this relatively uncultivated area of narrative encoding of spatial cognition and 

suggest that the experiential base of the narrator heavily influences the types of spatial 

perspective-taking. 

6.1.1 DIVERSITY OF BASIC UNITS 

There could be endless entries to the list of basic units of a sentence. Researchers 

segment a sentence and speech according to the most appropriate criterion which they 

believe serves their objective at hand. For example, the focus of Linguistic inquiry falls 

somewhere between the two poles: lexicon and syntax." Above the level of a single 

Spatial concepts have long been one of the focus issues in mental imagery research (e.g.. 
Block 1981; Kosslyn 1994) and the current spatial models (Bower & Morrow 1989, 
Morrow 1994; etc.) 
Also, in the study of film and fiction, spatial concepts have long been considered to be 
the essential factor which enables the exchange between the two genres. Narratological 
potentials deriving from the differences between them are heavily dependent on spatially 
constructed imageries by the author. See for example Booth (1983), Cohen (1979), and 
Chatman (1990). 

" Therefore, what qualifies as the most important unit in speech is still an open question. 
Levelt (1989: 23-24) enumerates nearly 20 types of such units, saying, 'The point to be 
stressed here is that there is no single unit of t^. Different processing components have 
their own characteristic processing units, and these units may or may not be preserved in 
the articulatory pattem of speech.' 
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sentence, such basic units are diverse in length and rationale. Currently in discourse/ 

conversational analysis, they are formulated as, for example, narrative components (Labov 

& Waletzky 1967), information blocks (Grimes 1975), lines/verses/ stanzas (Hymes 1981, 

1996), information units (Brown & Yule 1983), units of talk (Schiffrin 1987), schemas 

and relations (Mann & Thompson 1988), and turn construction units (Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson. 1974), just to mention a few. All these components are based on more or less 

similar motivations for the analysis of discourse. 

Others also have proposed diverse units not solely based on the content referred to, 

but on other motivations such as tense switching (Wolfson 1978, Schiffrin 1981), 

parallelism/ repetition (Tannen 1989; Johnston 1994), dialogicity and code-switching (Hill 

1985, 1995; Hanks 1987; Briggs 1988; Tedlock &. Mannheim 1995), contextualization 

cues (Gumperz 1982), and more relevantly to our purpose here, frames (Fillmore 1982b), 

scripts (Schank & Abelson 1977), spatial models (Bower & Morrow 1989), and spatial 

perspective-taking (Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 1992b, 1996; Schober 1993, 1995). These 

types of less content-based, (and often) indexical means to organize discourse are claimed 

to be suffused with cognitive, emotive, and ideological underpinnings and have begun to 

be seen as important regulators of discourse. 

In this chapter, we focus on one such factor, the topological organization, which 

comprises image-schematic analogs of narrative comprehension (T. Payne 1984; Grimes 

1975: 218). We also try to seek a possibility of marrying two basic discourse units—here, 

'lines/verses/stanzas' (Hymes 1981, 1996) vis-a-vis 'intonation units' (Chafe 1987, 1988, 

1993, 1994; Du Bois et al 1993) and Labovian narrative components (Labov & Waletzky 

1967; Labov 1972). I assume here that three essential constituents of text—sound, 

meaning, and form—will effectively be investigated by focusing on involvement strategies 

{sound and meaning), and, most rigorously, on topological structure (form). These 
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features will be shown to be further correlated with, or mutually supportive of intonation 

units (mainly sound) and ethnopoetic patterns {sound, meaning, from). 

6.1.2 MACRO- AND MICRO-NARRATIVE COMPONENTS 

I basically adhere to the Labovian model of narrative components for the current 

analysis, but similar ideas have been expressed by many discourse analysts, 

anthropologists, and semioticians. Basic units in these frameworks seem to be located at 

some point between the macro- and m/cro-levels of analysis. What I mean by macro- and 

m/cro-levels relies on the size of component, not the process. Thus, the macro-structure 

here refers to the whole narrative structure (or at least to the whole episode), and the micro-

structure, to a smallest unit, here, a /ine-like component. (Much smaller units within a line 

such as morphemes are not considered here.) Table 6-1 summarizes such macro- and 

micro-units proposed in previous studies. 

A narrative macro-structure refers to an overall architecture of a narrative. One of the 

widely acknowledged models was formulated in Labov & Waletzky (1967) and Labov 

(1972, 1982): similar definitions are also found in Fleischman (1990), Chafe (1994), 

Hymes (1981), and for a different genre, in Turner (1981). Labov's model lacks the notion 

of Peak or Climax, which is included in Fleischman's model and also in this study— 

although it is not necessarily mandatory for a narrative to have Peak. I also use 

Complication instead of Labov's Complicating actions because 'events' as well as actions 

can push the narrative mainline forward. For example, in some descriptive narratives, what 

may best be characterized as 'stative' clauses can appear in Complication, which by 

definition consists of 'dynamic' events. 
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proponent 
(genre) 

MACROSTRUCTURE 
COMPCWENT FOR EPISODE 

proponent 
(genre) 

MICROSTRUCniRE COMPONENT 
FOR CLAUSE 

Labov & 
Waietzky, 1967 
(Conversational 
Narrative) 

Abstract 
Orientation 
Complicating Action 
Evaluation 
Resolution/Result 
Coda 

Labov & 
Waietzky, 1967 
(Conversational 
Narrative) 

narrative clause 
firee clause 

Chafe, 1994 
(Conversational 
Narrative) 

Summary/Abstract 
Orientation 
Complication 
Climax 
Denouement 
Coda 

Chafe, 1994 
(Conversation) 

Substantive Intonation Unit 
Regulatory HJ 
Fragmentary lU 

Hymes, 1981 
(Mythical / 
Tr^tional 
Narratives) 

Exposition 
Complication 
Climax 
Denouement 

Hymes, 1981 
(Mythical / 
Tr^tional 
Narratives) 

line 
verse 
stanza 
scene 
act 

Reischman, 
1990 
(Conversational 
Narrative, 
written text) 

Turner, 1981 
(Social Drama) 

Abstract 
Orientation 
Complication 
Peak 
Evaluation 
Resolution 
Coda 
Br^ch 
Crisis 
Redressive action 
Reintegration/Recognition 

of irreparable sclusm 

Minami & 
McCabe, 1991 
(Stanza Analysis 
of haiku) 

•15ee,T986rT^89"" 
(Stanza analysis 
of narrative) 

Act 
Orientation 
Evaluation 
Outcome 

Informative Tines 
Expressive lines 

others 
Line links: temporal, logical, 
expressive, unlinked 

Table 6-1. Macro- and micro-components of narratives 

The other type of discourse unit, a micro-component—although qualitatively 

diverse—mostly centers around individual clause/sentence types. They are, for example, 

seen in Labov & Waietzky (1967), Chafe (1994), Hymes (1981), Gee (1986, 1989, 

1991), and Minami & McCabe (1991). Micro-units elaborate on phrasal/clausal/sentential 

functions in terms of meaning, prosody, verb types, linking patterns, etc. Our units of 

analysis here are largely based on Labov for the macro-structure, and Hymes and Chafe for 

the micro-structure. 
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6.1.3 RELATIONS OF 'INVOLVEMENT' TO NARRATIVE STRUCTURE 

A portion of narrative analyzed as 'Peak' is often underscored by features associated 

with the speaker's 'involvement.' Building on Gumperz, Chafe, and others, Tarmen 

(1989) defines 'involvement' as 'an internal, even emotional connection individuals feel 

which binds them to other people as well as to places, things, activities, ideas, memories, 

and words (1989: 12).''^ Specifically, she regards involvement as consisting of several 

properties such as 'a joint production,' 'intertextuality,' 'collusion,' 'an emergent sense of 

coherence,' and 'emotional identification.' A sense of involvement, she argues, is achieved 

by basically two major strategies (1989: 17): 

sound, which includes 1) rhythm, 2) patterns based on repetition and variation of 
phonemes/ morphemes/ words/ collocations of words/ longer sequences of discourse, 
3) style figures of speech; and 
meaning, which includes 1) indirecmess, 2) ellipsis, 3) tropes, 4) dialogue, 5) 
imagery and detail, and 6) narrative. 

In this sense all types of spoken discourse, including both narrative and non-narrative 

forms, may be evaluative, contributing to the exposition of a metamessage (Bateson 1972, 

Gumperz's (1982) notion of involvement is basic requirement for felicitous 
understanding of communication. He states that 'almost all conversational data derive 
from verbal interaction in socially and linguistically homogenous groups. There is a 
tendency to take for granted that conversational involvement exists, that interlocutors are 
cooperating, and that interpretive conventions are shared (1982; 4).' Therefore it is 
relatively an idealized state of affairs in which only the interlocutors who share cultural 
commonality can fully participate. However, it rather needs to be negotiated and 
compromise in cross-cultural communication owing to different interactional norms. In 
other words, Gumperz's involvement typically involves socially embraced norms of 
discourse strategies and knowledge of contextualization cues specific to the interlocutors' 
cultures. On the other hands, Qi^e's notion of involvement is rather personal and 
psychological, and is derived from his studies of written and spoken modes of 
interaction. Chafe's (1985) use of involvement is often associated with spoken modes, 
especially with direct speech/thought (1994), in contrast to detachment, which is 
characteristic of written modes. He further classified involvement into three types; self 
involvement of the speaker, interpersonal involvement between the speaker and the 
hearer, and the speaker's involvement with what is being talked about (1985: 116), 
although it is quite likely that they occiu" intertwined to some extent. 
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cited in Tannen 1989) through these indexicai means of representing the spealcer's 

emotional stance. 

These involvement strategies, used in actual discourse, often co-occur with particular 

elements in a discourse structure, especially at the moment of the speaker's/hearer's 

heightened attention called Peak. In ordinary narratives, for example, this accented point is 

marked by several typical strategies, as defined by Longacre (1996: Ch. 2): 

1) rhetorical underlining ('slow down the camera'; e.g., parallelism, paraphrase, and 
tautologies), 

2) concentration of participants (crowded stage), 
3) heightened vividness (e.g., shift in the nominal-verbal balance, a tense shift, a 

shift to a more specific person, shift along the narrative-drama parameter), 
4) change of pace (variation in the sheer length of units), 
5) change of vantage point and/or orientation, and 
6) incidence of particles and onomatopoeia (loss of characteristic particles or 

introduction of new particles). 

Most particularly relevant to our locational analysis here is Longacre's notion of 

'change of vantage point and/or orientation (5).' This feature also resonates with Grimes' 

(1975: 218) notion of trajectory, which he defines as 'some parts of narratives (which) take 

place against a changing background,' and 'can be fitted into the prepositional model as a 

particular kind of setting that has as its argiunents a list of different places.' Building on 

this locational significance in narratives, T. Payne (1984) developed a notion of locational 

structure based on his analysis of Yagua narrative. He emphasizes the fact that, in the 

organization of a text, the narrative world can be demarcated by locational scenes and/or 

scene changes, which respectively constitute a spatially defmed area of attention. Thus each 

scene can be defmed in terms of a different spatial orientation and sequence. My argiunent 

is largely in line with Payne's contention in that narrative components are prominently 

associated with particular scenes and spatial configurations/ orientations, with each 

component as a building block of the spatial world narrated. 
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6.1.4 SPATIAL PERSPECTIVE-TAKING 

The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate to what extent the spatial/locational 

perspectives in a narrative are (cor)reIated with narrative components defined by Labov and 

others. A currendy accepted view of spatial cognition is mainly comprised of three types of 

perspectives: relative (ego-centric), intrinsic (object-centered), and absolute (extrinsic/ 

environmental) (Levinson 1996b, 1996c; Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 1992b, 1996, etc.). 

However, these perspectives are not invariable but allow mutual importation in actual 

spatial descriptions. Let's review some basic notions of the spatial perspective-taking. 

Taylor & Tversky (1992a, 1992b: see also Tversky 1993) defines two context-

sensitive perspectives (or 'frames of reference': FR) in spatial descriptions: a route tour/ 

perspective and a survey tour/perspective. A route tour is characterized by a mental tour of 

the environment with the changing perspectives of the investigator/explorer (e.g., as 

typically seen in Linde & Labov 1975, Klein 1982, 1983; Grenoble 1995). The speaker's 

perspectives thus usually have variable origos and also take into account those of the 

hearer, who is traveling through the space with the navigator. The perspective-taking in a 

route tour is thus intrinsic to the guided agent or the moving entity. 

A survey type is different from a route tour in that it is more like a bird's eye view of 

the environment, relating nodes and landmarks from a higher-order point of view. The 

survey perspective is characterized by a fixed and stable viewpoint, often evoking a survey 

on a map. Here the origo is not with the traveling agent but with the narrator/describer of 

the environment. Its perspective may often be dual (especially for descriptions of the 

vertical dimension), merging the narrator's relative TO and the environment's absolute FR. 

In addition to the route and survey perspectives, Taylor & Tversky (1996) ftirther 

differentiate one more type, the gaze perspective. The gaze tour/perspective, like the survey 

perspective, is characteristic of scanning an envirorunent from a single fixed point of view 
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(e.g. Levelt 1982a, 1982b; Ullmer-Ehrich 1982; Ehrich & Koster 1983; Shanon 1984). On 

the horizontal plane, however, this perspective is often associated with the viewer's relative 

frame of reference, and can be most efficiently utilized for responses to a request to 

describe an environment. Supplied with this perspective, these three types of spatial 

cognition are now equivalent to Levinson's (1996b, 1996c) spatial coordinate system 

which incorporates Intrinsic (to the moving entity; route). Relative (gaze), and Absolute 

(survey) FTis. Table 6-2 is a partial reproduction of Table 1-2, which is an elaboration of 

Taylor & Tversky (1996). 

ROUTE 
(C« TOUR/WALKING) 

GAZE SURVEY 

Perspective 

Relations 

within, changing 

relate objects wiS respect 
to the addressee 

outside (on the eye level), 
horizontal, fix^ 

relate objects with respect 
to one another 

outside (from above), 
vertical. Fixed 

relate objects in terms of 
absolute directions 

Single Origo? 
1 Descriptive type 

No 
exploration/navigation 

Yes 
gaze/attention stuft 

Yes 
bird's eye view 

In Levinson's frame 
of ref. 

Intrinsic (to traveling 
addressee) 

Relative (to observing 
speaker) 

Absolute 

Terms of ref. LRFB LRFB NSEW(TJP/IDO\^ 
Sp's previous visual 
input/experience 
Vert) types 

Necessary 

active 

Not necessarily 

stauve 

Not necessarily 

stative 

Table 6-2. Three perspectives and relevant notions (Reproduction of Table 1-2) 

Our analysis here mainly deals with the frames of reference (FRs) and descriptive styles 

made accessible through those frames. 

6.1.5 CULTURAL PATTERNING OF BASIC UNITS 

Conversation is considered to be robustly resistible to ready segmentation in terms of 

form and structure, because a stretch of utterances is made up of cohesion devices which 

are not used for a single sentence (Halliday & Hasan 1976) and numerous types of 

disfluency characterized as speech errors, false starts, hesitations, stuttering, etc. Such 

disfluencies are ordinarily seen as side-products of on-line planning or continuous 
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negotiation between the surface representations and underlying mental processes. We have 

seen some attempts to integrate them with culture-specific oral patterns. 

Based on a series of Hymes' smdies, Gee (1986, 1989) has worked on spontaneous 

speech data from black and white girls' oral stories, trying to identify ethnopoetic pattems 

underlying them. His assumption about minimal units is that, when disfluencies are 

stripped off and fragmented pieces of speech are formed into lines—usually reconstmcted 

clauses—they represent an underlying structure of idea units (Chafe 1980). Gee 

argues that the differences in the types of information statuses, emotional representations, 

and line-linking styles are reflections of the different oral cultures of the speakers.'^ In 

other words, their narrative styles are modes of representing self, ways to make sense, and 

means to establish identity. 

Along a similar vein, Minami & McCabe (1991) argue that Japanese children's 

narrative development is facilitated by triplets, which are implicitly encoded in every nook 

and cranny of linguistic activities of Japanese verbal presentations. They attribute the origin 

of this pattern to haiku—a traditional poetic style consisting of a three-line sequence of 5-7-

5 syllables—which still is a popular literary form in contemporary Japan. 

Gee (1986) identifies the following six features as his criteria for determining 'lines.' 
(1) Lines are relatively short. 
(2) Lines start with "and" (or some other conjunctions or a verb of saying). 
(3) Lines have one pitch glide that terminates the line. 
(4) Lines often terminate with some sort of junctural phenomena—hesitation, syllable 
final lengthening, a short pause, and so forth. 
(5) Lines tend to be simple clauses. 
(6) Lines display a good deal of syntactic and semantic parallelism with the lines adjacent 
or near to them. 
Contrary to Hymes' contention that American English speakers heavily rely on the 
pattems of thr^s and fives. Gee (1986, 1989) found that both black and white girls 
organized their talks based on four-line stanzas. (However, this difference is not 
conclusive. Hymes' attention is mostly on verses and stanzas, and Gee's, on 
'reconstructed' lines, hence a generalization derived from slightly different levels of 
analysis. Gee also mentions that he does not have any claim on Ae number.) 
See Woodbury (1985) for other factors which may crosscut the ethnopoetic narrative 
structures. 
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Gomes & Martin (1996) found that an English teacher's talk to a problem student 

showed a strikingly formulated pattern of intonational segments which consisted of 

triplets—a similar phenomenon observed in other traditional oral cultures reported by 

Hymes (1981, 1996), Tedlock (1983), Bright (1984), and others. With the triplets, the 

teacher manifested his power over the student such that what is similar to Sinclair and 

Coulthzird's (1992) IRF (Initiation-Response-Feedback) format can exert the maximum 

rendition of power when repeatedly uttered in classroom discourse. Evidently, these oral 

patterns are seen as adamantly persistent in everyday oral performance. 

Given this commonality and diversity, there is increasing interest in why the speakers 

construct narratives the way they do. And it is in this realm of oral performance that such 

units collaborate with culturally shared covert patterns of discourse. However, performance 

need not be seen just as activities embedded in traditional exegesis and expertise nor as 

descended from previous generations in traditional communities. Perhaps any performance, 

including casual everyday speech, being delivered in its particular cultural milieus, 

manifests its community-based heritage, however inadvertently delivered. In this sense, it 

is possible that everyday speech may join other types of traditional performance in serving 

as fiilly appreciated oral performance. 

6.1.6 INTONATION UNITS AND DISFLUENCIES 

Another question to be made clear, I assume, is the extent to which certain types of 

disfluencies in (conversational) narratives may play a role in analyzing patterns and the 

recurrence of (poetic) representation of everyday experience.'® Since such features are 

Chafe (1990, 1994), using his notion of intonation units, analyzed a conversational 
narrative, Tuolomne Meadows story, which naturally contain numerous disfluencies and 
anomalies. Chafe modified Labov's narrative components and applied them to his 
analysis, but paid no attention to such cultural pattemings as Hymes claims to exit. Gee 
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relatively 'contaminated'—in the sense that they tend to be structurally less organized and 

include more idiosyncratic disfluencies—they tend to be more elusive than other 

traditionally embraced forms of narrative.'^ Some authors thus excluded such disfluencies 

from the original texts and worked only on the clean ones. However, it still remains to be 

seen whether or not some, even if not all, types of disfluencies can potentially act as 

meaningful indicators of narrative components as do other content-based portions of text. 

Here I take Chafe's (1994: 35) notion of intonation units—'each segment of speech 

ending in a terminal contour' as a point of departure. Chafe (1993, 1994) makes 

distinctions between three types of intonation units: substantive, regulatory, and 

fragmentary. Substantive intonation units are the stretches of speech that represent 

contentful notions characteristic of objects, events, and states, and are thus basically 

comprised of verbs, adjectives, nouns, and adverbs. Regulatory intonation units are those 

used to 'regulate' the flow of information, most typically realized by discourse markers 

(Schiffrin 1987). This type is further classified into three sub-types—interpersonal, textual, 

and cognitive, the boundaries of which are not necessarily distinct. VmdWy, fragmentary 

intonation units are typically pieces of speech which were 'begun but not complete (Chafe 

1994: 37).' This feature is often, though not necessarily, seen in many disfluencies such as 

(1986, 1989, 1991), relying on both Hymes' stanza analysis and Chafe's notion of 'idea 
unit,' analyzed a series of spontaneous, though not conversational, narratives told by 
teenage girls (Gee 1986, 1989), and a schizophrenic patient (Gee 1991) in relatively 
formal settings. In the analysis of narratives by the teenage girls, his method was to strip 
disfluencies off the text, retain the core content of the narrative, and segment it into lines, 
each consisting of an 'idea' (but see Hymes' criticism of Gee's approach that he directly 
goes to the meaning; Hymes 1996: 143). Gee (1991) did include some tj^s of 
disfluencies in the analysis of the schizophrenic patient's narrative, but his lines are 
obviously not equivalent to intonation units (lUs). Thus the questions seem now to be 
how and to what extent such marginal components should be included/excluded for the 
analysis of text and what elements in narratives to be construed as legitimate candidates 
for Hymes' lines and Chafe's idea units (more currently, intonation units). 
These forms are, for example, mythological narratives (Propp 1968, Hymes 1981; 
Tedlock 1983; Bright 1984), political oratory (Duranti 1994), ritual waUing (Feld 1990, 
Hill 1991), chant (Urban 1991, Sherzer 1983), traditional tales (Briggs 1988), and tales 
told many times (Hill 1995). 
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speech errors, false starts, and some types of repetitions. These become fragmentary if they 

are truncated and let go without repair. My use of these notions is as an aide for the 

segmentation of text into lines and stanzas. 

Chafe himself (1994: 57) observes that what he calls an intonation unit corresponds 

to Hymes' notion of line, but we need to notice that this correspondence is assured only as 

long as the information about disfluencies and phonological contours is available. 

Otherwise, this seems to be at least a misleading generalization.As is evident from the 

ways to segment the text into lines, Hymes' approach used to be highly structural and 

contentful, paying more attention to the syntax and content than to intonation contour and 

prosodic features.'' 

More recently, however, Hymes (1996: Chs. 7-10) showed the effectiveness of his 

notions of lines/verses/stanzas applied to natural spoken data, reanalyzing narratives from 

other studies such as Labov's, Wolfson's, Michael's, and Gee's. In some of the re-

analyses, he even includes fragmentary units and turn exchanges into lines. In fact, because 

Hymes' fundamental units—which are assumed to participate in culturally specific oral 

pattems—are verses and stanzas (but not lines), the number of lines does not affect the 

overall structure of oral patterning. My approach here is to mitigate Hymes' and Chafe's 

To take Melville Jacob's story for an example from Hymes (1981; 310-312 ['Seal and 
her younger brother lived there']), his lines generally consist of clauses, which occupies 
roughly 90% of the whole text, and a couple of lines even include two clauses as far as 
we see from the translation. This ratio is remarkably different from what Chafe claims to 
be the mean proportion of single-clause substantive intonation units, which is about 60% 
(Chafe 1994: 65-66). Notice that Chafe excluded other two types of intonation units 
(fragmentary and regulatory), which are often unfinished or pieces of speech for 
interactional management. TTiis difference in contentful units in their ways to segment 
narratives poses a question about what to be counted as a resourceful unit in andyzing 
narratives, whether traditionally practiced or spontaneously uttered. 
As Woodbury (1985) points out, Hymes originally analyz^ texts transcribed from 
dictation when sound recording was not a widespread practice, thus his main attention 
was on nonphonological features like pattern and recurrence. Thus speech errors and 
disfluencies that frequently occur in spontaneous discourse are often omitted from his 
texts. 
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approaches and to adopt what they call intonation units or lines as the smallest unit. See 

Appendix D for the criteria based on their ^proaches. 
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6.2 ANALYSIS OF DANGER-OF-DEATH STORffiS 

We address three questions in the following analyses: 1) how the differences in 

experiential status—direct or indirect experience—are related to the types of spatial 

perspective-taking represented by motion events and narrative components, 2) with what 

means a sense of textual cohesion is achieved through the use of spatial notions, and 3) to 

what extent intonation units and disfluencies may serve as meaningful units for studying 

narrative components. We proceed to investigate these questions in reverse order from 3) to 

1) after going through the overall structure of the English and Japanese texts. 

6.2.1 ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH TEXT 

The following conversational narrative was told in response to a question about the 

use of particular climbing gear while the narrator was explaining how rock climbing takes 

place to members of a rock climbing club to which he belongs. His focus was on protective 

devices (against falling) used in aid climbing, particularly on a rope, pitons, nuts, and 

cams. (See Appendix C for the glossary of climbing terms.) In the following exchange, he 

first mentions that aid climbing is quite a precarious style of climbing, and then narrates a 

'fair story. First, I present the narrative sequence with intonation units, then move on to 

analyze how it is structured in terms of sound, form, and meaning (including spatial 

imageries). 

6.2.1.1 Intonation Units 

R: narrator, Q1: audience. Q2: audience 
1. Q1 . . . ̂ hey '"what's the '"'^purpose of '"this. 
2 . . . '"CUZ--
3. '"if you could just '^'"pull them '"out, 
4. .. i'm '"not '"'"imderstanding this. 
5. R .. '"Oh, 
6 . . . '^well, 
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7. ... (.7)'^'^0K. 
8. ... (1.5) the '^way they ^'^hold is just by like '^friction. 
9 . ... cind just by--
10. ... it's '^almost--
11. .. it's a '^'^combination of ^like, 
12 . ... '^like ah=, 
13. .. like friction, 
14. ... '^'^suction, 
15. ... '"^faith in '"'"go=d, 
16. . . . <@ HxHx @>, 
17. ... ^'"temperature? 
18. ... (1.3) i don't know. 
19. ... (2.5) if you like .. '^'^retumed your - .. your friend's 

'^water bottle or '^something, 
20. .. you know, 
21. . . , <Q ^it's gonna ^'"ho=ld? 
22. . . oh shit, 
23. I ^^forgot that '^water bottle. Q> 
24. ... (.8) y'know .. just 
2 5. ... (.8) it's '"'^not very '^secure "^stuff. 
26. ... i mean '^it's 
27. ... (1.4) "people '^^fall on '^aid all the time. 
28. ... (1.2) there's a ""^guy who '^makes, 
29. ... (.8) "'"makes a lot of '^stuff I '"have. 
30. ... he was on El '^"Capitan. 
31. ... on an "'^entire "pitch of these '"things? 
32. ... he was '"'"two moves from the "anchor. 
33. ... (.8)and .. ""this one "blew, 
34. ... like one he was "standing on ""blew. 
35. ... his "rope went "down, 
36. .. the next one, 
37. .. ""that "blew, 
38. ... ""that "blew, 
39. ... ""that "blew, 
40. ... and the ""entire "pitch .. just ""zippered "out. 
41. ... he ""got "down like, 
42. . . he ""fell, 
43. ... (.8) something like "two and — 
44. ... "two and "fifty "feet. 
45. . . "just, 
46. ... just an ""immense "fall. 
47. Q2 ... ""directly on his "belay? 
48. . . . i moan, 
49. . . after he [XX—] 
50. R [like --] 
51. ... yeah, 
52. .. i "think ""so. 
53. .. i "think it was .. either .. "like, 
54. ... a few pieces "off his "belay or "just, 
55. .. ""onto his "belay. 
56. ... (1.2) and at .. the "end of his ""rope, 
57. ... (.7)was "all his "gear. 
58. ... (.8) just like ""sitting "there. 
59. ... (1.0)<Hx ""Sick! Hx> 
60. ... (1.2) "very "sick. 
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Below is a realigned version of the text according to lines (L), verses (V), and stanzas 

(S). {Lines are staggered until they reach a new verse, which is flush left and numbered. 

See Appendix D for detail.) My treatment of conversational turns may need a little 

explanation. In Hymes' approach, turns always constitute verses, but it is still unclear from 

this narrative whether such verses participate in cultural oral patterns because turn 

exchanges may be interrupted by other conversational participants or constrained by other 

contextual, social, psychological factors. Therefore, I only include the extensively 

elaborated portions by the speaker, leaving simple question-answer pairs (q/a) out of the 

organization of lines/sianzas/scenes.^°° 

6.2.1.2 Segmentation of Intonation Units into 'LinesA^erses/Stanzas' 

<<IMMENSE FALL>> Speakers (R: Bob, Q1: Lisa, Q2: Chawn) 
<How gear works> 

S/ V/ L 
1. q/Ql '^hey "what's the "'^purpose of '^this. 
2. "cuz-- ((truncated)) 
3. '^if you could just "'^pull them ^out, 
4. i'm '^not '^'^understanding this. 
5. a/R '^Oh, 
6. '^well, 
7. (.7) '^'"OK. 

8. A/R 1 (1.5) the "way they '^'^hold is just by like "friction. 
9. 2 and "just by-- ( (triincated) ) 
10. it's "almost-- {(truncated)) 
11- it's a ""combination of "like, 
12. "like ah=, 
13. like ""friction, 
14. ""suction, 
15. ""faith in ""go=d, 
16. <@ HxHx @>, 
17. "'^temperature? 
18. 3 (1.3) i don't know. 

19.B/R 1 (2.5) if you like ""returned your - your friend's "water 
bottle or "something, 

20. you know, 
21. 2 <Q "it's gonna ""ho=ld? 
22. 3 oh shit, 

Hymes, however, suggests that such pairs of conversational turns may also constitute a 
structure of threes and fives of pairs (1996: 155). 
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23. I '^^forgot that ^water bottle. Q> 

<A man who had an immense fall> 
24.A/R 1 (.8) y'know, just -- ( (trnincated) ) 
25. (.8) it's '^'^not very '^secure '^stuff. 
26. 2 i mean '^it's -- ((truncated)) 
27. (1.4) '^people "^^fall on ^aid all the time. 

28.B/R 1 (1.2) there's a '^'^guy who '^makes, 
29. (.8) ^^makes a lot of '^stuff I ^have. 
30. 2 he was on El '^'^Capitan, 
31. on an '^^entire '^pitch of these '^things? 
32. 3 he was '^'^two moves from the '^cinchor. 

33.C/R 1 (.8) and '"^this one '^blew, 
34. 2 like one he was '^standing on ^'^blew. 
35. 3 his '^rope went '^down. 

35.D/R 1 the next one, 
37. '^''that '^blew, 
38. 2 '^'^that '"blew, 
39. 3 ^-^that '^blew, 

40.E/R 1 and the '^'^entire '^pitch just '^'^zippered ^out. 
41. 2 he ^"got ^down like -- ((truncated)) 
42. he ""fell, 
43. (.8) something like "two and -- ( (triincated) ) 
44. "two and "fifty "feet. 
45. 3 "just, 
46. just an ""immense "fall. 

47.q/Q2 ""directly on his "belay? 
48. i mean, 
49. after he [XX--] ( (trimcated) ) 
50.a/R [like --] ( (triincated) ) 
51. yeah, 
52. i "think ""so. 

53.A/R 1 i "think it was either "like, 
54. a few pieces "off his "belay or "just, 
55. ""onto his "belay. 

56.B/R 1 (1.2) and at the "end of his ""rope, 
57. (.7) was "all his "gear, 
58. (.8) just like ""sitting "there. 
59. 2 (1.0) <Hx ""Sick! Hx> 
60. 3 (1.2) "very "sick. 
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6.2.1.3 Overall Structure 

The overall structure of the narrative consists of two main scenes (<How gear 

works> and <A man who had an immense fall>) and nine stanzas (excluding the two turns 

of question-answer pairs), most of which consist of three verses (Table 6-3). 

SCENES STANZAS NARR. COVIPONENT VERSES/ FEATURES LINES 
Truncation 

<HOW GEAR WORKS> 
i {q/a) — (Orientation) — •  Turn iq/a). 1-4 

x •* Hey, 
A Abstract/Orientation 123 Answer (elaborated). 5-18 

XX Oh, well, OK, 
[ don't know 

B Complication/ 123 you know. 19-23 
Evaluation quotation 

<A MAN WHO HAD AN IMMENSE FALL> 
ii-1 (C/)A (Evaluation/Coda)/ 12 you know. 24-27 

Abstract XX 
you know. 

B Orientation 123 there's a guy... 28-32 

C Complication 123 and, this one. 33-35 
blew X 2 —> fall 

D Complication 123 next one, that x 3 36-39 
blew X 3, 

E Peak (a)/ResuIt (b)/ 123 and, fell, fall 40^6 
Evaluation (c) XX 

and, fell, fall 

ii-2 iq/a) — (Question/Orientation) ~ Turn {q/a). 47-52 
(xx)-from truncation 

A Answer/Orientation 
overlap 
I Answer (elaborated) 53-55 

overlap. Yeah 
off<->on 

B Result/ 123 and 56-60 
Evaluation 

Table 6-3. Ethnopoetic and narrative structure of text (English) 

* letters in bold = with major pause: ** 'x' = truncation 

Scene i (Lines 1-23) starts with a question, recognized by Speaker A {Oh, well, OK:. 

Lines 5-7) and is followed by elaborated comments on the use of the gear (Stanza i A: 

Lines 8-18) and an imaginary utterance about a critical situation caused by 'temperature' 

(Stanza i B: Lines 19-23) 
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Scene ii starts in Line 24 after a slight pause. The general picture depicted in this 

scene may be illustrated as follows (Figure 6-1). Stanza ii-1 A (Lines 24-27) is ambiguous 

in its status—whether it is Coda of Scene i or Abstract of Scene ii—summing up the nature 

of aid climbing for Scene i and/or abstracting possible danger in aid climbing elaborated in 

Scene ii. Here I would rather take it as Abstract. However, it still is possible, as Hymes 

(1981) pointed out, that some stanzas may serve an interlocking function, connecting two 

stanzas/scenes as a pivot like this case. 
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Anchor 

Two moves 
from the anchor 

His ck lay 
(Anch or) 

to 
o 
:3> 

Figure 6-1. 'A man who had an immense fall' 

Stanza ii-lB (Lines 28-32) sets up the time and place of the incident, orienting the 

audience to the main narrative. Stanzas C (Lines 33-35) and D (Lines 36-39) may include 

both features of Complication and Peak. Complication typically comprises actions and 

events which are temporally ordered and are reported in the narrative clause. Peak, on the 
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other, hand is characterized as the highest point of mounted tension, often marked by 

surface syntactic features such as repetition, paraphrase, and an insertion of detail beyond 

normal ranges of elaboration (Fleischman 1990; 141; Lx)ngacre 1996). In an ordinary 

circumstance, an event of falling would lead to a maximum tension, hence the peak of 

action/event. However, I take Stanzas C and D as representing Complication given the fact 

that the whole narrative also concerns the gear for aid climbing, not only the falling itself. 

Here the peak of the tension is not about how the climber behaved at the moment of the fall 

(I will touch on the 'suppression of agency' below). Rather, what was reportable is the 

immensity of the fall owing to the failures of the gear. Thus, I regard the repeated events of 

'blowing' of gear in Stanzas C and D as Complication, and the end state of the fall in 

Stanza E (Line 40) as Peak of events, which is immediately followed by Result and 

Evaluation (Lines 41-46). Although Hymes mentions that change of location is a sign of 

change of Scenes, I take this series of locational changes in Scene ii as just one scene 

because Scene ii is covered by the area within which the climber's rope extends. Scene ii-1 

is also followed up by Speaker Q2's question (Stanza ii-2 q/a: Lines 47-49), which initiates 

a new stanza ii-2 A (Lines 53-55) and is further elaborated by Speaker R's descriptions and 

evaluation of the final state of the climber (Stanza ii-2 B: Lines 56-60). 

6.2.1.4 Intonation Units and Disfluencies: English 

In this narrative, prominent pauses tend to occur at the initial and final verses of 

stanzas. Compare the bolded letters in the verse column in Table 6-3 (with major pause) 

with 'truncations.' All the major pauses (except the one in E) occur stanza-initially or 

stanza-fmally, serving to demarcate the boundaries of stanzas. Interestingly, pauses seem 

to work also on the scene level. Notice that Scene ii, <A MAN WHO HAD AN IMMENSE 

FALL>, is also (initially and finally) sandwiched between heavily paused Abstract (ii-1 A) 
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and Result/Evaluation (ii-2B). Also, all the verses in these stanzas are clearly demarcated 

by prominent pauses (see the Intonation Units above). 

Also conspicuous are the loci of fragmentary lUs ('truncated' lines in the text and the 

'x' in the verse column in Table 6-3). Evidently, they tend to occur in Abstract/Orientation 

and Peak/Result, but not in Complication throughout this narrative. In other words, 

truncation in this narrative is also likely to occur at the initial and final positions of the 

narrative structure, often accompanied by major pauses. This fact implies that the narrator 

may be more cognitively charged in initially summarizing and introducing the story 

(Abstract/Orientation) and in wrapping up the story with appropriately evaluated utterances 

{Peak/Result), but less charged in building up the narrative main line {Complication). (See 

also Chafe 1980.) 

6.2.1.5 Means to Achieve Cohesion in English Data 

Means to achieve cohesion in discourse have attracted the attention of many Ungmsts. 

Eventually they spawned a lot of linguistic models, among which most widely received is 

Halliday & Hasan's (1976). They distinguished five major devices of cohesion in English: 

reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical ties. These notions are more or 

less contained in the analytical tools in the smdies mentioned above.'"' Below I will briefly 

consider how these types of cohesion were brought to use in the current narrative, and also 

show how such (syntactic) cohesion and (semantic) coherence were maintained by implicit 

knowledge which the speaker believed was shared among the audience (cf. Sanford & 

Moxey 1995; Garrod 1995; Miisseler, Hielscher & Pickheit 1995).'°^ 

This type of functional analysis is also seen in Jakobson (1960, 1990 [1968]), and is 
most cogently demonstrated in Werth (1976) and Taimen (1989). 
However, coherence does not necess^y depend on the complete checking of the 

consistency of reference—it may only rely on partial/selective processing. For example, 
Sanford & Moxey (1995) and Garrod (1995) claim that cohesion can be achieved not 
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For the sake of convenience and space, I will only consider the second Scene of the 

narrative. The focus items are roughly aligned according to the word class of which they 

are a part, but the columns and lexical items are not perfectly matched for the sake of 

illustrative ease. The solid lines connecting lexical items, with or without arrows, basically 

represent cohesive and contrastive relations across 'adjacent' stanzas, respectively; gray 

lines, basically 'long-distance' or 'wide-range' relationships between (sets of) items; 

broken lines, syntactic cohesion and semantic coherence, mainly 'long-distance.' Below, 

we look one-by-one into salient features depicted in Figure 6-2. 

only through a concatenation of propositions, which is based on 'textual' interpretation, 
but also on the checking of compatibility between text and background knowl^ge. In 
Sanford-Garrod's terms, an activated mental model consists of 'the mapping of text 
(represented in their explicit focus) onto implicit focus (scenario) (Sanford & Moxey 
1995: 171),' and 'a good fit to an existing situational scenario ... is a major source of 
goodness of fit (ibid: 181).' Such a situational scenario is variably shared among the 
discourse participants. 
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Scene ii-l 
Con./(Pro)N. ProN. NP. 

A Iv'knowl 
V./Pred. 
not secure 

Close-up 

was 

•Pan 
TEs C tod blew 

blew 
one 
one (he) itand) 

his rope went 

next one 

blew 
blew 
blew 

Zoom}out 
the entire pitch zip^red 

, -- - pot down/felT 
^ munensefalL 

ii-2 Close-ifp 
-'-'-I- - ̂  • lonlhis bela^ 

off|his tel^ 

his belay onto 
Pan/Close-up 

Bjandj at the end of his rope 
all his gear was 

sitting there 

Figure 6-2. Distribution of oral patterns in English data 
Keys', solid lines for relations across adjacent stanzas; gray lines for long-distance/ 
wide-range relations; broken lines for (long-distance) syntactic cohesion and semantic 
coherence 

Connectives: As general chunking devices of the narrative components, the narrator most 

often used the connective and and the discourse vaaxk&v y'know, although rather sparingly. 

In the portion extracted above, this speaker initiated Abstract (Stanza A), Complication (C), 

and Peak/Result (E, and ii-2 B) with these at almost the same interval. Together with the 

major pauses mentioned above, almost all the narrative components are demarcated by 
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either or both of and/y 'know and a noticeable pause (see Example (1)) throughout the 

narrative (including Scene i). 

(1) 
Scene ii-1 
A 1 (.8) y'know, just -- ( (trtincated) ) 

(.8) it's not very secure stuff. 
B 
C 1 (.8) and this one blew, 
D 
E 1 and the entire pitch just zippered out. 

Scene ii-2 
A 
B 1 (1.2) and at the end of his rope, 

(.7) was all his gear, 
(.8) just like sitting there. 

Climbing gear and pronominal reference: As briefly mentioned above, the main 'actor' 

seems to be the climbing gear itself because Complication consists of the events describing 

how it worked when the climber fell in Line CI. R (the narrator) finger-pointed to a 

particular piece of gear in the acmal setting by using a 'shifter' (Silverstein 1976) this one 

(see C 1 below), which was the same type of gear on which the climber was assumed to be 

standing on the actual climb. 

( 2 )  
Scene ii-1 
C 1 (.8) and this one blew, 

2 like on* he was standing on blew. 
3 his rope went down. 

D 1 the next: one, 
that blew, 

2 that blew, 
3 that blew. 

TH 
i 
is 

k 
one 
one 

IK :xt one 
-LJ 

th 
th 

at| 
at 
at 

Figure 6-3. Pronouns 
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R never mentioned the word gear or a particular name of the gear, but instead 

consistently used one in Stanzas C and D, in which intricate substitutions of pronouns and 

demonstratives ensue along the temporal sequence toward the climax. This in this one was 

first substituted by next, which was later replaced by that, which eventually shows contrast 

to the original this. A series of that represents a distinct means of reference in that, because 

the first that is a substitute for the next one, the following two instances of that naturally 

refer back to the next one, and achieves a sense of 'sequential events.' This mode of 

reference is not available in some languages (e.g., in Japanese)—the second and the third 

that need to have a definite referent other than the pronoun that. Thus in Japanese, one 

would explicitly need to say tsugi no 'the next (one)' for each case instead of replacing it 

with the pronoun that. As will be shown in the following sections, use of nouns, but not 

pronouns, for achieving cohesion is highly prominent in the Japanese narrative. 

Verbs; oppositions and repetitions: A series of events described by blew have a natural 

consequence based on gravity, that is, falling, whether or not the falling object is the 

climber or gear. This natural sequence is repeatedly elaborated (Example (3)), first in 

Stanza C {one-blew —> went down), and again in Stanzas D and E (that-blew —> got 

down/fell^alt), demonstrating a recursive pattern as well as the 'this-that' and 'one-that' 

contrasts. Then comes the point of Peak, followed by Result and Evaluation. They come 

into play in Stanza E, emotively underscoring the immensity of the fall and complementing 

the five-stanza scene. 

(3) 
Scene ii-1 
C 1 (.8) and this one bl«w, 

2 like one he was standing on blaw. 
3 his rope went down. 
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D 1 the next one, 
that bl«w, 

2 that bl«tr, 
3 that blew. 

1 and the entire pitch just zipp«r«d out. 
2 he ffot down like -- ( (truncated) ) 

he fell, 
(.8) something like two and -- ( (tmncated) ) 

two and fifty feet. 
3 just, 

just an immansa fall. 

D 

blew 
blew 

went down 

blew 
blew 
blew 

Izippered out | 

got down/fell 
immense falL 

Figure 6-4. Distribution of Verbs 

Question as scene-setting: One member of the audience asked in Line 47 about how far 

down the climber fell; '(Did he faU/Was the fall) directly on his belay?'' Again the focus was 

not on the climber but on a physical object, here the belay. It was vague which construction 

he had in mind, e.g., 'Did he fall...?' or 'Was the fall...?,' but it does not matter here 

because he asked with the adverbial phrase only—the point is that his agency was 

suppressed to a large extent. The repetition of contrasts and the phrase his belay 

induces the perspective shift to the center of the whole scene (Figure 6-1). Here an attention 

shift from the fallen climber to his belay indicates a scene change. Although these two 

points are in the same conceptual schema (Figure 6-1), the reference to the belay, I believe, 

situates a new scene (or at least, a sub-scene of Scene ii) because the shift is against the 
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natural orientation based on gravity, i.e., downward. Therefore q in Scene ii-2 is taken as 

the precursor to a new stanza. 

(4) 
Scene ii-1 
E 3 just, 

just an Imnens* fall. 
Scene ii-2 
q directly on bis balay? 

A 1 i think it was either like, 
a few pieces off his balay or just, 

onto his balay. 

Scene ii-1 
E 
Scene ii-2 
<7 

t^his t^lay] 

immense fall 

onto his belay 

lonlhis belay^ 

Figure 6-5. Alternation of 'on' and 'off 

Semantic coherence based on expert knowledge: What we can infer from Q2's question 

(Scene ii-2 q/a) is that his utterance must have been based on shared knowledge. His 

question makes sense only if one has information or knowledge about what happens in 

climbing if the entire pitch zippered out. If that happens, the climber falls on the base 

anchor by which he is ultimately protected. This idea had been evoked before, when R 

mentioned in Stanza ii-1 B that the climber aided an entire pitch up to two moves from the 

anchor (the next base anchor for the climbers). 'One pitch' is usually the rope length in aid 

climbing. If he fell right before the (next) anchor point and all the gear blew, the result is 

self-explanatory—he would have fallen on the base anchor, which is usually secured by a 

couple of bolts or pitons, or sometimes, several cams and nuts. This is why, in Figure 6-6, 

his rope in Stanza ii-1 C is coimected to an/the entire pitch in Stanza ii-1 B and E, and 

subsequently to at the end of his rope and all his gear in Stanza ti-2 with a broken line. 
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They are connected through semantic coherence based on expert knowledge. He here 

established a new sequence by asking this question with the knowledge of the consequence 

of fall. Thus, this question may serve as Orientation to Scene ii -2. 

(5) 
Scene ii-1 
B 2 

on an •nt;lr« pitch of these things? 
3 he was two movas from tli* anchor. 

... ((lines omitted)) 
E 1 and tha antira pitch just zipparad out. 

2 he ffot down like -- ( (trxincated) ) 
he fall, 

(.8) something like two and -- ( (triincated) ) 
two and fifty feet. 

3 just, 
just an immansa fall. 

Scene ii-2 
q directly on his halay? 

...{(lines omitted) ) 
A 1 i think it was either like, 

a few pieces off his belay or just, 
onto his belay. 

B 1 (1.2) and at tha and of his ropa, 
(.7) was all his gaar. 

B 

C 

D 

E 

ii-2 
q/a 

B 

onJan entire pitch 
two moves 

' Pitch k 
fromthe 

his rope 

the entire pitch 

anchor 

zippered out 

got down/fell 
immense fall 

I 
{ lonjhis bela^ 

all his gear 
at the|end| of his rope 

Figure 6-6. Thematic coherence 
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Some of the lexical selections in Scene ii-2 anticipate that the speaker and the audience 

share both textual and experiential knowledge. As Schegloff (1972) made clear, the 

direction-giver (here, the narrator) must know the asker's (or hearer's) base knowledge 

about place—i.e., what formulations of places might be used in the descriptions—or else 

there would not be the re-asking where's that. This kind of knowledge is seen to be 

organized via territorially organized membership. That is, discourse participants always do 

some kind of soul-searching to make sense of where this place is and who/what I am in this 

case. They must, then, share the materials for a locational analysis and a membership 

analysis. 

What was presupposed here was this locational and membership knowledge. It 

would be evident even to the eyes of those ignorant of rock climbing why R started Stanza 

ii-2B with 'at the end of his rope,' because the climber fell down ('the entire pitch'); he 

must be at the end of his rope, to which he is tied. However, the use of all in all his gear 

may be opaque unless the listener has some knowledge of climbing. Provided that a 

climber feU and his last protection faUed but the second to the last one worked, the last one 

will not slip out or break, but stay on the rope at the climber's waist. In this case, the entire 

pitch just zippered out implies that all kinds of protection that the climber placed in/on the 

rock formation must have failed and fallen with the climber, ending up at the climber's 

rope-end. Also, the rope length used to be about 130-140 ft. (Now climbers use a longer 

rope.) If he fell down the entire pitch (before two moves from the anchor), the total 

distance of fall would be about 250 ft. (130 ft. x 2). This expert knowledge would have 

been at work fi-om the beginning of the narrative, foreshadowing and underlying the use of 

related expressions: an entire pitch—two moves from the anchor—his rope—went 

down/zippered out—250 ft.—on his belay—all his gear—at the end of his rope. This 

would be a sickening sight after all the fall he had to assume. The repeated evaluation, very 

sick, adds to S's emotive intensity. 
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Pull of narrative structure: In Stanzas ii-2 q/a, A and B, R confirmed Q2's suspicion, 

contrasting Q2's on his belay with off his belay and again onto his belay. Stanza ii-2 A here 

is thus the elaborated answer to the question, and can complete the question-answer 

adjacency pair. R could have terminated the narrative after he answered the question in 

Stanza ii-2A, but he continued anyway. One may wonder why. Possibly we could assume 

that it is all because of the 'pull' of the narrative structure to fill out the missing link in the 

whole scheme. 

The question asked may be construed as an act of Orientation, and R built on it by 

answering it. Now he is 'oriented' toward completion of the new scene because missing 

narrative components claim to be filled, however unelaborated they may be. Since ail the 

processes leading to the 'direct fall onto the anchor' (i.e.. Complication) had already been 

elaborated in Scene ii-1, all he needed to supply is what complements the overall structure. 

That is: 

[Orientation & Complication & Peak/Result/Evaluation] 
minus 
[Orientation (given in Stanzas ii-2 q/a & St. A) & Complication (given in ii-1)] 
= Peak/Result/Evaluation. 

He thus provided the last portion of this formula (i.e., Peak/Result/Evaluation) in 

Stanza ii-2 B. However, Peak was not provided probably because one cannot reach Peak 

without Complication—Peak is the culmination of accumulated actions and/or events 

(Heischman 1990), which are obviously lacking in this portion. This decision appears 

doubly facilitative in the following points. First, this is the easiest way to complement the 

whole structure with the minimum effort and maximum effect. Second, given one more 

stanza in this sub-scene, it completes a set of triplets (q/a. A, and B—if q/a is counted as a 

legitimate stanza), which Hymes claims is a favored number of stanzas for most of the 

communities of American English speakers. 
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6.2.1.6 Spatial Perspective-Taking through Lack of Experiential Base 

In this section, I elaborate on the next two points, referring to the image-provoking 

nature of 'involved' narrative activities (Tannen 1989), although those points are related in 

some respects. These features seem to derive from the narrator's lack of experiential base m 

the story narrated. 

1) Suppression of agency and focus on gear. Remember here that the purpose of this 

account was to give a general idea of how aid climbing works and the gear that is used for 

it. Thus the frequent NP referents in this narrative primarily refer to the climbing gear, 

rather than the climber himself. For instance, the climber was first introduced as a guy who 

makes a lot of stuff I have, as someone who has agency. However, we begin to see that the 

person was given scarce agency in the following events he experienced and was depicted as 

a passive 'object' which had to succumb to gravitational force. His agency was totally 

suppressed throughout the main sequence, because he was only mentioned in Orientation 

and Result, but not in Complication and Peak where the narrative mainline is most 

prominently pushed forward. Even when he did appear, the climber was never described as 

a strong-willed agent, but always put in a stative predicate ('He was....') or an intransitive 

construction ('He got down....'; 'He fell....'), which are associated with weak agency and 

voUtionality (Hopper & Thompson 1980). 

2) No one's perspective-. As a consequence of 1), the (original) climber tended to be 

excluded from the agent position of clauses. This process determines the descriptive style 

of the narrator, whose 'neutral' (Tversky 1996) perspective now need not strictly follow 

the ego-centric point of view of the original narrator (i.e., the climber who had an immense 

fall). A 'neutral' point of view shows a stark contrast to the route perspective, in which a 

narrator, who usually has actual route experience, guides a direction-receiver along the way 

according to the moving entity's intrinsic perspective (see Table 6-2 above). Thus, the 
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direction-receiver is often given route information in such constructions as '(You/We) + 

Motion Verbs (e.g. go, pass, walk) + Lxx:ative' and '(You/We) + perception verbs (e.g. 

see, notice),'' and in highly fixed presentation formats (cf. Linde & Labov 1975; Psathas 

1991; Klein 1982, 1983; G. Brown 1996). In our case, however, this narrator does not 

have any experiential base in the described event. Thus his viewing frame comes close to a 

gaze or survey perspective—in rock climbing activities, these can not be clearly separated 

any more. Below we look into each case in more detail. 

6.2.1.6.1 Suppression of agency and focus on gear 

Although this is a banal truism, if temporal and spatial relations are described in an 

orderly manner, they achieve perfect experience-narrative iconicity. However, as part of 

nature of human language, spoken and written narratives always have potential to diverge 

from actual temporal and spatial sequences by referring to past, fiiture, and/or hypothetical 

events with morphological markings and syntactic structures. Despite this degree of 

freedom ascribed to narratives, some narratives are more rigidly constrained by actual 

temporal/ spatial sequences than others. Probably climbing narratives are one of those types 

owing to their linear nature. This simple narrative exhibits interesting features of 'quasi-

experience' such that the narrator did not experience or witoess the actual fall scene. What 

is shared among the audience members and the narrator here is the knowledge of a 

prototypical 'immense fall.' Also, the scenes described and intended to be shared are 

scenes created in R's mind. 

What the climber is supposed to do is, in brief, to set protections (gear) in or onto the 

rock surface, clip a rope, and step on the aiders, repeating these procedures until s/he 

reaches the next anchor. The normal activity of aid climbing is, unless the climber falls, 

characterized by these processes. Therefore, for a climb to be reportable, some events that 
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divert from this chain of actions must occur. This is why only the upper half of Figure 6-7 

is elaborated (small squares should be seen as protections), but the lower half is not, 

because the whole schema, profiled in Figure 6-7 (ii-1 E), is not normally experienced 

unless the climber experiences an immense fall like this. 

For the upper half. Complication could be described by the series of failures of 

protection, while there is no such event-causing entity for the lower half. Also, the 

(non)event in the lower half (Scene ii-2) is only concomitant to the series of failures of 

protection, which had already been recounted in Scene ii-1. That is, the lower half is no 

longer reportable unless other reportable events occurred, such as 'all that gear sitting there 

at the rope-end' (Scene ii-2 B). 
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Close-up Pan Zoom-out Close-up Pan/Close-up 

Orientation 

ii)-l B 

Complication 

ii)-l C. D 

I I 

I i 

Peak/Result/ 
Evaluation 

ii)-l E 

Orientation 

ii)-2 (q/a), A 

Result/ 
Evaluation 

ii)-2 B 

Figure 6-7. Relation between cinematic techniques and narratological components 

* Key; frames in bold = profiled regions 

As is evident in Table 6-4, we find the linguistic analog of the narrator's experiential 

status in the types of verbs selected to describe the scene. Aspectual types of the clauses 

exhibit a series of state-activity/achievement chain, culminating in accomplishment in Peak 
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and Result. More specifically, the clauses in Complication/Peak components are initiated 

only by the inanimate subjects, reflecting the suppression of agency or lack of experiential 

base. 

Type\Stanza ii-1 B ii-1 C ii-1 C ii-1 D ii-1 E ii-1 E ii-1 E ii-2 A, B 

V. was 1 blew went blew zippered feU 1 (was) was. 
1 down out 250 ft. 1 sit 

Asp. 1 X xxx X xxxX xxxX 1 
(State 1 Ach. Act. Ach. Acm. Acm. 1 State State) 

Subj. Ani. 1 
1 1 1 

Inan. 
1 

Inan. Inan. Inan. 
1 

Ani. 
1 1 

I Inan. 
II 1 

Inan. 
1 1 

Comp. Orient. 1 Complication Peak Res. 1 Eval. Res. 
Eval. 

Table 6-4. Types of main verb, aspect, subject, and narrative component 

Keys. Ach(ievement); Act(ivity); Ac(complislMnent); Ani(mate); Inan(iinate); 
C)rient(ation); Res(ult); Eval(uation). 

However, the scene came to be perceived differently toward Result. An activity with 

internal consistency (e.g., 'went down' in Stanza ii-1 C) can rarely develop into Peak 

because the consistency of movement is taken for granted unless otherwise indicated—thus 

a fiirther development like Peak is hard to begin. This consistent motion was the result of a 

telic action, or the achievement verb, 'blew' in ii-1 C. However, with these verbs the 

scene is still 'moving.' Internal consistency induced by a telic action needs to be brought to 

a halt to reach Peak/Result in vertical space. In this sense, zipper out and fell 250ft would 

satisfy the property of Peak/Result, or in this context. Accomplishment, which represents 

activity with a tehc ending. In other words, 'going down' and 'blowing' may individually 

represent Complication but not a sense of Accomplishment required for Peak and Result. In 

other words, a 'fall' narrative requires events like zipper out and fall 250ft. in order to be 

Here, semantics of aspect is based on Vendler's classification (1967): 
state : static events 
activity xxx ; dynamic events 
achievement X : dynamic events which only exhibit a telic/punctual moment 
accomplishment xxxX : activity with achievement 
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complete. We also find in Scene Li-1 the parallelism between aspecmal types and narrative 

development in terms of incremental animacy, telicity, and dynamicity, or in short, 

agency/transitivity ascribed to the climber by the narrator toward Peak and Result. 

6.2.1.6.2 No one's perspective 

In this section, we consider how the whole narrative exploits spatial perspectives 

motivated by cinematic imagination and evokes an imaginary path of motion. A metaphor 

of cinematic techniques (or exchange between them) is not new, but essential (Booth 1983; 

Cohen 1979; Chatman 1990) for narrative imagery building, and it is shown that the choice 

and use of spatial cues predicts the types of poetics and aesthetics of the cinematic narrative 

conventions (Schwartz 1996).'°"* For example, Schwartz (1996) claims that Jurassic Park 

by Steven Spielberg typically shows the tendency toward the spatial coherence 

characteristic of the Hollywood system. 

Points of view in cinematic discourse freely float around crucial scenes, and the scope 

of the viewing frame expands and shrinks. Tannen (1992: 43) rightly claims that 

'sensemaking is essentially scenic,' further elaborating, 'the invoking of details—specific, 

concrete, familiar—allows an individual to recall and a hearer to imagine a scene that has 

both meaning and emotion. It is this creation of meaning by means of emotion, and 

Chatman's (1990) definition of 'narrative' includes both mimetic (showing; e.g., play, 
movie, cartoon) and diegetic (telling; novel, epic) modes of presentation of text. He says, 
'Once we decide that stories may indeed be totally enacted on the stage or screen, 
consistency requires that we label them "narrative." The difference between telling and 
showing then comes down simply to the implied author's choice of signs—analogous or 
motivated for mimetic narratives, arbitrary or "symbolic" for diegetic narratives, and a 
mixture for mixed narratives (19^; 114).' One of the definitions of the 'implied author' 
(originally from W. Booth; variably described as second self or official scribe to refer to a 
role of the author) typically characterizes the nature of the narrative considered here. It is 
claimed that the author tries to present him/herself as 'the neutral (or objective or ideal) 
person that the real author wants to be in order to create an objective account (Chatman 
1990: 80, Italics original).' 
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emotion by means of meaning and sound, that drives both conversational and literary 

discourse (1992; 43).' Longacre (1996; 43) also maintains that there can be no dialogue at 

the peak in cinematic discourse, but only action can appear, as seen in the climax of the 

movie Jaws (again by Spielberg). Predictably enough, word and vision, or telling and 

showing can interact. We could naturally expect the same visual sense-making to operate in 

conversational narratives. 

For text comprehension, Miisseler et al (1995) found psychological consequences of 

similar spatial mental models. Given a series of sentences with different sequences, their 

subjects exhibited longer reading times for both 'zooming in (i.e., a more extended to a 

detailed scenario)' and 'zooming out (from a detailed to an extended scenario)' conditions, 

with a tendency for the 'zooming out' condition to take longer. Their result suggests that 

the reversed directionalities may be based on qualitatively different mental representations. 

Although this topic is beyond the scope of this study, one indisputable result is that mental 

models do play a role in discourse comprehension (see Kosslyn 1994 for the extensive 

review of this issue). 

Another (and more arguable) assumption is that qualitative differences in image-

building—such as 'zoom-in/close-up,' 'zoom-out,' and 'pan'— might be translated into 

qualitatively different phases of the narrative structure. For example, Abstract/Orientation 

components in this narrative seem to consist of laminated 'shots' through static 

descriptions, here realized as the 'close-up' technique (see Figure 6-2). 

6.2.1.6.3 Incorporation of cinematic imagination 

For instance, major cinematic techniques find parallels in the following narratological 

techniques (Anderson 1988; see also Chatman 1990; Cohen 1979). Here I assume that 
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these are common properties among spoken narrative discourse and cinematic and literary 

discourse; 

camera angles vs. 
shots/pans vs. 
close-up/zoom-out vs. 
montage editing vs. 
fades/dissolves vs. 

change in frame of reference/point of view 
delineation of physical settings 
close attention to detail/overview 
fragmentation, embedding, time/place shifts 
merged/concurrent story lines 

We see in our data how the narrator's point of view shifts may be comparable to 

cinematic narrative st>'les. For example, in Sylvester Stallone's movie, Cliffhanger (here 

again, a Hollywood movie), we find a cinematic version of the imagery evoked in R's 

narrative. Take the movie's climax for instance. Trying to avoid the explosion of time 

bombs, Stallone jumps off the cliff, and hangs onto a metal ladder nailed on the vertical 

rock, which eventually zippers out pulled by the enemy's helicopter—with camera eyes 

zooming out to capture the whole sequence. Because R's narrative is not of his ovm 

experience it is plausible that his (poetic) imagination was stimulated by the same sort of 

narrative technique (see also Cohen 1979 for the notion of 'exchange' between cinema and 

literature). 

Below we consider the ways which were (perhaps) unconsciously employed by the 

narrator to mark off narrative segments with those 'framing' devices. The relationships 

between narrative components and framing styles in this narrative are as follows (see also 

Figure 6-7); 

ii-1 
Orientation 
Complication 
Peak/Result 

ii-2 
Orientation 
Result 

Close-up (setting of time and location) 
Pan (event sequence) 
Zoom-out (bird's ey^detached view of event) 

Close-up (attention to 'anchor' from the wide-range frame) 
Pan, Close-up (attention moved to the edge of the outer fr^e, and 
focus on the climber's rope-end) 
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Despite these pairings, it may still be premature to claim that a particular component 

invariably corresponds to a particular cinematic narrative style—although there might be 

similar mechanisms simultaneously operating between, e.g.. Orientation and 'close-up,' 

Complication/Peak and 'pan,' and possibly. Peak and 'zoom-out.' One thing that seems 

certain is that narrative components are not randomly mobilized to evoke haphazard images, 

but rather, they are utilized to associate actions/events stanza by stanza with a certain kind 

of perspective-taking in our case. In other words, different narrative components are 

demarcated by the switch of perspectives and concomitant viewing frames/camera angles— 

a similar function that we observe in tense switching in discourse (Wolfson 1978; Schiffrin 

1981). That is, viewpoint shifts in topological structure and use of cinematic framing 

techniques are not random but are collaboratively mobilized along with the changes of 

narratological components. 

For example, in both Scene ii-1 and ii-2, the narrative starts relatively focused on a 

single physical point, gradually expanding to the outer rim of the viewing frame, partly 

because of the nature of 'falling.' Interestingly, such expanding (and shrinking) of viewing 

frames occurred altemately (Close-up—^>Pan—>Zoom-out—>Close-up—>Pan ...). Seen 

from a different vantagepoint, this 're-start' of the exposition (activated by an elaborating 

question), if multiply laminated, takes on a similar outlook to an 'overlay' structure of a 

narrative (Grimes 1972; Fleischman 1986). We will consider this question in more detail in 

the analysis of the Japanese text. 

However, I am not claiming that the synchronicity between narrative components and 

viewing processes can always be observed in all narratives. Here I only suggest that such 

linearly and serially constructed events as rock climbing will tend to be governed by 

temporal sequences and spatial adjacency, and thus be more evocative of the trajectory 

images. If such climbing narratives are told with weak agency devoid of actual experience. 
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they may tend to be embodied with viewpoint floatation, or devices characteristic of 

cinematic narrative imagination. 

6.2.1.6.4 Extrinsic (gaze/survey) perspective 

In rock climbing narratives, route, gaze, and survey perspectives tend to merge with 

each other because the moving agent faces the rock surface in the same direction as the 

narrator. Therefore, if the narrator describes upward motions on the rock, the up/down, 

left/right, and front/back directions will inevitably be shared by both the moving agent and 

the narrator, as in way-finding/route-describing narratives on the horizontal dimension. 

This style would lead to a representative case of the route perspective. However, this 

English narrative did show features of the gaze/survey perspective probably because the 

descriptions focused on the fall, not on the upward motion. That is, actual climbing is a 

gradual activity, but the 'fall' schema requires a rapid, extensive viewing frame. Various 

features such as absolute relation terms (up/down), viewpoint floatation among objects, the 

bird's eye view based on the wide-range, and vertically fixed perspective (Table 6-2) attest 

that this is the case. Here the narrator narrated the story from a detached point of view, 

which shows affinity to the viewing frames of a movie camera. 

Also relevant is the fact that direction changes are much easier on the horizontal plane 

than on the vertical. On the horizontal plane, the agents in way-finding/route-describing 

narratives (e.g., Klein 1982, 1983; Linde & Labov 1975) may be constrained by the 

(correct) route, but it is not hard to change the course or cancel the initial orientation. 

Climbers on the vertical plane can also choose a course of climbing, but once they fall, they 

have no choice but to travel to one direction; i.e., downward. (The travelers on the 

horizontal plane will never fall!) Therefore a general expectation is that linear trajectory 

movement will continue without cessation until a moving agent is instructed otherwise (Cf. 
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Levelt 1982b, G. Brown 1996), or in the 'fall' case, until held by a rope—but with a 

stronger natural force than on the horizontal. These wide-range perspectives based on the 

environment are features of the {gaze!) survey perspective. 

In simi, the above English narrative on fall experience is characterized by several 

ethnopoetic patterns and recurrence, heavily building on discourse markers, syntactic 

coherence—characteristic of the English language such as pronominal and verbal chains— 

and in this narrative, on semantic coherence defined by expert knowledge shared by rock 

climbers. We have seen that Hymes' stanza analysis and Chafe's intonation units are fairly 

well compatible with Labovian narrative components. In addition to these sound, fonn, and 

meaning constituents of discourse, we have also observed that mental imagery provoked by 

the elaboration of spatial scenes is a notable feature of narrative involvement, imagery 

triggers oral-visual exchange of narrative strategies. Such imagery-building is a crucial 

component of spatial narratives. 

6.2.2 ANALYSIS OF JAPANESE TEXT 

In this section we look at a narrative told by a Japanese rock climber about his 'fall' 

experience. This narrative is qualitatively different from the English one above with respect 

to the epistemological status—this narrator has direct experience of the event told. It will be 

shown that this narrative also exhibits similar properties to the English one in terms of 

parallelism, repetition, doubling, etc., but differs in the way linguistic items are utilized in 

ethnopoetic pattemings. I also suggest that the epistemic stance based on actual experience 

most strongly contributes to the types of perspective-taking in spatial description. 

First, let's take a look at the text. It is one of the episodes told in response to the 

request for a danger-of-death experience. For the sake of convenience, I only present the 

English translation segmented into the lines, verses (1, 2, 3,...), stanzas (A, B, C, ...), 
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and scenes (i, ii, iii, ...)• (See Appendix E and F for the original Japanese text. / and K in 

the text are ±e narrator and the hearer, respectively.) The criteria for this segmentation are 

basically the same as those set up above (Appendix D). However, in contrast to the English 

text, this Japanese text exploits slightly different features of lexical and syntactic items to 

encode distinct patterns and recurrence.'"^ 

Below, all those lineAferse/stanza markers are bolded in the text. Lines are subsumed 

under verses, which constitute a stanza. Stanzas are further grouped and correlated 

according to rhetorical components of narrative. It is evident that, except for a couple of 

sections, this Japanese text also conforms to the oral patterns of threes (and fives), as 

previously suggested (Minami & McCabe 1991; Masuda n.d.). As for narrative 

components. Complications are numbered following the temporal sequence, from one to 

three. The Peak/Result section is comprised of two types of consequence caused by a loose 

rock : 1) immense fall (with a loose rock), and 2) breaking a rib. Result 1 {immense fall), 

or perhaps Peak, is recapitulated three times, here given a prime and a double prime for 

accumulative repetitions. Result 2 {breaking a rib) is narrated only once, with evaluated 

comments in Coda. K's response/questions are put in parentheses; the author's comments 

are put in double parentheses; brackets represent overlap. In bold are the focus features 

considered below. 

6.2.2.1 English Translation of the Japanese Text in Segments 

SCENE i 
Abstract 
A 1 and, 

as for the others ((other critical stories)), you know, 
2 although that was not so bad as -- ( {triincated) ) 

as 'almost dead,' 
3 in my own climbing experience 

I tried to reflect in the English translation the use of final particles, connectives, and 
hesitation markers, but I must admit that some expressions turned out sounding 
awkward. My intention was just to show how they play major roles in demarcating the 
lines and verses. 
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Abstract 
B 1 wall, 

that, 
you kxiow, 

1 wonder if it's Shimizu RCC Route, 
on the SE face, 

of Peak 4? 
(hun. 

oh=, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yes.) 
2 to that place, you know, 

when I went 
in summer, 

3 u=n, 
I had a broken rib, you know. 

SCENE ii 
q (wow, 

did you?) 
a yeah. 

well, 
when I climbed 

with Ycunamori, you know. 
q (wait, 

wasn't that in winter?) 
a no no. 

not that, 
before that. 

(OK. ) 
Orientation 
A 1 that Is, 

well, 
that was, 

we went to take a second chance, 
2 I mean, 

we were planning to go there in winter, too, so at least one 
time, 

3 un, we decided 
we should go before that, you know. 

(OK.) 

SCENE iii 
Complication 1 - Peak / Result 1 
A 1 then, 

at that time, 
at the time I was leading the route, 

2 a huge rock 
like this, 

3 u>n, 
just by touching it this way, 

(it) came off. 9999999999 
(That could happen there.) 

peak / Result 1 
B 1 so it came off just by touching, OK. 

2 then, 
I came off with it, you know. 
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3 th«n, 
u»n, 

I hung in Che air. 
Complication 2 
C 1 iraaalll at the time, you know, 

it was the section, you know, 
u*n where I couldn't nail any pitons, so 

2 I was running out the route veeeeerry long, you know, 
u-n, 

without taking protections on the way up, 
(and was) doing that, so 

3 I fell quite a bit, you know. 
Result I'/Peak 
D 1 I guess I had an almost 70-foot fall, (laugb) 

(wow.) 
2 than, 

usn,  
( (I fell) ) right in front of Yainamori, 

who was belaying me under the overhang, 
3 I fell hanging like a pendulum, X say. 

Result 2 
E 1 then then, 

that -- ( (triincated) ) 
here -- ((truncated)) 

that -- ((truncated)) 
(you mean—) ((truncated)) 

I wonder how I should put it. ((inhale)) 
u»n, 

the upper body-- ( (triincated) ) 
the upper side where the rope-- ((truncated)) 

u»n, 
I was wearing 

a chest harness, too, so 
(Okaaay.) 

2 I was caught ((by the rope)) very hard, 
3 and I broke my rib, you know. 

SCENE iv 
q (oh, 

because of the shock.) 
a yeah. 
q (OK so, 

you didn't get hurt because of the fall itself?) 
a right. 

(OK.) 
(peak) 
A l l  m e a n ,  

CU2 I just fell through the air, 
2 cuz I came down from above the overhang, OK. 
3 0 

Complication 3 
B 1 I went past the overhang like this, and 

2 went along the ridge, and 
3 got my protection 

when I was hand-traversing, and 
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(hu=m.) 
complication 3 
C 1 almost over -- ( (tmncated) ) 

when I was almost through the crux, 
right before the end of it, OK, 

2 u>n, 
on my way up along the bcind, 

3 that accident just happened, you know. 
Peak 
O I than, 

X had a huge fall (In a pendulum-Ilk* mannar) , Z say, 
2 as for the band-- ( {trimcated) ) 

as for the band section there, 
3 cu* I had almost no protections, you know. 

Peak / Result 1' 
E 1 tlian at last, 

I had a huge fall Ilk* a pandulum, and 
2 right after the, 

CU2 it was right after I went past the overhang, 
3 I fell way down below the overhang, you know. 

(Result 1') 
F 1/3 that's why I didn't hit anything. 

SCENE V 
q (oh so, 

it was good because that was the overhang instead.) 
a uhun. 
Coda 
A 1 so, 

if you are climbing over cin overhanging section, 
2 UBn,  

it won't happen that 
you hit on a rock and die, you know, 

3 or (it won't happen that) you get hurt. 
Coda 
B 1 so, 

(H) , 
the current one, I mean, 

2 u>n, 
a place like Onishi is, you know, 

(safe, isn't it?) 
3 absolutely much safer, I would say. 

Figure 6-8 below illustrates the accidental fall described above. The belayer is Mr. 

Yamamori in the text, in front of whom the narrator fell all the way through the air. 
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Loose rock 

Climber 

Rock band 

Protection 

Ovemang 

Belayer 

Figure 6-8. Accidental fall and broken rib 

To provide a general picture first, I briefly go over the focus items and the cues for 

segmentation. What I found useftil for this data are generally 'repetitions,' 'lexical ties,' 

'oppositions,' and 'parallelism,' as was the case for the English data. As to the connective 

class, the narrator particularly relied on typical 'additive' {hoide/honde/soide 'and/then'), 

'time' {hoshitara (= sooshitara) 'then'), and 'causal' {dakara 'therefore' and (-da) monde 

'because') connectives in this text. Also prominent was the use of hesitation markers 

ano(=), sono(=), and e=, all of which indicate the speaker's inadequacy to readily articulate 

what is in his/her mind owing to some kind of psychological, social, or interactional 
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constraints. I assume here that these hesitation markers serve regulatory functions and 

demarcate the cognitive boundary of chunks of utterances. 

These connectives may appear at both the beginning and the end of a line. Hesitation 

markers usually occur at the beginning. However, some connectives such as honde and 

dakara tend also to mark a new verse or stanza. Another type of /in^-marker is final 

particles such as ne, yo, sa (see Minami & McCabe 1991), and arguably wake and 

Final particles are ordinarily seen as emotive arbitrators for inter-personal relationships. 

The conimand of these particles is an important repertoire of interaction skills, and they 

represent a regulatory function in on-going discourse. Here I took these to serve to encode 

the speaker's affective orientation toward an event under discussion, thus bracing a 

developing idea unit (i.e., line) in spoken discourse. Finally, a new verse may also start at 

the appearance, or inclusion, of ideophonic/ onomatopoeic expressions. They are almost 

always uttered with a heavy stress, elaborating on manner (and often path) of one motion 

event. Given that one motion event leads to one idea unit, this procedure would not be 

totally inappropriate. 

Because this text is of a conversational narrative, it includes several turn exchanges, 

which are detached from the narrative main line by the notation q/a. The q/a exchange and 

the narrative main line were demarcated at the appearance of a connective, which usually 

served to launch a new stanza (see Scene ii A 1, Scene iv Al, and Scene v A 1 above). 

The status of wake and 'n da (no da) as final particles are still dubious, but current 
vernacular usages do show similar characteristics of other final particles. They are 
currently undergoing grammaticalization. See, e.g., Suzuki (19^8) for a pragmatic 
analysis of wake and Tanomura (1990) for diverse semantic interpretations of no da 
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6.2.2.2 Overall Structure 

Table 6-5 elaborates the overall structure of the narrative. 

SCENES 

u1 

iv 

STANZAS NARR. COMPONENT VERSES & FEATURES LINES in 
Truncation JPN Text 

A Abstract 123 horekara, nee 1-5 

B Abstract 
X 
123 ano— X 3, naa, e=. 6-18 

nee x 2 
iq/a) — (Orientation) — Turns (Q-A), ka?, 19-30 

ano=, ne, e 
A Orientation 123 tsumari, sono=, ano. 31-39 

ano=, nee 
A Complication 1/ 123 hoshitara, ano=. 40-47 

Peak^esult I (c) (laughter) 
B Peak/Result 1 123 saa, hoide, 48-53 

honde, nee, -te 
C Complication 2 123 nee x 3, ano= x 2, 54-62 

e=, monde x 2, 
da=tto, e= 

D Peak/Result 1' 123 (laughter), naa. 63-69 
honde, ano=. 
buwa=n, 'n da 

E Result 2 123 hoide, soide, ano x 2, 70-84 
xxxxx naa, ano=, ba-n. 

monde, wane 
{q/a) — (Orientation) ~ Turns, ka?, aa, ja 85-91 

A (Peak) 12(0) datte, monde, saa 92-94 

B Complication 3 123 -te X 3 95-98 

C Complication 3 123 saa, ano, nee 99-105 

D Peak 123 honde, buwa=n, 106-110 
X monde x 2, saa 

E Peak/Result 1" 123 honde, buwa=, 111-115 

J monde, -te, wake 
(F or (Result 1") honde, 'n da 116 
split A) 
{q/a) — (Orientation) ~ Turn, aa, ne 117-119 
A Coda 123 dakara, ano=, e=. 120-126 

nee, aruiwa 
B Coda 123 dakara x 2, ano—. 127-133 

nee, yo 

Table 6-5. Ethnopoetic and narrative structure of text (Japanese) 

Keys: letters in bold = 'with major pause'; 'x' = truncation 
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Table 6-5 clearly shows that either or both stanzas and verses participate in the 

patterning of threes and fives. The main body of the narrative. Scenes iii and iv, is 

comprised of five stanzas, each of which consists of three verses. Other scenes (Abstract, 

Orientation, and Coda) are not conspicuous stanza-wise, but all the stanzas in these 

components still consist of three verses. At first glance, one may regard this structure as 

arbitrary and as a product of my intentional segmentation. I will show below that the 

segmentation is well motivated by the criteria set up above—the segments are 

independently demarcated by systematic patterns such as pairing, repetition, emotional 

identification markers, and lexical distribution. As well as for the English data, I first 

consider prosodic/intonational features, followed by the cohesion devices, and finally go 

over the types of perspective-taking. 

6.2.2.3 Intonation Units and Disfluencies: Japanese 

Here again, the distribution of non-substantive, i.e., regulatory and fragmentary, 

intonation units turns out to co-occur with certain narrative components (Table 6-5). Pauses 

and these units in Japanese also seem to work on the same mechanism as was seen in the 

English narrative. As for major pauses (letters in bold in Table 6-5), they do seem to show 

preference toward initial and final points of a stanza and a narrative structure. The first set 

of pauses occurs firequently in the initial verse of Stanza i B; the second pause appears in 

Result 1 m Stanza iii A; the last one occurs right before the 'split' final verse {Result 1") in 

Stanza iv A—I will come back to this topic later. Not a case occurred in the middle of 

Complication. Although the fi"equency of pauses is not so high in this narrative, it is clearly 

skewed toward the edges of both the stanza and component levels. 

Truncation ('x' in Table 6-5) also shows the same kind of skewedness toward the 

edges. The first one occurs in Abstract, a series of five truncations cluster around Result 2 
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(Stanza iii E); and the last two, in the final stage of Complication 3 and at Peak, which lead 

to Result 1" (Scene iv). Given these facts, we could claim that regulatory and fragmentary 

lUs also legitimately participate in the patterning of rhetorical structure of narratives, and 

that these prosodic and intonational features may point to the heavily attended portions of 

on-going cognitive processes. Overall, it seems that these types of disfluencies are 

connected to the reportability of a narrative; a pause or truncation appears either at the 

begiiming of a new narrative {Abstract) or at the inception of a (new) consequence {Result 

I, Result 2, and Result 1"), both of which require the exposition of 'what happened?/so 

what?,' with appropriate emphasis through evaluation. 

6.2.2.4 Means to Achieve Cohesion in Japanese Data 

Below we focus only on Scenes iv and v partly because of space constraints but 

mainly because of the high degree of speaker involvement in the description of these 

scenes. I will refrain from commenting on whether we perceive involvement because of 

certain features elaborated by Tannen (1989), or whether abstract emotion called 

involvement causes these features to occur—obviously they interact. However, one thing 

that is certain is that most systematic patterns like these tend to appear at such moments of 

heightened emotional involvement in vernacular speech. 

First, let's take a look at the overall structure of the selected portion. The 

abbreviations in the first row represent STanza, CONnective, Noun, AD Verb, Verb, and 

Final Particle, respectively. First we look into the paradigmatic relations, then move onto 

the syntagmatic ones. 
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SCENE rv 

ST Con. N. 
q/a 

N./Adv. Con. FP 
ka? 

(Peak) 
A ^datte ochite 

nonde saa 
Compl. 3 

)mpl. 3 
tokoro X 2 

bando 

bando 
bando 

bu\ /a=n to 

monde 

|bu\ /a=tto 
kcfehit>j monde hangiitaij tokoro) 

honde n(o) da 

SCENE V 
(Evaluated) Coda! 

dakaral hangu J tokoro 

sonshoo 

dakara^x 2 
Onishi I tokoro ano= 

Figure 6-9. Distribution of oral patterns (Japanese) 

Keys: solid lines for relations across adjacent stanzas; gray lines for long-
distance/wide-range relations 

In comparison with the distribution of English oral patterns (Figure 6-2), the 

Japanese distribution in Figure 6-9 represents both similar and distinct features. In our 

English data, the major items which achieved (syntactic) cohesion were connectives. 
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pronouns, and verbs. In Japanese, they seem to most heavily rely on connectives, (content) 

nouns, and, to a lesser degree, verbs, although it is premature to claim that these features 

are always the dominant cohesive devices in Japanese. Still, the extent to which the text is 

systematically organized is simply amazing. Let's look at each class one by one. 

Connectives: Connectives in Japanese may appear at a clause-initial and/or a clause-final 

position. For the latter case, a connective often accompanies a final particle which mitigates 

the speaker modality. However, the narrator's use of connectives and particles is highly 

selective according to individuals. This narrator mostly used four connectives: honde/hoide 

(vernacular versions of sorede) 'and/then,' dakara 'that's why/(you) see,' monde (a 

vernacular version of mono de) 'because,' and -te form (predicate linking). The first two, 

honde/hoide and dakara ((6) and Figure 6-10), typically mark the beginning of stanzas as 

seen in Stanzas iv D, E and Stanzas v A, B. 

(6) <Japanese text> 
SCENE iv 
D 1 honda, 

buwa=nto ochita monde, 

E 1 honde moo, 
buwa=to ochite, 

(F)l (lio)nde nan'nimo atara nakattan'da. 

SCENE V 
A 1 dakara, 

hangu shiteru tokoro no hoo ga, 

B 1 dakara, 
(H) , 

iitia no dakara=, 

<English translation> 
SCENE iv 
D 1 than, 

I had a huge fall (in a pendulum-like manner), I say, 

E 1 than at last, 
I had a huge fall like a pendulum. 
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F 1/3 Cbat'8 why I didn't hit anything. 

SCENE V 
A 1 so, 

if you are climbing over an overhanging section, 

B 1 B O ,  

(H) , 
the current one, I mean. 

<C)cciirrence of connectives> 

SCENE iv 
D 1 Ihondej 

E 1 Ihonde 

(F) 1 Ihondej 

SCENE V 
A 1 |dakara| 

I 
B 1 |dakara|x 2 

Figure 6-10. Connectives 

The third (ho)nde in Stanza iv (F), as I elaborate below, may be a split third verse in 

Stanza iv A, pairing up with the initial datte in the stanza. Interpretation of honde (or 

sorede) is highly context-dependent because it may mean 'that's why' given a contradictory 

statement induced by datte 'I mean (in response to, or after a negatively evaluated 

statement).' That way, datte and honde form a cause-effect pair. For example: 

(7) 
A; dooshite kinoo gakkoo o yasunda no ? 

'Why were you absent from school yesterday?' 
B: datte kaze hiite tanda mon. (cause) 

(claiming the legitimacy of the cause) '(I say) Because I had a cold.' 
honde shooganaku .... (effect) 

'That's why I had to....' 

Compare this pattern with the speaker's utterances in Stanzas A and (F) in Scene iv. If the 

lines in these stanzas are combined, they make sense of the long-distance cause-effect 
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relationship. Notice that the speaker hastily added explanations of why he didn't hit 

anything after the second line of Stanza A, leaving the 'effect' part unfilled until F 1/3. 

( 8 )  
Scene iv) 
A 1 Matt*. . ̂ '^kuuchuu ^ochitetCa dake da monde. 

'I mean, cuz I just fell through the air,' (cause) 
2 ^choodo ^hangru no kara ochite kiCa monde saa. 

*cuz I just came down from above the overhang, I say. ' 
(cause, elaborated) 

... (explanations inserted) 

(F) 1/3 hondm '^^nan-nimo ^ataranakattan'da. 
"that's why I didn't hit anything.' (effect) 

I asked for native speakers' perceptions about this structure without showing them 

the segments broken down into verses and stanzas. They generally agreed that the line 

segmented as (F 1) here may quite possibly conjoin with the line A-2 above, with the 

Stanzas B, C, D, and E embedded as intermediary explanations. Given this is a valid 

assumption. Stanzas A/(F)-B-C-D-E constitute a five-stanza Scene iv. We deal with the 

other frequendy used connectives, monde 'because, since' (a vernacular version of 

monode) and the -te form 'and' in the 'verb' section. 

Nouns referring to physical features: Another prominent pattem is the distribution of 

(content) nouns (in contrast to pronouns) referring to physical features. It seems to be 

largely a (con)textual requirement which patterning of text such nouns may constitute. 

Here, it is topological features that are given highest prominence. Specifically, hangu 

'overhang' and bando 'rock band' are extensively referred to throughout the text and 

exhibit a maximally systematic configuration in this portion. Also, the use of proper name 

Onishi 'Demon Rock' in Scene v. Stanza B is here regarded as equivalent to hangu because 

it is an area famous for overhanging rock. Tokoro 'place' is another candidate, but often 

accompanies either of the topological terms. What is amazing is that these words appear 
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alternately through Scenes iv and v, and connect the stanzas with lexical ties and contrastive 

pairs. The use of tokoro is more restricted, only appearing toward the climax in Scene iv 

and in the evaluated Coda, Scene v. 

{9) <Japanese text> 
Scene iv 
A 1 ... 

2 (1.2) choodo hangu no ue kara ochite kita monde saa. 
B 1 ha- hangu koshite koo itte, 

2 kante itte, 
3 bando torabaasu shiteru [toki] 

totte, 
C 1 moo <@ shuuryo-- @> 

kakushinbu wa owari to yuu tokoro no, 
s- temae no tokoro de saa, 

2 ano, 
bemdo agatteru tochuu de, 

3 sooyuu koto ga okottan dawa nee. 
D 1 Honde, 

buwa=nto ochita monde, 
2 bando no 

bando no kono tokoro wa, 
3 hotondo nannimo shiten ga tottarahen monde saa, 

E 1 honde moo, 
buwa=to ochite, 

2 choodo sono, 
hangutai= o koshita tokoro da monde, 

3 hangu no shita made ochitetchatta wake. 
(F)l (ho)nde nannimo ataranakattan da. 

SCENE V 
q aa j aa, 

kaette hangu [shi(te)]ta no ga yokattan desu ne. 
a [un.] 
A 1 dakara, 

hangu shiteru tokoro no hoc ga, 
2 ano=, 

e= iwa ni gekitotsu shite=, 
shinu-tte yuu yoona koto ga, 

naikara nee. 
3 aruiwa ke- sonshoo o ukeru. 

B 1 dakara, 
(H) , 

ima no dakara=, 
2 ano=, 

Oniabl mitaina tokoro @@@ no hoo ga nee, 
(anzen desu ne.) 

3 zettai anzen nanda yo. 
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<English translation> 
SCENE iv 
A 1 ... 

2 cuz I came down from above the ovaxliang, OK. 
B 1 I went past the ovarhaxiff like this, and 

2 went along the ridge, and 
3 got my protection 

when I was hcind-travers ing, and 
(hu=m.) 

C 1 almost over -- ( (trimcated) ) 
when I was almost through the criix pairt, 

right before the end par^ of it, OK, 
2 u=n, 

on my way up along the band, 
3 that accident just happened, you know. 

D 1 then, 
I had a huge fall (in a pendulum-like manner), I say, 

2 as for the band — ((truncated)) 
as for the band section there, 

3 cuz I had almost no protections, you know. 
E 1 then, 

I had a huge fall like a pendulum, 
2 right after the, 

cuz it was right after I went past the ovaxhang, 
3 I fell way down below the ovarhanff, you know. 

F 1/3 that's why I didn't hit cinything. 

SCENE V 
A 1 so, 

if you are climbing over an ovarbanging section, 
2 u=n, 

it won't happen that 
you hit on rock and die, you know, 

3 or (it won't happen that) you get hurt. 
B 1 so, 

(H) , 
the current one, I mean, 

2 u=n, 
a place like Oniahi is, you know, 

(safe, isn't it?) 
3 absolutely much safer, I would say. 

(See Figure 6-11 in the 'verb' section for the simplified distribution.) 

Adverbs: Adverbs buwa-nto and buwa—tto both represent a similar image-schematic 

notion; dynamic and possibly curvilinear trajectory. Longacre (1996) mentions that the 

incidence of onomatopoeia is a feature of Peak—in fact onomatopxieic expressions only 
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cx:cur in Peak (Stanzas D and E), serving to further elaborate the falling motion both in 

terms of manner and path. (See the simplified distribution in the 'verb' section below.) 

Verbs and linking: The verbs in the Japanese text do not constitute particularly salient 

elements in the overall ethnopoetic patterning as they did in the English text. They appear 

rather randomly except those elaborated here. Interestingly, ochiru 'fall' and kosu 'pass,' 

in combination with connectives monde and the -te form, constitute a major cohesive tie in 

Scene iv, initiating and terminating (or sandwiching) the scene like a brace. 

(10) <Japanese text> 
A 1 datte, 

kuuchuu ocliltetta dake da monda. 
2 (1.2) choodo hangu no ue kara ocliita kita mond* saa. 
3 0 

B 1 ha- hangu kosbit* koo itt«, 
2 kante itt«, 
3 bcindotorabaasu shiteru [toki] 

tott«, 
([huun.]) 

C 
D 1 Honde, 

buwa=nto ochita monde, 
2 bcindo no --

bando no kono tokoro wa, 
3 hotondo nannimo shiten ga tottarahen monde saa, 

E 1 honde moo, 
buwa=to ochl-ta, 

2 choodo sono, 
hangutai= o koshlta tokoro da monde, 

3 hangu no shita made ocliitetchatta wake. 

<English translation> 
A l l  m e a n ,  

cuz I just fell through the air, 
2 cuz I came down from above the overhang, OK. 
3 0 

B I X  went past the overhang like this, and 
2 went along the ridge, and 
3 got my protection 

when I was hand-traversing, and 
(hu=m.) 

C ... 
D 1 then, 

I had a huge £all (in a pendulum-like manner) , I say, 
2 as for the band -- ((truncated) ) 

as for the band section there, 
3 cuz I had almost no protections, you know. 
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1 then, 
I had a huge fall like a pendulum, and 

2 right after the, 
CU2 it was right after I want past the overhang, 

3 I £«11 way down below the overhang, you know. 

Scene iv 

A 

B 

(F) 

Scene v 
q/a 

B 

Content N Adv 

hangu 
INZ 
hangu 

bando 
tokoro X 2 

bando 
bando 
—z— 

I tokoro 
buwa=ntol /f^ 

buwa=tto 
hangu tai jtokoroj 
hangq 

ochite 
nonde 

monde 

hita monde 
ocm 

hangu 
"T" 
hangu J tokoro 

Onishi tokoro 

Figure 6-11. Nouns, Adverbs, and Verbs 

Notice also the balance of the verbs and connectives monde and -te form—they are 

seen only in Scene iv, making a contrast between the first two and the last two stanzas, 

with the third stanza as the interlocking pivot (Hymes 1981). As shown below, these 

clause-final connectives, together with verbs and final particles, are repeated in Stanzas D 
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and E, structurally underlining the spatial motions described in Stanza A. A set of -te 

triplets in Stanza B serves to connect the first half to the pivot stanza C, which is then 

connected to the latter half by lexical ties. 

Overall, we see in the big rectangle in Figure 6-11 the gradual accumulation of these 

items, culminating in Stanza E (i.e., Longacre's crowded stage). Thus, this section in 

Scene iv demonstrates properties of Peak as defined by Longacre (1996) and high 

involvement defined by Tarmen (1989), in the forms of concentration, repetition, and 

collocation of focus items. 

Thematic coherence in the overall structure: Scene iv, as projected in the initial q/a 

exchange, centers around the topic of the injury which the speaker suffered. As briefly 

mentioned above. Stanzas B to E in Scene iv are, content-wise, a redundant addendum to 

the answer, voluntarily reiterated by the speaker. That is, only Stanza A (and F) suffices 

for the answer to the question, so you didn't get hurt because of the fall itself? in q/a. Thus 

the exemplary main line would connect from Stanza A (via Stanza (F)) to Evaluated Coda 

in Scene v. Coda serves to evoke the original theme by the use of general evaluation of the 

accident. Kega 'injury' in q/a in Scene iv is reactivated by shinu 'die' and sonshoo 

'(physical) damage,' which are contrasted to anzen 'safe' by referring to a currently 

popular climbing area, Onishi 'Demon Rock.' This thematic coherence is easily 

overlooked, but most well-grounded in this portion (Figure 6-12): remember that this 

narrative was initiated in request for a danger-of-death story. 

(11) <Japanese text> 
SCENE iv 
q aa j a, 

hoka no iwa jitai ni yoru kaga wa nakattan desu ka? 
a (0)hun. 

{aaa.) 
A 
SCENE V 



q aa jaa, 
kaette hangu [shi(te)]ta no ga yokattan desu ne. 

a [un.] 
A 1 dakara, 

hangu shiteru tokoro no hoo ga, 
2 ano=, 

e= iwa ni gekitotsu shite=, 
shinu-cte yuu yoona koto ga, 

naikara nee. 
3 aruiwa ke- sonshoo o ukeru. 

B 1 dakara, 
(H) , 

iitia no dakara=, 
2 ano=, 

Onishi mitaina tokoro @@@ no hoo ga nee, 
(anzen desu ne.) 

3 zettai anz«n nanda yo. 

<English translation> 
SCENE iv 
q (OK so, 

you didn't get hurt because of the fall itself?) 
a right. 

(OK. ) 
A 
SCENE V 
A 1 so, 

if you are climbing over an overhanging section, 
2 u=n, 

it won't happen that 
you hit on rock and dla, you know, 

3 or (it won't happen that) you gat hurt. 
B 1 so, 

(H) , 
the current one, I mean, 

2 u=n, 
the area like Onishi is, you know, 

(sa£a, isn't it?) 
3 absolutely much safer, I would say. 

<Distribution of occurrences> 

SCENE rv 
q/a 

SCENE V 
A 

B 

shinu 
sonshoo 

{Onishi =) 

kega 

anzen 

Figure 6-12. Thematic coherence 
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As I have shown so far, this text has a paradigmaticaily refrained structure in terms of 

lexical cohesion and contrast. On the syntagmatic level, also, this portion of text is 

rhetorically underscored twice, once in Peak and once again in Coda through near-identical 

doublets of lexical sets as well as paradigmatic pairs of lexical items (see oblong circles in 

Stanzas iv D, E, and v A and B in Figure 6-9). These repetitions and oppositions are, in 

other words, an implicit evaluative device which operates by means of structural 

underlining consisting of verses of threes. 

6.2.2.5 Spatial Perspective-Taking Based on Experience 

Tour perspective: The spatial perspective employed in this narrative was obviously different 

from the previous one {gaze/survey). As well as in the English case, the narrator adheres to 

the temporal order of the accident but is engaged in 'experience-near' descriptions of 

physical and environmental settings with frequent use of hand gestures. Therefore, his 

perspective exhibits similarity to what is called a tour perspective. In fact his spatial 

perspective does not easily succumb to what I called 'viewpoint floatation' in the previous 

analysis such that the narrator's vantage points freely float around the spatial event like a 

movie camera, or like an imaginary third party narrator with omnipotent viewing frames. 

Here, even when the narrator describes a sequence of motion events (i.e., pan of scenes), 

he does so with hand gestures as if the hand itself represents his body. The point of view is 

intrinsic to the moving body, which temporally 'navigates' the physical setting within the 

changing locations. In this sense the narratological techniques the narrator employs are 

highly 'experience-near' to the moving agent. 

Given these observations from English and Japanese, we could assume that the major 

spatial perspectives used in climbing narratives are fundamentally of two types: intrinsic (or 

route) or extrinsic (or gaze/survey) to the narrating agent—mainly because 'gaze' and 
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'survey' perspectives are never clearly separated in climbing narratives. As is often pointed 

out, these are rough equivalents to the perspectives represented by deictic motion verbs, 

come and go. Come is a perspective maricer strictly for the intrinsic perspective because the 

motion implied by come always indicates motion toward the speaker. In other words, the 

use of come always implies the location of the origo in discourse. Motion represented by 

go is indecisive (i.e., both intrinsic and extrinsic) and subject to what we called 'viewpoint 

floatation' because it can encode both motion from the origo and also neutral motion of an 

entity from one place to another irrespective of the location of the speaker. (We will 

consider this question in more detail in the next chapter, but tentatively, we assimie that 

these motion concepts are basically true for English and Japanese.) 

6.2.2.5.1 Intrinsic (route) perspective 

These assumptions, if correct, predict that the extrinsic perspective used in the 

English data should not rely on the use of come, since come implies the speaker's existence 

in the situation described, or in our definition, the speaker's direct (or at least visual) 

experience. Thus, only go will appear in such expositions canonicalIy.'°^ I say 

'canonically' because the narrator's perspectives are flexible enough to project and laminate 

with that of an imaginary third person, as we often find in literary narratives. However, as 

far as my climbing discourse data is concemed, such relativization of point of view is very 

rare. The narrators strictly stick to the perspective constrained by their experiential base. 

In the above English climbing narrative, go appeared only once, and come, never. I also 
looked at other English climbing narratives which were not considered here, and found 
that go was largely a neutral choice for spatial motion with or without experiential base, 
and that come never appeared when the speaker's direct experience was not assured. In 
this Japanese data, we find three and five occurrences of kuru 'come' and iku 'go,' 
respectively. 
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This portion of the Japanese data attests to our assumptions. It generally exhibits 

strict time-space iconicity, and the narrator's experiential status accounts for distinct modes 

of spatial perspective-taking: direct experience correlates with the intrinsic perspective, 

while the lack of it correlates with the extrinsic. Below, the main body of the narrative 

(Scenes iii and iv) includes the elaborations of the motions of the climber/narrator. Our 

focus is on the use of deictic motion verbs iku 'go' and kuru 'come.' The number in the 

brackets after each text corresponds to the spatially represented motion in Figure 6-13 (a). 

(12) 
Scene iii 
a) A 1-B 2 konna. ookina iwa ga. koyatce sawatta dakede ochite-kita 

monde, ... issho ni ochichatta wake nee. [1] 
'a huge rock like this caaM off just by touching it, so I 
fell with it.' 

b) B 3 hoide chuuburarin ni natte. [2] 
'then I hung in the air.' 

c) C . . .da=CCo nagraku . . .chuukan shiten o torazuni are shitotta 
monde, sootoo ochiCe ne ... [3] 
'I was running out the route very long without taking 
protections on the way up, so I fell quite a bit.' 

d) D 1 20 meetaa chikaku ochitanja nai kanaa [4] 
'I guess I had an almost 70-foot fall.' 

e) D 2-3 hangu no shita de kakuho shiteiru Yamamori-kun no sugu mae 
ni buwa=nto burasagatta n'da. [5] 
'I fell and hung right in front of Yamamori, who was 
belaying me under the overhang.' 

f) E ha=n to hippararete rokkotsu otchattan da wane. [6] 
'I was caught (by the rope) very hard and broke my rib.' 

Scene iv 
a) A 1 kuuchuu ochi-tm (£) tta dake da monde. [7] 

'cuz I just want falling through the air, ' 
b) A 2 (1.2) choodo hancfu no ue kara ochite klta monde saa. [8] 

'cuz I cam down from above the overhang, OK. ' 
c) B hangu koshite koo ittm, kante itta, bandotorahaasu shiteru 

toki totte, [9] 
'I want past the overhang like this, and went along the 
ridge, and got my protection when I was heind-traversing.' 

d) C kakushin owari toyuu tokoro no temae no tokoro de . . . sooyuu 
koto ga okottan dawa nee. [10] 
*when I was almost through the cr\ix, right before the end of 
it, that accident just happened.' 

e) D-E 1 honde buwa=nto ochita monde, ... honde moo buwa=to ochite, 
[11] 
"then I had a huge fall, . . . then at last I had a huge fall 
in a pendulum-like manner.' 

f) E 3 hangu no shita made ochite (it) tchatta wake. [12] 
'I want falling way down below the overhang, you know.' 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6-13. Spatial motions represented in Scenes iii and iv 

Scenes iii and iv exhibit the same spatial progression with the same starting and 

ending points. Scene iii starts from [1] ('fall point') and ends at [5] (/[6]), making one and 

a half circles. Likewise, at the inception of Scene iv, the narrator's point of view returned 

to [7] ('fall point'), again making one and a half circles and ending at [12]. There are two 

conceptually salient points in this spatial schema—Anchor/End point and Fall point. (Since 

the Anchor and End point are close together, they seem to be conceptualized as a single 

point in this schema.) During the description, iku and kuru were used to encode different 

spatial orientations based on the landmarks. 'Path' and 'departure' motions were always 

encoded by iku, and 'arrival' motion, by kuru (Figure 6-13 (b)). In this narrative, the use 
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of iku follows the path of the bodily progression, but the motion represented by kuru is 

always toward these two salient land marks, and aligned with the downward movement. 

However, I am not claiming that kuru encodes the downward movement on the vertical 

dimension (although it seems that come tends to be associated with it). I just suggest that 

the use of kuru may be constrained by the visibility of what comes to the climber or what 

s/he comes to because of its experiential connotation. (We consider this topic in more detail 

in the next chapter.) 

Also prominent is the correlation of experiential status with the mode of perspective-

taking. For the description of the path from Anchor to Fall point, the narrator takes an 

intrinsic, actor-oriented, experience-near, and active mode of representation with hand 

gestures (see 'Route' in Table 6-2 at the beginning of this chapter). He says, for example, 

hangu koshite koo itte, kante itte, bandotorabaasu shiteru toki totte [9] 'I went past the 

overhang like this, and went along the ridge, and got my protection when I was hand-

traversing,' imitating the motion with his hand. 

On the other hand, the description of the path from Fall to End points is obviously 

less elaborated for actions, simply encoded in the extrinsic, wide-range, and experience-far 

perspective: e.g., 20 meetaa chikaku ochitanja nai kanaa [4] 'I guess I had an almost 70-

foot fair and honde buwa~nto ochita monde [11] 'then I had a huge fall in a pendulum-like 

manner,' both of which are not accompanied by hand gestures. 

Given these observations, spatial perspective-taking is a highly flexible mechanism 

which incorporates multiple vantagepoints (Klein 1982, 1983; Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 

1992b, 1996) and is affected by the epistemic/experiential status of the narrator. 

Experience, although not necessarily a determining factor for perspective-taking (cf 

'imaginary' perspective in Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 1992b), should be an influential one 

in enabling the intrinsic perspective. This perspective can perhaps be variably and 
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systematically mobilized depending on the task at hand (cf. Linde & Labov 1975; Levelt 

1982a; Shanon 1984; Brown 1995). 

6.2.2.5.2 Overlay Structure 

Another syntagmatic pattern that may be specific to the Japanese data is voluntary 

repetition of the main event. Figure 6-14 shows the sequence of Labovian narrative 

components along the development of scenes. Evidently, the narrative main line is 

elaborated and reiterated three times in Scenes iii and iv. The important point is that the 

narrator volunteered all three repetitions. Especially for the last repetition in Scene iv, 

despite the fact that he was explicitly asked about his injury (broken rib: Result 2), he 

narrated from Complication 3 to Result 1", preserving his informed evaluation on faU-

induced injuries until Coda. Remember that this narrative was originally initiated as one of 

his life-threatening experiences rather than just an exposition about a fall experience. 

Given this pattem, the narrative comes close to what Grimes (1972) called the 

'overlay' structure, with the main portion narrated three times, and each time with a slightly 

different perspective and varying degrees of elaboration (see also Fleischman 1986 for an 

analysis of a similar paratactic text; the Old French 'Song of Roland').'"® If we take 

Abstract as the gist of the main narrative, we end up going through the main event four 

times by the end of the narrative. It is notable that the narrator did this even without an 

explicit request to do so. (See also similar, though arguable, expositions of a circular or 

Grimes (1975: 293) defines 'overlay' as foUows: 'The overlay technique involves 
putting together two or more PLANES, each of which constitutes a narration of the same 
sequence of events. The first plane consists largely of new information. The second 
plane, and the others that follow it, begin the sequence over again .... They consist 
partly of new information that is being given for the first time in that plane, partly of 
^ven information such as that which is referred to anaphorically, and partly of 
information that is repeated piecemeal from an earlier plane. This repeated information 
has a special status: it is the highlighted information that ties the whole overlay together. 
Informationally it is the backbone of the whole stmcture.' 
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loop structure of the Japanese rhetorical/narrative style for Kaplan 1966, Hinds 1980, 

1984a). 

Climbing narratives are an excellent source for studying this aspect of narrative. Since 

time-space correspondence is almost complete here, a temporal progression is mirrored in 

the spatial movement. With this, we could avoid at least one type of complication/ 

indeterminacy originating in the narrator's poetic imagination which can transcend the 'real' 

vs. 'imaginary' distinction—this is often a source of confusion for 'temporal sequence.' 

Figure 6-14. Overlay structure of narrative components in Japanese data 

Then, what is the difference between 'overlay' and 'repetition'? In so far as the 

laminated expositions are concerned, the overlay structure may just be anotlier type of 

'repetition' (Tannen) and 'structural underlining' (Longacre), with a different amount/ 

frequency of the repeated content. One assumption is that an acceptable range of 

redundancy maintained and habitualized in everyday interaction is also part of cultural 

norms, as well as, for example, a sense of obligation to immediate answers (Philips 1976), 

amount/frequency of speech overlap (Tannen 1981), amount of elaboration in gratitude 

(Eisenstein & Bodman 1986), and language-specific constraints on repair (Fox, Hayashi & 

Jasperson 1996). 

Seen this way, speakers of languages may differ in the extent to which they can 

presume to grant themselves the right to repeat ±e content with subtle cues for reiteration, 

or even without them. Speakers in some cultures may be more accustomed to repeating the 

Time sequence •> 

(QX)-Orientali onZ, 
i iii) 

iv) 
V) 
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point and to doing that without an explicit request, and/or hearers are more habitualized to 

be tolerant and not to presume to say 'here you go again!' Given this, what causes the 

difference may be just another politeness strategy—the speaker's intention to maintain 

'positive face' by willingly bothering to reiterate for the hearer, and the hearer's attention to 

the speaker's 'negative face' by not interrupting the excessive reiteration. 

This also concerns rhetorical styles and acceptable narrative practice according to 

genres. As shown in the preceding sections, in English too, partial overlay was observed 

after a clarifying question. That is, a question evokes an interactive space where repetition 

is largely an acceptable practice unless it exceeds a normal range. Interlocutors may thus 

exhibit differing degrees of tolerance for repetition depending on the communicative task at 

hand. Either way, this topic is beyond the scope of the analysis here, and needs to be 

pursued elsewhere. 
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6.3 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

On the whole, the rhetorical structures for the two types of narratives present both 

cross-linguistic similarities and differences. As for similarities, both English and Japanese 

exhibit ethnopoetic oral patterns of threes and fives at the levels of verses and stanzas 

(Hymes 1981, 1996; Minami & McCabe 1991; Masuda n.d.). Both languages typically 

rely upon certain lexical and structural features in organizing the culturally embedded 

patterns. They also show similarities in the distribution of conspicuous pauses and 

truncations, which indicates that the same cognitive processes seem to be at work in 

building up narratives. In this sense, we have a good reason to retain Regulatory and 

Fragmentary lUs in the analysis of spoken discourse. 

However, English and Japanese differ in the ways they lexically embody such 

patterns. Specifically, in our English data, it was constituents such as pronouns, 

connectives, and verbs that tended to participate in the systematic patterning of lexical 

alignment, but in Japanese they were likely to be connectives and nouns. Although my 

analysis of other narratives from these languages largely confirms these assumptions, it still 

is plausible that idiosyncratic traits and/or genre-specific preference may have been at work 

in manifesting the systematic patterns observed. These generalizations thus need to be 

further empirically tested. 

Another implication is that a different cognitive status about the narrated event may be 

relevant to the perspectives taken in these narratives. The English narrative—not based on 

the narrator's actual experience—^was rendered from his long-term memory through the 

filter of his ethnopoetic performance. It was also told for the exposition of 'fall' caused by 

failures of gear, which requires a detached, wide-range, extrinsic (gaze/survey) 

perspective. In such performances, the viewpoint flotation seems to be more freely 

employed than in the Japanese case, in which the narrator had direct experience of the event 
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narrated. With direct experience of the event, the narrator seems to have more closely 

adhered to the moving entity's intrinsic (route) perspective, which in turn granted less 

freedom for viewpoint floatation. Therefore, this Japanese narrative provides us with a 

more experience-near exposition of spatial context, although there is always the possibility 

for incorporating other spatial perspectives in discourse. 
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7. 

DEICTIC VERBS OF MOTION IN JAPANESE ROUTE-FINDING 
DISCOURSE 

7.0 (DEICTIC) MOTION VERBS AS MARKERS OF COHESION AND 

VANTAGEPOINT 

The final question we address in this study is: 

4) What is the role of 'experience' in constructing/achieving the coherence of 
perspectives in the way-finding negotiation? 

In Chapter 7 we try to verify the effect of 'experience' in perspective-taking in 

discourse by looking at the use of (deictic) motion verbs, iku 'go' and kuru 'come' (cf. 

Fillmore 1966, 1971; Ohye 1975; Morita 1977). Generally speaking, the experiential status 

implied by these verbs will be confirmed to be closely related to the next two findings: I) 

choice of descriptive perspectives (intrinsic or extrinsic) largely depends on the 

characteristics of physical environments (cf. Taylor & Tversky 1992a, 1992b, 1996; 

Tversky 1996), and 2) Figure and Ground (here re-interpreted as 'the agent' and 

'landmarks' in the physical envirorunent) are favorably associated with 'manner' and 

'endstate,' respectively (cf. Gropen et al. 1991a). 

The consequences of these factors are reflected in our data such that 1) these motion 

verbs may serve as indexical cohesion devices by binding the speaker's perspectives to a 

certain anchor point and as topic boundary markers through distinct orientedness to the 
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anchors in spatial discourse, and 2) '(visual) experience' may constrain and determine the 

type and location of the vantagepoint represented by the verbs, affecting the type and ratio 

of elaboration of path/manner-encoding categories. 

Specifically, we examined two types of motion verbs {iku and kuru) which are 

assumed to represent particular perspectives—'compound' forms for an 'experience-near' 

and 'intrinsic' perspective, and 'bare' forms for an 'experience-far,' more detached, 

'extrinsic' perspective. Although spatial perspectives are rather freely shifted in individual 

mental imageries, such perspective shifts are experientially constrained in a cooperative 

mental map constructed by multiple participants. More importantly, this maintenance and 

these shifts were achieved collaboratively among discourse participants (Clark & Wilkes-

Gibbs 1986; Schober 1993, 1995). 
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7.1 INTRODUCnON 

Our cognitive activities in everyday experience are largely constructed by conceptions 

of motion events. Specifically, spatial motions have now been recognized as the source 

domain for numerous types of schematic projection, and as pervasive in the conceptual 

structures of case frames, metaphorical expressions, and linguistic categories (Fillmore 

1982b; Lakoff 1987; Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Lakoff & Turner 1989; Langacker 1987; 

etc.). Spatial motions are basically physical events—although not necessarily, e.g., 

'fictive' motion expressions (Talmy 1983, 1996a; Langacker 1987; Matsumoto 1996a)— 

and thus have the origin and the goal of energy transmission, ordinarily perceived as the 

starting point and the ending point of motion. For example, Langacker (1987: 166) 

conceptualized spatial motion s as 'change through time in the location of some entity,' by 

using a formula [m/lo]to> [m/l,]t, > [m/ljJtj > ..., where m represents the movement along 

path [lo>I|>l2...], during the span of conceived time [to>t,>t2...]. Such motions 

consequently constitute certain trajectories and exhibit image-schematic orientations. Local 

semantic roles encoded by such movements can thus be described by SOURCE, PATH, 

and GOAL (Fillmore 1982c), often with a less accurate candidate, DIRECTION (e.g., 

Lakoff 1987: 275; Jackendoff 1983: 168). 

Since Fillmore's (1966, 1971, 1976, 1982a, 1982c) initial formulation of the deictic 

nature of some motion verbs, come and go—and extensively take and bring—have been a 

center of attention in the investigation of deixis. It has often been assumed that come and go 

can be glossed as 'goal-oriented motion toward the speaker' and 'source-oriented motion 

NOT toward the speaker,' respectively, and have generally been treated as cross-linguistic 

semantic primitives. 

Fillmore's approach, which relies on appropriateness conditions for linguistic 

expressions including come and go, has been extremely influential and has motivated 
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cross-linguistic studies of motion verbs. One such approach is comparative. Based on the 

observation that some conditions required for COME in one language may sometimes 

correspond to conditions for GO in other languages (e.g., Gathercole 1977, 1978; Wilkins 

& Hill 1995), contrastive analyses of Fillmore's appropriateness conditions were 

conducted in terms of whether or not the moving entity was oriented to the speaker, the 

hearer, or the projected home base, unveiling language-specific means of encoding deictic 

motions into verbs (Sinha 1972 on Hindi, Ohye 1975 on Japanese, Gathercole 1977, 1978 

on Spanish, Japanese, English and Turkish, and others, Rauh 1981 on English and 

German, and Zhang 1992 on Japanese and Chinese).'"' 

These studies revealed that deictic verbs of motion functionally manifest parametric 

differences in, for example, 1) potential presuppositions about the presence (or absence) of 

the speaker or the hearer at the Goal, 2) speaker's (or hearer's) identification with the Goal, 

3) 'accompaniment' connotation, and 4) distribution of deictic notions in relation to other 

motion verbs such as take, bring, give, and receive. Another approach is to seek common 

semantic elements of COME and GO in terms of metalinguistic decomposition into, for 

example, a 'Natural Semantic Metalanguage (Goddard 1997; Goddard & Wierzbicka 

1994),' which is claimed to be applicable to every language. 

For some languages, deictic motion is not a simple concept separately encoded in 

COME and GO but just part of grammatical marking of a motion event. Thus, deictic 

motions may be combined with (non-)directional sense of arrival, a return path, and 

tense/aspect. Intensive work has been done in Mixtec and Zlapotec languages concerning 

these aspects of motion verbs (Kuiper & Merrifield 1975; Macaulay 1982, 1985; Speck & 

I use upper case COME and GO as representing general cover-terms for coming and 
going, wnich are arguably cross-linguisticaUy appDcable but here are presumed to exist 
for the sake of representing language-neutral notions of deictic motion. They can be a 
matrix for English come and go, Japanese kuru and iku, Indonesian datang and pergi, 
German kommen and gehen, etc. See Goddard (1997) for elaboration of such an idea. 
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Pickett 1976; Merrifield 1992; Williams 1996) zind in some others (e.g., Kuno & Kaburaki 

1977; DeLancy 1981,1982). These studies reveal an intricate ramification of the space-

time-viewpoint compound. Recently, attention has been paid to temporal notions of English 

come and go in interaction with 'pragmatically shiftable temporal focus' of motion verbs 

(K. Taylor 1988), and also to the interaction of aspect, modality, and negation in the 

selection of motion events in Russian and Polish (Grenoble 1989). Further, evaluative 

coimotations (Clark 1974) attached to come and go have been reanalyzed in terms of 

metaphorical extensions and prototypical profiling patterns of motion (Radden 1996). 

Even with the abundance of such motion-verb studies, there seem to be few studies— 

as far as 1 am aware—of how COME and GO verbs may be used in a stream of 

spontaneous discourse to encode the speaker's (unconscious) epistemic stances toward the 

events described. My objective in this chapter is thus to consider this aspect of indexical 

encoding of motion based on human experience. I argue that in Japanese use of COME and 

GO is regulated by contexmal and epistemic conditions, especially by the disposition to 

maintain consistency of vantagepoints and to conform to experiential status in the events 

described. I also suggest that the anchoring of the relativized origos is constrained by co-

constructed spatial imageries among the discourse participants. 

7.1 .1  REVIEW OF BASIC CONCEPTS OF DEICTIC VERBS OF MOTION 

To review basic concepts of deictic motion verbs, let's examine the following 

sentences (Fillmore 1971: 52): 

(1) He went home around midnight 
(2) He came home around midnight. 

In the first sentence, the temporal phrase 'midnight' implicidy specifies the time of 

departure of the agent, 'he,' whereas the second sentence specifies the time of arrival. This 

difference is only encoded by the verbs 'went' and 'came', suggesting that go is skewed 
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toward departure, and come, toward arrival."" In these cases, the time he left the scene is 

called the departure time (Tl) and the time he came back home, the arrival time (Tn). This 

formulation makes available the point or period of time at/during which the focused event is 

taking place, here called the reference time (Tl-Tn). 

Like indexicals such as I and you, come and go are also context-dependent for their 

interpretations but more flexible in identifying with the deictic center, which constitutes the 

pivot of immediate interactive space. A full understanding of these verbs requires 

clarification of whose perspective was taken and when and where that proposition was 

uttered in a given context, hi his most widely accepted formulations, Fillmore (1971, 

1982c) described the properties of come and go as the following: 

A. For go (1982c: 221), it is assumed that the Sender ('Speaker' in his later 
conceptualization) is not located at the Goal at coding time. 

B. For come (1971: 10-11), given 'X came to Y at T,' where X = the moving entity; Y = 
the destination; T = the reference/arrival time, then the following four possible 
interpretations exist:''' 

Here we sense the assumed 'orientedness': Goal for 'come' and 'Source for 'go.' 
i) a. Justin came from New York. 

b. Justin came from New York (to the place where I am now). 
ii) a. Sara went to New York. 

b. Sara went to New York (from the place where I am now). 
Based on Fillmore (1971), Ohye (1975: 76-7) reasons that the sense of missing 
arguments in i (b) and ii ^) are assumed in i (a) and ii (a), respectively, and claims that 
the same applies to the Japanese equivalents. 
Fillmore's (1971) definitions of the terms are as follows. Only those in italics are 

relevant here: 
reference time = the point or period that is the temporal focus or background for the event or 

condition being described in the clause. 
coding time = the time during which the communication act as a whole takes place (Tl—^Tn) or 

the time span determining the center of the tense system 
encoding time = the time the message is being encoded (Tl) 

e.g. 'I m writing this letter on the balcony of my hotel in Debrecen.' 
decoding time = me time the message is bemg interpreted (Tn) 

e.g. 'You've just read my last letter to you. 
departure time (Tl): he went home around midnight. 
arrival time (Tn): he came home around midnight. 
reference place = the location or object that is Seen as the ftamework or spatial reference point 

for what is mentioned in the clause. 
coding place = used when Sender and Receiver are both in the same place 
—when they are in distinct places, we talk about: 
encoding plane (= the encoder's location)/ decoding place (= the decoder's location) 
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a) The speaker is at Y at coding time 
b) The addressee is at Y at codmg time 
c) The speaker is at Y at reference time (T) 
d) The addressee is at Y at reference time (T) 

First, let's consider Condition A. Due to tliis condition, such sentences as 'Go here' 

and 'I/You went here' are excluded,"^ but 'Go away' is not. A general assumption is that 

go is much simpler and underspecified than come with respect to its destination—'simply a 

place which is distinct fn)m the encoder's location at coding time (1971: 59).' On the other 

hand, come can represent several possibilities about whose destination is talked about. We 

read off from this formulation that, if the speaker uses a third person subject in a 

proposition including deictic motion at coding time—e.g., Tom came to the apartment 

(=here) yesterday afternoon, the moving entity is the third person, and the connoted 

observer at Goal at reference time is either the speaker or the hearer (or both). Since this 

sentence does not include the speaker or the addressee as explicit sentence arguments, their 

possible locations at the reference time are covertly assumed. Such a sentence may 

represent a wider possibility in deictic projection than a sentence with the speaker or the 

addressee in the subject position, since in this sentence the speaker and the addressee are 

confined to either the coding time or reference time. Therefore, possible interpretations B 

(a) to (d) exhibit decreasing availability as the sentence is increasingly specified by deictic 

expressions such as 'there,' 'tomorrow,' and T (see Fillmore 1982c: 221-2). 

3) a. Tom will come to the apartment (=here) tomorrow. 
(usable in all the four contexts in B) 

b. Tom will come there (to the apt) tomorrow. 
(usable only in B (b), (c), and (d); (a) ruled out) 

c. I will come there (to the apt) tomorrow. 
(usable only in B (b) and (d): (a) and (c) ruled out) 

'' ̂ However, as Fillmore pointed out, this sentence is perfectly acceptable if uttered in a 
situation where the spe^er indicates the destination on a map by nnger-pointing (1971: 
55). In fact the same kind of 'gestural' use of 'here' pervades indexing activities in 
natural discourse. The same applies to 'lA^ou take them here.' 
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However, deictic motion verbs can evoke richer interactive scenes than these. As 

Fillmore (1982c: 226) puts it, 'In pure third-person discourse (i.e., in discourse in which 

the identity and location of the Sender and the Addressee plays no role), the narrator is ftee 

to choose a point of view, such that movement toward the place or person whose point of 

view is assumed can be expressed with the verb COME.' In other words, these verbs may 

be used to specify situations in which neither the speaker nor the addressee figures as a 

character. In such cases 1) a place taken as the subject of the narrative, 2) the location of the 

central character at reference time, or 3) the place which is the central character's home base 

at reference time may serve as the temporary deictic centers (Fillmore 1971: 67). 

His model is sometimes complex because he uses somewhat different terminology in 

his 1966, 1971, and 1982c papers. His analysis is quite thorough but does not necessarily 

cover every case of motion settings created by come and go. Also, as Wilkins & Hill 

(1995: 211) point out, Fillmore's formulation of deictic motion verbs does not distinguish 

lexical semantic description from the description of utterance interpretation. What he calls 

'the moving entity' is thus ambiguous—it can be just the subject of a proposition or the 

connoted speaker/addressee outside the proposition. Besides, Fillmore's appropriateness 

conditions are not equally applicable to all sentences containing locative phrases and come 

and go because senses of Goal, Source, and Path are not necessarily monolithic for every 

proposition. Thus it will not be very fruitfixl to try to exhaust all the possible contexts 

which can be created by the use of come. (Cf. Cinque 1972 for detailed semantic accounts 

of deictic motions: see also Fillmore's (1975) critique of a 'checklist' approach.) We 

instead consider general image-schematic settings represented by these (deictic) motion 

verbs. 
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7.1.2 JAPANESE IKU 'GO' AND KURU 'COME' : WITH FOCUS ON KURU 

Japanese counterparts for English come and go are kuru and iku, respectively. Some 

basic features of these verbs have already been presented in Fillmore (1971), Ohye (1975), 

Gathercole (1977, 1978), Umegaki (1975), Morita (1977), Kuno (1978), and others. 

Japanese iku/kuru are not only (deictic) motion verbs but also are vantagepoint markers 

with modal/aspectual functions. Here we will confine ourselves to their motion senses, and 

exclude aspectual use, as seen for iku/kuru below: 

(4) Boku wa daruian kanojo ga suki ni natte itta/kita 
I TOP gradually her like to become went/came 
'I got to like herTI gradually came to like her.' 

These modal and aspectual values attached to Japanese iku and kuru warn one against 

a method of uncritically incorporating Fillmore's original conditions into the analysis of 

discourse wi±out modification. Thus, what we need first is a formulation more efficiently 

adapted to the current data. To begin with, we examine below some fundamental 

differences between COME and GO for English and Japanese. 

In some languages, COME does not so widely allow deictic projection as in English. 

The use of COME to represent motion to the hearer's location, which is generally available 

in English, is extremely restricted in some languages like Japanese, Spanish, and possibly 

Thai and Mandarin (Gathercole 1978): in these languages COME always encodes the 

motion to 'me,' not to 'you.' Thus the response to 'come here' is not 'I'm coming' but 

'I'm going'—ima ikimasu in Japanese and Voy in Spanish. Also, as Fillmore (1971: 68) 

pointed out, the conditions for come- and go-sentences in an 'accompaniment' sense are 

not freely transported across languages. In Albanian, people say: 

(5) a. 'Can I {go/* come} with you?' 
b. 'Can you {come/* go} with me?' 
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And these perceptions are largely shared for the Japanese equivalents. (Japanese, however, 

also allows the use of 'go' in 5 (b): see Gathercole 1977,1978 for more detailed cross-

linguistic accounts.) 

Ohye (1975), for example, applied Fillmore's early formulations of deictic motion 

verbs to Japanese and elaborated the differences between English and Japanese deictic 

verbs. He explicitly claims that COME can be used only when the speaker is at the goal, 

emphasizing the 'subjective' nature of Japanese speakers' perspective-taking. For example; 

(Ohye 1975: 18-9): 

(6) a. I will come/go there tomorrow. 
b. Ashita sochira ni * kimasu/ikimasu. 

'I will * come/go there (= to your place) tomorrow.' 
c. John will come/go there at 6 this evening. 
d. Jon ga konban 6-ji ni sochira ni * kimasu/ikimasu. 

'John will * come/go there (= to your place) at 6 this evening.' 

Thus, these Japanese and English deictic verbs of motion are prototypically described 

in Figure 7-1 (see also Figure l-l)."^ 

Figure 7-1. Default use for COME and GO: Japanese and English 

7.1.3 INHERENT AND METAPHORICAL MEANINGS OF COME AND GO IN ENGLISH 

The following analysis is mainly based upon Radden's (1996) interpretations, but I 

present my own interpretation at the end of the section. For the purpose of our analysis, it 

There s^ms to be dialectal variation about this 'speaker-orientation' for kuru. Aoki 
(1990) discusses a dialect in Nagasaki (SouA Japan) which exhibits the same type of 
'speaker/hearer-orientation' as seen in English come. See also Appendix G for detailed 
account of Japanese iku and kuru by Monta (1977). 

kuru 

come 

iku iku 
Sp = speaker 
Hr = hearer 

come 
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is important to acknowledge that all features of linguistic spatial expressions—e.g., 

morphological markings (not used in English and Japanese), inherently encoded senses of 

COME and GO (like the ones formulated by Fillmore), and metaphorically available senses 

of them (see Radden's model below)—are equally important, because in natural discourse 

the speakers' intention and inference are meshed with contextual information and 

(linguistic) background knowledge to be maximally conmaunicative, often in defiance of 

inherent meanings of words.'"* Also the source domain and the target domain for 

metaphorical projection are not always easy to separate and often exhibit concatenated 

chains expanding ft-om the core to peripheral cases. In other words, they represent what is 

called 'family resemblance', and thus the boundary between deictically and metaphorically 

encoded relations is often blurred. 

What are the prototypical and matrix schemas for COME and GO? Radden (1996) 

diagrammed Fillmore's original matrix schemas for English verbs come and go as follows; 

come 
Goal 

Source 
go 

Figure 7-2. Profiled spatial elements by come and go 

"•* There are pros and cons toward an approach taken by most cognitive linguists about 
their methods in explicating the essential nature of spatial relations. For example, like 
deictic relations represented by COME and GO, prepositional/adverbial relations are 
major sources for schematic extensions of space, as epitomized in Brugman (1988) and 
Lindner (1983). However, some semanticists (e.g., Wege 1991) show concern about 
cognitive linguists' approach because too much contexti^ information is left 
unspecified—other items such as nouns, verbs, and world knowledge are confounded, 
rather than elaborated for the basic properties of prepositions themselves. Thus Wege 
(1991), for example, proposes an alternative araroach based on a context-free meaning 
with simple storage and multiple connections. This version seems to be a compromise 
appro^h between cognitive and traditional semantic approaches. Ours is close to a 
cognitive linguistic approach, but is also distinct fi-om these approaches in that more 
attention is paid to profiled locative meanings in specific contexts. 
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Here Figure 7-2 shows that English come profiles the terminal phase of movement 

leading up to the goal, while go profiles the initial phase of the movement after leaving a 

given location. It should be emphasized, however, that these source- or goal-orientations 

are not exclusive properties of come and go but also the properties of other motion verbs 

such as arrive, reach, leave, travel, etc. (Nevertheless, not aU the verbs can deictically 

profile the Speaker- or Addressee-orientations—they are considered to be exclusively 

encoded in come/bring, and go/take in English.) Radden's categorization of the profiled 

locative notions for motion verbs breaks down into three types (1996: 426): 

Goal profiled: come, arrive, reach, bring 
Source profiled; go, leave, depart, take 
Path profiled: move, pass, travel, go (one of its senses) 

Radden's analysis of come and go in metaphorical usages has extensive impUcations 

for our case. He distinguishes three types of go based on Johnson's Schematic gestalts 

(1987: Ch. 3). His schematic representations of go (and come) are as follows: 

go-1 _ go-2 go- come 
o  •  — a - - - - -

uniform compulsion diversion termination 
motion 

Figure 7-3. Schematic representations of go and come (Radden 1996: 438) 

It is obvious in Figure 7-3 that go-1, go-2, and come are schematic decompositions 

of the profiling relationships in Figure 7-2. Notice that go-3 is a reinterpreted image schema 

for the 'evaluative viewpoint' for go (Clark 1974). There Clark claims that go usually 

carries with it a 'neutral' or occasionally 'negative,' and 'deviant-from-the-normal-state' 

connotations, in contrast to come, which in an identical utterance carries a 'positive' 

connotation. For example: 
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7) a. Look at all he came throughV The airplane came down safely, 
b. Look at all he went through. / * The airplane went down safely. 

entry exit entry exit 

come NORMAL go come NORMAL go 

STATE STATE 

Time Axis 

Figure 7-4. Normal state as destination and source (Clark 1974) 

Thus Clark's model can be read as arrival at, or departure from the 'normal state' 

(Figure 7-4), which is the temporary pivot for the motions come and go. We could further 

regard the third type, go-3, as a sub-type of go-2, in the sense that go-3 also has a distinct 

source and a departing trajectory of the moving entity. Also, note that Radden's 

understanding of come shows just one image schenna illustrated in Figure 7-3. This seems 

to be a valid interpretation because, in spite of the diversity of projective perspectives that 

come encodes, schematically, its projection is solely oriented to GOAL, i.e., movement 

toward the place or the person whose perspective is taken as the home base.' 

Furthermore, if a metaphorical sense is included, each of the four schemas can be 

applied to notions of both come and go. That is, 'uniform motion,' 'compulsion,' and 

'diversion' above are not exclusively applicable to go, nor is 'termination' associated with 

come only. Each gestalt schema may be expressed by both COME and GO, given sufficient 

background/contextual information and due metaphorical projection. (These metaphorical 

uses do not necessarily represent physical motions, but I assume the same kind of 'motion' 

image schemas may be observed in those extended uses in the from of, e.g., psychological 

However, it is questionable whether the 'termination' sense is always encoded by using 
COME. See for example the 'entry-into-the-perceptual-domain' sense represented by 
Japanese kuru 'come below. 
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affinity and mental imagery.) Here examples are mostly taken from Radden (1996), Taylor 

(1988), Clark. (1974), J. Hill (p.c.), and my own data."® 

'Uniform motion' 
(8) Children and good manners don't go together 
(9) He has come a long way since the operation. /1 came on I-10, but strangely enough, 

I didn't arrive in Tucson first, (recounted after he found the correct route to Tucson) 

'Compulsion' 
(10) Jeff went back home around 10:(X). 
(11) Come back home now! (uttered over the phone) 

'Diversion' 
(12) Mortimer went out of his mind. 
(13) The cookie came apart when I picked it up. / Joe came unglued (went crazy). 

'Termination' 
(14) Going, going, gone. 
(15) A nice idea came to my mind. 

Given these (more or less metaphorical) interpretations of come and go, we can no 

longer assume that the deictic motion verbs come and go are inherently associated with 

positive or negative connotations nor with particular orientations. These evaluative 

interpretations are rather the outcome of perspectives from which a particular scene in 

question is viewed. This view of variable focus of attention seems to be largely compatible 

with Lindner's (1983) 'viewpoint-defined region of interactive focus' and Talmy's (1985) 

conflation of Source-Path-Goal, along with psychological spotlight metaphors of attention 

and focus (Eriksen & St. James 1986; Garrod 1995), Langacker's (1987) notion of focal 

adjustment of perspective, and Kuno's (1987) empathy perspective."^ Among these 

Wilkins & Hill (1995: 211) also point out that authors like Miller & Johnson-Laird 
(1976) and Langacker (1991: 155) acknowledge generic and non^deictic usages, which 
deviate from the standard deictic characterizations of come and go. The examples seen in 
Wilkins & Hill (1995) apparently include temporal and metaphorical extensions like those 
given here. In this sense, I agree with Talmy (1985: 60-61), who suggests that Source 
(original point) and Goal (destination) may be construed as sub-types of a broader 
notion. Path. 
Langacker's treatment of come and go per se is well within Fillmore's framework: come 

and go are just construed as presupposing a reference point—come as exhibiting motion 
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conceptualizations of spatizil motion verbs, Lindner's 'interactive focus' seems most 

suitable with the perspective-shift manifested by come and go (Figure 7-5). Consider the 

following schemas and examples (Lindner 1983: 133, also see Radden 1996): 

Examples: 
a. — 
b. The stars came out. 
c. The lights came up after the show. 

^ d. The lights went out. 
\ 

b. 
OUT 

a. UP 

d. 
OUT 

UP ^ Region of 
interactive focus 

Figure 7-5. Region of interactive focus for come and go with out and up (Lindner 1983) 

Here our interest is in the combinations of come and go with out. The satellite out 

represents completely opposite meanings when combined with come and go, depending on 

where the focus is placed concerning the source or goal of perception. This formulation is a 

conceptual analog to E. Clark's (1974) framework for viewpoint-related evaluative 

connotations (Figure 7-4) if 'normal state' is re-read as 'region of interactive focus,' but 

with one reservation: normalcy of come and deviancy of go is de-emphasized in Lindner's 

model. We could instead reiterate that entering a newly perceivable state with a switch of 

deictic verbs will just evoke another state, and the newly perceived state may or may not be 

normal (whether come is used or not), but is the focus of interaction whether physically or 

conceptually perceived. 

towards a goal, and go exhibiting motion away from a source, with the speaker as the 
default-case reference Mint (1987: 127). Kuno (1987: 224-7) also assumes that come up 
to Y in 'X comes up to Y' represents the action from the camera angle of Y rather than X. 
Conversely, X goes up to Y requires the description of the scene from the camera angle 
of X, rather than Y. Given these, Kuno's approach is fiindamentally the same as 
Fillmore's. Radden's (1996) formulation seems sometime ambiguous because he relies 
on both the Fillmorean fixed orientation model and the notion of variable attention to any 
facet(s) of the SOURCE-PATH-GOAL schema. 
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7.1.4 INDETERMINACY OF COME AND GO: TEMPORAL EVIDENCE 

Temporal factors encoded by deictic motion verbs have also been a focus of attention 

of some authors. K. Taylor (1988) showed that come and go can not always be neatly 

equated with goal- and source- vantagepoint markers. These verbs can manifest temporally 

extended denotations rather than the inchoative and achievement sense of the action toward 

SOURCE or GOAL, or can merge into each other with respect to the GOAL vs. SOURCE 

distinction. For example, consider the next sentences (Taylor 1988: 500): 

(16) a. Come home at midnight 
b. Come home now! (uttered over the phone) 

Come is ordinarily a 'goal' vantagepoint marker (see (a)), but (b) obviously specifies 

'source' vantagepoint: assuming that instant transportation is impossible, we need to 

interpret this sentence as requiring the addressee to leave right away (see Radden's 

'compulsion' case above). The different interpretations obtained fi-om (a) and (b) are not 

exactly a matter of lexical differences of the temporal adverbs 'at midnight' and 'now', but 

rather a pragmatic one dependent on world knowledge as is also seen in the following 

example (Taylor 1988: 503): 

(17) Go to the comer at 5:00 and leave the money in the phone booth, or the child will 
be harmed. 

Here, because of the kidnapper's likely interest, we are forced to interpret the 

sentence as specifying the goal/arrival time rather than the source/departure time based on 

our background knowledge. Given these examples, it seems correct to say that neither 

come nor go necessarily has distinct orientations either toward goal or source time, but 

rather optimize contextual choices. K. Taylor (1988:499) claims that motion verbs, 

typically come and go, can denote temporarily extended actions, which he calls 'a 
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pragmatically shiftable punctual temporal focus'—this also reminds us of Lindner's notion 

of 'region of interactional focus.' Taylor (1988: 504) suggests, based on Lycan's notion 

(1984) of 'hidden parameters,' that "come' and 'go' each involve two underlying flagged 

time variables—a variable flagged for source time, and a variable flagged for goal time— 

such that the two variables carmot be assigned a value simultaneously. Thus if the variable 

flagged for source time is assigned a value, then the variable flagged for goal time cannot 

be.' This statement could also hold true for 'space' to the extent that we acknowledge time-

space parallelism in the conceptualization of metaphorical mapping (see e.g., Fillmore 

1971, Hymes 1975, Traugott 1978, Heischman 1982). In this sense, Wilkins & Hill 

(1995) are correct in acknowledging non-deictic modes of encoding spatial orientations. 

Also, Lindner (1983) and Taylor (1988) seem correct in claiming that the lexical 

decomposition hypothesis attributes too much stmcture and rigidity to the usages of come 

and go. We have also seen in Chapter 1 that the morphological markings for Tezoatl^ 

Mixtec verbs of motion and arrival (Williams 1996, etc.) seem to include features which are 

not ordinarily specified in English and Japanese. These proposals lead us to incorporate 

pragmatic and contextual considerations into shared knowledge of discourse participants. 

7.1.5 BASIC SCHEMA 

We have seen that studies of deixis focusing on motion verbs were most 

systematically initiated by Fillmore, who made contextually subcategorized analyses of 

come and go by decomposing discourse participants, time, place and referents. Despite 

criticism from a traditional array which decomposed contextual environments through 

detailed semantic analysis (e.g.. Cinque 1972), Fillmore's approach and propositions were 

tremendously influential. Fillmore later called for a new approach based on prototypes and 

frames in order to deal with the variable nature of deixis in place of the traditional 
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'checklist' approach (1975, 1982). His advocacy to move to the prototype and frame ideas 

set the framework leading to the current cognitivist approaches. 

Given current tenets of variable deictic nature of motion verbs, and consequently, 

variable assignment of SOURCE, PATH, and GOAL, we could posit the following image 

schemas for English come and go (Figure 7-6). 

{Sp/Add/3rd} {Sp/Add/3rd} 

Basic Schema 

Source 

o 
Goal 

SOURCE schema 
(~>prototype of go) 

GOAL schema 
(—>prototype of come) 

PATH/DIRECTION schema 
(—>sub-type of go & come) 

Figure 7-6. 'Profiling' schemas for English come and go 

In this model. Source and Goal are contextual choices, connected by a linear 

trajectory which 'profdes (Langacker 1987)' and/or indexes PATH, GOAL, and 

SOURCE. SOURCE and GOAL may flexibly be assigned to the speaker, hearer, or the 

third person/entity depending on presuppositions and contextual knowledge. Although 

SOURCE is prototypically encoded by GO, GOAL by COME, and Path by either of them, 

inherent orientations for these verbs seem weakly specified—instead, more salient, profiled 

spatial motions may be highlighted by locative phrases and morphological markings for a 

particular context, rather than by inherently encoded features of deictic motion verbs. Thus, 

a sense of orientation is not equivalently available in all languages. Languages have 

particular means to encode semantics of motion and orientation, such as whether or not an 

'inchoative' meaning is involved, an 'achievement' sense is implied, a verb exhibits goal-

/source-orientedness, or a motion along a (return) path is assumed (Kuiper & Merrifield 
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1975; Speck & Pickett 1976; Gathercole 1977, 1978; Williams 1996). Therefore, some 

languages may specifically encode SOURCE and/or GOAL orientations (e.g., English), 

but others may not or only optionally do so (e.g., Tezoatldn Mixtec). Thus the schematic 

representations above are of course not exhaustive but only restricted to English, leaving 

out other 'profiling' possibilities such as follows (Figure 7-7): 

Only the reaching Return path profiled 
moment profiled 

Figure 7-7. Possible profiling schemas (not exhaustive) 

In the analysis of Japanese (deictic) motion verbs below, I will basically rely on the 

'basic schema' in Figure 7-6, and pay particular attention to how this schema is variably 

(partially/wholly) profiled according to in-coming contextual information. 

7.1.6 FROM 'INHERENT' TO 'PROFILED' ORIENTATION: EXAMPLES FROM JAPANESE 

As we have seen above, there are cases which show contextually variable 

orientedness for deictic motions. For example, despite the inherent orientations of iku and 

kuru, both 18 (a) and (b) seem to exhibit more goal-, rather than source-, orientation owing 

to the Goal locative phrase kooen e/ni 'to the park,' and one would not feel the need to ask 

'From where?' unless it is the sought information. That is, it is out of the speaker's 

attention from where John started out. 

18) a. Ken wa kinoo kooen {e/ni} itta. 'Ken went to the park yesterday.' 
b. Ken wa kinoo(mo) kooen {e/ni} kita. 'Ken came to the park yesterday 

(too).' 

Inherent orientation does not necessarily surface in the encoding of motion because it 

is covert or 'dormant' activation of inherent locative meaning. To better serve our purposes 
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in this chapter, we need to attend to explicitly and implicitly encoded orientations/relations 

between entities. The inclusion of 'implicit encoding' enables us to effectively explicate the 

contingency of on-line cognitive mechanisms so far variably conceptualized as 'profiling' 

and 'onstage region' (Langacker 1987, 1991), 'region of interactive focus' (Lindner 1983), 

or 'pragmatically shiftable punctual temporal focus' (Taylor 1988). Focus may be achieved 

basically in two ways: explicitly, by profiling or implicitly, by indexing. Therefore, in a 

case like 18 (a), GOAL (or Direction) is explicitly profiled by kooen e/ni 'to the park', and 

in (b), GOAL is explicitly profiled by the locative phrase to the park, and also implicitly 

indexed by the verb come . The major difference between (a) and (b) is the assumed 

viewpoint of the speaker uttering this sentence—the speaker is not at the pzirk when uttering 

(a), but s/he is, in (b). 

However, SOURCE and/or GOAL may not be profiled unless context requires. In 

other words, we could say that, given iku's potential to describe neutral motion, its 

indexing function for SOURCE is weaker than kuru's indexing function of GOAL. Thus, 

iku may be contextually more Path-focused. Consider the next sentences uttered in a 

situation where A and B, a passenger and a driver, encounter a rugged section of a country 

road which seems to be going nowhere. 

(19) A; Hontooni iku no? 
really go FP ? 
'Are you sure we are going?' 

B: Mochiron iku yo. 
definitely go FP 
'Definitely we go (on).' 

It is more plausible for A to ask about B's intention (or possibly the car's capacity) to 

keep going onto the dirt road (or PATH), rather than his intention to depart from the current 

place (i.e., SOURCE) or to get to the destination (i.e., GOAL). Thus, if B instead 

answered, Mochiron koko kara iku yo 'Definitely we go ft-om here' or Mochiron soko e 
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iku yo 'Sure we can go there,' it would sound pragmatically odd. However, Mochiron 

koko o iku yo 'Definitely we go on' would be OK because it is the 'path' that is 

contextually profiled. Thus, as proposed above, 'inherent' and 'profiled' orientations of 

COME and GO may be incompatible, and must be seen as context-sensitive. 

Another example shows that ±e goal-orientation of kuru 'come' does not necessarily 

encode the arrival of the entity at the exact location of the speaker. Assuming such a 

situation where A cannot identify Taroo's location and asks B if s/he can recognize Taroo 

(Figure 7-8). B can truthfully say (in Japanese), 'Taroo came/has come now' when B spots 

Taroo coming around the comer into his perceptual/visual domain—however far away 

Taroo is. Taroo needs not have arrived where B is standing. 

(20) A; Taroo wa kita ka? 
taroo TOP came FP (question) 
'Did/Has Taroo come?' 

B: Hai, una kimashita. 
yes, now came 
'Lit.: Yes, he came/has come now.'/'He's coming (intended).' 

Taroo 

Figure 7-8. Kuru as entry into perceptual domain 

This 'yet-to-be-reached' sense of 'he came/has come' in Japanese in this context may 

not be as common in English. As Miller & Johnson-Laird (1976: 531) noted, 'someone 

who is coming will not have come until he has reached the destination (although someone 

who is going will have gone before he gets there).' Thus, in English, 'He is coming' 

would be the usual expression here. Japanese speakers, on the other hand, would never 

describe this scene in the progressive form. 
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Thus for the analysis in the following sections, the 'profiled/indexed' relations for the 

speaker, the hearer, and the described objects will be indispensable in order to identify a 

temporary deictic center, which may or may not be shared among the discourse 

participants. 

7.1.7 ASSUMPTIONS AND CLAIMS 

My purposes in this chapter are multiple and overlap to some extent; 

1) I argue, along with other authors (e.g., Gathercole 1978; Wilkins & Hill 1995; 

Goddard 1997), that what are often called 'deictic' motion verbs are not necessarily deictic 

nor do they invariably represent to the discourse participants Goal- or Source-orientation, 

whether real or imaginary. 

2) We reconsider a general assumption that Japanese motion verbs iku and kuru 

create a simple interactive configuration in which iku encodes motion away from, or not 

toward the speaker, and kuru, motion toward the speaker (Ohye 1975; Umegaki 1975; 

231AZ', Higashi 1981; 151-4). This proposition is largely true but incomplete given that, in 

actual discourse, the use of iku and kuru is constrained in terms of the speaker's 

epistemological realities based on previous direct experience (of. Kinsui & Takubo 1992; 

Takubo & Kinsui 1997), and also of geographical features which confine our perception to 

describing particular facets of directed motions. 

3) Based on these claims, I further suggest that kuru (and iku to a lesser degree) may 

be used as a cohesion device in a stream of perspective-shifts for better management of 

spatial imagery-building based on an 'acknowledging' (Fillmore 1982a) function of deixis. 

Furthermore, kuru, along with iku, may serve as a covert topic-boundary marker such that 

in our case mental scanning of a bounded trail was initiated by Source/Path-profiled iku. 
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and ended with the Goal-indexing kuru, through 'collaboration' (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 

1986; Schober 1993) of the participants' vantagepoint maintenance and shifts. 

4) And finally, I suggest that the patterned distributions of 'bare' and 'compound' 

forms of iku and kuru seem to be motivated by a 'cognition-motion-environment' interface 

which regulates linguistic perceptions (Gropen, Pinker, Hollander & Goldberg 1991a, 

1991b) derived from geographical features. 
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7.2 ANALYSIS OF ROUTE NEGOTIATION 

7.2.1 CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND 

The data focuses on the discussion exchanged among Japanese rock climbers in order 

to identify the correct route which some of them should have climbed earlier that day. The 

discussion spontaneously occurred in a base-camp tent where all the participants in the 

climbs (eight climbers) and a newcomer to the base camp got together for diimer. The 

discussion itself continued for about 19 minutes, excluding the time for dinner. 

The discussion began about the cause of the 60-feet fall that one of the climbers 

unexpectedly encountered on M Route on the East Face of Peak 4 (Figure 7-9) after the 

climber went through the crux of the route. (She fortunately came through with no major 

injuries, just several bmises.) They tried to identify where the accident actually happened 

because no other members saw the scene of the fall. An assumed location of the fall was 

easily calculated by exchanging information about the scene (the 'X' mark on the map). 

Only one member, who is an expert in the area and the only in-coming member to the base 

camp that day, questioned the validity of the location. His comments motivated avid 

exchange of further information. In the following discussion, it became clear that the route 

they climbed that day was either a variation of the original route (M Route), or possibly a 

totally different one. This finding was obtained through various identification processes 

such as multiple perspective-takings from different angles of the scene, and descriptions of 

geographic relationships of the route to others. Here I particularly concentrate on the use of 

Japanese verbs of motion iku 'go' and kuru 'come' which appeared in the discussion to 

specify particular vantagepoints of the participants and motions between landmarks. 



PEAK 4 

IF H-S Route 

-it 

••*****>CX*XXXXXX.. 

Figure 7-9. Map of M and H-S Routes on East Face of Peak 4 
'X' = the point of 'fall' 
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7.2.2 TYPES OF DATA CONSIDERED 

The following analysis concerns the frequencies of iku and kuru according to topic, 

semantic categories of postpositional phrases, and the types of the verbs (bare or 

compound). Among these, the identification of 'topic' has always been a crucial issue in 

discourse analysis, and many authors have proposed their own version of definitions of 

topic. Two major approaches are of sentence and discourse topics (Brown & Yule 1983). 

The former notion is typically represented by fimctionalist approaches in defining topicality 

in terms of continuity of reference (e.g. Clancy 1980; Givon 1983, 1995; Hinds 1983, 

1984b), whereas the latter has usually been developed by psychologists and discourse 

analysts in terms of narrative components and episode 'frames' and 'scenario' (e.g.. 

Grimes 1975; van Dijk 1980, 1982; van Dijk & Kintsch 1983; Sanford & Moxey 1995; 

Garrod 1995). 

Here I will use the term 'topic' in the latter sense, focusing on vaguely defined 

'aboutness' of what is being discussed.'Although it is not always clear-cut, the data 

comprise a macrostructure about M Route and related locations, which is divided into the 

three macro-topics. These sections discuss 1) an accident—i.e., fail of a member—and 

identification of the location, 2) the correct line of M Route, and 3) the correct starting point 

of M Route, respectively. The original transcripts were roughly categorized by intonation 

According to van Dijk, episodes that are usually minimnm sets of text can be 
semantically defined and bounded by a distinctive beginning and end. Such episodes can 
also be theoretically bound up in terms of what he calls a 'macroproposition'. It is usually 
equivalent to what is generally termed as topic, theme, or gist. He stipulates that this 
thematically and intuitively bounded chunks of text are marked by linguistic Tjreaking 
points' or ^ammatical 'simals' that specify the topical boundaries (van Dijk, 1982, 181; 
van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983, 204). He proposes the following criteria for detecting such 
points and signals: 1) Change of possible world, 2) Change of time or period, 3) Change 
of place, 4) Introduction of new participants, 5) Full noun phrase reintroduction of old 
participants, 6) Change of persp^tive, 7) Change of frame of script, 8) Pauses and 
hesitation phenomena in sfwken discourse, 9) Paragrj^h indentations in written 
disc9urse. My segmentation of the text into these three sections is rather conservative, 
and is based on several signals proposed above. The major factors were 1) Change of 
possible world, 2) Change of time or period, and 3) Change of place. 
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units (Du Bois et al 1993, Chafe 1994), and each section consists of approximately 170, 

510, and 220 lines, respectively. In a problem-solving discussion like this, the intonation 

units inevitably include numerous false starts, repetition, overlap, and concurring speeches. 

Although they are in themselves important issues (see Chapter 6), I decided that they are 

not particularly relevant to the use of iku and kuru, and thus modified them into what are 

similar to 'extended clauses' (Chafe 1987). This way, I obtained 105, 329, and 143 

clauses for each section, or 577 clauses in total. Out of the 577 clauses there were 109 

clauses which included either bare or compound forms of iku and kuru. 

The first analysis deals with semantic roles of satellites and adverbials accompanying 

iku and kuru. For the Locative category we consider Source, Path, Goal, Direction, and 

tentatively Distance, which may be included in Path but was distinguished according to the 

properties of Japanese postpositions below."' Other distinct categories are Manner and 

Temporal, the latter of which is of minimum relevance to our analysis because our focus is 

on specifically spatial usages of motion verbs. (However, its frequency is entered for 

comparison.) The locative expressions considered here are the postpositional phrases 

followed by the next six postpositions. A rough correspondence to English prepositions is 

also given (Yamada 1981):'^° 

'' Position, another categoty considered in Chapter 5, is excluded here. Since our attention 
is on moUon verbs iku ancl kuru, their 'motion sense is incompatible with the static 
connotation of Position. Although the postposition de may be used with iku/kuru, in that 
case it is used as a 'means' sense, which may be included in 'maimer' here: e.g., kono 

de iku 'go by means of this route.' 
I coded a phrase as 'Goal' if it specifies a particular place, like mukoo no terasu ni 'to 

the terrace over there.' But if the spatial relationships are coded by coordinate terms, 
i^shita/migi/hidari 'up/down/right/left.' I coded it as 'Direction.' Naname ni 'diagonally' 
is dubiously Direction (and could be 'manner'). However, since Japanese naname is a 
nominal like ue/shita and weakly evokes a coordinate system, I co<^ it as Direction. On 
the other hand, massugu ni 'straight' does not evoke a coordinate image, and thus was 
coded as 'manner.' 
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e to(ward) Goal/Direction 
ni at, to(ward) Goal/Direction, (Position) 
de at (Position) 
a via, along, through Path 
kara from Source 
made as far as Distance 

It should be noted, however, that these correspondences are not necessarily complete 

and that some of the locative case markers may sometimes attain metaphorical extensions, 

merging with each other and serving to function as other semantic roles. '"'In this initial 

analysis we only examine iku/kuru and explicitly realized locative (and manner) phrases 

and do not reconstruct elliptical phrases because, as previously remarked, our focus here is 

spatial 'profiling/indexing' mechanisms. 

A basic criterion for coding locative expressions should be clarified here. I examined 

actual referents (or location) of locatives in a given context. They often exhibited non-

prototypical or even contradictory locative senses to those inherently encoded in the 

postpositional phrase. For example, e/ni are prototypical Goal/Direction markers in 

Japanese. However, there are several cases that I believe one needs to decode as Path or 

even as a total stretch of the climbing route. 

Lxxsk at the next example from Section 2. Ni itta 'went to' in this case should be 

regarded as equivalent to o nobotta 'climbed (it)'. Otherwise this sentence becomes self-

contradictory. 

(21) mukashi M Route ni itta toki, bokura gra nobotta atari kara 
toritsuita to omoo mon. (KA) 
'when I w«n^ to [= climbed] M Route a long time ago, I think I 
took on it from where we climbed (H-S Route today).' 

Yamanashi (1995; 52-57) gives some examples for which locatives ni/de and de/kara 
came to represent CAUSE and MEANS, respectively, through spatial metaphors. To take 
examples from the latter case: 
iii) Sono otoko wa amari no kuufuku {kara/de} shinde shimatta. 'The man died from 

starvation.' 
iv) Gyuunyuu {kara/de} chiizu o tsukuru. 'They make cheese fromAvith milk.' 
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Here KA meant to volunteer the topological information about the point where he 

started climbing the route last time. If the phrase ni itta 'went to refers to Goal or 

Direction, Af Route ni itta would literally mean 'I went to (the starting point of) M Route 

(but didn't climb it).' This interpretation is obviously contradictory because I know he has 

climbed it before. Seemingly, this use of ni itta is incorrect or an error, but in fact 

acceptable if we could assume that he temporarily constmcted a mental operation like 

Figure 7-10. 

e/ni 'to(ward)' 

Figure 7-10. Profiling of whole route by Direction/Goal Case markers e/ni. with M 
Route contracted to point 

In Figure 7-10, a climbing route, which ordinarily represents a linear extension of 

space, is conceptualized as a point in the wide-scope mental map.'^* This type of contextual 

examination detected several such cases of expanding-shrinking 'scope of predication' 

(Langacker 1991). Therefore, e/ni—especially ni, which represents an 'attachment' 

notion—may cognitively manifest a Path (and even Source or Goal) notion given spatial 

imageries constructed at different levels of 'granularity (Langacker 1991).' 

Also, another possible interpretation of ni itta would be a metaphorical one. An 
attachment notion represented bv ni may license a 'part-for-the-whole' metonymic 
extension (Lakoff & Johnson 1980). That is, partial experience on the route dissolves 
into the experience on the route in general. 

TO.P4 

M Route (Ute X 
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7.2.3 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

7.2.3.1 Frequencies of Use 

Table I shows the frequencies of manner and Ground (in bold) categories that 

appeared with iku or kuru in the whole discussion. In a sequence of discourse, shared 

knowledge does not get mentioned explicitly unless there is need to re-activate it in the 

subsequent discourse. Thus, verbalized locative and manner expressions are most relevant 

to contingent motions of the participants. In other words, they serve as the 'figure' 

information against the background of the preceding accumulated knowledge. 

Verb Satellite types Section I Section 2 Section 3 Total 
IKU 0 0 5 7 12'" 
'go' Manner 3 8 7 18 

Loc: Source 0 6 1 7 
Loc: Path 2 19 3 24 
Loc: Goal 1 4 3 8 
Loc: Direction 2 8 11 21 
Loc: Distance 0 0 3 3 
(Temporal) 0 8 2 10 
Total 8 58 37 103 (86.6%) 

KURU 0 0 0 2 2 
'come' Manner 1 0 1 2 

Loc: Source 1 1 3 5 
Loc: Path 2 0 2 4 
Loc: Goal 0 0 1 1 
Loc: Direction 0 0 0 0 
Loc: Distance 0 0 0 0 
(Temporal) 0 0 2 2 
Total 4 1 11 16(13.4%) 

Grand Total 12 59 48 119 

Table 7-1. Overall frequencies of co-occurrence of iku/kuru with Manner and Path 

Obviously, the ratio of the '0' category is much lower than those observed for climbing 
instructions in Chapter 5. This difference seems to come from the fact that we only 
looked at iku and kMru here, but not other motion/spatial-configuration verbs. 

' " The total number of clauses was 109. However, it does not coincide with the value here 
because some iku/kuru clauses include more than one category of semantic roles, such as 
in shajoo sum bando o zuu-tto migi no hoo e itte 'going much farther right [Direction] 
along the diagonally ascending rock band [Path].' 
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As is shown in the total ratios of iku and kuru (Table 7-1), iku dominates the use of 

(deictic) motion verbs in the text (86.6%). This is not surprising given that iku contextually 

includes both oriented and neutral motions of entities, thus attaining an uimiarked status of 

motion. It may be surprising, however, that there are not significantly high co-occurrences 

of Source and Goal with iku in spite of its association with Source-indexing and Goal-

profiling functions. In our data, iku was more frequently profiled with Path and Direction 

rather than with Source and Goal—we will see how iku was covertly indexed later in the 

chapter. This would be partly because rock climbing is characterized by upward vertical 

movement. That is, we could naturally use iku as a cover term for 'climb' or the upwardly 

oriented activities—we also consider this topic later in the chapter. On the other hand, since 

kuru evokes the space the climber has already passed—the region which is not profiled in 

on-going activities—it may be hard to retain the perception in the unfolding environment, 

and also in the recalled narration. 

Another salient feature is a skewed distribution of the ground elements (Source, Path, 

Goal, Direction and Distance for each section: bolded in table 1). 

Section 1 (105 CI.) Section 2 (329 CI.) Section 3 (143 CI.) 
Ratio of Gr 
elements (%) 

7.6 
(8/105) 

11.6 
(38/329) 

18.9 
27/143) 

Table 7-2. Ratio of Ground elements per clause for iku/kuru 

Table 7-2 shows that the motion verbs ikuAuru are more firequendy elaborated, or 

linked to ground elements in Section 3 than in Section 2, which is more elaboratedAirxked 

than in Section 1.1 believe that this distribution is not accidental, but is motivated by the 

participants' perceptual experience in the actual environment in question. Analysis of this 

geographic-to-linguistic mapping is in order in the next section. 
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1.2.3.2 Abundance of Iku (and Kuru) 

Abundance of COME and GO verbs in the Japanese data seems to derive from the 

following mechanism of deictic motion verbs. As part of modal and aspectual use of iku 

and kuru (as seen in English—not considered here), they are often mandatory perspective-

marking devices in motion expressions. Iku and kuru are roughly equivalent to spatial 

deixis such as koko 'here' (Speaker's domain) and (a)soko 'there' (Hearer's domain), and 

sometimes are obligatory alternates. Look at the next examples (cf. Imani 1990; Morita 

1977: 71, 1995: 183): 

(22) a. Furusato kara (watashini) ringo o okutte kita. 
home town from (to me) apple ACC send came 
'(Parents in) hometown sent me apples.' 

b. 11 Furusato kara (watashini) ringo a okutta 
home town from (to me) apple ACC sent 
'(Parents in) hometown sent (me) apples.' 

c. amite [kuru/iku] 
walk come / go 
'come/go walking' 

d. ?? {kotchi/atchi) ni aruku. 
here / there to walk 
'walk here (to the speaker) / walk there (from the speaker)' 

Sentence 22 (a) and (b) represent semantically the same proposition, but Sentence (b) is 

unacceptable because it does not include kuru {kita = PST of kuru) like (a) does. This 

phenomenon suggests that the motion directed toward the speaker, who consequently 

perceives the motion, always needs to be specified by a deictic motion verb kuru. A 

sentence like (b), which only expresses an objective motion, lacks the recipient's cognitive 

conversion on the utterer's perception, and thus is unacceptable. If watashi ni 'to me' is 

missing from Sentence (b), the sentence becomes acceptable but will undoubtedly be 

understood to be describing the transmission of the object to someone/somewhere else. 
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However, in Sentence (a), tlie deletion of 'to me' does not change the interpretation owing 

to the verb kita. 

Likewise, compound deictic motion verbs like (c) covertly encode motion toward/ 

away from the speaker. Even if the same propositional content is expressed using kotchi ni 

'(toward) here' as in Sentence (d), such expressions are not acceptable because, if the 

motion is directed toward/away from the speaker, such directionality must be obligatorily 

marked by deictic motion verbs. Thus, Sentence (d), like Sentence (b), sounds 

pragmatically odd. Given these facts, it seems quite likely that we get much higher ratios of 

use of iku and kuru in Japanese discourse. In fact, eight out of sixteen occurrences of kuru 

(50.0%) are compounds which indicate this sort of speaker's perspective. In English, the 

same propositions can be objectively expressed without including come or go as seen in the 

English translations of (b) and (d). 

7.2.3.3 Relativization of Point of View 

If we define 'relativized points of view' loosely, including the speaker's projection 

onto something other than the origo ('here' and 'now'), such practice is prevalent in the 

recounting of past experience as in this case. We distinguish this phenomenon from the 

'third person discourse' (Fillmore 1971, 1982c), by which Fillmore means 'the discourse 

in which the identification and location of the Sender and Addressee plays no role.' It is not 

surprising that deictic projection and home base effects of COME may be more widely 

observed in (both English and Japanese) literary discourse where the speaker/narrator/ 

author could freely put her/himself in others' shoes—but it is usually not so common in 

actual discourse (see Appendix G). 

As for the (strict) relativizing potential in the on-going discourse, Japanese is more 

restricted than English in laminating the speaker's perspective onto the hearer's (e.g., • ima 
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kimasu Tm coming.'). Naturally, we found no cases of kuru Like 'I'm coming'—a 'yet-

to-be-achieved' motion toward the hearer—because this data is of a discussion of 'past' 

events. Although the speaker's projection onto the perspective of other entities is tenable in 

narratives, if not grounded in actual experience, no case out of the 16 occurrences of kuru 

was found in which such phenomena were at work Given this, in Japanese, the 

phenomena such as deictic projection and home base effects, which have been the focus 

issue in theorizing deictic motion of COME, do not seem to be as variable as claimed in 

other languages, at least in narrative activities. Instead, Japanese may require an 

experiential base of the speaker in projecting the home base onto some other entities. This 

question will be further addressed in the final section. 

7.2.4 RELATION BETWEEN DEICTIC MOTION VERBS AND GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES: A 

TENTATIVE CocNmvE ACCOUNT 

My assumption here is that different ratios of iku and kuru may be attributed to topics 

of discussion and geographic features which constrain our perception to particular aspects 

of motion. Table 7-3 shows that each section exhibits quite a distinct distribution of the 

deictic motion verbs. 

' ^ Unexpectedly, even if the English data from 'climbing instructions (on-going events)' 
and 'climbing narratives (past events)' are examined for comparison (approximately 2500 
lines of intonation units, combining 'fragmentary' and 'regulatory' umts (Chafe 1 w4)), 
we find ordy one such usage out or 17 occurrences in spite of En^sh comers legitimate 
use for deictic projection onto the addressee. In this Japanese data—negotiation of 
locations—we got approximately the same number of occurrence of kuru and come (16 
for Japanese vs. 17 for English) for roughly one-third the size of the English data base 
(approximately 900 lines of intonation units for Japanese vs. 2500 lines for English). As 
seen above, except one case in English, all the English and Japanese occurrences were 
used in an ego-centric, i.e., non-projective manner. 
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Section 1; Fall Section 2: Path Section 3: Start Overall 
iku 'go' 7.6 16.1 22.4 16.1 iku 'go' 

(8/105) (53/329) (32/143) (93/577) 
kuru 'come' 3.8 0.3 7.7 2.8 

(4/105) (1/329) (11/143) (16/577) 11 
iku + kuru 11.4 16.4 30.1 18.9 1 

(12/105) (54/329) (43/143) (109/577) II 

Table 7-3. Ratio (%) of iku and kuru in three sections 

The overall ratios (%: occurrences divided by the number of clauses) of use of iku 

and kuru (including compound forms) are noticeably higher in the final section than in the 

preceding two (Table 7-3). 

As Figure 7-11 shows. Section 1 ('Fall') and Section 3 ('Start') of the discussion 

concern the descriptions of steep slopes before and after M route, and Section 2 ('Path') 

deals with the vertical phase of the route. The whole array of M Route and the sections 

preceding and following it were already in full view while the climbers were on the 

approach trail, although they might have not been able to identify the 'line' of the climb. 

PEAK 4 

tion 2 

H - S  

T2 

Approa^trails 

Section 3 

Figure 7-11. Schematic map of Peak 4, with M and H-S Routes 
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Here, let's assume that we are climbing up a hill. As general features of a slope or a 

hill—like Sections 1 and 3—the environment physically provides us with a thorough view 

of the whole route before, dviring, and after the ascent. In other words, we could recognize 

where we are going and where we have passed at any moment during the passage from the 

beginning to the end. The surface of the slope in this sense offers an unmarked physical 

enviroimient to be described by iku and kuru verbs. 

On the other hand, a vertical plane provides rather a marked setting for visual 

perception. We can obtain a general view of the surface from afar but once we are on it, 

that which we can perceive is limited to a small visual field on a route, mostly to the region 

above us. On a climbing route the surface is often not smooth, obstmcting full visual 

experience—imagine you are crawling on the ground with lots of bumps and mounds 

around you. Also, all the climbers in my data went on the route for the first time: they had 

little sense of where they were going, i.e.. Goal. They did look at the route map before 

climbing and climbed the route, believing it to be M Route. But they turned out to be 

wrong. Presumably, this difference in visual experience could have affected the ratios of 

motion verbs used. 

My assumption here is that in such a situation, iku which readily describes the 

forward—or precisely 'upward'—motion, is probably the default choice, hence a much 

higher ratio of iku than kuru, while kuru, associated with the 'passed' path, is more likely 

to be used based on the currently activated anchor point (or a temporary origo). This sense 

of where they were on the route, however, was in fact missing in some portions of the 

discussion. This lack of 'locatedness,' I assume, might attribute to a lower ratio of kuru. 

For instance, take a look at the extremely low ratio of occurrence of kuru in Section 2 

(0.3%), compared to Sections 1 (3.8%) and 3 (7.7%) in Table 7-3. Kuru is almost entirely 

unavailable in describing M Route (Section 2), but more accessible in Section 1 and much 

more so in Section 3. Particularly in Section 3, the discussion deals with the hill-like, semi-
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horizontal dimension, and includes descriptions of 'traversing.' In that environment, the 

preceding path/trail—the region imaginatively evoked by kuru—is easily viewed from the 

current stance, presumably motivating the higher ratio of kuru. 

On the other hand, although the overall frequencies are rather low for each section, 

we see from Table 7-1 that a Path notion is most extensively coupled with iku in Section 2 

(n = 19). However, Direction is the most frequendy used category in Section 3 (n = 11), 

perhaps because of greater availability of visual-spatial experience. That is, we do not get 

directional senses unless we can grasp wide-range spatial relationships of objects/ 

landmarks as they did in Section 3. This difficulty in visually encoding spatial experience 

from multiple perspectives in Section 2 may inhibit easy recall and encoding of spatial 

relations later in narrative representations. 

Here, let's go through each section briefly (see Figure 7-11). In Section I ('Fall'), 

participants offered their observations about a crucial point—the location of the fall ('X')— 

by calculating the spatial relations in their mental maps. The party members preceding the 

'accident' pair made remarks based on the views from above, exhibiting more or less 

similar frequencies for iku (7.6%) and kuru (3.8%) (Table 7-3) in spite of the iku's 

unmarked status—although the overall ratio is not as high as the other sections. However, 

this section is in a sense highly 'unstable' in terms of the fixation of points of view. Since 

there are no well-worn trails in Section 1, climbers can take any routes as long as they can 

climb up to Peak 4. Thus, except for Peak 4, the climbers have littie sense of common 

landmarks and salient features shared among them. As will be shown later, all four 

occurrences of kuru in Section 1 refer to the motion toward the Sp's assumed anchor point 

at Peak 4, implying that the use of kuru in discourse is p)ossible only when the anchor 

point/Goal is shared among the discourse participants. Putting these cases aside, kuru was 

never used to describe the path on the way to Peak 4. That is, kuru is unavailable where 

landmarks are not shared as in Section 1 (and 2). 
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In Section 2, the climbers' perspectives were mostly confined to the upward motion 

along M Route. (Only four of the eight members climbed the route that day.) Although they 

seemed quite sure that they traced the correct line up to the second pitch (from the total of 4 

to 5 pitches, depending on at what intervals one chooses the anchor points), no one (except 

for the in-coming expert) now has perfect confidence in whether they actually climbed the 

route or whether they passed through the crux of the route. As in Section 1, the lack of 

common anchor points/landmarks presumably inhibited flexible shifts of the relativized 

perspectives encoded by kuni. This could be one reason for the extremely low ratio of 

Japanese kuru in this section, in addition to the limited visual perception referred to above. 

Hence the dominance of /A:M (16.1% = 53/329) and suppression of kuru (0.3% = 1/329) in 

Section 2 (Table 7-3). 

The discussion in Section 3 was fruitfiil. All the participants eventually figured out 

the geographical relationships between the terraces and trails. The higher ratios of iku 

(22.4%) and kuru {1.1%) in this section (Table 7-3) may be explained by the fact that the 

description mainly concerns the locations of Tl, T2, and Tx, the starting point of M Route. 

Because they had confirmed the trails connecting these points, these locations could then be 

more easily perceived as physical landmarks, hence the higher ratio of kuru (and iku) than 

in Sections 1 and 2. 

Given these differences in use of iku and kuru, they may be conceived of as linguistic 

reflections of different perceptions of the vertical and the near-horizontal planes. Although 

these assumptions are stiU speculative, visual perception is widely acknowledged to be the 

most salient feature for the grammatical encoding of evidentiality (Givdn 1982; Willett 

1988). Given that verticality and physical features constrain the range and degrees of visual 

experience and concomitant linguistic representations, it seems plausible that they supply us 

with different encoding motivations for spatial motions from those for horizontal space. We 

will consider more examples which support this hypothesis. 
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7.2.5 FROM GEOGRAPHIC TO LINGUISTIC MAPPING 

In this section, I elaborate how different geographic features of routes may affect the 

linguistic encoding of spatial experience and bodily movements. The focus here is on 'bare' 

and 'compound' forms of iku/kuru. Later, we specifically ask if there are any correlations 

between outer-world perceptions and realized linguistic forms of ikw. what could motivate 

the connection between them, what image-schematic features characterize the connection, 

and how is the geographic perception mapped onto morphological selection of ikul 

7.2.5.1 Use of Bare and Compound Forms in Global and Local Descriptions 

It is generally acknowledged that 'bare' forms of iku/kuru and their 'compound' 

forms V-te iku/kuru are associated with particular facets of motions described. I assume 

that 'bare' forms—due to their 'motion-focus' such as non-specificity of manner and 

inherent trajectory image-schemas—are more compatible with global, extrinsic perspectives 

which delineate wide-range route features, whereas 'compound' forms, owing to their 

association with 'activity-focus' or elaborated manner seen in 'maimer-path compound' 

(e.g., hashir(u) 'run' in hashitte iku/kuru 'go/come running'), tend to be used to describe a 

small-scale enviroimient through perceptions focused on body motions. 

' ® What I mean by COME and GO verbs in Japanese includes, in addition to their bare 
forms, compound forms, V-te iku 'go V-ing' vs. V-te kuru 'come V-ing', and V-ni iku 
'go to V vs. V-ni kuru 'come to V (although there were almost no occurrences for the 
latter set in the data). Th^ exhibit slightly dSfferent properties from bare iku and kuru 
verbs, but basic senses oi motion are retamed for these compounds (Morita 1977; 
Teramura 1982; Imani 1990; Zhang 1992; Hasegawa 1993). Also, the following 
examples show that different perceptions for the 'going' motion are derived from 
postMsitions rather than from whether the predicate is bare or compound. Further, iku 
and kuru exhibit slightly a different sense of 'completion' of motion. Examples (1) to (6) 
show that kuru (kita = PST of kuru) generally encodes a little more achievement sense 
than iku:—compare (I) and (4), (2) and (5), and (3) and (6))—thus the negation of kuru 
renders the sentences more unacceptable (i.e., sense of completion: kuru 'come' > iku 
'go'). English translations would sound awkward, but this is because Japanese iku may 
to some extent include a 'completion' sense like kuru 'come' depending on the 
postpositional phrases attached. 
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As Morita (1977: 71-2) pointed out, iku/kuru verbs in the V-te ikuAuru construction 

encode four types of spatial motion with respect to the preceding verb V-te-. 1) coordination 

of actions, 2) parallel actions, 3) state/maimer of actions, and 4) merged actions. Generally 

speaking, the compound form is more 'experience-near' than the bare form in that it 

particularly depicts the contingent actions to the agent. In fact, for our -te ikuAuru 

occurrences out of all the (V-te)iku/kuru forms used (47/109), 91% (43/47) were of either 

(i) ?? Baku wa ame no naka o toshokan made hashitte itta ga, koozui de tsuke 
nakatta. 

'I went naming as far as the library in the rain, but couldn't reach because of 
flooding.' 
(ii) ? Baku wa ame no naka o toshokan e/ni itta ga, koozui de tsuke nakatta. 

'I went to the library in the rain, but couldn't reach because of flooding.' 
(iii) (?) Boku wa ame no naka o toshokan e/ni hashitte itta ga, koozui de tsuke 
nakatta. 

'I went running to the library in the rain, but couldn't reach because of flooding.' 
(iv) • Boku wa ame no naka o toshokan made hashitte kita ga, koozui de tsuke 

nakatta. 
'I came running as far as the library in the rain, but couldn't reach because of 
flooding.' 

(v) */?? Boku wa ame no naka o toshokan e/ni kita ga, koozui de tsuke nakatta. 
'I came to the library in the rain, but couldn't reach because of flooding.' 

(vi) ?? Boku wa ame no naka o toshokan e/ni hashitte kita ga, koozui de tsuke 
nakatta. 

'I came rurming to the library in the rain, but couldn't reach because of flooding.' 
As for V-te iku/kuru (compound) rorms, the first element in the compound (V-te) seems 
to exhibit more 'activi^focus,' whereas the iku/kuru element is associated more with 
'(path) motion-focus.' TTie rationale is that directed 'motion' may be canceled unless it is 
brought to completion (thus iku is 'looser' than kuru in this respect), but initiated 
'activity' cannot nullify the fact of action that has been initiatecl (cf. Miller & Johnson-
Laird 1976: 531). This difference is more clearly contrasted in the next examples: 
<riegation of' motion'> 
(vii) (?) Boku wa ame no naka o toshokan e/ni hashitte itta ga, koozui de ikenakatta. 
Lit. 'I went running to the library in the rain, but couldn't go (= get there) because of 
flooding.' 
<negation of 'activity'> 
(viii) * Boku wa ame no naka o toshokan e/ni hashitte itta ga, kansetsu-en de hashire 

nakatta. 
'I went running to the library in the rain, but couldn't run because of arthritis.' 

What these examoles mdicate is that the negation of the 'motion' part does not greatly 
affect the acceptability of the sentence (vii)-^he same as (ii) above—but the negation of 
the elaborated 'activity' renders (viii) contradictory, nullifying the acceptability of the 
sentence. Therefore, compared to bare forms, these compound forms tend to encode 
more elaboration and attention to an on-going action rather than to (deictic) motion itself. 
These facts indicate that, as far as the motion sense of the proposition is concerned, 
compound forms basically exhibit the same behavior originally encoded in bare iku and 
kuru. 
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Merita's Type 2), 3), or 4), all of which in some sense describe a simultaneous activity or 

means/manner of the motion, indicating general association with the 'experience-near' 

quality of the compound form. 

First, look at the next text which includes a series of 'bare' iku forms, which are 

exclusively preferred to describe 'global' climbing scenes: 

(23) 
1) ST: @@@@@. soo nanda. 
2) TU: Toonan yori nanda yo, yoo 
3) wa. 
4) IZ: ja mokkai ikanakya dame da. 
5) minna de . 
6) DO: Mata ashita. 
7) TU: Mata ikun kaa. 
8) IZ: Boku mo boku mo, chotto. 
9) kigen yoku nobotte moo 
10) konaide iiya to omotte. 
11) omotte saigo ni kiitemitara. 
12) KA-san ga furii de nobotta-
13) tte yuu kara. 
14) Al: @@@[@@@] 
15) IZ: [nanda.] ikanakya ikenaku 
16) natchatta. 
17) IM: Ja mo ikkai ikinasai yo 
18) &@@@@. 
19) IZ: Anna to- are furii da- no 
20) tame ni, noboru tame dake ni 
21) anna toko iki-taku nai na 
22) moo. Anna apuroochi o 
23) nobotte. 

ST @@@@@ . That's right. 
TU That is, we diverted toward 

Toonan. (Name of place) 
IZ Then, we have to go there 

again, all of us. 
DO Tomorrow again! 
TU Going [there] again!? 
IZ I, I, I climbed it happily, 

and thought "I don't have to 
come back here,* but was 
later told that Mr. KA free-
climbed it. . . 

Al @@@@@@ 
IZ so, I have to go [there 

again to do it free]. 
IM Then, why don' t you go 

again? 
IZ Like that pi-, only to free 

climb that, I don't wanna go 
to a place like that again, 
you know, climbing all that 
approach. 

All the iku expressions in the text above (except for the last one) refer to the whole 

process of climbing which comprises locative notions such as Source, Path, and Goal. 

When iku is used in a bare form or without locative phrases, it tends to exhibit a long 

trajectory extending from the start to the end of the climbing process. 

My assumption is that it was motivated to some extent by the degree of 'elaboration/ 

refinement' of their mental imageries, whether or not such imageries are accurate reflections 

of the reality. As was mentioned above, the participants turned out to have obtained the 

most refined pictiu"e/imagery of Section 3, and a less elaborated one for Section 2—they 
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believed that they followed the correct route for the first two pitches of M route, but after 

that they seem to have deviated ft-om it and lost the route. Section 1 is as much or more 

obscure than Section 2 in that one could have walked up to Peak 4 in any way s/he liked, 

thus ending up having no sense of shared trails and common landmarks (except for Peak 

4). That is, we get the hierarchy. Section 3 > Section 2 > Section 1, in terms of the 

refinement/elaboration of the groimd information. In fact, this tendency was clearly 

reflected on the skewed distribution of the ground elements (Table 7-2). 

Given this, one possibility is that visible landmarks on the path may have evoked 

linear trajectories between them, linguistically encoding them into the Source-Path-Goal 

images (rather than 'manner' ones) with more 'motion-focused' bare forms. Such profiling 

of path by bare verbs like iku/kuru may tend to override manner information, which could 

optionally be encoded in, or attached to, such motion verbs. (Remember that iku and kuru 

are path verbs which are more inherently oriented to Source or Goal than other motion 

verbs, and thus will be more likely to be modified by locative (and manner) phrases.) If 

this assumption is correct, it would be reasonable to postulate that Section 3 may contain 

the highest proportion of 'bare' forms (and conversely least compound forms) owing to 

their 'path' association. Further, Section 2 will in turn show a tendency to contain less 

'bare' forms (but more 'compound' forms) than Section 3, and a tendency to contain more 

'bare' forms and less 'compound' forms than Section 1. This is seemingly the case as seen 

in Table 7-4. 

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
Comp. V ratio 
in iku/kuru (%) 

66.7 
(8/12) 

46.3 
(25/54) 

32.6 
(14/43) 

Table 7-4. Compound-verb ratio of iku/kuru in Sections 
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However, attention only to the bare-compound distinction is not sufficient. The real 

question here is why climbers used bare and compound forms (and consequently, manner-

related lexicon) at different ratios in each section, and what motivated such fimctional 

distributions. Besides, admitting that the 'compound' form V-te+iku/kuru is basically 

manner-oriented, it is not invariably so when the first 'V element is a 'path' verb. In such 

a case, I assume, the path verb will enhance the 'motion' sense, rendering the compound 

more path-oriented. Therefore, I tentatively propose the following hierarchy of 'path-

orientation' vs. 'manner-orientation.' 

(24) Path-oriented < > Marmer-oriented 
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 
(path Y)-te iku > iku (bare) > (maimer W)-te iku 
e.g. agatte iku > iku > aruite iku 
'go (rising) up' > 'go' > 'go walking' 

Based on this hierarchy. Table 7-5 categorizes the types of path/marmer-orientation 

according to the sections. Our attention here is on the compound forms (italicized and 

parenthesized). Table 7-5 reveals that Sections I and 2 seem to be more marmer-oriented 

than Section 3 because they incorporate higher ratios of maimer verbs in the compound 

forms (50.0 and 48.0%, respectively), in contrast to the much lower manner-verb ratio 

(21.4%) for the compound forms used in Section 3. 

Type 1 (Path-V 
comp.) 

Type 2 
(bare) 

Type 3 (Manner-
V comp.) 

Total # of 
iku/kuru 

Section 1 iku 2 3 3 8 Section 1 
kuru 2 1 I 4 

Section 1 

comp.#/% (4 = 50.0%) (4 = 50.0%) (8) 
Section 2 iku 12 29 12 53 Section 2 

kuru 1 0 0 1 
Section 2 

comp.#/% (73 = '5T6%) (12 = 48.0%) (25) 
Section 3 iku 8 22 2 32 Section 3 

kuru 3 7 1 11 
Section 3 

comp.^/% (11 = 78.6%) (3 = 21.4%) (14) 

Table 7-5. Occurrence according to bare and compound Types 
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Further, manner-orientation may also be enhanced by adverbial phrases attached to 

the compounds. As we have seen in Chapters 4 and 5, such adverbials include ordinary 

Manner/Means phrases (e.g., 'this way' and 'in a free-solo style') and onomatopoeic/ 

ideophonic expressions, which also encode some trajectory/path image schemas (e.g., 

pyu=tto 'swiftly in a linear manner' and da=tto 'powerfully at a high speed'). Given this, 

we could hypothesize that such onomatopoeic/ideophonic expressions would be more 

compatible with path-oriented compounds with varying degrees (i.e.. Type 1 > Type 2 > 

Type 3). Table 7-6 clearly shows 1) the tendency of the path-oriented compounds to be 

more fiiequently associated with onomatopoeic/ideophonic adverbials, and apparently, 2) in 

terms of the path-orientation, there also is a hierarchy; Section 3 > Section 2 > Section 1, 

which echoes the hierarchy proposed above. Here, asterisks indicate occurrence of 

adverbial phrases, among which onomatopoeic/ideophonic examples are underlined. 

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Adv./Cl. 
Section 1 iku 

kuru 
* * 16.7% 

2/12 
Section 2 iku 

kuru 
* *** ** 11.1% 

6/54 
Section 3 iku 

kuru 
**** 

* 
20.9% 
9/43 

Table 7-6. Occurrence of manner-related adverbials according to compound Type 

* = occurrence of adverbial 
'underlined' = onomatopoeic/ideophonic adverbial 
AdvYCl. = ratio of adverbials per clause 

Now, let's take a closer look at the use of compound forms of iku from Section 2. In 

accordance with the theoretical assumption above, actual use of compound iku forms in our 

data is heavily skewed toward 'activity-focus.' Basically, all the usages observed for -te 

iku/kuru tend to elaborate in some way the bodily movements and concomitant motions in 

addition to the neutral-motion sense encoded by iku. In this respect, V-te iku/kuru are more 

appropriate forms for describing climbing motions than bare iku/kuru, which favor rather 
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global descriptions. This property of the V-te iku form will inevitably lead to intrinsic, 

experience-near descriptions of entities during the processes of climbing. Lxx)k: at how the 

compound iku forms in Example (25) are exclusively employed to describe local scenes of 

climbing, ranging approximately from several moves of the climb (e.g., migi kara mo maite 

(i)keru 'can also go around the right') up to one pitch (feesu o iku 'go up the face'). 

(25) 
1) IM: sorekara, matsukoo terasu 
2) kara ne asaCtaku to nee, 
3) ano, 40 meetaa gurai no cino, 
4) feesu no tochuu ni ne, ki ga 
5) nyun to haeta toko o, feesu o 
6) nobotta'kun da nee. 
7) IZ: fuuuun. 
8) IM: kurakku ga atte, shita ga 
9) kurakku ga atte ne. 
10) ST: hun. ja hoojoo-shinmura yori-
11) 
12) IM: kura- ku- kurakku, sino nee, 
13) koshlte koo itte, ano nee, 
14) migi kara mo maltakami 
15) kedomo masshoo-men kara, 
16) kurakku o noborerushi, hore 
17) kara sore o koshite ue e 
18) agattskuto, feesu ga atte, 
19) sono tochuu ni kurakku ga 
20) atte nee, kurakku no tochuu 
21) kara ne, koo, dakekanba no ki 
22) ga shu=tto deteru yo. sooyuu 
23) toko nobofctatta? 
24) TU: ki nanka nai. 
25) ST: nakatta yone=. 
26) SM: nai nai nai. Zenzen chigau. 
27) ST: [chigau toko da.] 
28) IM: [sore ga] saishuu pitchi 
2 9) nanda. 
30) SM: moo zenzen chigau [ruuto da.] 
31) 

IM And then, as you go up from 
Matsukoo-Terrace, you are 
supposed to go cllmblnsr a 
forty-or-so-meter-face where 
a tree is sticking out, 

IZ h=m. 
IM where there's a crack, 

there's a crack below. 
ST h=n. Then it is more ...than 

Hoojoo Shinmura.. . 
IZ Cra- cr-, well, you go 

passlnff it this way, well, 
you can go around from the 
right, and you can also 
climb straight up the crack. 
Then you pass that part and 
keep going up, and you come 
to a face with a crack, and 
from the crack a birch tree 
shoots out. Did you go up 
an place like that? 

TU There were no trees! 
ST I don't think there were. 
SM No, nothing at all. 
ST Completely different. 
IM It's a different route. 

That is the final pitch. 
SM It's a completely different 

route! 

In the text above, IM describes the 'conventional' final pitch of M Route, which other 

members arguably claimed to have climbed—later, that assumption turned out to be false. 

Realizing this, the members came to believe that they erroneously wandered into a variation 
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of M Route. It is remarlcable that in this narrow-range description all the iku occurrences 

are in the compound form. 

As hypothesized at the outset, there seems to be a close relationship between 

geographic features and linguistically encoded constructions. It is clear that different 

enviroimients and human motions are not only expressed by different lexical items—which 

is a truism—but also, even when the same lexical items {iku/kum) are selected, they tend to 

be used in highly consistent ratios of bare vs. compound forms according to the perceptual 

styles of the physical features of routes. Table 7-7 summarizes the findings of preceding 

analyses. 

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 differential features | 
geographic visibility 
during activity 
^eiise of shared 
experience 

moderate- > low « high 
high 
none < low < moderate 

— r a t i o  o f  iku/kuru | 
'go/come' 
—ratio of 'bare/ 
compound' forms of 
iku/kuru-, ratio of path/ 
manner-encoding adverbials 

# of sha^ 
landmarks 

one < a few < many 
(Peak 4) 

— r a t i o  o f  iku/kuru | 
'go/come' 
—ratio of 'bare/ 
compound' forms of 
iku/kuru-, ratio of path/ 
manner-encoding adverbials 

Table 7-7. Correlation between cognitive and geographic features reflected on verb-
related forms 

This assumption is still speculative and is rarely an issue in discourse analysis, but it 

is fiiUy compatible, I believe, with implications from psycholinguistic findings by Gropen, 

Pinker, Hollander & Goldberg (1991a; see also 1991b). They tested the correlation 

between affectedness of objects and realized linguistic forms for novel verbs in the manner 

and endstate conditions. In the manner condition, they used a novel verb which has the 

intended constmal "cause X to move to Y in a zig-zagging/bouncing manner" with no result 

by the action. In the endstate condition, the constmal was "cause Y to sag/change by means 

of placing/touching X on it" with the subsequent change of state. They presented these 

novel verbs to several age groups (including adults) and elicited responses for a 'figure' 

question (containing a natural context for zig-zagging/bouncing motion of a moving object) 
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and a 'ground' question (containing a natural context for sagging motion specifying an 

endstate of the ground). The results concerning the likelihood of choosing figure or ground 

arguments as the direct object of manner and endstate verbs were: 1) children and adults 

produced more figure-object responses when using manner verbs than when using endstate 

verbs, and 2) they produced more ground-object responses when using endstate verbs than 

when using manner verbs, revealing that a figure object and maimer, and a ground object 

and endstate tend to go hand in hand. 

In our case, the verbs are intransitive and thus do not take a direct object. However, 

the difference between 'manner' and 'endstate' may be respectively re-interpreted as that 

between 'compound' and 'bare' verbs of iku/kuru in that the compound forms contain 

'activity-focus' or 'marmer-orientation,' and the bare forms, because of the association 

with trajectory and endstate (or landmark perception), are more affiliated with Path and 

Ground. As was shown by Gropen et al (1991a), 'marmer' is more easily translated into a 

perception of a figure object, and 'endstate' (or landmark in our case) into Ground (or 

Source-Path-Goal). In other words, the V-te iku form goes hand in hand with manner and 

the agent, as does the bare iku form, with the endpoint and Ground/Path. These perceptual 

differences of physical enviroiunents do seem to change the likelihood of verbal encoding 

of motions by iku/kuru^ depending on the degrees of elaboration of discourse participants' 

mental maps. 

Path-manner distinction was intensively analyzed in Chapter 5, at the end of which I 

added some observations about 'Active' motion expressions (Talmy 1983, 1996a, 

Matsumoto 1996a, 1996b, Jackendoff 1990). There I tentatively proposed that firequent 

occurrence of fictive motion expressions may be one theoretical consequence of being a S-

framed, marmer language like English, and showed that the realization of fictive motion in 

rock climbing discourse requires wide-range trajectory perception of the enviroimient, 

abiding by 'obligatoriness of path information (Matsumoto 1996a).' In fact, in this portion 
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of the data, there were only two occurrences of such fictive motion expression out of nearly 

600 Japanese clauses: one was a bare iku, and the other, agatte iku—the compound of a 

path verb agam 'rise' and iku 'go.' Both occurred in Section 3 when a climber traced a line 

of a route on a (real) map with his finger (Example (27) below: Lines 58-63). This fact 

impUes that, in descriptions of environments, fictive motion expressions are an indicator of 

'path/trajectory'-incorporation into mental maps and sensitivity to such images. Instead, 

they are de-motivated in the type of discourse for giving 'manner' information of agents. 

Taylor & Tversky (1992a, 1992b, 1996a) more directly tackle the relationships 

between perspective-taking and environmental features, and claimed that choice of 

descriptive perspectives (Route, Gaze, or Survey) largely depends on characteristics of 

physical environments, although in this analysis we looked at 'environment-morphosyntax' 

interaction rather than properties of 'environment-description perspective' interface. 

However, we could assume that 'compound' forms are more 'experience-near' and favor 

the 'intrinsic' perspective, while 'bare' forms shows dispositions to employ a more 

detached, 'extrinsic' perspective.'^' They also suggested that spatial perspectives are rather 

freely shifted in individual mental imageries (as also demonstrated by Bryant, Tversky & 

Franklin 1992, Klein 1982, 1983; Brown 1995; Logan 1995, etc.), but, I argue, not so 

freely as has been claimed so far. We wUl see in the following sections that such 

perspective shifts arc experientially constrained in a cooperative mental map constructed 

through a stretch of discourse across multiple participants. 

Interestingly, in Chapter 6, the Japanese climber used several bare iku forms to encode 
the 'intrinsic perspective (Scene iv. Stanza B)—however, remember that he at the same 
time made hand gestures, mimicking the spatial motions of the agent. The main reason I 
assumed he employed the intrinsic perspective was this use of hand gestures and the 
section-by-section, local-space descriptions, not because of the use of bare iku forms. 
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7.2.6 CENTRIPETAL TRAJECTORY AS COHESION DEVICE 

The following piece of discourse taken from Section I exhibits in a covert way what 

the presupposition (i.e., given information) and the focus of attention (i.e., new 

information) are in this location-identifying discourse. Our attention here is on the explicidy 

and implicidy encoded spatial configurations. As remarked above, Japanese kuru 

exclusively signifies goal-oriented motion toward the speaker, unlike English come, which 

can also encode goal-orientation toward the addressee. Thus the use of kuru always 

presupposes the current location of the speaker. First, we look at how cohesion of the 

vantagepoint was achieved by IZ through the use of iku and kuru. 

(26) 
1) IZ: kyoo omottan dakedo ne, 
2) bokura igai no paatii wa, 
3) mirma ano, kotcbi (1) no 
4) hoo ni, no ano, go-hoo gawa 
5) no hoo no shlta (3) no 
6) bando mitaina toko zuutto 
7) torabaasu shite, shlta 
8) kara (3 ' ) agatt* kita (4) 
9) desyoo? 
10) All:U=n. 
11) IZ: boku dake zenzen chigau toko 
12) nobotte fcita (5) wake desu 
13) yo. Soko wa sugoku yokatta 
14) yone. Nan'nimo fuan naku, 
15) moo zairu toite, taka taka 
16) taka taka taka taka moo 
17) kimochi yoku, 
18) IM: iya dakara ne --
19) IZ: katai iwa o [tsutatta kuru 
20) (6) —] 
21) IM: [nani ato no,] shuuryooten 
22) no hcinashi ? 
23) IZ: shuuryooten made a^aCta 
24) (i)ku (7) hoo, yonpoo no 
25) choojoo made agaru hoo, 
26) agaru michi desu. 

IZ today I was thinking, you 
know, all the other parties 
except us (came) toward hare 
(1), well, I mean, traversed 
all the way along something 
like a rock band down tliara 
(3) toward Peak 5, and caaa 
up here (4) £rom down below 
(3'), right? 

Ali Yeah =. 
IZ Only I (cllmbad and) cama 

up (1) a con^letely different 
trail, you know. That was a 
very nice trail, you know. 
I had no worry, took my rope 
off, trotting all the way up, 

IM Well, I mean — 
IZ coming along (6) rigid rocks 

IM Well, are you talking about 
the end-point of the route? 

IZ I mean the trail going up (7) 
to the end of route, leading 
up, going up to the top of 
Peak 4. 
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(IZ)p4 
kotchi 

Base Camp 

s p ©  
in tenty 

traverse 
section 

T o M « f c  
H-S Routes 

(5) kuru 
(6) kuru 

"completely 
different trail 

End of 
M Route (M) H-S Route 

S 
/ 

= (Mainly) deictic indexing 

= (Mainly) coordinate description 

^ = Shift of the home base 
= Ridge 

I I  = C o l  
A = Peak 

Figure 7-12. Cohesion of vantagepoints within an individual 

In Example (26) a climber IZ makes extensive comments about the trail he took to get 

to Peak 4, where he waited for other members to come up after the climb (Figure 7-12). 

Because this conversation took place in the base camp tent, the trail that other members 

used (represented by (3) and (4) in the map) was deictically located kotchi (1) 'over/toward 

here' in his wide-range 'mental map.' The home-base shift from the base camp to Peak 4 

(Figure 7-12, (2)) was tacit and never articulated. Specifically, he first tried to describe 

other members' motions by saying, kotchi (1) no hoo ni, 'toward here'—I assume 

there were no hand gestures for 'here'—then coordinately paraphrases it as go-hoo gawa 

no hoo no shita (3) no bando mitaina toko 'something like a rock band down there 

toward Peak 5.' The use of shita 'down there' indicates that his perspective has transferred 

from his previous home base (the base camp) to somewhere where he can observe the 

scene from above. The following discourse reveals that that location is the top of Peak 4. 

He says about the other parties, shita (3) no bando mitaina toko zuutto torabaasu shite, 
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shita kara (3) agat-te lata (4) desyoo? '(you) traversed all the way along something like 

a rock band down there (3) toward Peak 5, and came up here (4) from down below 

(3), right?' His point of view traces the sequence of the traverse trail which other parties 

took to come up to where he was. Peak 4. Here the spatial relationships between IZ and 

other party members are coordinately encoded by the use of vertical dimension shita kara 

'from down below (3)' and agatte '(move) up (4)'. 

The following utterances stick to this perspective from Peak 4. IZ continues, boku 

dake zenzen chigau toko nobot-te kita (5) 'only I (climbed and) came up (5) on a 

completely different trail' and then katai iwa a tsutatte kuru (6) 'coming along rigid 

rocks.' Both expressions exhibit the downward vantagepoint from Peak 4, with which he 

described the motion up toward this secondary home base. The tokens of kuru used in (5) 

and (6) contain different agents from kuru in (4): the agents of the motion in (4) were 

members of the other parties, but in (5) and (6) it was the speaker himself. In both cases, 

however, his perspective was consistendy maintained at the same vantagepoint as shown in 

Figure 7-12. 

Even when his perspective was forced to move to the endpoint of H-S route (7) by 

IM's inquiry in Line 21 ('are you talking about the end-point of the route?'), his home base 

was kept intact through the following utterances. In Lines 23-24, IZ says, shuuryoo-ten 

made agat-te(i)ku 'going up to the end of the route,' which was a false exposition and was 

instandy corrected to yonpoo no choojoo made 'up to the top of Peak 4'; his consistent 

home base. Here IZ's home base is lexically profiled by the goal-oriented phrase yonpoo 

no choojoo made 'to the top of Peak 4', but his empathic perspective to IM's viewpoint at 

(7) is also covertly signified by the use of agatte iku 'going up,' temporally identifying his 

vantagepoint with IM's. 

What matters here is IZ's persistent attention to the secondary home base, Peak 4. 

Notice that throughout this chunk of discourse, IZ systematically related topological 
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features to his home base with goai-oriented expressions including iku, Icuru and their 

compounds, while the traverse section was consistently described by coordinate 

expressions such as shita 'down/below (twice)', agaru '(move) up', and (arguably) 

torabaasu 'traverse'. Either way, the fact that these deictically and coordinately 

identified vantagepoints were made to converge implies that the constancy of perspectives 

can serve as an 'indexical' cohesion device in discourse, which was given little attention by 

Halliday & Hasan (1976). People achieve cohesion not only by lexical ties and/or ellipsis, 

but also by this sort of centripetal (imaginary) motion to the home base only indexically 

encoded by spatial deixis. 

Deictic motion verbs, though similar to indexicals such as I, you, now, there, etc., 

are distinct in some ways. Continuity is mainly achieved by ellipsis and substitution for 

personal pronouns and demonstratives, but it is often managed by covert presuppositions 

(about locations) through deictic motions verbs. Also, pronominal and demonstrative 

choices are often ideological and contingent on the speaker's perception of various types of 

'territory,' whereas deictic motion verbs are more topologically constrained to particular 

perspectives, such as Peak 4 here. 

7.2.7 EXPERIENTIAL BASE AND COHERENCE ACROSS SPEAKERS (OR CO-

CONSTRUCTION OF A MENTAL MAP) 

In this final analysis we consider the negotiation processes in Section 3, which led to 

the 'discovery' of the correct locational relations between landmarks. Before beginning this 

analysis, it is important to make clear the participants' experiential bases most relevant to 

this analysis. Eight rock climbers (four pairs of two) climbed two routes on the East Face 

Al^ough I tentatively translated agaru as '(go) up' here, agaru only encodes upward 
motion but has no connotation of goal-orientation without a Goal satellite such as made 
'as far as/to'. 
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of Peak 4 that day: four members on M and the other four on H-S Route. However, the 

approach trails onto these routes were not the same for all of them—there were three types 

of approaches taken (Figure 7-13). Two parties, IZ-SH and SM-DO, climbed up a gully 

and merged into the middle section of the trail leading from Terrace 1 to Terrace 2 

(hereafter, Tl and T2). The IZ-SH party then climbed H-S Route, whereas the SM-DO 

party traversed left to a lower ledge, which we tentatively call Tx, going up on (false) M 

Route; to avoid confusion we tentatively call this false one M Route. A short while later, 

the KA-IC and TU-ST parties embarked on H-S and M route, respectively: the KA-IC 

party reached T2 via Tl, the TU-ST party, via Tl to the base of M Route (Tx). This TU is 

the one who fell during the climb. The gray line marked by 'IM' indicates his recalled 

passage of the route. IM, although not a participant in these particular climbs but an expert 

climber familiar with this area, claimed that this is the ordinary trail to reach on M and H-S 

Routes. 

TU-S' 
1 -

Haimatsu T 

(False) 

SM-DC 

IZ-SH 

Figure 7-13. Simplified map of approach trails and routes. 
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The following text shows a process which eventually leads to the 'eureka' moments 

about the geographic relationships between the route they falsely climbed and the ordinary 

passage to embark on M and H-S Routes. A general picture of the heuristic processes is as 

follows: the clue was given by EVf (an expert absent in the climbs), whose comments on the 

first pitch of M Route were further inquired about by the participants (Lines 6-7). Only SM 

gave an affirmative response to IM's conmients at this point (Line 10). His supportive 

comment in Lines 11-12 gave TU a clue to the puzzle in Line 15, echoed by TU's remarks 

in Lines 20-21, 27-28, and 32. Owing to TU's explanations and IM's further comments in 

Lines 35-40, everyone in the discussion understood by Line 56 the ordinary line to take on 

M Route and the geographical relationships between Tl, T2, and Tx. Although IZ grasped 

the relationships, he still posed a question about possible lines of true M Route from Lines 

57-66. However, his comments were left unattended after SM's response in Line 67. The 

researcher's comments are shown in parentheses in the English translation. The 

parentheses in the Japanese text indicate speech overlap. 

(27) 
1) IM :Iya, hajime wa nee. IM Well, at the beginning, cuz 
2) yasashiii rijji dakara-tte, it's an easy ridge, we wonder 
3) zairu tsukeyoo ka dooshiyoo if we should use a rope. 
4) ka-tte yuu gurai no tokoro That's where we go climbing 
5) o, koo nobotte iku wake ne. (to take on M Route) . 
6) ST :u==n. ST Himtini. 
7) IZ: :e=hehe? IZ wha=t? 
8) IM: :Ano, Tl kara. IM I mean, from Tl. 
9) SM: :u=n. SM Hmmm. 
10) Wakaru wakaru. I understand, I understand. 
11) Kyoo, [kyoo kita- nobotta That's where (we/you) came--. 
12) toko.] ((to ST)) (you) climbed today [to ST] 
13) ST: :[kyoo watashira ga kita,] ST The route where we [ST & TU] 
14) Iki kaketa tokoro? casta --, started to go? 
15) TU; :Ah==, asoko ka! TU Wow, there!? 
16) SM: : [XXX de itta XXX XXX] SM XXX (we?) want xxx xxx. 
17) IZ: :[=do- do- do- doko doko IZ Wh- wh- wh- where where where 
18) doko doko?] where? 
19) KA: : [aa aa aa.] KA Yeah yeah yeah, [nodding] 
20) TU: :watashira ga nobott«tta TU The place(/ridge) we [TU & ST] 
21) [tokoro.] want climbing. 
22) SM: [soo soo] soo soo. SM Yes yes yes yes. 
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23) SH:[henna toko] kara dete kl^a 
24) ne. 
25) SM:Soo SOD soo. 
26) DO:Ah= [soo soo soo.] 
27) TU:[watashira ga] nobotte klta 
28) henna rijji mitaina toko. 
29) IMiHonde, are ga, hore kara--, 
30) IC:[are ga,] wan-pitchi-me-tte 
31) koto? 
32) TU:Are ga wan-pitchi-me nanda. 
33) EXDiUn soo soo soo. [Are ga wan 
34) pitchi-me.] 
35) IM:[wan-pitchi nobotta] tokoro 
36) kara ne, ookii terasu atta 
37) ra? 
38) Al:Hai hai. Arimashita. 
39) IM:Sokkara nee, [migi] e za=-
40) tto torabaasu shitakun da. 
41) ?? : [migi] 
42) SM;Ah= yappari soo da. Bokura 
43) ga, 
44) IM:Migi e da=-tto torabaasu 
45) shitaku. 
46) DO:Ah= ah= 
47) KA:Un un. 
48) SM:bokura ga saa ({to EXD) ) , 
49) hidari ni torabaasu shita 
50) jan. [Are o migi ni iku-] 
51) DO:[atchi-gawa kara] kuru 
52) kara, machigaeru no ka. 
53) IZ:Ah=, gya- kotchi- a- ja 
54) nani, asoko no semai ban-
55) bcindo mitaina toko o, gyaku 
56) kara kuru'nda. Demo ne, 
57) boku ga ima yutteru no wa 
58) ne, kono hangu nan desu. 
59) Hoojoo-shinmura wa, kono 
60) hangu no kotchi-gawa o 
61) tootteru desho. sore wane 
62) sonna murishite konna fuu 
63) ni Itta nain desu yo. 
64) kekkoo sunao ni pyuuu-tto 
65) agattaku to, koko ni 
66) kurun desu yo. 
67) ST;soo soo. Kuru kuru. 
6 8 )  

SH You guys caina/popped out from 
a weird place. 

SM Yes yes yes. 
DO Yeah, right right right. 
TU It's the route like a ridge 

along which we cama climbing. 
IM And, that is, then--
IC Is THAT the first pitch, you 

mecin? 
TU That is the first pitch, yes. 
DO Yeah, right right right. That 

is the first pitch. 
IM From where [or after] you 

climbed one pitch, there was a 
big terrace, right? 

Al Yes, yes there was. 
IM From there you QO traversing 

all the way to the right. 
?? To the right? 
SM Yes! That's what I thought. 

You know, I--
IM Oo traversing further to the 

right, OK. 
DO Yeah yeah. 
KA Huiiim humm. 
SM You remember where we [SM&DO] 

traversed to the left. We need 
to go right on the trail. 

DO Oh, we make mistakes because 
we coma from the other side. 

IZ Ah-huh, the opposi- this way, 
well, we should coma from the 
opposite side on that narrow 
rock band, right.[open a route 
map] But what I am talking 
about now is this overhang, 
[gestures] H-S Route passes on 
this side of this overhang, 
[gestures] That (route) does 
not unusually go like 
this.[gestures] So if you/we 
go straight up (along this 
line) , you coma here, you 
know. 

ST Right, right. We do (coma) , 
we do (coma). 

Here we focus on the sequence of iku and kuru expressions. Iku, kuru, and their 

compound forms have past and present conjugations (V-te) iku i?RS)litta (PST), as well as 

contracted forms V-teku {?RS)l-tetta (PST) for GO, and (V-te) kuru (?RS)/kita (PST) for 
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COME (no contraction). The current portion is divided into three sub-sections according to 

the described segments of trail. Lines 1-34 focused on the trail constimted by nodes TI and 

Tx—^Table 7-8 (a); Lines 35-56, on the trail between Tx and T2—^Table 7-8 (b); and finally 

Lines 57-68, on the portion of H-S Route between T2 and Haimatsu T—^Table 7-8 (c). 

Now, let's look at who used iku and kuru in what situation and what trail they 

actually took. The participants utilized these verbs more fi^uently than in other portions of 

the text for the purpose of relating and identifying the geographic landmarks in their mental 

maps. Once established through actual experience, these landmarks can be utilized as pivots 

onto which the participants can hook their emergent vantagepoints with these deictic motion 

verbs. Below (Table 7-8), in parentheses are the speaker code and the Une number in the 

text. 'Profiled,' as mentioned before, means 'explicitly elaborated by postpositional or 

adverbial phrases,' and 'indexed,' 'covertly and deictically implied by the use of kuru." 

Figure 7-14 illustrates what portions of the trails are profiled/indexed through the use of 

these expressions. 
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Section (a): <T1 - Tx> Profiled by i Indexed by 
iku kuru 

1. nobotte iku ... T1 kara 'go climbing ... from 
Tl': (IM/5) 

2. kyoo kita, n^otta (paraphrased) toko 'where 
(= the trail on which) (you) came, climbed 
today': (SM/11), who describes ST's motion 

3. kyoo watashira ga kita, iki kaketa 
(paraphrased) tokoro 'where (= the trail on 
which) we (TU & ST) came, started to go 
today': (ST/13) 

4. itta 'went': (SM/16); presuniably describing 
ST and TU's Path on Tl-Tx. 

5. watashira ga noSoitetta totujro 'where we 
went climbing': (TU/20) 

1 S = T1 M 

\ 1 abandoned 

\i abandoned 

vague j\ 

6. henna toko kara dete kita '(you) came out 
from an unfamiliar place': (SH/23) 

S(9tTl)  |^(9iTx) 

7. watashira ga nobotte kita henna rijji 
'something like a ridge along which we came 
climbing (to Tx)': (TU/27) V

- O
 

II H
 

X
 

Section (b): <Tx - T2> If i 
1. sokkara migi e ... torabaasu shiteku 'go 

traversing to the rijght from there': (I^^40) 
2. migi e... torabaasu shiieht 'go traversing to 

the right': ([M/44-5) 

|S = Tx, 1 i 
D ( i 

"""(S"̂ TX)T] 
D \l 

3. are o migi ni iku 'go right there (on the ttail)': 
(SM/50) 

4. aichi-gawa i^ra Tmru 'come ifrom the other 
side': (DO/51) 

•(S = Txj \ 
D,P | \  

5. bando miiaina "toko o gyaioi l^ra kuru 'come 
(to T2) from the opposite side on that trail 
like a band': (IZ/5^6) 

S f= Tx) 1 T G = T2 1 

P 1/ 

Section (c): <T2 - Haimatsu T> 
1. kowiafiiu ni itte nai '(it) doesiT't go like this': 

(IZ/62) 
P [1 

(gestures) i 
2. sunao ni pyu=tto agatieku 'going up strSght 

(along it)': (IZ/65) 
(P) 1 

3. icoico m laihi '(we) cio^me here': (12766) G, 
gestures 

G = H-T 

4. kuni kuru '(we) cbirie, (we) come': (SM/67) : 
G = H-T 

Table 7-8. Sequence of iku/kuru across individuals: S(ource), G(oal), D(irection), P(ath) 

Keys: (Alphabets/number) = (Speaker code/line number) 
Profiled = 'explicitly elatorated by postpositional or adverbial phrases' 
Indexed = 'covertly and deictically implied (by the use of kuruY 
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(c) T2-Haiinat5u 

u - -r - / 3/66 4/67 Haimatsu T 

(a) Tl-Tx 

7/27 : (2/11) (3/13) ; 

-fM-
/44-(#)— > 
3/50(#>-SAF O 
4/51 M B0 

-fig-

# = Source profiled -o = iku 

• = Goal indexed —• = kuru 

= SH's boundary of visual Sequence of iku/kuru 
perception in (a) 6 in (a), (b), & (c) 

E.g.: 1/5 = number in each section / line # in Text 

Figure 7-14. Profiled/indexed motion sequence by iku/kuru 

For example, in Table 7-8 (a) 1, the speaker started to delineate the motion from T1 

(to Tx)—the possibility of T2 as Goal was excluded by the current and previous contexts 

His current home base was explicidy identified as T1 by the Source expression T1 kara 

'from Tr, preceded by the 'departure' and 'short-range' path motion encoded by a 

compound expression nobotte iku 'go climbing.' EM, locating himself at Tx, could have 
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said nobotte kuru 'come climbing' instead of nobotte iku 'go climbing' because he had 

climbed this route before. However, it would have been inappropriate at this point to use 

kuru since Tx was yet to be identified. Since his mental map was not shared at this moment 

by other participants, EM still needed to start from the common ground, Tl. Also, he could 

not legitimately use kita 'came' to describe that particular occasion because he was not in 

the situation with other members. Thus he used iku 'go' in the PRESENT tense, which is the 

default tense in describing a general fact. A black dot for Section (a) 1/5 in Figure 7-14 

indicates the profiled status of Source by IM's utterance. 

For Section (a) 2/11 and 3/13, things are a little more complicated. SM, who was 

talking to ST, his wife, first used kita 'came', merging his perspective with his wife's. As 

was shown in Figure 7-13, ST did get to Tx. However, he paraphrased it right away to 

nobotta 'climbed,' probably because he noticed that Tx was not yet identified, or that he did 

not actually pass that portion of the trail on his ascent. (He may have made this mistake 

owing to emotional proximity to his wife, who actually took the trail.) Thus the gray arrow 

(2/11) represents this paraphrased/abandoned Goal-orientation. 

Another reason is, possibly, the avoidance of inconsistency of the home base. IM's 

original home base was at Tl, but was instantly moved by SM's use of kita 'came' to Tx at 

(a) 2/11. This kind of perspective shift is not infeasible in discourse, but the general 

tendency is to stick to a single vantagepoint. Once set, it serves as a temporary anchor point 

for reference—at least for a portion of interaction—unless|someone who has special 

intentions or does not share the same perspective cuts in. 

The next clause, (a) 3/13 was ST's response to SM's statement. ST's utterance 

overlapped with SM's. She first used kita 'came', also instantly switching to iki kaketa 

'started to go,' taking a neutral perspective or re-setting her vantagepoint on Tl, rather than 
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on Tx. Since she was not sure yet if this portion of her mental map coincided with the 

trail she actually took that day, she also switched right away from an experience-encoded 

verb kita to a 'yet-to-be-experienced' motion verb phrase Ud kaketa. SM's and ST's 

switches to (neutral) terms, 'climbed' and 'went,' may be a reflection of SM's lack of 

direct experience on the trail and ST's lack of confidence in her interpretation of whether 

the portion of the trail evoked in her mental map of geographic relations. 

We cannot say for sure about the location referred to in (a) 4/16, but it seems to 

describe ST's or TU's neutral motion on the path to Tx. Also, (a) 5/20 exhibits neutral 

generic motion, but its manner is elaborated by the compound verb nobotte iku 'go 

climbing.' Still in Line 20, TU—one of the two members who passed along Tl-Tx and 

eventually fell—seems to tacitly stick to the same home base as IM's by using a rather 

neutral phrase nobotte-itta 'went climbing.' 

However, this constancy of the home base was obviously violated by SH, who did 

not share the same experience—she bypassed Tl, reached T2 and went up on H-S Route 

with IZ. One may wonder why she could have used kita 'came' here because she had not 

been to Tx. In fact she could. As was mentioned above, Japanese kuru does not have to 

signify the motion to the very locus of the speaker, but can just indicate the entry into the 

speaker's perceptual domain. In fact she was at T2 when TU and ST popped up/came out 

on the ridge nearTx. Her compound phrase dete kita 'came out' (6/23) legitimately 

describes a scene in which TU (and ST) came into her perceptual (or precisely visual) 

region observed from T2, her temporary home base. In Line 27 [or (a) 7/27], TU, now 

confident in her understanding of the geographic relationships, seemed justified to use kita 

because she was talking to ST,  with whom she actual ly cl imbed a  port ion of  the trai l ,  Tl-

The meaning of iki kaixru may be ambiguous. In some idiolects this phrase may just 
rnean 'be about to go,' indicating the motion has not yet started. However, in her and my 
dialects, this phrase may mean that the action has already been partially assumed. 
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Tx. The use of kita 'came' strongly indexes Goal (black square dot) and indicates that TU's 

vantagepoint is now located at Tx. 

By Line 34, the portion Tl-Tx was identified to be the first pitch of M Route 

(according to IM's definition). The next question is how to proceed on M Route from 

where the first pitch ends, i.e., Tx. With TU's indexical shift of the home base to Tx, IM 

picked up the perspective and described the next motion rightward; migi e za=tto torabaasu 

shite iku 'go traversing all the way to the right' (Section (b) 1/40). This motion translates 

into the procession from Tx to T2. IM used the same expression twice to confirm the 

induced shift. Notice that IM first explicitly mentioned Source, sokkara 'from there': thus 

the dark dot is attached to the root of Arrow (b) 1/40.'^° 

For SM, the next user of iku (b) 3/50, this is opposite from the direction he actually 

followed—he traversed from T2 to Tx. However, the current profiled home base is Tx. 

Thus he talked to DO—his partner on M route—by using a path and direction-specified 

phrase are o migi ni iku 'go right on that (trail)' (Arrow (b) 3/50), situating himself at Tx 

and following the currently profiled direction. (In Line 50, SM could have used kuru, like 

hidari ni torabaasu shite kita 'came traversing to the left' but he didn't opt for the 

expression.'^') EXD's perspective in (b) 4/51 is also dependent upon Tx. In this context, 

DO's use of atchi 'over there' apparendy points to the direction of T2 because he says, 

situating himself at Tx, if one atchi kara kuru 'comes from over there [= T2],' it is a wrong 

move. Presumably, DO's use of kuru could have been motivated by previous SM's 

utterance, migi ni iku 'go (to the) right' because SM situated himself close to EM's 

Bwause the term migi 'the right' in (b) 2/44 and 3/50 evokes a coordinate system in 
which the speaker is located at the center, the Source notion (black round dot) is entered 
in the parentheses even without an explicit mention of the source. 

' ' Presumably, SM's focus was particularly on Path and Direction ('merged actions' in 
Morita) because his own climbmg direction turned out to be just the opposite, which was 
quite shocking and revealing to hmi. Source and Goal were ^eady sp^ified here (Tx 
and T2), and thus were not relevant. 
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vantagepoint at Tx although both SM and DO moved the opposite way |T2 —Tx] from 

IM's recalled tour-perspective [Tx —T2]. Overall, the temporary home base was 

stationed at Tx from (b) 1/40 though (b) 4/51 based on their shared experience of having 

been there that day or before. 

Finally, IZ also used kuru but to describe the opposite motion to DO's. Notice that he 

did not stick to the same home base, Tx, but to T2. Given contextual information, this was 

probably because IZ did not have an experiential base to recruit Tx as the temporary home 

base—he did not go to Tx but only went to T2 and up on H-S Route. He thus used kuru, 

according to his experience-based vantagepoint at T2. This assumption is attested by his 

utterance gyaku kara kuru '(we should) come from the opposite side,' referring to DO's 

presupposed vantagepoint at Tx. As was remarked about IZ's usage of kuru (see the 

preceding section), kuru is a default choice to describe others' and the speaker's motion to 

the current position of the speaker in Japanese. However, notice that his utterance describes 

a general fact for climbers: he said, \WE should) come from the opposite side of that trail 

like a band (5/54).' An important point here is that, even when he made a general 

statement, his perspective was (inevitably) confined to a vantagepoint of which he directly 

had first-hand experience, and was not subject to random transfers of perspective. 

The following section (c) exhibits an interesting twist, or shght deviation from the 

question at issue, but is also supportive of our assumption. IZ, after his utterance at ((b) 

5/54-56), opened up a route map and suddenly set out to describe the location of Haimatsu 

Terrace (H-T). Admitting what IM and DO said, IZ still seemed to have some confusion 

about the total picture of the scene. He skipped mentioning the Source of the shift (T2), but 

it was clearly indicated by the finger-pointing of the map because EZ traced the line leading 

from T2 to H-T during his exposition. He said, '(it) doesn't go like this ((c) 1/62)' and 

'(we) go straight up (along the line) ((c) 2/65).' It is obvious that he was referring to the 

Path in (c) 1/62 and 2/65, but they were profiled by pointing gestures. 
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The last two usages were based on the vantagepoint at H-T, thus kuru ((c) 3/66) was 

first used by IZ, then followed by SM ((c) 4/67), who had climbed H-S Route several 

years before. Notice that SM confirmed IZ's statement by saying, kuru kuru '(yes, we) 

come (there), (we) come (there)' in the present tense, implying again that this is a shared 

experience and a widely accepted fact—he could not have used kita kita '(I/We) came, 

(I/we) came' because he did not climb H-S Route that day. 

Going back to Table 7-8 now, it is clearly shown that each macro-topic is demarcated 

by concatenated chains of vantagepoint shifts, characterized by the 'Source-Goal-Source-

Goal' profiling/ indexing pattern at the boundaries. This covert linkage of vantagepoints 

suggests that, 1) in this co-constructed mental map, iku is invariably and explicitly marked 

for Source at the topic initial, and kuru, implicidy indexed for Goal at the topic final, with 

gradual shifts of the source-(direction-)path-goal procession between them, and that 2) 

'neutral' motions on the path are dominantly elaborated by iku, with or without Source. 

Further, it is notable that descriptions of the spatial imageries are collaboratively 

relayed onto the next speaker through the sequential profiling of the 'Source > Direction > 

Path > Goal' schema, as is most prominently observed in (b). Not all of these locative 

categories are necessarily observed in the utterances, but when several categories are 

profiled, they never disrupt this sequential order. This fact indicates that the participants 

tried to co-construct the same mental map during the negotiation for the correct spatial 

relations, avidly revising, renewing, and accumulating the mental images to make them 

maximally coherent. 

In sum, we have observed in the last two sections that: 1) kuru could be legitimately 

used only when the speaker had direct experience in the motion depicted, and iku, as a 

generally applicable term to depict motion toward any place except for the speaker, 2) these 

deictic motion verbs, whether bare or compound, are often mandatory perspective markers 

which explicitly or implicitly encode the speaker's temporary vantagepoint and experiential 
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status in discourse, and serve as an indexical cohesion device, and finally 3) iku was used 

at the topic initial position with a Source locative, and kuru, at the topic final position with 

its Goal only indexed. Given this, our hypothesis about the need of experiential base in 

using kuru seems correct at least for way-finding and location-negotiating conversation in 

Japanese. 
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7.3 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

The above observations largely concur with the claims made by Kinsui & Takubo 

(1992) about the deictic and discourse use of demonstratives in Japanese. They claim that 

there is a 'trigger hierarchy' for the choice of Japanese demonstratives, and it is based 

primarily on the physical space in situ, and secondarily on the experiential space. That is, in 

Japanese, speakers tend to choose the element more closely situated to real space, rather 

than to the one in real experience, which again precedes other factors. Thus, if we talk 

about spatial motion in actual physical settings, (deictic) motion verbs iku and kuru would 

have been regulated by the actual spatial configuration perceived by the speaker and the 

hearer. In our case, however, such space was imaginatively constructed through recalled 

spatial descriptions. Thus the first element, real space, seems to have been occasionally 

overridden by the second factor, real experience. Even with this unavailability of actual 

space, geographic/physical features did confine our linguistic perception to recounting 

particular facets of directed motions, affecting the ratios of iku vs. kuru and bare vs. 

compound contrasts. 

In fact, the observed phenomenon is fuUy compatible with Kuroda's (1979: cited in 

Takubo & Kinsui 1997: 753) reformation of Kuno's (1973) analysis of pronouns and 

demonstratives. Kuroda(1979) mentions: 

(i) a- (and ko-) captures an object as being in the sphere of one's direct experience 
(ii) so- captures an object as being outside of one's direct experience, conceptual 
knowledge in the case of anaphoric uses and other people's direct knowledge in the 
case of deictic uses. 

In our case, the use of kuru, which represents the iko-domain, was shown to always be 

constrained by the direct experience of the speaker, and the use of iku, which often (though 

not necessarily) represents the 50-d0main, was found to be flexible in specifying 

experiential status, and was also used to describe neutral motions based on indirect (or non-

)experience. This, however, does not preclude a case in which iku is used to describe direct 
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experience—it is also true that any verb can be used to describe one's own direct 

experience. The point is that the use of iku in discourse is not constrained by direct 

experience as is kuru. 

To recapitulate the points of the chapter, I proposed that the skewed distributions of 

ikuAuru and the patterned occurrences of the 'bare' and 'compound' forms of these verbs 

seemed to be motivated by a 'cognition-motion-enviroiunent' interface, which regulates 

linguistic realizations of geographical features of the ground and the manner of the agent 

(Gropen et al. 1991a). We have also confirmed that, although COME and GO are generally 

acknowledged to represent deictic motions, they are not necessarily deictic nor do they 

invariably represent Goal- or Source-orientation to the discourse participants (Wilkins & 

Hill 1995). Along the line of this thesis, we reconsidered a general assumption that 

Japanese motion verbs iku and kuru create a simple interactive space where iku encodes 

motion away from the speaker, and kuru, motion toward the speaker. This assumption is 

generally true but incomplete in narrative discourse because the occurrence of iku/kuru is 

largely constrained by the speaker's epistemic stances based on real experience (cf. Kinsui 

8l Takubo 1992: Lakoff & Johnson 1980, Lakoff 1987; Johnson 1987). 

Based on these claims, I further suggested that kuru (and iku to a lesser degree) may 

serve as an indexical cohesion device for effective spatial imagery-building through an 

'acknowledging' (Fillmore 1982a) function of deixis. Furthermore, kuru, along with iku, 

exhibited salient time-space iconicity in discourse and functioned as a covert topic-

boundary marker such that mental scanning of bounded trails began with Source/Path-

profiled iku, and ended with the Goal-indexing kuru. All these phenomena point to the 

importance of studying sequential vicissitudes of perspective maintenance and shifts in 

discourse. More importantly, maintenance and shifts were achieved collaboratively among 

discourse participants (cf. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Schober 1993, 1995). 
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8. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

8.0 VERTICAL EXPERIENCE AND COGNITIVE SEQUENCE 

At the beginning of this study, I noted that the key words for this research are 

'vertical experience' and 'sequence of spatial discourse.' Here again, in conclusion, 1 

emphasize the importance of these notions in linguistic spatial research. The former notion 

'experience' (or 'habitualization' thereby) has been continually emphasized in the 

frameworks of phenomenology (e.g., Merleau-Ponty 1962), cognitive anthropology 

(Levinson 1996d, 1997) and cognitive linguistics (Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1987; 

Johnson 1987). For example, Johnson (1987) most clearly advocates: 

Image schemata and metaphorical projections are experiential structures of 
meaning that are essential to most of our abstract understanding and reasoning. 
The metaphorical projections are not arbitrary but rather are highly constrained 
by other aspects of our bodily functioning and experience. "Experience," then, 
is to be understood in a very rich, broad sense as including basic perceptual, 
motor-program, emotional, historical, social, and linguistic dimensions. ... 
(E)xperience involves everything that makes us human.... (Johnson 1987: 
xvi) 

Also, 'sequentiality' is a principal property of narrative (Bruner 1990) and a driving 

force in the ordering of experience. As Langacker (1991: 149) mentions, a general 

assumption is that 'any conception involving ordering or directionality at the experiential 

level implies some types of seriality at the processing level; an ordered conception 
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necessarily incorporates the sequenced occurrence of cognitive events as one facet of its 

neurological implementation, and this sequencing is taken as being constitutive of the 

conceptual ordering.' 

As seen in Chapters 2,4, 5, 6, and 7, only one or two preceding/subsequent 

sentences are not enough to reveal the whole mechanism of sequentiality operating in the 

speaker's mind (although it is a fact that even for constructed, de-contextualized sentences 

in Chapter 3, we seem to be affected by the residue of habitualized cognition in the 

linguistic judgments of axially ambiguous entities). Rather, it must be understood in its 

sequential entirety in terms of time and space. One type of 'sequentiality' led to the study of 

historical, diachronic changes of spatial morphemes (e.g., Svorou 1994). Another type of 

'sequentiality' would be investigated, as we tentatively did here, by looking at a synchronic 

distribution/organization of spatial expressions such as ue/shita and iku/kuru, whereby, for 

example, certain figure/ground and intrinsic/extrinsic relations are variably skewed across 

languages and spatial contexts. 

The two major foundations of the study come from the spatial research in cognitive 

anthropology and cognitive linguistics: the former argues for the cultural diversity of space 

neglected in the Western intellectual tradition, while the latter seeks to reveal panhuman 

cognitive/perceptual mechanisms motivated and constructed by schematic/experiential 

gestalts. These seemingly contradictory orientations need to be taken into account when we 

deal with spatial expressions cross-linguistically—they inevitably conflate cultural/linguistic 

universality and particularity within the mechanisms. However, the distinction between 

them is never clear. A linguistic expression in use is multiply mediated through the 

accumulation of cognitive, cultural, and historical experiences in time and space. At the 

same time, there come into play cross-modal, panhuman cognitive templates or what 

Johnson (1987) calls 'image schemata,' which have come to be formed through our 

somatic spatial experience and comprehension. 
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For example, we examined in Chapter 3 a way to untangle the conflation of the 

particular and the universal, distinguishing between the culturally mediated 

('subjectification') and the universally constrained ('2D/3D and Frame-Hopping') in terms 

of frame translatabOity. The results of these analyses presented to us the variable encoding 

of verticality and an invariable spatial template defined by frame-translatability, both of 

which have been corrfirmed by experimental and empirical data. In natural, unconstrained 

spatial contexts, as seen in Chapters 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, vacillation among frames of 

reference which continuously compete for the best anchor point is a natural phenomenon 

and may most efficiently be settled by the emergent cognition. It is in this context that the 

notions 'experience' and 'sequentiality' emerge most prominently in constructing and 

comprehending vertical space. 

8.1 A MIDDLE WAY TO MEDIATION 

In this study we took a middle path which leads to a reconciliation of what are 

roughly defined as rationalist and empiricist approaches: that is, a path typically affiliated 

with a phenomenological interpretation of (linguistic) perception (cf. Merleau-Ponty 1962; 

Vareiaet al 1991; Alverson 1994: see also FameU 1995 for her 'action-centered' approach) 

The Rationalist position is typically manifested as the Cartesian mind-body split, with the 

exclusive privilege of cognition assigned to 'mind' (to the exclusion of 'the body'). 

Consequently, Rationalism ends up divorcing 'experience' from 'meaning' and only 

concerns logical forms. The Empiricist approach has limited the notion of experience to a 

narrower realm only defined by veridical sensory representations detached from cognitive 

processes, again denying the interface or cross-modal mapping between cognition and 

experience. On the other hand, the ^proach employed here is largely phenomenological in 
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that it tries to reclaim the body within the theoretical framework grounded in the subjective 

(but cognitively shared) experiential base (Merleau-Ponty 1962; Johnson 1987). 

Phenomenological critique of the mind-body split is paralleled by anthropological 

critique of the psychic unity of the human mind (Geertz 1973a, 1973b). In the now-classic 

appeal for a synthetic investigation of humankind based on cultural diversity, Geertz 

advocates die need to seek 'systematic relations,' rather than substantive identities among 

diverse ontological strata. To achieve this, he claims, we need to replace the '"stratigraphic" 

conception of the relations between the various aspects of human existence with a synthetic 

one (1973a: 44),' integrating biological, psychological, and cultural factors treated as 

meaningful variables in a unitary system. He thus proposes two ideas to inaugurate this 

integration. First, culture must be seen as a set of 'control mechanisms' (e.g., plans, rules, 

instructions) for the governing of behavior, not just as aggregates of concrete behavior 

patterns (e.g., customs, usages, traditions). Second, we need to embrace the fact that the 

human is exactly the animal that most heavily depends on such 'extragenetic, outside-the-

skin control mechanisms' which are utilized in particular cultural milieus for the 

organization of behavior (1973a: 44 ff.)—thinking occurs not only in the head but in the 

contingent interactions between the brain and the social context. 

Merleau-Ponty, in his The spatiality of one's own body and motility, is very articulate in 
saying, 'It (our body) inhabits space and time (1962: 1j9)' and concludes, to quote at 
length, that 'The ^at strength of intellectualist psychology and idealist philosophy 
comes from their having no difficulty in showing that perception and thought have an 
intrinsic significance and cannot be eralained in terms of the external association of 
fortuitously agglomerated contents. The Cogito was the coming to self-awareness of this 
inner core. But aU meaning was ipso facto conceived as an act of thought, as the work of 
a pure /, and although rationalism easiW reftited empiricism, it was itsdf unable to 
account for the variety of ex^rience, for the elements of senselessness in it, for the 
contingency of contents. Bo^y experience forces us to acknowledge an imposition of 
meaning which is not the work of a universal constituting consciousness, a meaning 
which Clings to certain contents. My body is that meaningful core which behaves like a 
general function, and which nevertheless exists, and is susceptible to disease. In it we 
learn to know that union of essence and existence which we snail find again in perception 
generally, and which we shall then have to describe more ftilly (1962; 146^7). 
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Seemingly, his appeal for the centrality of culture in the study of the human psyche is 

hardly compatible with cognitive and phenomenological approaches which generally seek 

to discover principles for human cognition based on concrete somatic experience because 

cognitive uniformity may or may not exist prior to culture. However, this does not mean 

that Geertz denies any type of human uniformity. He does accept that we possess an innate 

capacity but contends that it is 'so functionally incomplete as to be unworkable (1973b: 

83).' That is, 'culture provides the link between what men are intrinsically capable of 

becoming and what they acmally, one by one, in fact become (1973a: 52).' As the essential 

mediator, culture is seen to enable the correct networking of the innate capacity into the 

appropriate channels acceptable in particular communities. That is, what he conceives of as 

innate capacity seems to be the fimdamental faculty for species survival. In this respect, 

what cognitive linguists regarded as essential, like image/experiential gestalts, are rather 

cultural ingredients for thought in the Geertzian cultural 'template' view. 

The extent to which such gestalts retain cross-cultural regularity and uniformity is a 

moot point. As Shore (1997) has recently shown, the strongest models of uniformity and 

variability will have to be weakened in the light of diverse cross-cultural representations of 

common schemas (see also Quinn 1991). Shore's view is a current attempt to integrate 

these counteractive orientations, by making the pendulum, swung too much to the 

'culturalized psychic diversity' view by Geertz, swing back a little toward the position 

where diverse personal agency and intentions are mediated by cognitive unity . It could be 

plausible in this view that culturally constructed dimensions of cognition may also be 

inscribed in the structures of the mind in more flexible forms than 'image schemas' or 

through what Shore calls 'analogical schematization.' 

Shore (1997: Chs. 2 & 14) hypKJthesizes three levels of behavior reflecting different 

degrees of abstraction; specific cases (more particular), instituted models, md foundational 

schemas (more abstract). For example, one of the most pervasive and powerful 
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foundational schemas in modem America, he argues, is the 'modularity' schema. The 

modularity schema emerges on this most abstract level from a high-tech cognitive style 

generated by modem ways of thinking such as machine-driven logic (Shore 1997: Chs. 5 

& 6). Its representative 'instituted models' are embodied as, e.g., 'shopping malls,' 

'educational curricula,' and 'channel surfing,' each of which consists of 'specific cases' (or 

personal experiences) such as 'shopping at stores,' 'educated according to sets of 

instmctional schedules,' and "TV watching,' respectively. As a common feature, they are 

further modularized into subordinate units such as, for 'TV watching,' chaimels, time 

frames, and commercials. Based on these different degrees of abstraction, he assumes that 

the actual schematization is achieved interactively, rather than independently, between the 

levels. 

I also believe that some aspects of the basic schemas (e.g., the VERTICALITY schema 

[see Johnson 1987; xiv] and the SOURCE-PATH-GOAL schema [Lakoff 1987]) analyzed in 

this study are partially culture-bound and manifest variability in the actualization of 

linguistic expressions at the levels of 'specific cases' (e.g., intentional/subjectified use of 

vertical terms: Chapters 2 and 3) and 'instituted models' (e.g., sequentiality in spatial 

descriptions: Chapters 4, 5, and 7). However, English and Japanese apparently share the 

identical image schema for VERTICALITY ('JL.') and SOURCE-PATH-GOAL ('•—•') at the 

most abstract level of schematization. (It is stiU arguable, however, to what extent and at 

which level Johnson's and Lakoffs 'image schemas' based on assumed ontological 

universals are comparable to Shore's 'foundational schemas.') In any case, I believe that 

ample room should be reserved for culture-based cognition, and our analyses support the 

tenets of both cognitive uniformity and cultural diversity views. We definitely need, as 

Shore (1997) articulately claims, both a cognitive view of culture and a cultural view of 

mind. 
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The notions of firames of reference, perspective-taking, and image schemas have 

convincingly demonstrated how human cognition consists of accumulated perceptions and 

experiences of the world, but linguists have just started pursuing the vicissitudes of such 

concepts in a larger stretch of discourse. It was shown in this study that, through 

accustomation, even the notion of verticaiity can potentially be expanded to manifest human 

intention in lived space. It also covertly affects our linguistic cognition in diverse ways 

when encoding vertical experience in emergent situations. In these respects I truly hope that 

this study contributes to the framing and development of discourse analysis of spatial 

experience. 
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R1 relatum (= reference object) 
S source 
Sat satellite 
SB subject 
Sp speaker (just'S' may be used 

where contextually apparent) 
TOP topic 
Tr trajectory 
TRAV traversal 
V viewer/verb (contextually 

differentiated) 

APPENDIX A; ABBREVIATIONS & NOTES ON ROMANIZATION AND 
TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
ABBREVIATIONS 

A absolute frame of reference 
ACC accusative 
Adj adjective 
Adv adverb 
CL classifier 
CI. clause 
DAT dative 
DR direction 
DS distance 
DV dispersed verb (Hopper 

1997a) 
F(g) figure 
FP final particle 
FR frame of reference 
G goal 
Gr ground 
GEN genitive 
Gv direction giver 
HON honorific 
Hr hearer 
I intrinsic frame of reference 
IMP imperative 
ENT inteijection 
lU intonation unit 
L location 
Lm landmark 
LOC locative 
M manner/means 
MAVE multiply articulated verbal 

expressions (Hopper 1991) 
MFAP most frequently associated 

phrase 
NEG negative 
NOM nominative 
P path 
PASS passive 
PN proper noim 
QM quotation marker 
R relative frame of reference 
Rc direction receiver 
Rf referent 

NOTES ON ROMANIZATION AND 
TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 

In transcribing the Japanese texts, I have 
followed the Hepburn style of 
Romanization. L^ng vowels are 
represented by duplicating a single vowel. 
However, this practice is not strictiy 
followed for commonly used words: e.g., 
Tokyo rather than Too^oo. 

... (N) long pause 
medium pause 
short pause 

(0) latching 
final contour 
continuing/listing contour 

? appeal 
[ ] speech overlap 

truncated intonation unit 
truncated word 
primary stress 

^ secondary stress 
= lengthening 
X ind^ipher5)le syllable 
<X X> uncertain hearing 
<Y Y> voice quality 
@ laughter 
(( )) researcher's comment 
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APPENDIX B: PIAGETIAN SPACE 

TOPOLOGICAL SPACE 
• Emergence of five relations (operations) 
1. Neighborhood: internally represented as interconnected with respect to their 

'neighboring each other' 
2. Distinctness: perceived as mutually distinguished from each other 
3. Ordering Relations: the order of succession in a set of elements, mental organization in a 

row, which precedes which => notion of betweenness 
4. Enclosure: distinguish in and out, enclosed and nonenclosed, and consist in the 

boundary 
—> When only the foregoing four relations are used together, the spatial environment is 
segmented and constituted topologically. 

5. Continuity and Discontinuity: the whole as continuous, the elements (e.g. points) as 
discontinuous 

PROJECTIVE SPACE 
• Start to structure his/her spatial environment on an inter-figural level, whereas the 
topological segmentation was restricted to the area within one figure. Distinct figures are 
related to each other by means of projections or perspectives. —> mental conservation of 
straight lines, curves, angles, distances, and certain specific transformation. 
1. Projective Line: the only line whose shape remains unaltered, whatever point of view 

one takes 
— 1 '  p e r s p e c t i v e :  t w o  a  p r i o r i  r e q u i r e m e n t s - i )  r e c o g n i t i o n / p r o d u c t i o n  o f  a  s u c c e s s i v e  
series of enclosures, ii) different POVs and making of coordination bet. them. 

2. Relativity of Each Perspective/Coordination System of Perceptive: a transition must be 
account for that goes from spatial egocentrism into objective grouping of spatial 
features. 

3. Geometrical Sections: contrast to topological space, only possible within a space with 
some degree of coordinateness 

4. Surface: application of the two dimensions; 'left x right,' 'above x below' and in 
coordination with each other 

EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
• A transition from projective to EucUdean space occurs 
<1. Transitions> 
1. conservation: the expression of the construction of a 'grouping', delineation of a whole 

that remains permanent and constant 
2. Affinities: operations constituting the notion of parallelism of simple straight lines of 

direction and of sameness of direction. Angle is complementary to parallelism 
3. Similarities: the use of both parallels and angles together results in Ae recognition of 

certain geometrical constructs as similar. 
—proportions (estimation of the degree of identity/ interchangeability) 
—> constancy of size (constancies of length, height, etc.) 
—geometrical similarities^gures 
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<n. Euclidean Notions> 
1. Coordinate System: derived from the combination of foregoing features, fundamental are 

the horizontal and vertical dimensions, consists in the application of order relations on 
all objects of a large frame of perspectives, applied to two or three dimensions at a time. 

2. Transposition/Qualitative Operations; Euclidean notion of partition/interval (whenever 
the relative size of part of a line is conserved = qualitative), distance (through the interval 
between two immobile points), surface (transposition on the two-dimension), and 
volume (on the three-dimension) 

3. Constitution of Linear Measure: concrete actions of comparison, overlapping, and 
matching; the original part is considered the unit against which other, similar parts are 
matched. 

4. Calculation of Surfaces and Volumes: require the development of two specific forms of 
conservation—conservation of surfaces and occupied volume. 
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APPENDIX C: CLIMBING TERMINOLOGY 
(LONG 1993: 185-6 FOR MORE GLOSSARY) 

aid: 
anchor: 
arete: 
belay: 
biners: 
bolt: 
carabiners: 
crux: 
fi*eesolo: 
free/free climb: 

lead: 
line: 
move: 
pitch: 
protection: 
quickdraws: 

runout: 

smear: 

stance: 
top-rope: 
traverse: 

use of means other than the action of hands, feet, and body 
a means by which climbers are secured to a cliff 
an outside comer of rock 
procedure of securing a climber by use of a rope 
see carabiners 
artificial anchor placed in a hole drilled for that purpose 
aluminum alloy rings equipped with a spring-loaded snap gate 
the most difficult section of a climb or a pitch 
to climb using hands and feet only AND without a rope 
to climb using hands and feet only; the rope is only used to safeguard 

against injury 
to be first on a climb; to lead a route, placing protection 
the path of weakness in the rock which is the route 
movement 
the section of rock between belays 
the anchors used to safeguard the leader 
a (sewn) sling with carabiners; used for drag-free rope management 

by the leader 
the distance between two points of protection; often referring to a long 

stretch of climbing without protection 
to stand on the front of the foot and gain friction against the rock 

across the breadth of the sole to adhere to the rock 
a standing rest spot, often the site of the belay 
a belay from zibove 
to move sideways, without altitude gain 
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APPEP4DIX D. CRITERIA FOR SEGMENTATION OF TEXT 

1) Chafe's three types of intonation units—substantive, regulatory, and fragmentary 
units—are all included in the analysis. Regulatory units are here seen as a mediator 
before and/or after the substantive one, attuning and reconciling propositional contents 
that are not straightforwardly utterable in terms of social, physical, and psychological 
constraints. Although Chafe excluded firagmentary lUs fixim some of his narrative 
analyses, they are retained here in the same verse but on separate lines. They are 
included because I assume that they are incomplete articulations of on-going production 
processes. Thus, theoretically, we may get numerous firagmentary lUs before an 
utterance is successfully transmitted. 

2) If prosodic contours are available, a line is an intonation unit: if not, each line is ideally 
comprised of a single clause, though not necessarily. For example, restrictive relative 
clauses may or may not be continuous. This is true as well for other types of modifiers: 
nominal, adjectival, participial, and other adverbial clauses. Fundamentally, lexical 
pattemings/recurrence and prosodic features are to be looked at to decide fiie points of 
segmentation, depending on the length of paiise between them, the types of prosodic 
contour, presence of disfluencies intervening in them, and/or syntactic (in)compatibility 
with the clause. 

3) Lines are organized into verses, which are further boimd up into stanzas based on the 
sound, form, and content, and it is verses and stanzas that participate in culture-specific 
oral pattems. 

To reiterate specific points, the following observations proved to be effective for our 
analysis. Lines, Verses, Stanzas, Scenes, and Acts are Werarchically organized from 
smaller to larger units. 

LINES: 
a) a line is basically an idea unit (Chafe 1980; Hymes, 1996; Gee 1989) or an intonation(al) 

unit (lU; Chzife 1987, 1994). When intonation contours are not available, as in 
written or edited spoken narratives, a clause is the primary unit in lines; 

b) connectives such as 'and,' 'so,' 'then,' 'but' and the Japanese counterparts tend to occur 
at the line-initial/final position; 

c) when prosodic contours are available, all the three types of lUs are considered for 
analysis. Substantive and Regulatory lUs basically constitute single lines. Fragmentary 
lUs are appended to the begiiming of the next new line, or to the end of the same line, 
depending on language-specific regulatory patterns. In other words, a firagmentary unit 
is generally taken to be an abandoned attempt at new content, or a yet-to-be Substantive 
lU, but was not completed for some reason. It still constitutes a line. 

VERSES and STANZAS: 
a) in a narrative form, the verse is basically a central building block of a sentence-like 

contour, and may involve more than one line (Hymes 1996: 144) 

However, as Hymes (1996: 143) points out. Gee's idea units are not necessarily spoken 
lines. 
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b) a new verse is usually demarcated by a preceding, often intonational, period (or a falling 
contour)'^''; 

c) shifts in temporal and spatial relations may indicate a new verse or a stanza; 
d) conversational turns are always verses: Hymes (1996) maintains that a turn leads to a 

demarcation of a verse, but b^ause of paucity of turns and relatively short lines in my 
data, I did not necessarily follow this criterion; 

e) a series of verbs in the same tense, a chunk of repetitions, or the same topic may indicate 
a stanza (or a scene). 

SCENES and ACTS: 
a) drastic change of spatial and temporal relations often mark the change of scenes. 
b) change of participants often leads to a change of scenes. 
c) a hierarchically higher category of Scenes constitutes Act. 

I say 'often' because what is called up-talk or han-gimonkei 'half-question style' which 
may mdicate termination of an lU, is currently wide-spread practice among the young 
generations in both the US and Japan. 
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APPENDIX E. JAPANESE TEXT IN INTONATION UNITS 

1) I ...horekara=, 
2) ... '^ato via. maa nee, 
3) .. are wa '''^shinu koto wa na-
4) . . "^nakattan dakedomo. 
5) ... "'^jibun ga nobottete=, 
6) ... {.6) ano=, 
7) ... (.8) reino, 
8) ... (1.0) ano=, 
9) ... (.8) e= '^'^yonpoo no, 
10) '^toonanpeki no, 
11) '^shimizu RCC ruuto-tte yuunka naa. 
12) K ... (.8) hun. 
13) ... cLh= haa haa haa haa [haa haa hai. ] 
14) I [''asoko no nee, ] 
15) ... ^'^natsu ni, 
16) .. "itta toki ni, 
17) ... ano=, 
18) "rokkotsu kossetsu shitan da nee. 
19) K ... a, 
20) .. '^sonnano mo attan desu ka? 
21) I ... un. 
22) ... ano=, 
23) '^Yamamori-kun to, 
24) ..'^''issho ni nobotta toki ni ne. 
25) K ... e, 
26) . . sore ^'^fuyu ja ^nakattan desu ka? 
27) I ... iya iya. 
28) ... '^soo ja nakute, 
29) . . sono ^'^mae. 
30) K ... ahhh. 
31) I ... '^"tsumari, 
32) ... ano=, 
33 ) ... '^'^sore wa, 
34) . . ^sono ''setsujokusen ni itta wake de atte, 
35) ... sono=, 
36) . . '^fuyu ni iku yotei mo atta monde ichido, 
37) .. ano nobottokoo-cchuu koto de, 
38) .. '^nobottan dawa nee. 
39) K ... fu=n. 
40) I ... '^hoshitara, 
41) ... '^sono toki ni, 
42) . .'^boku ga toppu de nobotteta toki ni, 
43) .. ^"konna ookina iwa ga, 
44) ... '^koyatte, 
45) ... ano=, 
46) ...(1.5) '^'^sawatta dakede ko= ori- '^ochitekita monde 

@@@@@@@@[@@@]^ 
47) K [asoko] nara arisoo desu nee. 
48) I ... sawatta dakede ochitekita monde saa, 
49) ... hoide, 
50) . . "issho ni '^ochichatta wake nee. 
51) ... hoide. 



52) .. ano, 
53) .. "^chuuburarin. ni natte, 
54) ... eeto .. ̂ anotoki wa nee, 
55) ... '^tochuu ga nee, 
56) ... ano=, 
57) .. '^anmari '^haaken ga uten toko da monde, 
58) ... '^''da=to nagaku, 
59) .. ano=, 
60) ... e= '^'^chuukanshiten o, 
61) . . '^torazuni o- . . are shitotta monde, 
62) .. ^'^sootoo ochite ne, 
63) ... '^'^20 meetaa chikaku ochitan<@ja nai kanaa @>@@@. 
64) K ... hu=n. 
65) I ... '^honde, 
66) ... ano, 
67) ... '^hangu no shita de, 
68) .. '^kakiihoshiteiru Yaitiamori-kun no sugu mae ni, 
69) . . <@ '^'^buwa=nto "^burasagattan da. @> 
70) ... hoide .. [soide], 
71) ... ano --
72) ... koko --
73) ... ano --
74) K [ja --] 
75) I . . "^nante yxiunka naa. {(Exhale)). 
76) ... are, 
77) . . joohanshin= 
7 8) ... '^ue gawa no '^ano roopu ga --
79) ... Ano=, 
80) .. hasmesu no ^ue mo, 
81) .. tsuketeta monde, 
82) K (0)a[aaaa.] 
83) I ['^'^ba=n to] "^hippararete, 
84) ... '^rokkotsu ^otchattan da wane. 
85) K ... aa. 
86) ... '^sono shokku de. 
87) I ... hun. 
88) K ... aa j a, 
89) .. '^hoka no ..^^iwa jitai ni yoru kega wa nakattan desu ka 
90) I (0)hun. 
91) K ... aaa. 
92) I ... '^datte, 
93) .. ^'^kuuchuu '^ochitetta dake da monde. 
94) ... (1.2) '^choodo '^hangu no ue kara ochite kita monde saa. 
95) ... ha- .. '^'^hangu koshite ^koo itte, 
96) . . . '^kante itte, 
97) ... '^bandotorabaasu shiteru [toki] 
98) . . "^totte, 
99) K [huiin.] 
100)1 ... moo <@ '^shuuryo-- @> 
101) ... •^'"kakushinbu wa owari to yuu tokoro no, 
102) .. s- '"temae no tokoro de saa, 
103) ... eino, 
104) .. '^bando. .agatteru. . . ̂ tochuu de, 
105) .. sooyuu koto ga okottan dawa nee. 
106) ... '^Honde, 
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107) .. '^'^buwa=nto ochita monde, 
108) .. bando no --
109) ... '^"bando no "^kono tokoro wa, 
110) ... hotondo '^'^nannimo shiten ga tottarahen monde saa, 
111) .. honde moo, 
112) .. '^'^buwa=to ochite, 
113) ... ^choodo sono, 
114) . . . ''hangutai= o ^koshita tokoro damonde, 
115) .. '^hangu no ^shita made ochitetchatta wake. 
116) ... (ho)nde '^'"nannimo '^ataranakattan da. 
117)K ... aa jaa, 
118) .. kaette ^hangu [shi(te)]ta no ga yokatcan desu ne. 
119)1 [un.] 
120) ... dakara, 
121) . . '^'^hangu shiteru tokoro no hoo ga, 
122) ... ano=, 
123) ... e= iwa ni "^gekitotsu shite=, 
124) .. ^shinu-tte yuu yoona koto ga, 
125) .. naikara nee. 
126) ... aruiwa ke- '^sonshoo o ukeru. 
127) ... '^''dakara, 
128) ...(H), 
129) ...'"ima no dakara=, 
130) ... ano=, 
131) . . '^^onishi mitaina tokoro @@@ no '^hoo ga nee, 
132)K .. anzen desu ne. 
133)1 ... ^^zettai "anzen nanda yo. 



APPENDIX F. JAPANESE TEXT IN LINES 

SCENE i 
Abstract 
A 1 horelcara=, 

ato wa maa , 
2 are wa shinu koto wa na-

nakattan dakedomo. 
3 jibun ga nobottete=. 

Abstract 
B 1 (.7) ano=, 

(.8) reino, 
(1.0) ano=, 

(.8) o= yonpoo no, 
tooricinpeki no, 

shimizu RCC ruuto-tte yuunka naa. 
( (. 8) hxm. 

ah= haa haa haa haa [haa haa hai.]) 
2 [asoko no nee,] 

natsu ni, 
itta toki ni, 

3 ano^, 
rokkotsu kossetsu shitan da n««. 

SCENE ii 
(Orientation) 
q a, 

sonnano mo attan desu ka? 
a un. 

ajio=, 
Yciinainori-k\m to, 

issho ni nobotta toki ni n«. 
q  ® ,  

sore fuyu ja nakattan desu Jca? 
a iya iya. 

soo ja nakute, 
sono mae. 

(ahhh.) 

Orientation 
A 1 tsumari, 

ano=, 
sore wa, 

sono setsujokusen ni itta wake de atte, 
2 8ono=, 

fuyu ni iku yotei mo atta monde ichido, 
3 ano nobottokoo-cchuu koto de, 

nobottan dawa naa. 
(fu=n.) 

SCENE iii 
Complication 1 - Result 1 / Peak 
A 1 hoshitara, 



sono toki ni, 
boku ga toppu de nobotteta toki ni, 

2 konna ookina iwa ga, 
koyatte, 

3 ano=, 
(1.5) sawatta dakede ko= ori- ochitekita monde M90[M9] 

([asoko] nara arisoo desu nee.) 

Peak/Result 1 
B 1 sawatta dakede ochitekita monde aaa, 

2 hoida, 
issho ni ochichatta wake na«. 

3 hoida, 
azxo, 

chuiiburarin ni natta. 

Complication 2 
C 1 aat:o anotoki wa naa, 

tochuu ga naa, 
ano=, 

arimari haaken ga uten toko da Bonda, 
2 da^tto nagaku, 

ano=, 
a= chuukanshiten o, 

toraziini o- are shitotta monda, 
3 sootoo ochite na. 

Peak / Result 1' 
D 1 20 meetaa chikaku ochitan<®ja nai kanaa 9>M9. 

(hu=n.) 
2 honda, 

ano, 
hangu no shita de, 

kakuhoshiteiru Yamainori-k\in no sugu mae ni, 
3 <® buwasnto burasagattan da. 9> 

Result 2 
E 1 hoida [soida], 

ano --
koko — 

ano --
{[ja --]) 

nante yuunka naa. ((Exhale)). 
ara, 

joohanshin= --
ue gawa no ano roopu ga --

ano=, 
haanesu no ue mo, 

tsuketeta nonda, 
(  ( O ) a t a a a a . ] )  

2 [basn to] hippararete, 
3 rokkotsu otchattan da wana. 



SCENE iv 
(Compliction 3) 
q a«. 

sono shokku de. 
a hun. 
q  aa ja 

hoka no iwa jitai ni yoru kega wa nakattan desu Ica 

(aaa.) 

Complication 3 
A 1 datta, 

kuuchuu ochitetta dake da aonde. 
2 (1.2) choodo hangu no ue kara ochite kita monde saa. 

Complication 3 
B 1 ha- hangu koshite koo itte, 

2 kcinte itta, 
3 bandotorabaasu shiteru [toki] 

totte, 
{[huun.]) 

Complication 3 
C 1 moo <@ shuuryo-- @> 

kakushinbu wa owari to yuu tokoro no, 
s- temae no tokoro de saa, 

2 ano, 
bando agatteru tochuu de, 

3 sooyuu koto ga okottan dawa nae. 

Peak 
D 1 Honde, 

buwa>aito ochita monda, 
2 bando no --

bando no kono tokoro wa, 
3 hotondo nannimo shiten ga tottarahen monde saa. 

Peak / Result 1* 
E 1 honda moo, 

buwa^to ochite, 
2 choodo sono, 

hangutai= o koshita tokoro da monda, 
3 hangu no shita made ochitetchatta waka. 

(Result 1') 
(F)l (ho)iida nannimo ataranakattan da. 

SCENE V 
(Evaluated) Coda 
q aa j aa, 

kaette hangu [shi(te)]ta no ga yokattan desu na. 

a (0)hun. 

3 0 

a [un. ] 
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Coda 
A 1 dakaara, 

hangu shiteru tokoro no hoo ga, 
2 azio=, 

•= iwa ni gekitotsu shite=, 
shinu-tte yuu yoona koto ga, 

naikara n««. 
3 arulwa ke- sons hoo o ukeru. 

Coda 
B 1 dalcara, 

(H) , 
ima no dakara=, 

2 azio=, 
onishi mitaina tokoro @@@ no hoo ga ne«, 

(anzen desu ne.) 
3 zettai anzen nanda yo. 
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APPENDIX G. ACCOUNT OF JAPANESE (DEICTIC) MOTION VERBS 

Figure X below shows a generally accepted schema for Japanese iku and kuru 
proposed by Morita (1977). Although several new models have been proposed (e.g., 
Zhang 1992; Imani 1991), basic assumptions are still tenable. Morita (1977) presents a 
trian^ar model based on Fillmore-like perspective-shifts. In these formulations, the 
speaker (Sp) may describe the movement of an entity (arrow) from A to B, or B to C with 
iku or kuru depending on the empathic perspective t^en. Thus, possible perspectives for 
these cases represent at least five types of deictic configurations as shown below: 

Sp 

iku (1) 

B 

kuru {I) 

iku (2) 
B' 

iku (3) kuru (2) Sp 

Sp = Position of Speaker's/narrator's perspective A, B. C = Loci of perspective 
A = Locus of the third party 
B = Locus of Sender of message 
C = Locus of Receiver of message 

Figure X. Five types of iku/kuru (Morita 1977: 66) 

Morita's (1977) account is more flexible than Ohye's in that Morita distinguishes 
between Sp and Sender of the message. These speaker-dependent perspective-shifts enable 
the flotation of points of view like Kuno & Kaburaki's (1977) empathic perspective. Such 
shifts are quite natural elements in literary (and emotive) discourse saturated with the 
narrator's empathy for the entity narrated. However, in most conversational and narrative 
discourse where the speaking agent subjectively describes her/his own past experiences, 
the speaker almost always identifies with one pole of a dyad, that is, the message sender's 
perspective (B). In such a setting, usages of iku and kuru tend to be limited to Morita's 
formulation iku (3) and kuru (1) in Figure 8. Based on this assumption, I suppose, Ohye 
(1975), Kuno 1978; Umegaki (1975), Higashi (1981), and Zhang (1992) restricted the 
motions represented by iku and kuru to these prototypes. In short, a general understanding 
is that 'motion toward the speaker's domain is represented by kuru, and the other motions, 
by iku. If the hearer's domain is contrastively perceived, motion toward her/him is 
described by iku (Takubo 1990: my translation).' 

To recapitulate. Figure Y demonstrates various types of (deictic) motion that can be 
described by Japanese iku and kuru. 

if* 7 ' ^x^ddressee 
(Speaker) 

Q = Sender's 
perceptual domain 

Figure Y. Motions describable by iku and kuru 
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Figure Y implies that in a sequence of discourse, the locus of the speaker and/or the 
addressee, if signified by the use of iku and kuru, is not equally inferable. The locus of the 
speaker is always inferable from kuru because s/he is necessarily located at the (intended) 
goal of the motion. The locus of the hearer (or a described entity) is often, though not 
necessarily fully, inferable from the use of iku because iku may just be a neutral motion 
which does not have to be oriented toward the hearer unless so indicated. Only sufficient 
contextual information and/or explicit mention of the goal will truthfully cormect the 
speaker-hearer nodes in Figure Y. For example, when Sp is outside the dyadic 
communication act {iku (2) in Figure X—a t^ical scene in which the speaker describes a 
motion transmitted from one point to another), spatial motion signified by iku (and go) 
does not tell anything about the speaker's or hearer's locations unless supplied with 
locative phrases or contextual background. Therefore there exists 'variable fixedness to 
Source and Goal' for iku. 
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